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SUBSCRIPTIONS: (postpaid prices)

•US Rate: S3 each. 6 issue sub for $18, 12 issue

sub for S30. In California, send $19.49 for 6

months or $32.55 for 12 months (tax).

•Canada: $4 each (air)- or $3 (surface).

6 issue sub for $24 (air) or $18 (surface).

(US dollars)*

•Mexico: $4.50 each (air) or $5 (surface). 6 issue

sub for $27 (air) or $30 (surface).

•Western Europe: $8 each (air) or $4 (surface). 6

issue sub for $48 (air) or $24 (surface).

•Japan, Australia, New Zealand: $9 each (air) or

$4.50 (surface). 6 issue sub for $54 (air) or $27

(surface). (US dollars)

•Everywhere else: $8 each (air) or $5.50 (surface).

6 issue sub for $48 (air) or $33 (surface).

Let us know which issue to start with!

BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE:
#148, 150-154, 156-157, 159-163, 166,

168-175, 178-181, 184-211,213-239 are

as stated above in subscription info. See
page after next.

DEADLINES FOR NEXT ISSUE:

Scene Reports: continuously, with photos!

Interviews: continuously, with photos!

Ad Reservations: call to make sure.

Ad Copy In (with payment): by 15th of pre-

vious month-NO LATER!!!

Issue out: by 2nd week of following month.

AD RATES & SIZES!!

1/6 page: (2 3/8“ x 5") $30

1/3 page long: (2 3/8" x 10") $85

1/3 page square: (5" x 4 7/8") $100

1/2 page: (7 1/4" x 5") $150
Full page (7 1/4” x 10") $400

AD CRITERIA:
We will not accept major label or related

ads, or ads for comps that include major

label bands. We reserve the right to

refuse ads for any reason at any time.

Send ads on paper, properly sized.

CLASSIFIEDS: NEW PRICE! $2 for a

maximum of 40 words. No racist, sexist

or fascist material. Send typed if possible.

COVER: Mike Thorn

SELL MRR AT GIGS: Within the US,

they’re $1.50 each ppd, cash up front.

Contact us for non-US orders. Must

order 5 or more of the same issue.

NEWSSTAND circulation through Big

Top Newsstand Services, a division of

the IPA. For more information call (415)

643-0161 or fax (415) 643-2983 or

E-mail: lnfo@BigTopPubs.com.

Also available from: No Idea, Sound
Idea, Revolver, Get Hip, Smash,
Subterranean, Last Gasp, See Hear,

Armadillo, Ubiquity, Choke Inc, Desert

Moon, and Marginal.

See page 5 for foreign distribution info.

Please send all records, zines,

letters, articles, scene reports, photos,

subscriptions, interviews, ads, etc., to:

MAXIMUMROCKNROLL
PO BOX 460760

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94146-0760

Phone (415) 923-9814

Fax (415) 923-9617

www.maximumrocknroll.com
mrr@maximumrocknroll.com

)

(use this mainly for comments
& letters. Use phone for ads

& other business stuff)

for what it’s worth (not much), I

of the MRR crew’s current Top 10 (or so..

CLONE DEFECTS-Shapes of Venus-CD CROW/ARTIMUS PYLE-EP

HOUSE ON FIRE-EP EXPLODING HEARTS-Modem Kicks-EP

BREAKFAST-Vertigo-LP LIDS-No Fool for You-EP

MC5-LP FROM ASHES RISE/CALLTHE POLICE-live

ASBEST-NYT Blod-EP OURTURN-live

KUNG FU RICK-Coming to an End-LP _ SHIKARI-Dead Men-EP

CROW/ARTIMUS PYLE-EP REGRET-Do You Remember Hardcore-LP

NAILBITER/DESTRUCCION-LP THE CLIFTONS-Rock Out-EP

BREAKFAST-Vertigo-LP RELIGIOUS WAR-Cracked System-LP

JOY DIVISION-Warsaw-LP GUITAR WOLF-live

LOADS-Beach Banshee-EP BREAKFAST-LP/TAXI-LP

LIDS-No Fool for You-EP LIBERATE-EP/DACKELBLUT-both LPs

ASBEST-NYT Blod-EP COLORED RICE MEN-LPs/DOMINATRIX-live

F-HOLE-Gives a Fuck-EP TIM VERSION/BAGGAGE-splitEP

GOAT SHANTY-Clearly Presp In-EP SUBURBAN KID/SLINGSHOT IDOL-split EP

TRIGGERS-live

SW1NGIN UTTERS-Dead Flowers..-LP/live

V/A-Dirtnap Across the Northwest-CD

TIM VERSION/BAGGAGE-splitEP

BENNY/BABY LITTLE TABLETS-split EP

CLONE DEFECTS-Shapes of Venus-CD

EXPLODING HEARTS-Modem Kicks-EP

HOUSE ON FIRE-EP

LIDS-No Fool for You-EP

DILLINGER 4/ME 1ST & GIMME GIMMES-live

DAN MELCHOIR-Andover,Duluth, London-EP MONSTERS-I See Dead People-CD

THUNDERCRACK-The Crack-CD TAXI-Uke a Dog-LP

CLONE DEFECTS-Shapes of Venus-CD CONTRARIANS-You Will Listen-EP

GEEKS-Dreamland in Maehineland-EP HENTCHMEN-One Up!-EP

MODEY LEMON-Enemy-2xEP LOADS-Beach Banshee-EP

mmmsmm
LOADS-Beach Banshee-EP

KOWALSKIS/LULABELLES-split EP

FLASH EXPRESS-Ride the Flash Express-EP

EXPLODING HEARTS-Modem Kicks-EP

THE TEARS-She Ain’t Right-EP

THE SKULLS-Babies-EP

THE SAVIORS-Ruby Gloom-EP

CARBONA/BREAKAWAYS-split EP

BIG MIDNIGHT-Doin’AII Right-EP

F-HOLE-Gives a Fuck-EP

MONSTERS-I See Dead People-CD GEEKS-Dreamland in Machineland-EP

VOLT-Couples-127CANDY SNATCHERS-live THE BLACKS-77COOL JERKS-7’

CLONE DEFECTS-7” and LP HENTCHMEN-One Up!-EP

DAN MELCHOIR’S BROKE REVIEW-LP V/A-Bulb Singles #1-CD

SKIP JENSON & HIS SHAKIN' FEET-EP ROCKET FROM THE TOMBS-live

fSMMill
SOLEA-CD/POP THREAT-CD

EXPLODING HEARTS-Modem Kicks-EP

KOWALSKIS/LULABELLES-split EP

SWINGIN UTTERS-Dead Flowers..-LP

HOUSE ON FIRE-EP/EPOXIES-live

CRITICS-EP/WHAT KIDS WANT-EP

FAVOURITES-LP/BIG MIDNITHE-EP

SNUFF-Disposable Income-CD

COCKNEY REJECTS-Out of the Gutter-CD

TOY DOLLS-Anniversary Anthems-CD



Please send us records

for MRR and one for reviewer), or CD-only release. See
records section for where to send tapes & CD-Rs.

ZINE SHITWORKERS

EXPLODING HEARTS-Modem Kicks-EP WHATTHE KIDAWANT-EP

HENTCHMEN-One Up!-EP HOUSE ON FIRE-EP

KOWALSKIS/LULABELLES-split EP FUN-10”EP/OMA HANS-LP

CARBONA'BREAKAWAYS-split EP DACKELBLUT-both LPs

DICKI ES-Stifl Got Live-LP EXPLODING HEARTS-EP/FOURTH ROTOR-live

SHANK-Curse of Shank-CD FUN-Speed Like a Hammer-10”

BREAKFAST-Ver|jgo-LP/NECROS-2XLP GRAIN USA-Catchy Uke a Cold-EP

DACKELBLUT-both LPs/MC5-LP COLORED RICE MEN-LPs

IMPRACTICAL COCKPIT-Trashed Is Good-LP CROW/ARTIMUS PYLE-EP

TELEVISION-The Blow Up-2xLP THIS IS MY FIST/FOURTH ROTOR/TED LEO-live

DACKELBLUT-LP KUNG FU RICK-LP

FOURTH ROTOR-live LIBERATE-EP

ULSTER-Ulsterror-CD RELIGIOUS WAR-LP

NCC-10” POTOMAC-LP/reviewing records for MRR

—

DBCRE/M\OJTH-Bi£^^ it’s been fun. Midwest here 1 come! Thanks.

TAXI-Like a Dog-LP THE TEARS-She Ain’t Right-EP

V/A-Drinking About Songs-2xLP LIDS-No Fool for You-EP

LOADS-Beach Banshee-EP F-HOLE-Gives a Fuck-EP

WHAT THE KIDA WANT-EP TRIGGERS-live

CLONE DEFECTS-Shapes of Venus-EP JEWDRIVER-live

GENERATION 69-EP LES TECKELS-7”

ANTISEEN-Here to Ruin Your Groove-LP

CROW/ARTIMUS PYLE-EP

CRI D’ALERTE-50 CL-EP

LES POCHES-Tears of Lager-EP

ABEST-EP/BREAKFAST-LP

DACKELBLUT-both LPs

F-HOLE-Gives a Fuck-EP

GOOD MORNING/DEATH FIRST-EP

HK/KGS-EP/HOUSE ON FIRE-EP

ANTISEEN-Noise for the Sake of Noise-LP

LIBERATE-Never Fading Away-EP

LOURDS 5- Touche Pas A Mon Bock-EP

KK 44-Un Hospice Pour Crever-EP

THE BUTTOCKS-Law and Onder-LP

JUNK SCHIZO-EP/SHANK-CD

NAILBITER/DESTRUCCION-LP

WITCHHUNT/DEATHBAG-EP

RELIGIOUS WAR-12’

DOMINATRIX-live

Anandi

Peter Avery

Jerry Booth

Tim Brooks

Kat Case
Robert Collins

Rob Coons
Paul Curran

Mikel Delgado

Kara Electric

Jonathan Floyd

Doug Grime

Jeff Heermann
George Impulse

Kenny Kaos

Elliot Lange

Michael Lucas

Jesse Luscious

Bobby Manic

Tobia J. Minckler

Allan McNaughton

Mark Murrmann
Joshua Peach
Wm. Rage
Sandra Ramos
Rick Reavill

Will Risk

Heather Ryan
Sara Sandberg

Steve Spinali

Gordon Zola

Aragorn

Michelle Barnhardt

Julia Booz Ullrey

Amy Browne

Karoline Collins

Catherine Cook
Carl Cordova

Andy Darling

Ben Ditch

Jake Filth

Gardner Fusuhara

Harald Hartmann

Vince Horner

Chloe Jensen

Carolyn Keddy

Paul Lesneski

Ray Lujan

Hal MacLean
Jeff Mason
Megan March

Jennifer Mushnick

Mimi Nguyen
Donna Poole

Roy Rahlfling

Spencer Rangitsch

Casey Ress

Bruce Roehrs

Greta S.

Andrew Scott

Max Tremblay

ZINE CONTRIBUTORS
Tony Arena

Nathan Berg

Chris(tine) Boarts

Mitch Cardwell

Bill Florio

Mark Hanford

Jessica Mills

Erika Ransom
George Tabb

Wells Tipley

Erin Yanke

Mary Givesashit

Chris Bickell

Mykel Board

Renae Bryant

CrimethINC

John Geek
Maddy
Ted Rail

Scott Soriano

Mike Taylor

Felix Von Havoc
Henry Yu
Phester Swollen

Andreas Nordstrom Lucky Rotterdam

Luke Tristan Still

Mick Rant Kevin Hunt

Dave Hyde Nate

Mischelle Merritt

ARAB ON RADAR-Stolen Singles-CD CLONE DEFECTS-Shapes of Venus-EP

DIRTY CHARLIE-Hydra-EP GEEKS-Dreamland in Machineland-EP

IMPRACTICAL COCKPIT-Trashed Is Good-LP BLOW CHUNKS-Little Suzie-EP

LES TECKELS-I’m Not So Angry-EP LIDS-No Fool for You-EP

COOL JERKS-Whole Wide World-EP VOLT-Couples-1Z

Adijo Pamet #9

Equalizing Distort #3

Go Metric Winter 02-03

Imagine #5

Full Gallop #10

The Little Black Star #24

Not-Not #2

Oakslander #1

Scanner #13

Tight Pants/Snakepit

DISTRIBUTION COORDINATOR
Clara Jeffers

ZINE COORDINATORS
Arwen Curry Mike Thorn
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MAXIMUMROCKNROLL MAXIMUMROCKNROLI MAXIMUMROCKNROLL
MAXIMUM ROCKNROLL IS A MONTHLY PUBLICATION. ALL WORK IS DONATED AND NO ONE RECEIVES ANY SALARY. ALL PROCEEDS ARE EITHER INVESTED IN TECHNOLOGI-

CAL IMPROVEMENTS OR GO TO OTHER SIMILARLY NOT-FOR-PROFIT PROJECTS. ANYONE IS WELCOME TO REPRINT ANYTHING FROM MRR, BUT ONLY IF IT'S NOT-FOR-PROFIT.

# 148/Sept ‘95. Soda Jerks, Toe Rag, Thorazine. Sacred

Straight, Wizo, Opposition Party, Moody Jackson,

Adversives, Opcion Crucial, Rebel. Rebel, Teen Idols,

Walking Ruins.

#150/Nov '95. NY Loose, Snap-Her, Sick Boys,

Splattcrhcads, Pipe, Pregnant Man, Final Conflict.

Rawness, Stink, Goblins, Smellic Fingers.

#151/Dec '95. Lowdowns, My White Bread Mom,
Queen B's, Electric Frankenstein, Turtlehead, Serpico,

Trick Babys, In/Humanity, Stains, Varukers, Pist,

Terrible Virtue.

#152/Jan '96. Delilah Jacks, Battalion of Saints, Bottom

Feeders, Turbonegro, Murder Junkies, Junior, Assfort,

Retch Records, Com-Fract, Dead End Kids.

#153/Feb '96. Snort, Hatchetface, Utile Ugly Girls,

ADZ, Oxymoron, NOTA, Stun Guns, Surfin’ Turnips,

Gutfiddle. Karen Monster, Dimestorc Haloes.

#154/Mar ‘96. Motards, Subincision. Stisism, Donnas,

Stallions, Count Backwards.

#156 pt 1/May '96. Public Toys, Crunch, Peter & The

Test Tube Babies, Nails Of Hawaiian, Splash 4, Yawp!,

Ufetime, Sickoids.

#156 pt 2/May '96. Australian Special: Beanflipper.

Melancholy, Blitz Babiez. Crank. SubRosa, Mindsnare.

TMT, H-Block, B-Sides, Fallout, Frenzal Rhomb.

Lawnsmell, One.Inch Punch, Chickenshit, No Deal.

#157/June '96. Against All Authority. The Criminals,

Wanlance, Heroines, Brain Brats, Rudiments, Chinese

Millionaires, Sons Of Hercules. Your Mother, Yellow

Scab.

#159/Aug '96. Smugglers, Brand New Unit, Tone Deaf

Pig-Dogs, Round Ear Spocks, David Hayes/Very' Small

Rees, Man Afraid, Blind Side. Vox Populi, Death Wish

Kids, Fun People, Fat Drunk & Stupid.

#160/Sept ‘96. Automatics, Boycot. Toast. Morning

Shakes, Mormons, John Q. Public, Sex Offenders.

Ballgagger, Business, Apocalypse Babys, Good
Riddance.

#161/Oct ‘96. Jet Bumpers, Steel Miners, Divisia. Lopo

Drido, Red #9, Nothing Cool, Sink, Sires, NewtowlT

Grunts.

#162/Nov ‘96. Phantom Surfers, Candy Snatchers, the

Stain, National Guard, Torches To Rome. Restos Fosiles,

Two Bo’s Maniacs, Snuka, Redemlion 87, Torture Kitty.

#163/Dec ‘96. Last Sons of Krypton, Prostitutes, Wig

Hat, Boys, Let It Rock, Enemy Soil, Vulcaneers, Half

Empty, Zeros, Deadcats, Teen Idles.

#166/Mar ‘97. Walking Abortions, Hickey. ‘77 Spreads,

Sanity Assassins, Cards In Spokes. Joey Tampon & The

Toxic Shocks, Adjective Noun, Suicide King. Lenguas

Armadas, Trauma, De Crew.

#168/May ‘97. Cretin 66, Fishsticks, Distemper,

Enewetak, UK Subs, Luxd Champ, Jake Sayiess,

“Pioneers of Punk."

#169/June ‘97. Hand Skin, Cluster Bomb Unit, Jihad,

Purgen, Speed Queens, Remission, Halflings, The Old

Man, Deface.

#170/Julv ‘97. Bristle, Mine, Tedio Boys, The ’4

Cockroaches, Absconded, Meanwhile. Broken, (Young)

Pioneers, Hoodrat.

#171/Aug ‘97. Violent Society, Strychnine. Idiots,

Knuckle Heads, Race Traitor, Patrick Grindstaff.

Misanthropists.

#172/Sept ‘97. Withdrawals, Judgement, No Motiv,

Oppressed Logic, Truents, Left For Dead, Yellowskin,

Weird Lovemakers, Smash Your Face. Flatus, Straight

Faced, Klaxon, X-It.

#173/Oct ‘97. Hot Water Music, Fat Day, Los Ttgres

Guapos, Les Partisans. Bristols, My 3 Scum, Space

Shits, Pessimiser Rees, Reciusives, Nick Qwik.

#J74/Nov *97. Stratford Mercenaries, Liekity Split,

Bladder, Piss Shivers, Barnhills. In/Humanity, Education

theme issue.

#175/Dec ‘97. One Man Army, Those Unknown, Boiling

Man, Piao Chong, Exploding Crustaceans, Last Year's

Youth, Heartdrops, Dirty Burds, Dimestorc Haloes.

#178/Mar ‘98. Economics issue. Forgotten Rebels,

Dinys, Josh Collins, American Steel, L^etterbombs,

Gyogun Rend's, Go-Devils, Room 41, Tone Deaf Pig

Dogs, Garage Rats.

#179/April ‘98. Boy Sets Fire, Ties Kids, Idyls, Spat &
The Guttersnipes, The Posers, Explosive Kate, Douche

Flag.

#180/May ‘98. Reinforce, Discontent, TV Killers, Slack

Action, Eyeliners, Mademoiselle, MK Ultraviolence,

Haulin' Ass, 97a, Infiltrators. Jack Saints, Stray Bullets.

#181/June ‘98. Grapefruit, Druggies, Stiletto Boys, All

Bets Off. Bonecrusher. Suinmeijack, Cell Bick 5, DDI.

Normals, Pirate Radio issue.

#184/Sept *98. Absentees, Devoid of Faith, UXA,
Umlaut, Four Letter Word, Streetwalkin' Cheetahs,

Ricansuuction, Libertine. Indecision, Snarkout Boys.

#185/Oct ‘98. Traitors. Wimpy Dicks. Armed &
Hammered, Dylan McKays, NME, Tezacrifco, Worm,
Roswells, Raxola. Beatnik Termites.

#186/Nov ‘98. Registrators, August Spies, Marilyn's

Vitamins, Chinese Love Beads.

# 187/Dec ‘98. Real Kids, Sawn Off, Cretins, Spider

Cunts, Heroines, Third Party, No Class, Skabs.

#188/Jan ‘99. Stitches, Neighbors, Mansfields, Real

Swinger, Marauders, Mark Bruback, Mars Moles, DOA.

#189/Feb ‘99. Monster X. Peter & the Test Tube Babies,

Steam Pig. Maurauders, Yakuza. Dead Beat. Halfways,

Hot Rod Honeys, DeRita Sisters.

#190/Mar *99. John Holstrom, Powerhouse, Brezhnev,

Slappy, Black Pumpkin, Smartbomb ca, Wanda Chrome,

Long Gones, Smogtown, Halfwavs, Tilt.

#191/April ‘99. Murder Suicide Pact, Kil Kare,

Dudman. Super Hi-Fives, Better Than Elvis DJs, Pet

Peeves. Loose Ends, Slingshot Episode.

#192/May ‘99. Los Cmdos. Burning Kitchen, Henry

Fiat's Open Sore, Polythene, Kangaroo Rees.

#193/June 99. Munster Rees, DS-13, Safety Pins,

Pussycats, Piolines, False Alarm, Darlington, Bad Stain,

Bodies, Houseboy, Mullets.

#194/July ‘99. Deathreat, Last Match, God Hates

Computers, Fokkew'olf, Flesh Eating Creeps, Aside,

Hoppin
1

Mad, Kid Dynamite, Thee Outcasts.

#195/Aug *99. Moral Crux, RC5, Have Nots, 111

Tempered, Dysentery, Greg Higgins, Revlons, Larry &
the Gonowheres..

#196/Sept *99. Hopscotch, Catharsis, Orchid, The

Pricks, Grisslc, Product X, Reaching Forward, Emerge,

Third Degree, “Epicenter Zone 90-‘99”.

#197/Oct ‘99. Reducers SF, Lower Class Brats, Reactor

7, TheGodsH ate Kansas, Futuro Incieito, Showcase

Showdown, Waifle, Flat Earth Rees.

#198/Nov ‘99. Hail Mary, Pressure Point, Bump N
Uglics, The Victims, A//Political, Outlast

# 199/Dec *99. Locust. Ratos de Porao, USV, Razlog Za,

G-3, Swarm, WHN?, Mt. St. Helens, Black Cat Music,

Enemy Soil.

#200/Jan ‘00. American Steel, Curse, Gee Vaucher,

Hers Never Existed, Cometbus, Active distro. Toxic

Narcotic. MRR #100-200.

#20 1/Feb ‘00. Beer/one, Towards An End, Daybreak,

“Best Punk Singles of the 90s," the WTO riots in

Seattle.

#202/March *00 KTMWQ, Real Estate Fraud, Strike

Out, Broken Rekids, the Haggard, GC5, Gore Gore

Girls, the Catheters.

#203/April ‘(H). Spazz, Slang, Slug & Lettuce zine,

Suburban Voice zine, As We Once Were, Red Angel

Dragnet, Four Letter Words, Slampt Records, the

Wednesdays, the Fuses.

#204/May ‘00. Cocksparrer, Talk Is Poison. Red Scare,

Pul Downs, Out Cold, Geraldine, Michael Knight,

CBGaV. Pillage People.

#205/June ‘00. Punks With Kids special. Skudz, 50

Million, Legion, Wilbur Cobb. Coalition.

#206/July ‘00. Drunk, ESL, Ambition Mission, Lord

High Fixers, Cripple Bastards, Dig Dug, Federation X,

Amulet, Valentine Killers.

#207/Aug ‘00. Harum Scarum, Raw Power, Unseen,

Pckinska Patka, Hudson Falcons, Dementia 13, Confine,

Allergic to Whores.

#208/Sept ‘00. Le Shok, the Commies, the Chcmo Kids,

Day of Mourning, Affront, Diaspora, Whippersnapper,

Hopeless/Sub City, Prank, Countdown to Oblivion

#209/Oct *00. Loose Lips, Godstomper, Peace of Mind,

FYP, I Farm, Annalise, Cattle Decapitation, Riot/Clone.

#210/Nov ‘00. J Church, Profane Existence, Pezz, Pre-

Teens, Templars, This Machine Kills, Subtonix, OB.

#21 1/Dec ‘00. Fly & Seth Tobocman, Anti/Dogmatikss,

Hissyfits, Aus Rotten, Media Blitz, Rocks, Hospital

Food, Falsies, White Stripes, 9 Shocks Terror, Tijuana

Bibles.

#213/Feb ‘01. Fun People, Onward to Mayhem, Ugly

Pop, Midnight Evils, Atrocious Madness, Bread &
Water, Josh Peach, Zodiac Killers.

#214/Mar ‘01. Crispus Attucks, Fetish, Lifes Halt, Mr.

Roboto, Dream Dates, Satan McNuggei. Havoc, Briefs.

#21 5/Apr *01. No Means No, Vitamin X, Injections, Y,

Dils, Last In Line, Don Austin, Deranged Records

#216/May ‘01. Propagandhi, Angelic Upstarts,

Discordance Axis, Ruination, Photographer: Chris

Boarts, Strap-Ons, Lynnards Innards

#217/June ‘01. Joey Ramone R.I.P., Tear It Up,

Skitsysiem, The Pattern, Crimethlnc.. Espcranza, The

Chicago Blackout, Photographer: Ace

#218/July *01. Guyana Punchline. Les Sexareenos, The

Devil Is Electric. Red Monkey, White Collar Crime,

Forca Macabra, The Ataris, Suicide. The Mob

#219/Aug ‘01. “Fix It!" cycling article. Crucial Unit,

Lost Sounds, Lombardies, Flowers in the Dustbin pt. 1,

Casualties, Resinators, P.U.N.K., Slaughter & the Dogs,

Anti -Flag, Dontcares, S’ Bitch.

#220/Sep ‘01. Latin American Issue. Aubuso Sonoro,

Anti-Todo, Fuerza X, Apatia No, Manganzoids,

Dementia, Sick Terror, Tocatta y Bulla. NTN, Aigics,

Reconcile, Anti-Korpus, Ruido De Odio, Los Pepiniyos,

.
Rebelion Disidente, Brazil Scum , Kim Bae Photo Essay.

#221/Oet ‘01. Tales from the G8 Summit. Reflections.

Soophie Nun Squad, Totalitar, True North, W'ontons, Sin

Dios, Bottles & Skulls, Scarred For Life, Flowrers in the

Dustbin pt. 2, Remains of the Day, Ritchie Whites, B’67.

#222/Nov ‘01. Dios Hastio, Tragedy. Four Letter Word,

Salad Days author Charles Romalotti. Very Metal,

Maurice's Little Bastards, the Rotters, MDC Brazilian

tour diary, the Cravats, JR Ewing. Dutch scene report,

extended news section, “Globalization Rhetoric &
Reality,”

#223/Dec *01. "US Policy in the Middle East,”

“Revisiting 1948," Manifesto Jukebox, Good Riddance,

Pokers, Viimenen Kolonna, Bluebloods, Vitamin X tour

diary, Flakes, Pg. 99, the Mob. 7 Days of Samsaro.

#224/,Jan ‘02. “legislation Since Sept. 1 1," Rcndencion

9. 1 1 , Metro Youth, Severed Head of State, Piranhas,

Paraf, Backstabhers, Inc, An Albatross, Citizen Fish

Tour, SPAM Records, the Virus, Action Time.

#225/Feb ‘02. Lengua Armada, Breaker Breaker, 3 Yrs.

Down. Scrotum Grinder, Turun Tauti. Flux Of Pink

Indians, Holding On, Pauki, 86’d, See You In Hell, Red

Light Sting, Nazis From Mars, Scare Tactic.

#226/Mar ‘02. Queer punk special issue. Vaseline.

Quails, Skinjobs, Italian queer punk report. Vaginal

Davis, Feelings on a Grid, Sissies, Scott Free, Dumba,

Columns.

#227/Apr ‘02. Bellrays, Rhinos, Wasted, Kristofer

Pasanen, Business, Assert, DS 13 tour report. Life Set

Struggle, Iowaska, Zounds.

#228/May ‘02. 3 Summers Gone, Haymaker, Killed In

Action, 31G, Cheetah Chrome, Stardumb, This

Computer Kills, Isso*Keh, Strong Intention,

Dcsobediencia Civil, Caustic Christ, Lack of

Knowledge.

#229/June ‘02. Countdown To Putsch, The Awakening.

Dave Hill Distribution, Holier Than Thou, Kill Devil

Hills, Sound Of Failure, E.T.A., Nubs, Les Baton Rouge.

New Disorder Records. Career Suicide, Swellbellys, The

Sinyx.

#230/Ju|y *02. Bitchin’, Redencion 911, Phantom

Limbs, Secretions, Holy Molar, Sharp Knife. Mighty

John Waynes, A Global Threat, Groovie Ghoulies,

Reproach, Annie Anxiety.

#231/Aug ‘02. Epoxies, Puppy Vs. Dyslexia, Koro,

Blocko, Amdi Petersen’s Arm6, Piss & Vinegar Zine,

Schizophrenic Records, Toys That Kill, Give Us

Barabbas, Dirt.

#232/Sept ‘02. “No Future" article, Lost, Fartz, Sell

Outs, Razors Edge, Stakeout, Dillinger Four,

All or Nothing HC, Flcshies, Bridge Nine Records,

Akashie Books, Liberty.

#233/Oct ‘02. “All Ages" article. Scholastic Deth,

Runnamucks, Sinners & Saints. Panic. Gasolheads.

Jewws, Futures, Michael Landon’s Commandos. Storm

the Tower, Against Me!. Balance of Terror, Class

Assassins, Spazm 151.

#234/Nov ‘02. Snobs, What Happens Next? Brazilian

tour. The Oath, Radio 4, Feeder/, Chaim City Suicides,

Selfish, Riot 99, End On End, Peawees. Bom/Dead

#235/Dec ‘02. Anti-war Special Issue. Anti-war guest

columns. Anti-war scene reports. Articles: “Reading for

Democracy," “War on Iraq?” “Unfinished .American

Revolution,” Resource Guide, ”US Involvement in

Iraq,””Axis of Empire.” Long Island DIY Scene, What
Happens Next? Brazilian tour part 2, Smalltown, Kylesa,

Crash & Bum.

#236/Jan ‘03. Mr. California & State Police, Iron Lung,

Riff Randells. Chainsaw, Artcore Fanzine, Lattcnnan,

Travis Cut, Phenomenauts, Pretty Little Flower, X-

Cretas.

#237/Feb ‘03. Top Ten Records of 2002, “Music as a

Weapon: Artists in Wartime,” Din Bike Annie, Let It

Bum, Stockyard Stoics, King Khan & Shrines, 625

Records, Feast Or Famine. Rudimentary Peni,

Coachwhips, Self Defense.

#238/Mar ‘03. World Bums To Death, Chronics,

Vilently III, Dystopia, Pilger, Exotic Fever. Brezhnev,

R.A.M.B.O.. Blown To Bits, Put To Shame.

Deconditioncd, This Bike Is A Pipe Bomb, Monsters.

#239/Apr ‘03. History of Romanian D-beat, Meconium
Records, Amazombies, Abandoned Hearts Club, Mike V.

& the Rats, Nicki Sicki, Bigamists, Bolivia Article,

Negatives, Kuolema, Defiance.

YOU WANT BACK ISSUES?
BUY 3, THE 4TH IS FREE*
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FOREIGN DISTRIBUTION
Dear MRR readers. .

.

Below you’ll find a list of distros in Europe and elsewhere. We’ve been doing our best to cover as much territory outside of the U$A as we can, but we still need

your help in establishing contacts with like-minded punx who are interested in carrying MRR. We're providing' this list to you in order to let you know where

you can currently get your monthly fix of MRR, but we’re always looking for more help; so if you do a distro, would be interested in selling MRR at shows, or

just want to go in with a crew of friends to get a cheaper post rate—get in touch and we’ll tell you the details! Please note that several of the distributors below

are now offering subscription services, including Active, Assembly Line, and Plastic Boipb. Others might too, just ask! This is just the beginning. . .thanks again

for all your support.

Arwen, Mike, & Clara

AUSTRALIA

Demolish Distro

Matthew Limmer
12 Connemara Cs
Kelso, Townsville,

QLD 4815 Australia

AUSTRIA

Existence Distribution

Ignazgasse 40
1120 Vienna, Austria

www.exdistro.com

CZECH REPUBLIC

Filip Fuchs
Grohova 39

602 00 Brno, Czech Republic

orba@seznam.cz

Malarie Records
PO Box 153

756 61 Roznov P/R

Czech Republic

www.malarie.ind.cz

DENMARK

Kickn’ Punch
c/o Thommas Svendsen

Svanevej 20 B. 1. TH
2400 Copenhagen N.V.

Denmark

ENGLAND, UK

Active Distribution

BM ACTIVE
WC1N3XX London
England, UK
www.activedistribution.org

Single copies:

£3.00 each ppd. to the UK
£4.00 each ppd to Europe

Subscription rates in the UK:
6 month sub £16.00 ppd
12 month sub £30 ppd
Wholesale Also Available

Tony Suspect

PO Box 295

Southampton

S017 1LW
England. UK

FINLAND

Combat Rock Industry

PO Box 65

11101 RMK, Finland

www.combatrockindustry.com

info@combatrockindustry.com

FRANCE

El Trasgo // Pierre

Le Courtil

05250 St. Etienne en Devoluy
France

eltrasgo@infonie.fr

Stonehenge Records
B.P 46
33031 Bordeaux Cedex, France

www.stonehengerecords.com

GERMANY

Plastic Bomb GmbH
Heckenstr. 35a
47058 Duisburg, Germany
swen@plastic-bomb.de
Subscriptions Available

Thought Crime
c/o Thomas Franke

Boxhagener Str. 22

10245 Berlin, Germany

Green Hell Records
Bradford & Kestennus GbR
Von Steuben Str. 17

48143 Muenster, Germany
www.greenhell.de

fax 49 -(0) 251 - 5302627
ph 49 -(0) 251 - 5302628

*>

X-Mist
Leonhardstr. 18A
72202 Nagold, Germany
www.x-mist-de

Yellow Dog
PO Box 55 02 08

10 372 Berlin, Germany
www.yellowdog.de

ICELAND

Sigurdur Hardarson
Baronsstfgur 57
101 Reykjavik, Iceland

nursepunk@hotmail.com

NETHERLANDS

Sonic Rendezvous
PO Box 417
1800 AK Alkmaar, Netherlands

T +31 (0)72 5673038
F +31 (0)72 5647237
http://www.sonic.nl

SPAIN

La Idea (Infoshop)

C/Santa Barbara 7, Local

280004 Madrid, Spain

www.sindios.net

Runaway Records
Costa de Santa Creu N. 4 A
07012-Palma de Mallorca, Spain

runaway@ arrakis.es

Tralla Records SCCL
Font Honrada, 48 BJOS
08004 Barcelona, Spain

www.trallarecords.com

SWEDEN

Busted Heads
c/o Christoffer Jonsson

Hedlundav 3A
903 21 Umea, Swedet\

SWITZERLAND

Pete S. Texas

c/o Furrer

Haenibueel 20

CH-6300 Zug, Switzerland

thefish@bluefintunarecords.com

WALES, UK

Assembly Line
Unit 100,61 Wellfield Rd.

Cardiff CF24 3DG, Wales, UK
www.assemblylinemusic.com

Subscription rates in the UK:
Single copies - £3.25 ppd

3 issue sub - £9.50 ppd
6 issue sub - £19 ppd

don t end up 0ld, pathetic
and out of touch

like these chumps.
SUBSCRBEtd

vouior a IUU year ln the ,^A ,

That’s 12 issues for the price of 101

foreign subs a bit more "hat » fucking deal!
get in touch for cheap rates!

MAXIMUM ROCKNROLL • PO BOX 460760 • 3AH PRAtfCIGCO, OA 94146-0760

www.maximumrocknroll.com • mrr@msucimumrocknroll.com



subscription rates
(six months)

Canada 4.00/3.00 8.00 12.00 14.00 15.00

Mexico 4.50/5.00 8.00 12.00 14.00 15.00

Western

Europe

8.00/4.00 12.00 13.00 14.00 15.00

Japan

Australia

N. Zealand

9.00/4.50 12.00 13.00 14.00 15.00

Eastern Europe

South America

Asia

Africa

8.00/5.50 12.00 13.00 14.00 15.00

submit.

Band Interviews, Zine Interviews, Guest Columns, Letters, Articles, News, Videos,

Or Anything The D.I.Y. Punk Community Might Be Interested In Reading About.

Send It In—Maximum RocknRoll Is What You Make It!

MAXIMUMROCKNROLL PO BOX 460760 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94146-0760
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I WELCOME TO THE EAST COAST! IWRETCHEONES
CE> "go to work"

CD "destroy the underground"

WRETCHED
ONES
I CD "we don't belong to nobody" I

LIMECELL
I C 13 "self titled.

”

WRETCONES
CD 'self titled' w/joindown the bar

Useless &

Modern CD

\

F . M

.

Knives ^
Raves from MRR , Hit List,
Razorcake, blankgenerat ion

.

everyone! Buzzcocks, PVC, Kids for
modern day. Now! Not retro!

A Frames lp

Great avant-punk that you can
s ing-along to. Act fast! —

T

Pretty Girls^cd
1st full length by Sacto glam ^unk
all-stars. Sleaze a-go -go

!

NTpitXTST ft
order 2 and get

ORDERING INFO: send your name and address

with $10 per CD ppd in the USA. Other

countries add $3 for each CD. Have a nice day.

MAIL TO: Headache Records po box 204

Midland Park, NJ 07432

$10 a pop
free 7". (out of US/Can add $1 e a)

SS Records 11 14 -2 1st St

.

Sacramento CA 95814 USA
Distro by Revolver, Know^ i

Crap, Un. Medicine...
+* *

scotts@SL . net

Broken pob 460402, SF CA 94146 USA www.brokenrekids.com
CPs$12. LPs $9. any 3cds $30.00 ppd in USA!

BrainFailure Live from China

3/13 (Thu) Austin® Cheapo Disc instord

3/15 (Sat) Austin @ Elysium

3/16 (Sun) -Indianapolis ©Melody Inn
j

3/17 (Mon) Chicago @ FiresideBowl

3/20 (Thu) show in NY
13/22 (Sat) NJ @ Connections

3/23 (Sun) show in NY
3/24) Canton /NY Saint Lawrence U

3/27 (Thu) LA @ Silver lake lounge

3/29 (924 gilman w/THE ARRIVALS
3/30 (Sun) SF Mission Records 5pm
|3/31 Sacramento @ Espresso Cafe

j

4/01 (Tue) SF Hemlock Tavern SF

Vandalism:
Beautiful As A Rock

In A Cop’s Face

FM KNIVES

the :;jg

STAMPS
pM Knives

Kimos SF

:

Sacto 3/8

Hemlock J

LP/CD

Ever Feel Like Killing

Your Boss?

Wttft &owr Video.

fQv&cft Uvs At

GiimdA Street*

Suitable for home taping!

LP/CD



mm mm rau m
BNP or THE
\MdrLP W6W» 7 '

MEMBERS OF PINHEAD GUNPOWDER &
i FARM DOING TROTSKY!

TOYS THAT KILLA
THE CITIZEN ABORTION LP/CD

DWARVES
FREE COCAINE 2xLP/CD

LICK IT 2XLP/CD

I WAS A MURDER JUNKIE
THE LAST DAYS OF GG ALLIN
. by evan cohen book w/cd

CIVIC MINDED
E=CM5
LP/CD

ALL PRICES POSTPAID WITHIN USA
7"=$3 LP=$8 CD/2xLP=$10 book w/cd $15

RECESS P.O.B 1666 SAN PEDRO,CA 90733
distributed by IMD www.imusicd.com

PLEA FOII PEACE
WAR? NO! PLEA FOR PEACE!

We need to spread the ideas of peace more than ever. Wear
this button proudly and let people know that you stand
for PEACE. We are making this button available for free
to anyone who wants to share the message of peace with
others. We just ask that you send a self addressed
stamped envelope or a 37 cent loose stamp to:

THE PLEA FOR PEACE FOUNDATION
PO BOX 35585. MONTE SERENO, CA 95030 USA

plea
FOP
PEACE

ASIAN MAN RECORDS
PO BOX.35585

. MONTE SERENO. CA 95030 USA
http://www.asianmanrecords.com

mike@asianmanrecords.com

PLEA FOR PEACE
http://www.pleaforpeace.com



RADON "We Bare All” CD it

ASTRID OTO “Discography” CD „
CUWMOU^^J,of^ttion||P/^

FIFTH HOUR H^Sttei^dsSMc^iPAJD '

A
%

TRAPDOOR FUCKING EXIT “DevH’l|fe"7VCD|P # Wjl «r*
PLANES MISTAKEN FOR STARS "FflP#hTjrewCP/CD # Pv, *

AGAINSTME! “The Disc^efoj||h^Breakdo^ii” PWBDep
TRUE NORTH “Put Youi^fghtllftt/Vhere Your Mouth(Ng/
PLANES MISTAKEN FOR STARS "Spearheading the Sjn Movement” 7”/CDep

POSTPAID IN THE USA: LPorCD $9* 7” $3.50 • CD
Please see our website for overseas postage rates and a huge catalogof over4,000 CD's, recot
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Jimmy Eat World melodies and Weezer sensibilities; look for

Stairwell in the $ section next to Superdrag at your nearest

record store. Check out the entire CD at:

www.thesoundsofchange.com
Out 3/25/03

on Hopeless Records
HR667 www.hopelessrecords.com

a
SOCIAL QUARANTINE]

SET IN THE COffIN

A GLOBAL THREAT
EARACHE/PASS THE TIME

ON 7 OBCDEP

;

CLUSTERF UK ALLERGIC TO WHORES TOXIC NARCOTIC THE PROFITS
THRASH MONGREL CO lift THROUGH DEATHS IVES CD HAD IT COMING J" PROPAGHANDA MACHINE” 7 IP

DENVER S FINEST THRASH PUNK NEW FU1UENGTH! 2 NOT SO NEW SONGS POLITICAL PUNK ROCK - 5 NEW SONGS

T RECORDS - $4PPD CDEPs - $7PPD CDs / 12” LPs - $1 0PPD SEND S.A.S.E. FOR FULL CATALOG!
RODENT POPSICLE RECORDS P.O. BOX 1143 ALLSTON, MA 02134 USA

r. 1*
^

f

ti
'' i;

a-.-.

TOXIC NARCOTIC
"89-99" CD/ 12" IP

19 RE RECORDED CLASSICS

MIDNIGHT CREEPS
"DOOMED FROM THE GET GO" CD

GREATNEW PUNK BAND FROM PROVIDEhCl Rl

BOSTON MASSACRE PART 2
TN/AGT-THE PROFITS-TOMMY ft THE

TERRORS-LOST CAUSE- 4 EPS ON ONE CO



Send letters to MRR, PO Box 460760, San Francisco, CA 94146-0760, or to maximumrnr@mindspring.con). No response guaranteed.

MRR-
Well, it’s true. We are effec-

tively shut down. Burnt

Ramen shows are nada
mas! Last night the pigs showed up and
made it clear the intentions of the city / fire

marshall / pigs that they want Burnt

Ramen shut down or forced to fit into a

business mold. I refuse to compromise
my artistic vision in order to keep the

Ramen operating. I live by the code of No
Rules, No Signs, and No Restrictions and
so therefore wilt not try to make Burnt

Ramen a business that’s up to code and
respected by the mainstream money
minded morons. The recording studio is

still in full operation and we are encour-

aging outside producers to utilize the

place. We still have rehearsal space for

bands, we just can’t do shows anymore.

We probably could meet the fire code and
probably could have shows as long as

people weren’t out on the street, during

and in between bands, painting graffiti

and throwing their trash around. But in

order to do that we would have to put up
signs, have security, and then if cops did

come to check us out and if we weren’t

ID-ing people and stopping people from

smoking, they would still shut us down.
The reason Burnt Ramen was great was
because it provided a space where musi-

cians could relax and be themselves

because there were no rules they had to

conform to. So even if we met the regula-

tions and jumped through their hoops the

Ramen would never be the same, we
would be beating a dead horse and that is

not my style. When I first came here I

thought I might be able to run shows here

for about eight months before getting shut

down. Then after a few months I thought I

might be able to keep it going for one and

a half years at the most. But hey, we ran

an illegal underground club for almost

three years without compromise. To me
that is really successful! I have never got-

ten away with booking an illegal situation

like this for this long. And we recorded

and archived everything!

How did we do it for so long? Well, there

were many factors involved. First, we

owned the building. We kept the cost per

show low, and we relentlessly cleaned up
after each show (very important factor).

We created a non-business atmosphere

(didn’t sell anything or try to capitalize on
the scene). The non-business atmos-

phere creates a situation where the audi-

ence feels like they want to respect the

club rather than feeling pissed off at it.

People never felt screwed over (as far as
I can tell anyway) at least that was our

intention. We didn’t have shows during

the day so as not to raise too much atten-

tion. We also had a location close to pub-

lic transportation and in a really bad
neighborhood next to the train tracks

(which are louder than the music). Those
are some of the main factors that kept us

going for so long. And are important fac-

tors to consider if you are going to set up
an underground venue yerselves. We
also operated unlike most clubs by not

controlling the bills (line-ups for shows).

We gave the contacts and control to the

local bands. So anyone that ever booked
a show here still retains their contacts and
has learned the skills necessary to run

their own venues. Often when venues
close the scene really takes it hard. This

doesn’t have to happen with Burnt

Ramen closing, because we made sure

bands networked with bands and not the

venue. Those contacts will always remain

(unless yer band breaks up and ya go to

college er something). If anyone wants to

start a club and wants some advice /sup-

port, please feel free to contact me and I’ll

be available to assist anyone who is will-

ing to do it. Not sure what else to say....

I

don’t really want to end this message
cause it really will be the end then and I’m

still feeling attached to what was. Soon
we will update the website and now I’ll

have more time available to build the

record label and be able to make avail-

able the last three years of live record-

ings. So check back periodically at

www.burntramen.com.

Thanks to everyone who has participated

in making Burnt Ramen a great place to

play and to see live bands. Thanks to all

the touring bands that have come through

and enjoyed the Ramen. Myk and I are

looking for another place to do it all over

again. We likely won’t be buying a new
building or anything but perhaps will be

able to create another situation with simi-

lar factors. Any suggestions? Email us

and we’ll check it out. Now I’m going to

email all the organizers that have shows
booked and inform them of the news.

Thanks to everyone for everything.

Peace,

John the Baker

Hi MRR-
I was just reading your March
issue, and noticed a review

for Koekrand #95 where you

gave Johan’s adress.

Apparently the sad news hasn’t reached

you yet. Sadly enough, Friday Feb. the

7th, Johan van Leeuwen passed away
(from the effects of brain tumor). He will

be sadly missed. I didn’t know him per-

sonally, but we wrote some letters to each
other, and his fanzine and books were
always nice to read. I heard that there are

still some issues of Koekrand that Johan
made that will still come out, but I’m not

sure. Keep up the good work with MRR.
Love, Maarten Punk

Johan published Koekrand fanzine from

1980 until the time of his death
,
as well as

other DIY publications, and will be
missed. Thank you to all who wrote in to

let us know. -Anandi

MRR-
This might be old news, but

as of Feb. 20 ‘03, KBOO, the

station I love, won a fight with

the FCC. We were charged with inde-

cency, but now they rescinded the

$7,000 fine against the station. The
whole thing was a big stupid mess of

other peojble judging what is appropriate

for the whole listening public. Some dumb
old guy (for real, he was an old board

member’at KBOO) complained a bunch
to the FCC about the airing of Sarah



Jones’ song, “Your Revolution.” “Your

Revolution” contains sexually explicit

passages that condemn prevalent atti-

tudes about sexual liberty as little more

than a license for male sexual conquest.

We were fined in May ‘01
,
and it stirred up

a lot of shit here, but got a lot of people

standing up and ready to fight the new
FCC commisioner, Michael Powell, son of

the general with the bad ideas. Anyway,

the FCC explains it’s decison by saying

that “it was a close call” and that although

the song indisputably described sexual

activity and had, thus, “warranted scruti-

ny,” it was wrong to have found the song

indecent because, “on balance and in

context, the sexual descriptions in the

song are not sufficiently graphic to war-

rant sanction.” At the same time they

went after little old us, they tried to fine

KKMG (FM) in Pueblo, Colo., for airing an

edited version of Eminem’s “The Real

Slim Shady:” The FCC ended up throwing

out that ruling, too. So, we win. And we
keep fighting.

Erin Yanke,

Portland, OR

Hallo-

I have heard that people are

writing that Perkele are a

white power band in your zine

[MRR #238,
letter from HelgeA* lastic

Bomb], and I think it’s both sad and crazy.

Our bass player is dark-skinned and was
born in Sri Lanka. I think that it's totally

impossible that we could be a white

power band. We have never been in con-

tact with WP stuff and will never be coz

it's total shit! Why not attack the bands

who are really WP? There are a lot of

them. I hope you understand, If you want

to ask something send me a mail. Take

care. Ron (Perkele)

Hi MRR-
This is Dmitri of the zine

“Dead City.” Never wrote in

before. Never had a rea-

son. Found out today that

my address is wrong in the new issue of

Zine Guide. Got nothing to do with MRR
,

I know, but most people that have asked

for a copy have learned about me through

your review pages. So, sorry*to anyone

who has been trying to find me and could-

n’t. My address is:

Dead City

1484 Niles-Cortland rd

NE Warren, OH 44484

Still a buck or a trade. I take mix tapes for

trades too. Enemies need not write.

P.S. Ups to Maddy Dental for scoring a

position as columnist. Am I gonna have to

go to New York and wander around to

ever see you again?

Hello MRR-
First of all, I’d like to say that

I think the zine has come a

long way in the last few

years, and I enjoy every issue. That said,

I do have a problem with a record review

a couple issues back. The record was the

Debris Ten2 LP, and the reviewer was
Dulcinea Loudmouth (DL). I understand

that the reviews are the opinions of the

reviewer, but it seemed that the review

was done by someone who didn’t like the

style of music, rather than just the record.

The main criticisms of the LP were that it

was “dry with endless political puke writ-

ten all over it,” and that the band “just

wanna sound really tough with heavy gui-

tars and big ugly vocals.” Well, the for-

mer criticism could well be made of any

Crass record, and the latter could

describe any crust / grind record that

came out in the last thirteen years (Doom,

Extreme Noise Terror, Cress, Agathocles,

etc) to someone who doesn’t dig the

style. So I thought I’d send in my own
review of the record, written by someone
who loves current UK crusty hardcore

(and who has no affiliations with the

band).

“Debris Ten2 LP

This new Debris record is a great follow

up to the Attrition EP that came out on

Maximum Voice a couple of years back

(which was one of the most underrated

records in the last few years). This LP has

the crustiness of other great UK bands

like Sedition, Disaffect, and Scatha, but

the songs are written with a melody that

brings Manifesto Jukebox to mind.

Melodic crust punk I guess, this LP will

kick the shit out of you but make you

come back for more. If you are into any of

the bands mentioned, then you will love

this record.”

Well, now readers have the opinion of

someone who listens to the record con-

sistently (me), and someone who I’m

guessing listened to the first song or two

and doesn’t like the style of music (DL).

Later, Jordan M

Felix Havoc and MRR-
Read the “Fin de Siecle

Angst” column in the Feb.

issue and am overjoyed that

other people feel like I do about CDs, still.

Now, I’m not coming to this from a distro

or sales perspective, just a listener’s one.

I’d like to reinstate the position of many
vinyl snobs: CDs were, and still are, com-

pletely bogus. I’m currently co-making a

documentary on analog vs. digital tech-

nology and audio plays a large part in it-

hell, it’s mainly about audio. Interviewing

some of the people like engineers and

audiophiles, it becomes clearer and clear-

er why CDs are (still!) a scam.

Sony introduced the technology to a pan-

icking music industry as a way to

increase profits (ho-fucking-hum, eh?)

and to reissue entire back catalogues that

had been all but collecting dust and for-

gotten about. This was clearly the reason;

it certainly did not have anything to do

with sound quality, and some Sony engi-

neers would readily admit during the trial

phase (only to other industry folk,

though). Remember, the music industry

was hitting hard times in the 80s, and

they desperately needed something to

pump-prime its sales. CDs were the per-

fect answer: cheaper to manufacture,

they were marketed to folks as a way to

replace that dusty old LP collection, and,

indeed (sadly), many people went happi-

ly down that route. I personally know one

guy who owned hundreds and hundreds

of irreplaceable, classic jazz LPs (many

of which still haven’t been reissued on

compact disc) who sold them all for a pit-

tance to a local used record store and

began to build a CD library. Of course, he

still hasn’t replaced all of them, and, if you

remember, those early CDs sounded like

shit! This was before engineers figured

out how to mix for the CD format so it

wouldn’t sound so embarrassing. At any

rate, guess who wins and who loses? I

don’t even have to bore anyone here with

the details. I still fucking hate the format.

Don’t get me wrong, I own some CDs;

they’re the only way to get to hear some
stuff. But I still hate it. I buy vinyl whenev-

er I can. And, guess what? Once again,

the music industry is in dire straits, and

there’s no light at the end of the tunnel

(especially these days). To quote Jello

Biafra, maybe they put out one too many
lousy records! Another thing, it’s difficult

to sell enough albums to keep monster,

top-heavy corporations like the big labels

afloat. Structurally, it kinda works, but for

whohn? At any rate, folks, I know this is a

rant, and for those who’ve read this far,

thanks. I’m in the midst of an argument

with a band-mate about this very topic

—

he wants to put out our EP (when we
fucking finish it, that is) on CD format, so



that more people will be able to listen to u

(whine). My response is: if you don’t have

a turntable and you’re a fan of punk/HC,

what the fuck’s your problem?

One more thing: I’ve been hearing more

and more from people like engineers and

the like that the CD is not a format that’ll

be with us that long-it’s a transitional for-

mat, and when it goes, they’ll have anoth-

er slap-happy time shoving yet another

medium and a whole new plethora of

equipment down our throats. Yummy!
Enough. Thanks, Felix Havoc, and thanks

all those bands / labels / distros / fans

who still support vinyl.

Hans Michaud, Brooklyn, NY

Dear MRR and readers-

Imagine' my surprise when I

opened the Apr. (#239) issue

of MRR only to see a column

I submitted printed as that

month’s prisoner column! And I only just

submitted it something like fourteen

months ago! Firstly, to any readers inter-

ested in writing in response to the Apr.

prisoner column, my address has since

changed. My address now is at the end of

this letter. Secondly, what is up with that!?

Mike, Arwen, or whoever it is that deter-

mines when a submission gets printed, I

had thought it wasn’t going to be printed.

It certainly can’t be because you are get-

ting a glut of submissions for prisoner

columns because I’ve noticed that you

only print one every two or three issues.

Did someone let it slip behind a desk or

something? Tsk, tsk, very sloppy indeed.

What really threw me was that I had just

sent a different column in for you to print

about two or three weeks ago maybe, and

when I flipped to the columns section of

the Apr. issue to see if there was a pris-

oner column, I saw my name. Imagine my
surprise when I actually read what was
written! Well, nevertheless, I am glad that

you finally did print that column. I was
really proud of that one. I had mostly for-

gotten about it, and I must say, in all mod-

esty: I was in rare form that day. Y’all take

care now, ya hear, and come back and

see us again sometime.

No gods, no masters,

Jim

James Duane #214699

Macomb Correctional Facility

34625 26 Mile Road
New Haven, Ml 48048

Jim

,

All right, all right, I get it. It’s true what you

say, and it’s pretty much my fault. I start-

ed Holding back the prisoner’s columns

when it became clear they were always

going to be sent in by the same four or

five dudes (you, Jim, are one of those

dudes!) I had hopes that over time we
would begin to see a greater variety of

submissions, but it was not to be. Then,

still thinking the column a good idea, I

decided, well, better the same four dudes

than nobody at all. Going back over the

columns, I tried to select those that still

seemed relevant, assuming folks would

rather them be printed later than never (in

your case, it appears I was right!) It’s true,

I should probably check back in with peo-

ple after a certain amount of time has

eleapsed. In any case, I should exhaust

my backlog and be back in the present

day before too long. While we’re on the

topic, it would be great if more incarcerat-

ed punks would consider sending in

columns. Especially women—we’ve

never received a prisoner column from a

woman, and I’d love that to change.

—Arwen

Dear MRR-
This letter goes out to

Bruce Roehrs and any

other Confederacy of Scum
dumb fucks out there. I don’t really get to

read your magazine that much because

there’s nowhere to buy it in Chattanooga

TN. Yes, Chattanooga TN, the home of

the Confederacy of Scum. I thought MRR
didn’t review homophobic, sexist, or racist

bands. All these bands from the

Confederacy of Scum from Chattanooga

(as in Hellstomper) can’t even get a show

anywhere, not even a basement punk

rock show. Do you know why?! They are

racist bigot piles of shit!!! You find these

assholes at the flea market selling swasti-

ka patches. I’m fucking serious! Alan “the

goddamn” King (singer of Hellstomper)

used to have a store and no one would

buy a thing from him. Why? Because he’s

a racist piece of shit!

I think it should be known that these peo-

ple and bands are racist and MRR has a

top ten section praising music from a

bunch of redneck, trailer park, raping, gun

toting, “nigger”-sayin’, ignorant shits. Half

these bands are on TKO (a skinhead

label) now. It’s even more of a mindfuck to

me that skinheads are putting out records

by racist bands and getting away with it.

It’s probably a white power conspiracy, or

maybe I’m just paranoid. “But it’s funny,”

you might say, “a bunch of rednecks play-

ing country songs by Hank jr., George
Jones, GG Allin even. Hilarious!

Rednecks and punk rock. Ha!” Fuck you.

I’ve heard Skrewdriver’s first album isn’t

racist. That doesn’t mean I’m gonna listen

to it! Charlie Daniels is a “reformed” racist

and burns his racist albums on stage but

I’m sure he’s still a sexist, homophobic,

good ole boy. The worst thing (besides

being a rapist) GG Allin ever did was
breed a life form for these people. Fuck

Antiseen, fuck Cocknoose, fuck Limecell,

fuck the Confederacy of Scum. The civil

war’sjong over and we lost cowboys, get

over it. Confederacy of Scum are scared

to show their faces in their own town. And
I thought they were supposed to be some
tough motherfuckers! Ha!

This Here motherfuckers!

Josh M.

Queerwulf

Josh,

Well, you’re not going to get any “hey
man, loosen up”s from this camp. But
once again, let’s go over the MRR review

policy, which is not necessarily intuitive.

MRR does, in fact, review racist, sexist,

homophopic, and nationalist bands—as
long as musically, they are punk, and as
long as they are put out on independent
labels. When we encounter this shit, we
call it out in the review, and omit the

address so you can’t mailorder. The rea-

soning here is that we want comprehen-
sive coverage of all (underground) punk
music—that way, if a kid hears about
some dodgy band, or sees their record in

the bins, they’ll have a heads-up as to

their bullshit politics. Celebrating their

bullshit politics, like in a top ten, is anoth-

er thing entirely, and not at all the point of

this policy.

Here’s the tricky thing about responding
to your letter—we have to make these

judgement calls based on the lyrical con-

tent of the songs or sometimes packag-
ing. If a band sings about hating towel-

heads or beating up bitches, the issue is

simple. But what if they’re racist, sexist

fuckheads in daily life but it doesn’t show
up on the records? How can we quantify

that, and whose word should we take? As
golden as I’m sure yours is, it would be a

dangerous precedent.

Most of the bands you mention have been
sending us only CDs recently, which puts

Mike and me in a difficult spot for this dis-

cussion, logistically—because of the way
CDs are assigned, most of them slip past

our radar) meaning we never see the

lyrics. We’ll keep a closer eye on them in

the future—we really don’t want to be
waving flags for rapists and violent thugs.

It wouldn't be the first time Bruce has

“overlooked the politics” and drooled over



records that make me cringe. It’s a prob-
lem, and as I say, we’ll try to be more vig-

ilant about it in the future.

Thanks for the letter.

—Arwen

Hey MRR-
I’m writing in response to

John Fox from Portland,

Oregon (Feb. ’03) who
seems to hate punx. Well, I

don’t know who he is to judge me! I con-

sider myself punk. I may wear clothes for

a couple of days in a row and hardly wash
my pants, but I don’t smell. And I have a

great career ahead of me; I am going to

be a humane law enforcement officer, an

Animal Cruelty Officer. If you don’t know
what that is, watch Animal Precinct on

Animal Planet. My two best friends are

into heavy metal. One likes punk more
than the other one. I also have friends

who listen to rap. The reason I don’t listen

to rap is it sucks and I don’t want to sup-

port them. Rappers usually wear clothes,

accessories, etc, like Nike, that are man-
ufactured from the third world scene
(child labor), which I am against. And
almost every rap song I have heard is

about some sexual activity or drugs. I

don’t shop at Hot Topic. I buy my clothes

from Goodwill. I order things like patches,

chokers, music, etc, from record compa-
nies and stores. Hot Topic is too expen-

sive, and I hardly ever have any money. I

do what I want, try to help other people,

and try not to be selfish. Which to me, is

pretty punk.

I have something to say to Danny in

Liverpool, too. I totally agree with you in

saying, “how punk are computers, any-

way?” I hate computers and technology.

Living in a society where computers par-

tially control the world, it makes it more
difficult to live. But it is possible. The inter-

net makes it easier to get things and
sometimes email is the only or best way
you can get in contact with someone
because they are so busy.

Last but not least, I would like to mention

something else. I don’t know if it was
mentioned in MRR or any readers heard

about it, but back in Dec. ’97, a really cool

punk, Brian Deneke, was purposely run

over by a jock and died instantly. The
killer got 10 years probation and a

$100,000 bail, no jail time. Just because
he was a punk. Brian seemed to have
been really cool and nice. He helped peo-

ple and loved animals. Even though I

never met him, and don’t have anything

to do with this, I thoght I’d mention it.

There is a Brian Deneke committee to

help encourage tolerance, dialogue, and
civilized respect for different lifestyles and
perspectives. Donations can be made to

help create a memorial park in Brian’s

memory, for a scholarship fund, homeless
shelter, and more. For more info, visit

www.briandeneke.org (sorry Danny). I

hope no one minds that I mentioned this.

Please help if you can.

Love always, Kristina.

Norwich, CT
P.S. George Tabb, I love your column.

Hey MRR-
I have recently started a pub-

lic access TV show about the

punk rock and activist com-
munity. The show has live

show footage, interviews with bands,
labels, and activist groups and other

assorted nonsense. I will be going on tour

to Europe in May and I’m looking for

bands, labels, etc, for interviews. If you
are a punk, hardcore, indie rock band or

label and would be interested in doing a

TV interview, please get in touch. For

those of you who are in the states, if you
are interested in contributing to the show
or getting the show on your local public

access, please email me:

ridebikesboston@ aol.com

or use snail mail. Thanks a lot!

Matt/ Death Before Disco

19 Goldsmith st.

Littleton MA 01460

Hello-

I’ve been reading MRR for

the longest time now and I

still like the zine a lot. There’s

one thing bothering me
though; you seem to like Stardumb and
the Apers a lot. I come from the Apers
hometown and I can honestly say we
know better here! The Apers take every

oppurtunity they get to vent their disgust

about the so-called “real” punk scene in

the Dutch media. (No, they won’t do that

in MRR, that would be bad for business!!)

To them the DIY scene is just a remnant
of the past. They keep on talking about
how badly produced most punk rock

records are and how most artwork is

cheap and looks bad. Well, if I had a band
member working at a printing plant who
could make full color flyers for the cost of

the ink and paper, I wouldn’t use cheap
photocopied black and white flyers either.

And I sure would spend two weeks in a
good studio to record my album if I had
the money for it. If you saw the kind of

media attention Stardumb seeks over

here you wouldn’t want to have anything

to do with them. To a lot of you folks a per-

son like Jello Biafra is nothing more then

a rock star but I think the Apers are a lot

worse in that aspect. Kevin Aper is going

to have a mock wedding in Las Vegas
with a Dutch rock singer called Ellen ten

Damme. The Dutch media are full of that

thing; it’s such a stupid publicity stunt.

Apers video clips are offered to commer-
"cial MTV like stations like the Box, and
they spam their “fans” to call that station

(for 70 eurocents a call) to ask them to

play their record. It goes on and on like

that. How people conduct their business

is their own choice, but the Apers clearly

use a double standard. They pretend to

be DIY to the DIY scene and meanwhile
they seek mainstream media attention in

a way that really sickens me. Stardumb,

to me, doesn’t represent the Dutch scene
in any way!!

Leen Steen

Hello MRR and MRR read-

ers-

I’m writing this letter in reply

to Karl Bakla’s letter in the

Feb. ’03 issue of Maximum. I

run a small DIY distro in Las Vegas, NV
called Panic Inc. Karl emailed me saying

he ordered a record and was waiting for it

for two months. I emailed back saying, “I

never received the letter, but I’ll send it for

free. I just need your address.” About a
month went by and I started getting

numerous hate mails with no address. I

replied, saying, “I still have no address!”

and gave him my phone number,
address, and email. Karl never called.

Months went by and I read his letter in

MRR about how I am/ Panic Inc. is a rip

off. It is very upsetting that it has come
down to this. He has talked to some of my
friends and could have got my contact

info, but instead he talked shit. Now he is

writing to make me look bad worldwide.

That sucks!

Karl Bakla, I want to resolve this problem.

I have a package with your name on it,

but cannot send with no address. Until

then J remain helpless.

Larry B ./ Panic Inc.

1350 E Flamingo Rd. #143

Las Vegas, NV 89119



SUBTERRANEAN
MAIL ORDER

AUTOMATICS “The Missing Album” LP

Recorded in 1 978 but never releosed due to an aborted

deal with Island Records, this is a full LP from the UK punk/

powerpop band that did the "When the Tanks Roll Over
Poland” 7“ that was comped on "England Belongs to Me
vol. 3.” Deluxe foil-stamped full color sleeve, UK import.

LP $12.60

VIOLENT RAMP s/t 7”

A side project from the WOLF EYES crew, this is total

shredding skatecore thrash, brutal and raw as fuck. 5

songs, with the lyrics on the inside and cover photo of a
skater in midair above the drummer's head at a show!

V $4.60

THE DOUBT “Contrast Disorder” LP

Nasty, lo-fi teen grind on this Northern Ireland punk gem
from 1981 This band did release one album, but this isn't

it. Instead, what we have here is a previously unreleased

studio session plus the tracks from their one great 7“

release. Italian import.

LP $12.60

CONFLICT “The Ungovernable Force” LP

Formed in 1981 by vocalist Colin Jerwood, Conflict was
not merely a band, but a group of individuals who saw
their music as a means of communicating an anti-estab-

lishment political agenda driven by a total rejection of

Thatcherism, nuclear power, vivisection, police brutality,

etc. This album is the band's magnum opus and. de-

cades later, is still fiercely relevant. In the words of

Conflict: Only direct action can prevent World War 3.

Gatefold sleeve, Italian import.

LP $9.60

“WHO? WHAT? WHY? WHEN?
WHERE?” comp. LP

When this anarcho-punk compilation was originally re-

leased on Mortarhate in 1 984. the idea behind it was to

bring together bands with similar political agendas and
give them a chance to be heard. Decades later, the

politics, as well as the music, still come through loud and
clear and these visionary bands are still as relevant as

ever in today's political climate. With CONFLICT, VEX,

ANTHRAX. POISON GIRLS. ICONSOF FILTH. TOXIC SHOCK.
SUB SQUAD. 16 GUNS. CHAOS, HAGAR THE WOMB.
EXITSTANCE. and more. Italian import.

LP $9.60

VIOLATORS “Gun Control” LP

Crude, high-energy Colorado punk rock in the style of

THE DEAD BOYS, this wasone of the hardest and angriest

sounding punk bands of the era. Running on the raw
guitar power of Shawn McNary and vocal antics of Tom
Pop. the band lead the Denver punk scene into the

1980s 8 killer studio tracks and a wild live set. Italian

import.

LP $11.40

All prices are postpaid in the US.

Elsewhere add $2.50 for 1st item, $.50 for next.

Check out our giant list at:

www.subterranean.org

Shops! Yes, we sell direct! Great prices, great

fills on tons of hard to find items on so many labels

we lost count. Ask for our wholesale updates with

the newest releases.

SUBTERRANEAN RECORDS
PO Box 2530

Berkeley, CA 94702 USA

Phobia / Resist Doom “Police

and Exist split LP Bastard” 7”

All new material: The classic 1989 EP
political grind / crust. from the crust masters.

Profane Existence
Magazine #40

Profane Existence, the
international anarcho-
punk resource
magazine, is now being
published quarterly

again. PE #40 is out

now (anti-war theme,
plus interviews with

Scorned, Bleeding
Kansas, and La Mantra
de Fhiqria). Issue #41

out in February 2003!

Prices: USA Can/Mex Eur World

LP $9 $10 $12 $14
7” $3.50 $4 $5 $6
Zine $2 $2 $3 $3
Checks, MO’s, well-hidden cash to:

Blackened Distribution • PO Box 8722
• Minneapolis, MN 55408 • USA

WWW.PROFANEEXISTENCE.COM

RAPID PULSE
RECORDS Presents:

NIKKI
CORVETTE
New 7" Out Now!
Brilliant Powerpop just like the old

days! 2 new songs written and

produced by Travis Ramin-the

man behind Candygirl and Tina &
the Total Babes. Nice full color

sleeve with insert. Cool pics from

the old days! It’s 1980 again!

$5 ppd in the U.S.

Overseas get in touch

Underground Medicine

P.O. Box 5075

Milford, CT 06460-1475

USA
rapidpulserecords.com

THE SAVIORS, BARSE
THE INVERSIONS...

D. R. I. / RAW POWER TISCHLEREI LISCHITZK1 UNION POLICY
spilt EP chamSIeleon EP LO.U.EP

RAW POWER /D.R.I. split 7“ IT/ US 4€
TISCHLEREI LISCHITZKI chamaleon 7“ D 3€
UNION POLICY the I.O.U. 7* NOR 3. 20 €

REFLEX FROM PAIN black and white 7« US 4€
FINAL CONFLICT ashes to ashes CD US 10€

RADIO BAGHDAD / SECTION S Bossman split 7* US 4€
ACURSED Itvet ar den-. LP SWE 9€
NAIVE deha. states at.. CD RUS 11€

C.C.M. first 7- IT 4€
SAIRAAT MfELET the extemded- LP SF 16. 5§€

LEATHERFACE cherry knowte CD UK If€

NAUSEA smash radsm .. 7* US 3.56C

SAYYADINA solace denied 7* SWE 3. 20 €

CONFUSIONE tagHo eerie 7* IT 5€
KAOSPILOT for your safety 7* FOR 3. 20 €

SCALLY quefue de los- 7* CH 3. 20€

SELLOUTS the swtagftn'bombs 7“ Brasil 4€
SIN DIOS / INNER CONFLICT split 7- SP/D 3. 20 €

THE PAUKI sob drakoua* CD RUS 11€

T.V. KILLERS fticfcinfreocMesLP FR 10 €

V/A“PUN\RIOT“ picture disc LP INT 10€

A. ORANGE /JESUS*-. spilt LP NL 11 €
BIG BOYS /THE DICKS Itve at Rauls DoEP US 0.50C

HATED YOUTH /ROACH MOTEL spilt LP us 9€
RIPCORD discography # 1 LP UK 8. 56€

H. I. C SYSTEEMI slut xtriginaK LP SF 15€

COMPLAIN make a mistake 7* JP S€
PARAGRAF 119 nmsHtttl ulcmpe 7“ DK 3. 50€

CRIPPLED YOUTH Join the fight 7* US 5. 50€

DER TRICK 1ST ZU ATMEN KopfHerz Beine 7“ D 3. 20 €

COLUMBIAN NECKTIES why change-.? LP*CD DK 9€/12€

POLICE BASTARD cursed earth e. p.7" UK 3. 20 €

A WONDERFUL PLANET
Ralf Poggensee * Ahomalle 18

21279 HoUenstedt * Germany
awonderfulplanet@web.de

www.awonderfulplanet.de

BARSE
Negative Reaction CD
The first album - LAST COPIES! $8ppd

HUGE LIST
ANARCHO HC- Ol! - STREETPUNK

Cheapest CD's in the UK!

Vinyl, T-shirts, Badges etc

Send IRC or SAE to address below

FORTRADE
STEP I CDs (www.steplmusic.com)

& loads of STREETPUNK/Oi!/
’ ANARCHO/ HC vinyl & CD
Labels/bands/distros ask for list

trevhagl@hotmail.com

Trev, Rosehill, 20 New Front St,

Tanf ield Lea, Stanley, Co.Durham

DH9 9LY, England.

HAGL - huge zine feat 01 P0LL0I,

SUPERY0B etc $5 ppd incl back issue



Prices 7” LP CD
USA 3.50 8.00 10.00

Canada/Mexico 4.00 10.00 11.00

World (Air mail) 7.00 15.00 13.00

ch
of

k or
'"SCOiins

gy° paypa|
WebSite *° PaV

LONG BIACH.CA 90809
e-mail io check stock: knowrec@earthiinkjiet

Know Releases available:
Ruido/lnsult split r
Armistice/Ciril split 7”

Dead Man’s Choir Out With The Trash’’ CD
46 Short "Specimen" CD/IP
Dead Man’s Choir "She Don’t Like It”

7”

Dead Man's Choir “What’s Wrong With Me” 7”

Scarred lor life “Dorn, Work, Die” CD/LP
The Fixtures “One Crisis Short Of Chaos” CD/IP
The Fixtures "Dangerous Music Defect” CD
Das Klown “Holy Crapr CD/LP
DasMown “Live At Zed" CD
All Day "Nobody likesA Quitter” CD
Insult “I Wanna De A Durn Victim" CD
46 Short/Arson Family split 7”

go to the website for a complete list of releases.

wwwiuiowrecords.com

Prices below are for KNOW RECORDS releases

MEET THE VIRUS
Full length out soon.
Twelve songs of Intense punk
anger and dissonance that

arrives at lust the right Ume to

stand in protest against
America’s current warmonger-
ing regime. Ex-members of

Naked Aggression, OMORNA, etc.

LIM
“Snutas’T

Top-notch hardcore thrash by
these Swedish punks.

CIRII

CD
The first full length by

meets Christian

punkers from the LB

C

New Ciril full length out soon.

llnshonhenans ip
The mega-thrash compilation

with Strong Intention, Ruldo.

Fuck On The Beach. OS-13,

Cripple Bastards, Dead NaUon,
lack 01 Interest, Flachenbrand,

Anal Cunt, Scarred for Hie,

IKK Ultra. Hlrax. D.R.I. Tragatele,

Insult Beyond BescrlpUen a
Capitalist CasualUes

Thrash of the Titans 2 is in the works..

Distro stuff:

RKL “Keep Laughing- Dest or CO $l4ppd
III Repute “What Happened Then” CD $14ppd
Excel “Split Image” CD $13ppd
Mad Parade “Re-Issues” CD SlOppd
E.TJt. “No Faith” IP $8ppd
V/A “Hardcore” Oxnard Hardcore CD $14ppd
V/A “New York Thrash” CD $14ppd
United Super Villains LP $8ppd
Brother Inferior "Anthems For 6reater_.” LP $8ppd
Ciril "Huntington Cliffs”r $4ppd
Ciril Six Tales’’7” $3.50ppd
Driller Mller "And the Winner is” LP $8ppd
Bonecrusher "For Your Freedom” 7" $3.50

fieiiSz

BP
GETS

AROUND

FIENDZ
REDEMPTION
Twelve blazing new
pop-punk classics.
Fifteen years and
counting....

FIENDZ
WE'RE THE FIENDZ
Classic first album plus
early seven-inch tracks.
A must have for any
self-respecting fan of
Pop-Punk.

FLATUS
BUNDSIDED
Third full-length offers
15 tracks of pure
Punk-Rock ‘n ’Roll.

This is the band’s best
material to date.

FLATUS
AURAL FIXATIONS
Great Punk Rock featur-
ing the songs “Budget
Beer”, “Pavement”, and
“Bandwagon”.

DEMONSPEED

Finally, the long-awaited
15 song full length from
NYC’s Demonspeed.
“Speaking of killing, the
new Demonspeed CD
will slay you.”-NY i

NEW YORK’S HARDEST 2
Legendary Hardcore
collection including 25
TA LIFE, REACH, INDECI-
SION, CANDIRIA, SFA &
more. Produced by Sal
Villanueva (Thursday,
Taking Back Sunday)

ANGER
STATE OF NJ VS. ANGER
NJ’s most feared punk
rawkers return with

their third full-length

release. Includes the
hilarious “Group
Grope”.

ANGER
^fVENILE ANTHEMS !

Socially subversive,
fast, aggressive, melod-
ic and fun punk rock.
“Tight well played punk
with gruff vocals and
singalong choruses”.
—MAHMUMROCKNROLL

black pumpkin records

CD’s $10. FROM: BLACK PUMPKIN RECORDS, INC.
PO BOX 4377 • FUVER EDGE, NJ. 07661-4377 • USA

www.blackpumpkin.com
WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG!

J CHURCH
PALESTINE

CHURCH
Palestine
A new CD of all unreleased material recorded as

a demo for an unreleased album from back in ‘97.

Includes "Not Proud Of The USA”, “State Of
Things” and the “Underground trilogy. This CD is

a benefit to help pay for the losses from the fire

that destroyed most of the band and record label

stuff.

$10 post paid.

DFI

self-titled CD
Fourth full length release from Didonato from

Illinois. This disc is a genius mixture of the

Fucking Champs, Orthrelm, Ween and

Fantomas. Even the song titles speak volumes:

“Myopic Dystopia”, “The Devil May Not Care”,

“Crystal With A ‘K”\ and “The Dudes Are

Stoked”.

$10 post paid.

Coming Soon:

repressing of the first Storm The Tower 7”

The Ex “Beautiful Frenzy” video

Flowers In The Dustbin CD
Metro Youth / Sanction CD
second Storm The Tower 7

”

Honey Bear Records

1730 E.OItorf #135

Austin, ,TX 78741

honeybearrecords@hotmail.com

Exclussively distributed by Revolver



SUNDAY MORNIGN EINSTEINS

Debut 7" Blazing Swedish Hardcore

SOME FUCKING NOISE! www.gluomreconls.com

THE DFMNES

prices
7” US S3 THEM SG
LP US S6 THEM SI

2

CD USS8 THEM SlO
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DROPDEAD / TOTALITAR
SPLIT 7” EP /CD-EP

CD-EP 7” price

JABARA
Why We wish 12” Limited

ARTIMUSPYLE
‘FORTRESS” T"

WORLD BURNS TO DEATH “Human Meat” 7”

DAMAD “Burning Cold” Picture disc ( $10 PPD)

ANTIISCHISM “Antischism” 2xLP (add $2) /CD

KYLESA LP/CD
ARTIMUS PYLE “Cold Cold Earth”7”

DEAD AND GONE “Tv Baby” 12”
(
gren vinyl

repress!)

SCROTUM GRINDER LP /CD
HIS HERO IS GONE
“15 Counts of Arson” LP/CD
“Monuments to thieves” LP/CD
GUYANA PUNCH LINE
“irritainment” LP/CD
AVSKUM “ In the Spirit “ LP/CD
DAMAD “Rise and Fall” LP/CD
write for complete catalog//

IP’S =$8 US/ $10 Can/Mex $14 World Postpaid

(DAMAD PICTURE DISC- $10 US/ $12 Can/Mex/ $16 World

CD’S =$10 US/ $11 Can/Mex/ $12 World ppd

7 ”=$3.50 US/ $5 CAN/MEX/ $6 Worldppd

no checks please

Prank-P.O. Box 410892 San Francisco. CA
94141-0892 USA

Direct Distribtuion/Wholesale via MordamRecordsc-

www.mordamrecords.com also try ebulllton,

Revolver, existence ,etc.etc.



€311iftUUli DESTROY Discography CD
Re-release of the Necropolis LP on Sound Pollution with
the entire Destroy vinyl output as “bonus tracks." All the
T and comp tracks. HC5008

TEETH Don’t Believe
the Hype 7" Off-the-hook fast critical hardcore from
Seattle. The guys who brought you the Million Man Mosh
return to burn! HC7030

AMDI PETERSEN'S ARME Blod Ser Mere
Virkeligt Ud Pa Film 7" Second ep from Danish HC
ragers. Sounds like the missing-Oischord V from 1981,
or lost Black Flag sessions from 1980, but in Danish!

VITAMIN X Down the Drain Second full length
Fast intense Hardcore from Holland. The perfect mix
between straight edge youth crew and fast-core thrash.

LPHC1207 & CD HC5007

WOLFBRIGADE Progression/Regression Havoc
brings you more savage Swedish Hardcore. Wolfbrigade
(formerly known as Wolfpack) shred your ears with a

total Scandinavian d-beat crustcore assault. Vinyl ver-

sion is a Picture Disc! Split release w/ Farewell records

of Germany. LP HC1206 [PICTURE DISK] % CD HC5006

CAUSTIC CHRIST S/T Two guys from Aus Rotten, 1

from React and 1 from Submachine combine to create a

new hardcore powerhouse. Combining the stylings of

early Corrosion of Conformity with faster Swedish hard-

corgjgsuttingjnj manic HC sound. HC 7028

RIISTETYT Tervetuola Kuolema One of the great

Finnish hardcore bands of the 80s returns. No weak
rehash here, full on hard driving Finnish style hardcore
that put Tampere on the map! Licensed from Fight

Records, remixed with a bonus track! HC 7027

IDENTITY PARADE: PHOTOGRAPHS BY
KlUSTOFER PASANEN, 1995-2000
150 Pages, Black & White, Hardcover Havoc records is

roud to present our first effort at publishing. Kristofer

asanen has- compiled an amazing book of his live

photographs of bands taken over the last five years.

Hundreds of bands are photographed from Crust to

SE to Emo; see the website for a complete list.

HC-IDP [BOOK!

SKITSYSTEM Enkel Resa Till Rannstenen Second
LP from the masters of dark Swedish hardcore. Heavy
and brutal b-beat mixed with crusty HC and thrasn
styles. A pulverizing steamroller of Swedish hardcore.

Split release with No Tolerance Records of Sweden.
LPHC1205 % CD HC5005

CEEE31NINE SHOCKS TERROR Zen
and the Art of Beating Your Ass The “lost” LP re-issued.

This is a totally remastered and remixed second release of

the hard to get first LP which came out on Devour
Records of Japan in 1999. An over the top wall of thrash.

Brutal no-holds-barred sonic assault. This is the most
powerful material by the most intense band in hardcore
today. CD contains all Nine Shocks’ recorded material

other than the Paying Ohmage LP. 38 tracks total,

including all the 7 and comp tracks. LP HC1204 %
CD HC5009

MISERY The Early Years Incl. the Born, Fed,

Slaughtered, Blindead, and Children of War 7
M
s, the

Misery side of the split LP with SDS, and the Production

Through Destruction LP. 71 Minutes of Amebix style apoc-
alyptic crust. Split release with Crimes Against Humanity
Records. CD HC5004

HOLDING ON Just Another Day LP / CD Crucial hard-
core from Minnesota’s Holding On! Mixes the crunch of

Judge and Chain of Strength with the anger and raw
power of Negative Approach. Totally pissed off, raw,
powerful Hardcore! Split release with THD, Havoc and
1% records. LP HC1 203 % CD HC5003

DS»13 Killed by the Kids One of the best bands in

hardcore today. Amazing second LP of early 80s-style

thrash/ HC/ punk. Excellent production, Pushead cover

art. LP HC1202 % CD HC5D02

VARIOUS ARTISTS When Hell Freezes Over
Compilation LP Featuring Code 13, Misery, Dreadnaught,
Onward To Mayhem, Arden Chapman, Segue, Feed the

Machine, Scorned, Calloused, Fallen Graces, & Pontius

Pilate. All new material by 11 Minneapolis punk/ HC
bands. Styles vary from street punk, to crust, to grind,

but it’s all punk and all Minneapolis. Split release

between Havoc, Sin Fronteras, and local bands. HC1201

CODE 13 Complete Discography 1 994-2000 All the 7"s

and comp tracks with one unreleased song. CD HC5001

ASSEMBLY OF GOD Submission Obedience Denial

New band with members of Brother Inferior, Burnpile,

and Subsanity. Fast punk/HC a lot like the later Brother

Inferior material. HC7D26

VITAMIN X People that Bleed Third 7” by this

Dutch SEHC band. Fast HC sound similar to DS-13 or

Life’s Halt. Great political SE lyrics and high energy HC.

TEAR IT UP S/T Ex Dead Nation, killer fast hardcore
with lots of drive and energy. HC7024

DS»13 / CODE 13 13 song split 7" Sweden and
Mmnesot^unitedjn^ast^rawJiardcor^|nde^HC702^^

REAL ENEMY / HOLDING ON Twin Cities

Hardcore split 7" Political straight edge and youth crew
hardcore. HC7022.5

NINE SHOCKS TERROR Mobile Terror Unit 7"

EP Awesome raw fast thrash from Cleveland. HC7022

KAAOS Nukke Re-issue 1985 Finnish HC, classic

stuff. HC7021

CLUSTEKBOMBUNIT. . .and the Dirty Little

Weapons 7" EP Brutal dis-core from Stuttgart, Germany.

UNITED SUPERVH.LAINS (USV) Escapist 7"

EP crucial fast HC similar to old Boston bands like DYS,

S^e^and^S^ull^pee^ahea^MJCTOig^^^^^^^

SPAZM 151 S/T 7" EP Second 7" by this Texas HC
powerhouse. Hardcore like Black Flag, Poison Idea

or Battalion of Saints. HC7018

DEMON SYSTEM 13 Aborted Teen Generation 7"

EP U.S. press of this amazing Swedish hardcore band,
fasUjsgressivejjow^^

CODE-13 A Part Of America Died Today 7" EP Third

and best EP from Minnesota thrash punk defenders of

thefeitMwelv^^

TAMPERE SS Kuolutt & Kuopattu 7" EP Demo and
comp tracks from this crucial Finnish hardcore band of

the early 80s. HC7015

TAMPERE SS SS Sotaa 7" EP More incredible

Finnish thrash hardcore first released in '83. HC7014

NOTA/BROrnER INFERIOR split 7" Tulsa,

Oklahoma’s best hardcore old and new. HC7013

PROTESTI S/T 8 track EP Originally released as a

demo in 1983, this is Finnish HC in the classic

Pro£a^and^ecord^t^HC701^^^^^^^^

HEIST Pain Is Causing Life l
u
EP Wicked fast and

brutal HC in the Infest tradition. Second EP by this

Australian thrash outfit. HC701

1

DISTRAUGHT S/T 7" EP Brutal heavy hard-core

from Brooklyn, NYC. New remixed second press with

bonus track. HC7010

MURDERERS S/T 7" EP Legendary chaos punk/ HC.

Manic HC-punk like Disorder, much more thrash than
their recent stuff. HC7009

CODE- 13 They Made a Wasteland and Called it

Peace Furious hardcore punk from beneath the streets

of Minneapolis. HC 7008

H- 100’S Texas Death Match 7" Snotty, harsh, early

80s hardcore with a seriously bad attitude. 3/4 of Nine

Shocks Terror. HC 7007

MASSKONTROLL Warpath 7" EP Brutal Swedish-
style hardcore similar to No Security, Doom, etc. ex-

lesist, pre-Detestation. HC7006

CODE-13 Doomed Society 7" EP Blistering hardcore

punk. Ex-Destroy but more of a punk/HC sound than
full-on grind. HC7005

BRISTLE System 7" EP Rip roaring old school

£unk/H^r^iT^eattle
i
^owerfu^n^^atch^JrtC7004

B^
AUSROTTEN Fuck Nazi Sympathy 7" EP All-out

punk attack similar to Varukers, Discharge,

Conflict.HC7003

CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE In a Few Hours of

Madness 7" EP Diverse political punk, similar to

Conflic^atJthe^^eakJHC7002^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

DESTROY Burn this Racist System Down 7" EP
Raging political hard-core in the vein of Doom, ENT,

Disrupt. Our first release, from 1992. HC 7001

To read complete descriptions, hear MP3s, view

our selection of tshirt designs, or order by credit

card, visit us at www.havocrex.com.

TO ORDER: Send US Cash or Money Orders payable to

Havoc Records only, no checks! Make sure to give us

your name, mailing address, item description and/or

catalog # and quantities.

POSTPAID PRICES: 7" Records: $3 USA. $4 air Can/Mex,

$5 air world LPs: $8 USA. $12 air Can/Mex. $12 suface

world, $16 air world. CDs: $8 everywhere. Book: $15 air

USA. $20 Can/Mex. $20 surface world,$25 air world.

Orders shipped via media mail within the U.S.. Expect

delivery to take 2-3 weeks. Overseas orders, especially

surface mail, will take much longer. Bullet belts are also

available in the USA.You will need approx. 2 links for

each inch of hip measurement, available in brass. 30c

each and chrome, 60c each.



It's funnier .than a

priest with jock itch.

100,000 people protest the

coming invasion of Iraq.

Traffic stopped for blocks.

Cops everywhere. They
arrest a few protesters,

mostly for conduct less

disorderly than the aver-

age pizza delivery man.
"The 60s are coming

back," shouts an old

Yippie, his drooping grey mustache moving with the words. He
holds a sign that says,

/7No War in Iraq ana Legalize Marijuana."

Presumably, if people are stoned enough, they won't have the

energy to bomb Iraq. Nah, that's not it, for this guy, everything is

"and Legalize Marijuana."

[My fantasy:* the Bleecker Street yippie commune is on fire.

Someone tosses a lit roach into a pile of JFK conspiracy books.

Seeing the fire, head Yippie dials 911.

"Our house is on fire," he says, "and legalize marijuana."]

For this demonstration, every old fart comes out of the bow-
els of academia. Every settled SDSer, Green Peacer, and Nader-
voter scampers to the UN. They're nice. No Battle of Seattle. No
Weather Underground. That doesn't work.

Oh no. These are ordinary folks against the war. They listen

to A1 Sharpton talk about how Saddam is really evil, but there are

other ways of dealing with him. We need to give the UN a chance
before we attack. They listen to Harry Belafonte, who doesn't say

much except Peace Peace Peace.

They listen to Pete Seeger and Angela Davis... Excuse me?
What year is this?

I'd like to say that because there are 100,000 people, there are

100,000 reasons for being there. But it ain't true. There are maybe
half a dozen reasons. No more.

First, a few people just don't want the invasion. They may or

may not be against war in general, but they don't want King
George to invade and murder in another country. They especial-

ly don't like us attacking a country that hasn't clone anything to

anyone else, at least not since the last war. This is the sincere

hose three people stand quietly, close to the UN. They
don't say anything. They just hold a sign that says NO INVA-
SION.

What motivates the largest group is the same force that com-
pels people to buy Nikes or drive SUVs: everyone else is doing it. Is

there a greater expression of conformity than a mass demonstra-
tion? Maybe piercing, but that's about it.

"Mommy, can I go to the demonstration? Johnny is ^oing.

Suzie is going. Everybody's doing it. Can I please? Vleasev

The night after the demo, I go to a poetry reading. (I have no
shame.)

Before it starts, the MC asks, "How many people went to the

demo yesterday? Come on, let's see a show of hands."

A dozen hands go up. These are adults. Raising their hands
to show they did good... like everybody else.

"That's great," says the MC, "now don't forget to check out

the website. That's poetsagainstwar—all one word—dot org dot

UK."
There is a smattering of applause and a general mumble of

"I meant to go. All my friends went, but I had a dentist's appoint-

ment."
Why else do people go? Well, there are the WAR PLUS peo-

ple. Like the Yippies with legalize marijuana. Every group with

*'a program" shows up with STOP WAR attached to it.

STOP WAR and END RACISM. STOP WAR and SUPPORT
ANIMAL RIGHTS. STOP WAR and KEEP ABORTION LEGAL.

STOP WAR and FIGHT GLOBALIZATION. STOP WAR and
EAT BEN & JERRY'S ICE CREAM.

Everybody who has something to promote, promotes it.

Everyone who has something to advertise, advertises it.

Everyone who has something to complain about, complains
about it.

What I don't see are anti-war protesters with balls. Everyone
is so polite. So non-violent. So "give the UN a chance." It makes
me sick. No wonder the press pays no attention. It's not a media
conspiracy. The protests are boring.

Where are the broken windows, the overturned cars, the

bring the war home folks? How come Al-Qaeda has to do all the

messy work? Where are those who support the war... but the

other side?

During the Vietnam War, the supporters of the Vietcong

made their positions known.
"Ho Ho Ho Chi Minh, the NLF is gonna win," they chanted.

Where are the Saddam supporters? Where are the people to

say, "He stands up to America. His countrymen love him."

Where are the chants:

"Sad Sad Saddam Hussein, an Iraqi win they're gonna
gain."

I know it doesn't have the Ho Ho Ho Chi Minh ring... and it

loses the ironic Christmas connection, but it's better than noth-

ing.

Where is the humor, the irony, the fun? During Vietnam War
demonstrations, people dressed up like giant detergent boxes.

They promised to put LSD in the drinking water. People wore
Santa Claus costumes and went into Macy's. There, they gave
toys to little children. Imagine the chaos, crying, and hatred com-
ing from the little kids when the store personnel had to rip the

"presents" out of their hands.
"But Santa gave it to me!" bawled the children.

"That wasn't Santa," said the store people. "That was a bad
man."

The demonstration against the Iraqi war has as much humor
as a night of C-Span. Where's the laughter that made Vietnam?

Ah, Vietnam, the last of the reasons for the protest. How
many years have baby boomer parents waned nostalgic about

the good old days? How many years have Generation X, Y, and
Z heard stories of college days filled with protest signs, sit-ins,

teach-ins, and draft-car ournings. Ah, what a wonderful time it

must have been. What a shame you'll never see it... But wait!

Here it is. YOUR CHANCE to do all that. YOUR CHANCE for

candle-light vigils, arm-in-arm marching. Just like mom and dad.

Most likely, by the time you read this, the war will have
already started. It might even be over. As I write, the Iraqis are in

the latest round of "we'll do anything to prevent war." GeorgeW
and pals are in their last round of "they'll say anything to prevent

war/'
Meanwhile, the US masses troops in the two or three coun-

tries that allow massing. We're ready. America loves war. Every
president wants one of his own. (Except Jimmy Carter, who
should get the Nobel prize... Whoops, who got the Nobel prize.

He doesn't count. Americans hate him.)

But even if the war is over, I want to get my two yen in.

Instead of explaining what's wrong with the war, I want explain

why I'm for it, why I'm PRO-WAR.
First, and least profound, airfares are gonna plummet faster

than the Twin Towers' upper floors. Americans are such cattle,

they panic at the slightest threat. Whose gonna fly when those

missiles are flying? I will. NY to London $30? I'll take that. I'll go
for a weekend and the beer. A week in Thailand, $150 from New
York? I'm there.

Second, unlike most wars, this one will hurt the stock mar-

ket. Sure, General Electric and other war stocks might get a little

boost. For the most part, though, people don't think much of a

Mykel Board sez:

YOU'RE WRO



global economy on fire.

A lowering stock market will hurt Republicans. Half the
Republican base is business. (The other half is religion, but that's
another column.) When the average Joe spends his income on
duct tape, not a new SUV, business hurts. When business hurts.
Republicans hurt.

Speaking of SUVs, the third reason I support the war is that
gas prices are gonna rise. It's February 28, and here in NY gas is

$2.00 a gallon. The morning news showed a man-in-the-car inter-
view with an SUV owner. He says he's gonna switch to a four
cylinder. It wouldn't surprise me to see more bikes on city streets.
Less gas means cleaner air. War is good for your lungs.

A fourth reason I support the war is tnat it gives the gov-
ernment something to do. Idle hands are the Christians' work-
shop. How many wars against pom would there be with no war
against Iraq?

Batteries Not Included reports that the government arrested
the first pom-maker on the FBI's Ten Most Wanted list. The other
list members include a man who killed two girlfriends. Two oth-
ers are there for some combination of drugs and murder. There's
0ne who "loves animals and may frequent animal shel-
ters." There's a wife/child murderer, a $7 million robber, an abor-
tion clinic bomber, a cop killer, and Osama Bin Laden. I didn't
know the FBI most wants people other than Americans. I guess
they're branching out.

With a war coming, I expect that we'll see lots more
swarthy... er... Mid-East types on that list. That'll buy a few
months grace for the pornsters.

A fifth reason I support the war is that it brings back rebel-
lion. It was- getting tough for awhile. What was there to be
against? The erosion of civil liberties? I tried that. Nobody cares.
But war? Ah, that's a big deal. If you're against it, you become a
traitor, an outsider, one of them. It's an easy way to assert your
identity, be rebellious, and get in good with the rebel girls.

And girls... and boys... are the final reason I support the war.
During Vietnam, people fucked like there was no tomorrow. We
all believed we either would roast in a nuclear holocaust, or there
would be bliss in THE REVOLUTION. During the 80s and 90s
that feeling died out. Even though we've had a few wars, nobody
was frightened by them. They were wars OUT THERE. Only
THE ENEMY was affected. Them, and a few soldiers who don't
count because they volunteered.

Now we've got THE BOMB again. Iraq has it, if you believe.
A few days ago the NY Times said Iran also nad nuclear weapons.
Along with North Korea, that makes the whole "axis of evil."

Why care about herpes if you're gonna die in a nuclear fire-
ball? Let's enjoy ourselves while we can.
ENDNOTES: [Visitors to my website: mykelboard.com or subscribers
(email to: god@mykelboard.com) will receive a few extra endnotes.
There are just too many to keep up with.]

~>You shudda known dept: Of course, last month's column about
MRR becoming MHH was a lie. My usual April Fool's column.
All the endnotes, however, no matter how bizarre, are true.
Believe them.
~>Left out dept: The (true) story in last month's endnotes on: The
Northeast Regional Child Exploitation Task Force, was from a
column by David Steinberg. He was rightfully pissed that I did-
n't give him credit.

"I just like seeing mv name in your column," says David.
I say, "fair enough.
I also say: David Steinberg. David Steinberg. David

Steinberg. David Steinberg. David Steinberg. David Steinberg.
David Steinberg. David Steinberg. David Steinberg. David
Steinberg. David Steinberg. David Steinberg. David Steinberg.
David Steinberg. David Steinberg. David Steinberg. David
Steinberg.

I hope that buys me forgiveness for my sin of omission.
In any case, you can (and should) subscribe to David's email

sex columns. Sending a request to: eronat@aol.com. He's smarter
than a slap in the face.

~>Did I mention this? one dept: I know I wrote about the Salt Lake
City Public library. They ouy zines, any zine "as long as it's

legal." Send 'em your latest (and back!) issues. They'll pay. But,

they don't buy books or comics and they don't like newsprint. (I

don't know why. Ask 'em!)

That stuff you can send to The Independent Publishing
Resource Center, 917 SW Oak St. Suite 218, Portland, OR 720?
They don't pay, but they do say your pub "will be catalogued, on
the shelves and available to the general public," which is better

than that lump still in the box, right?
~> Kesha sent me a list of fun facts. Two of 'em caught my atten-
tion:

1. If you yell for 8 years, 7 months and 6 days, you will pro-
duce enough sound energy to heat one cup of coffee.

I say, once that happens, the heated coffee would spill on
someone. They'd sue, and for the next 8 years, 7 months and 6
days, conservatives will use that suit as an example of why peo-
ple shouldn't be allowed to sue.

2. A pig's orgasm lasts for 30 minutes.
I say, it's just another example of G-d's cruelty. Imagine the

ability to have 30 minute orgasms, but lacking the ability to jerk
off.

-->Ted from See-Hear sent me this article about Cubbies, a store
in North Carolina angry at France's rejections of the US war
move:

"Because of Cubbies supvortfor our troops, we no longer serve
frenchfries. We now servefreedomfries," says a sign in the restaurant's
zvindow.

Ozvner Neal Roivland said the sivitchfrom french fries tofreedom
fries came to mind after a conversation about World War I days when
anti-German sentiment prompted Americans to rename familiar
German foods like sauerkraut andfrankfurter to liberty cabbage and hot
dog.

Roivland said his intent is not to slight the French people, but to
take a patriotic stance to show his support for- the United States and the
actions of President Bush.

"It s our way ofshowing our patriotic pride" he said, noting that
his business has a lot of local military troops stop by as customers.

OK, now can I ask you for a Patriot Kiss?
-->In this column I mentioned the great sex and pom review zine
Batteries Not Included. (Sorry, no pix in the zine.) It is a fine col-
lection of intelligent sex writing. You can buy it for $3 an issue. If
you subscribe for 6 issues, you get a free VHS sex tape. So send
all your money to: BNI, 513 N. Central Ave, Fairborn, OH 45324.
Questions? Email 'em to BNI@aol.com.
->What do they do in Kuivait dept: In Los Angeles a man can legal-
ly beat his wife with a leather belt or strap. However, the belt
can t be wider than two inches, unless he has his wife's consent
to beat her with a wider strap. Consent must be given prior to the
event.

"Pornography becomes
a site of feminist exploration
into what it has to say about
desire, what kinds of fan-
tasies it mobilizes, and how
it structures diverse sexuali-
ties."

—Better Gordon, Variety: the

Pleasure in Looking
Do I Buy It?

I'd been pacing my
room and listening to the Nutcracker Suite on a cassette, con-
templating what brand I'd choose if I started to smoke again after
five years without a drag, when I got a phone call. A friend of
mine was shooting a pom, would I like to operate the third cam-
era to get some footage for the DVD? My gig would be to inter-
view the actors and the crew, try to catch them while they were
in makeup, or set up equipment. It wouldn't be a lot of money,
but it would be something.

OK, so I say "porn' , and you think: cumshots, fake tits,

Viagra. There's a girl with long blond hair that you'd think was
a wig, except it has roots. She's skinny with a big ass and her eyes
are all glazed over. She is bent over and making noise not like a
person makes, but more like the sound of a cat with it's tail stuck
in the door, struggling, or maybe she's letting out a passionless
fake moan that sounds like when you were a kid ana you blew
over the tops of glass bottles like they were flutes. When she gets
off, she's probably not getting off at all, and it doesn't matter,
because this video isn't really about women at all. It's about men,
the woman's body as an image, and, really, making something up.

My First Feminist Porn Shoot
But baby, this is kooky San Francisco, so when I say "porn",

I mean a woman producer, a woman director, rocker dykes and
bi boys with dreds as actors, and a blonde line producer who is

studying feminist studies at UC Berkeley.
There is a sexologist supervising the shoot, giving feedback,



narrating instructions on how to locate your g-spot from behind

a mahogany desk; she is holding my bottle of lube. Since it is one
of the days of the shoot without any sex scenes, they didn't have
the safer sex supplies on-site. So they took all my condoms and
my bottle of lube as props. Everyone thought it was pretty funny
that I just happened to have lube on me, but I also carry a fork, a

knife, a spoon, a bottle opener, earplugs, stamps, a book, nailpol-

ish, tampons, and my journal. But still, ha ha ha. I'm the only one
on the porn shoot witn lube in her backpack.

The Point Is to Prove that Girls Can Ejaculate

The sexologist is an ejaculator. That means that she is able to

ejaculate "from G-Spot stimulation." "Your G-Spot is on the

frontal wall of your vagina [away from your butt], about 2-3

inches up, and the skin is a little rough. Firm but steady circular

rubbing can cause some women to ejaculate." Female ejaculation

is a joke to a lot of people; a stunt. A lot of women were really

confused when they began to "pee" during sex, and their doctors

had no answers, they told them it was urine. She explains that

girl ejaculate exists: there have been studies that a liquid can be

stored by the G-Spot, and that liquid has a different physical

makeup, primarily a higher protein content, than piss. ' Woman
can ejaculate about enough liauid to fill a shotglass." She says,

inches away from my half-full bottle of lube. I cringe, remember-
ing the night before. I'm in the comer, video-taping the producer

and the director—both articulate, tough women—while they

debate the angle of the camera. The "Best Boy" (who is a woman
and a fellow gardener) and I crack jokes about the clinical lan-

guage and the description of the necessary curvature of the fin-

gers as "those two come-hither fingers."

This is not how film is made in America. We adhere to an
archaic and totally inflexible hierarchy. Often those in charge and
those doing physically laborious work are born men, ana those

who do the makeup, art design and sometimes camera assistant

work, are born women. This is not always true, of course, partic-

ularly for me, cuz I only work on rad projects I'm excited about

where I know there will be lots of women involved. But to have
the level of care taken in this production, with respect given to all

members of the crew (including production assistants, who are

often abused), is rare.

And the actors. One "couple" had met for coffee and bagels

on the way to the audition and decided to go do it at one of their

houses for "practice." The were both giggling the whole time I

interviewed them, while the rad makeup woman tweezed eye-

brows and insisted, "No close-ups, please!" Another of the cou-

ples was these two girls who were barely twenty, both strippers

and feminists, both ejaculators. They sat around in kimonos and
ate vegan sandwiches.

But What Happens when it Leaves the Set?

After a day of shooting, I was driving some guy I barely

knew over the Bay Bridge, in the darkness, at the end of rush

hour. Cops everywhere, and that tragic fog we see every day. We
were drinking coffee and it was nighttime; he told me about the

films he really wanted to make, B-movies with Zombies and
Snowboards. But he's gonna pay for it by making pom, cuz

there's just so much bad pom out there, you must be able to

make money off good stuff. That's why he was volunteering to

work on the set.

One thing that's changed in the past week is that men have
started to casually begin conversations with me about pom all

the time. Not lurid, descriptive conversations, just casual refer-

ences.

I am in the room of a friend of this guy I've been hanging out

with. The three of us sit in a circle, listening to metal. They are

both smoking. It is Saturday and the room is dark, but sun comes
in and it cuts in front of the smoke so it is perfectly illuminated

yellow. I'm watching the smoke bend while they talk to each

other. The guy's friend starts to ask me about the movie, about

interviewing the porn star who is making a cameo in the instruc-

tional part of the film. "She has the best ass in the world," he
insists, and I tell him she was hot in a Stevie Nicks sort of way. I

tell him what I think: "She was really smart."

He puts in a tape and continues the conversation. I get anx-

ious. I'm like, excuse me what are you doing. And he says, what,

all pom is bad; you can't even see it. Which is not the point, and
I tell him that. So he says it makes you feel weird to have this shit

on in a room with two guys. And I say, yeah. And he turns it off,

and he says he can't imagine what it would be like to be a girl, to

have to worry about these things.

"Surely it is not merely an image which is one thing or the

other, but equally (if not foremost) the imagination that employs
the image in the service of its fantasy."

—B. Ruby Rich, Anti-Porn: Soft Issue, Hard World

Kat Case, PO Box 401160, San Francisco, CA 94140
Contest! Prizes!

Send me a picture, or a couple of pictures, to use for covers

of my zines. The person who sends me the most interesting or

just rad picture gets a roll of film (their preference), a picture of

my roommate (who's a girl drummer), and some other stuff I

cram into the box! Deadline is May 2, 2003, so send photo(s), film

preference (speed, format, and whether you prefer b/w or color)

right away.

ing and there were not
nearly as many websites

that dealt with punk rock.

Search engines were hard
to use, and there were not nearly as many bands with websites,

email addresses, etc.

Well, the world has changed a lot in the last seven years, and
now just about everybody you talk to has access to email, and
most bands have websites. There are great resources that tell you
everything you want to know about punk rock but were afraid to

ask. Hell, even MRR has a site, which probably would have hap-

ened eventually, even if Tim were still at the helm (though it

oggles my mind).
I've actually changed a lot too. Back when I started

Netpunk, I was playing in a band and my job was managing a

forklift company (making no use whatsoever of my liberal arts

college education). Now, I work for a mom-and-pop Internet

Service Provider (still making no use of my education), and am
trying to find a band to play in, though not having a lotta luck.

In other words, I use the net all day, every day, and it isn't near-

ly as new and exciting to me as it once was.

All of these factors have contributed to my decision to make
this the last Netpunk column, at least written by yours truly. I

don't know whether the powers-that-be at MRR will continue

with a column about the net, but frankly I don't really believe

there is a need anymore.
This, in my opinion, is a good thing. I no longer need to

champion the net, or try to talk punks into seeing it as a tool to

exploit, rather than some sort of evil capitalist tool (though it can
be that too). The telephone isn't punk either, but punks still use

it to book tours. Get it?

I was looking over my past columns this evening, and what
amazes me is the stuff I was writing about in 1996 is still relevant

today. There are still challenges to what you can read, write, and
buy on the internet, and there are still privacy issues with what
websites you visit, who can track you, etc.

It is encouraging that these issues are still around, because it

means that the fight hasn't been lost yet. There are still all of the

great online organizations that have (and will continue) to fight

for your rights as a cyber citizen. These include the Electronic

Frontier Foundation (http://www.eff.org/), the Center for

Democracy and Technology (http://www.cdt.org/) and, of

course, the ACLU (http:/ /www.aclu.org). These three organiza-

tions have done more for internet freedom than just about any-

one, and will hopefully continue to act as watchdogs as the

Republifucks in power try to take more and more of our free-

doms away.
Also still going strong is the International Punk List, though

it's no longer hosted out of Finland like it was when it was start-

ed. The punk list has been around since 1991, and is still going

strong. To subscribe, visit the punk list website at

http://www.punk-list.org/ and follow the instructions in the

FAQ section. I'll be hanging there for another decade at least.

So, anyway. I'm outta here for the last time. My email

address, netpunk@diehippiedie.com, will continue to operate,

and the Netpunk section at http://www.diehippiedie.com/ will

remain. Maybe I'll even start a Blog or something there, just to

I first started writing

this column in February of

1996, after convincing Tim
Yo that there was enough
punk rock on the internet

to make it worth writing

about. Back in those days,

the net was new and excit-

NetPunk

Mark
HanFord



continue to put up anything new, cool, or exciting I find. Thanks
to everyone who ever sent me submissions or feedback. See va in
the pit.

J

Wow! As I am
sure most of you have
heard by now, we had
the Super Sabado
Gigante fest come
through the Bay Area
back at the end of

January. I don't want
to spend a lot of time
talking about it, but I

can't let this column

SCREAMS

FROM
HE GUTTER

Rob coons

ugnt that every band that played was awesome. Well, I

can say that about all four nights of these shows! And want to
send a big thank you out to everybody who made it happen and
all the bands that played. What an excellent way to start the year.

By far the best band of the weekend was KUNG FU RICK. I

have mentioned in this magazine before how much I regretted
not going to their show at Gilman a few years ago. So I knew that
they were the "must see" for me of the whole test. Well, all I can
say is that any expectation I had was set on fire, stomped on, and
thrown out of the club by their devastating set. It was total fuck-
ing blast beat mayhem, with the band spending more time jump-
ing on tops of people's heads than on the stage. I don't know
how they held it together, but they did. At one point the bass
player even grabbed me by the hair and used the side of my fore-
head to play his bass. During the middle of their set I looked over
at a friend and we gave each other that nod of disbelief over what
we were seeing. Apparently one of the singers broke his wrist
and was on his way to the hospital at the end of their set. I never
did confirm that, but regardless I hope he is alright. I am glad I

got to see them, because they have now broken up and are no
more. And be sure to check out their new full length on 625
which is reviewed in this very issue.

After that, it is a toss up over who was the most mind-blow-
ing over the weekend. I mean, how could you decide between
such powerhouses as SHANK, KYLESA, MUNICIPAL WASTE,
REAGAN SS, and so many more? Highlights, you ask? How
about MUNICIPAL WASTE doing a flawless BODY COUNT
cover? GUYANA PUNCH LINE'S heart-stopping and eardrum-

w them?
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of humanity with their crushing set
at Gilman? It doesn't matter, because it all ruled.

One thing that didn't rule was the "Fest Flu" that everybody
in attendance at these shows seemed to come down with. It is no
joke when I say that almost every person I knew who went to the
any of the Super Sabado shows came down with a ferocious case
of the flu. Even the bands were not safe, with a few of them can-
celing other shows here on the West Coast because of being so
sick. What made it so gnarly was the fact that I have never seen
that many people get sick at once. Trust me, I am no hypochon-
driac, but I will think twice the next time some grubby kid is

inches away from me breathing all over my face. So if you ever
want to take the punx out, just infect one of them, send him into
a sold-out show, and watch the rest fall.

THE WHIP - "Freelance Liaison" EP: This band recently
rolled through the Bay Area and proceeded to blow minds and
crush eardrums with their blistering tunes. THE WHIP consists
of two guys from KARP and Joe Preston from the THRONES.
And since I was aware of this excellent lineage and I am a huge
fan of both bands, I just knew THE WHIP was going to pulver-
izing. Their live set was packed with hard charging sonic may-
hem. Thundering riffage, pummeling low-end, ana some of the
hardest drumming I have seen in a while. So if you are a fan of
KARP or would like to know what the MELVINS would sound
like on speed, then you must own this EP. While both songs here
are excellent the song Sheep & Goat Judgment turned me into fist-

pumping, head-banging ball of mayhem. Amazing! (Wantage
USA, PO Box 8681, Missoula, MT 59o07, www.wantageusa.com)

RAT IN A BUCKET - "Demo" CDR: A friend of mine recent-
ly forwarded me a variety of demos of bands from Louisiana,
and the band RAT IN A BUCKET was by far the best. RAT IN A

BUCKET crank out some blistering fast metallic grind, with lots
of crazy time changes and most of the band pitching in sick
growling vocals. They remind me of bands like Germany's Y. I

hope RAT IN A BUCKET puts something out soon, because if it

is anything like their demo, it will certainly be a blistering listen,
(no address)

UNPERSONS - "Form Of Prayer" CD: Jeez, what is it about
Georgia that makes so many of the bands from that area so dark,
brutal, and depressing? UNPERSONS stick with the formula and
play some dark haunting songs that roll together a variety of
influences. While I hear a lot of AMEBIX influences in their
songs, they expand way beyond that and slide through every-
thing from emo to some JESUS LIZARD quirkiness. While I

thought this was a solid listen and an interesting mix of styles, in
the end I found myself wishing the songs were heavier. They just
didn't have the bone-rattling crush that I look for in slower bands
like this. They will be on tour this summer, so if this sounds like
your cup of tea be sure and check them out. (Fish Fur, 121 E. 63rd
St., Savannah, GA 31405, www.fishfur.com)

THEGAVINWILHELMMILLERQUARTET - "Idiot Savant"
CD: Wow, this is one sick-ass CD! This band contains a member
who was in AVUSLION and PARADE OF THE LIFELESS and it

certainly shows! THEGAVINWILHELMMILLERQUARTET
blaze through searing grindcore that is full of mind-bending
blast beats and shredding guitar riffage. Yet this band goes far
beyond your standard grindcore schlock. They incorporate these
insane time changes that must be heard to be believed. They
repeatedly go from crushing breakdown to eye-watering speed-
core in the blink of an eye, constantly keeping your ears on edge
trying to follow the music. There are only five songs on this cb
(granted they are somewhat long) and from the sounds of the
story in the insert they were a one-off project. So be sure to check
this out before they fade away into obscurity. (Impatience or
Indifference, 3201 3rd St., 2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94124,
www.ioirecords .com)

LOST KIDZ - "Vision Field" CD: Probably the first thing that
I should point out here is that this band is from the same city in
Quebec as the emo kings ONE EYED GOD PROPHECY once
were. And while they don't sound completely like O.E.G.P., the
influence definitely shows through. On this CD the LOST KIDZ
wind their way through five songs of intense and abrasive emo.
Harsh screechy vocals try to hind behind a wall of guitars and
hasty drumming. I really like the way the music was relentless
and basically overwhelmed the listener throughout the entire
release. And something tells me they would be pretty awesome
live as long as they don't stare at their amps the whole time with
their backs turned to the crowd. (Benoit Pepin, 432 Boul. Queen
Nord, Sherbrooke (Quebec) J1H 3R3 CANADA)

A LIFE ONCE LOST - "The Fourth Plague Flies" split EP:
Whoa! This band from Philadelphia comes blazing out of the
gates with some straight-up metalcore. This is mostly mid-tempo
metal/hardcore with harsh throat-punishing vocals and lots of
crazy guitar riffs leading the way. They mix together a somewhat
technical metal style with some super huge breakdowns creating
a whirlwind of fist swingingmetal. They aren't groundbreaking,
but solid at what they do. (Deathwish Incorporated, 10 Lothrop
Street, Beverly, MA 01915 USA, www.deathwishinc.com)

STOCKHOLM SYNDROME - "demo" CS: There is nothing
quite like a good demo tape to get the ole' muscles moving
around. Local boys STOCKHOLM SYNDROME have done just
that, by whipping out this ten-song demo on our little punk rock
ears. STOCKHOLM SYNDROME blaze through these songs
with lots of hyperfast thrash and punk. I know there are a ton of
musical influences working together here, but if I had to pinpoint
a style I would have to say something like the early VOORHEES.
I have got to see them live a couple times and their no stop-
ping/ten minute sets leave me winded just from watching. I am
not sure what they have got lined up for future releases, but be
sure to be on the lookout for anything that may come your way.
(Stockholm Syndrome, PO Box 1011, Burlingame, CA 94011)

SAVAGE: REPUBLIC - "Tragic Figures" CD: This release was
originally put out way back in 1982 and it recently was reissued
along with three other CDs that pretty much cover the existence
of the band. While all of the CDs are good in their own way, I

believe that Tragic Figures is the must-own of the bunch. SAVAGE
REPUBLIC'S sound basically centered around a strong mix of
heavy percussion, that was fed by strong tribal rhythms mixed
with lots of crashing and banging of metal objects. Deep throb-
bing bass lines crash headfirst into turbulent guitar licks and



gnarled angry vocals creating a hypnotic musical style. Imagine

if you took a modern version of NEUROSIS and stripped away
all their flash and production, and then tossed in some early

SONIC YOUTH for good measure.... I think you are starting to

get the picture. (Mobilization, PO Box 460951, San Francisco, CA
94146-0951)

AI - "A Hope On The Concrete" CD: I recently picked up
bunch of records put out by Bloodsucker Records (thanks to the

almighty mailorder Hardcore Holocaust!) While everything

thing I got was really great the one thing that really stood out

was this release by AI. They play killer hard charging Japanese

style punk rock with choppy drumming, ripping guitars, and in

your face vocals. If you are a fan of bands like PAINTBOX and

FORWARD, then you should seek this one out at all costs.

(Bloodsucker Records, JAPAN)
I want to give a huge shout-out to all the folks that have

been sending in things for review. With that said, I want to point

out a few things. Please try not to send me things that have

already been reviewed in the regular review section of MRR.
Since I only do a column every other month I have limited space.

So if your release has already been reviewed elsewhere in this

magazine, please think twice before sending it to me, because I

may not have room for it. One other thing to point out is that due

to those space constraints, I may forward releases that are sent to

me to the magazine for reviews in the regular section. So if you
do not see your release here, then look there as well. I will do
everything I can to make sure it gets into the magazine one way
or another! So keep those things that are good, slow, hard, heavy,

metal, thrash, punk, fast, hardcore, grind, doom and gloomy
coming my way. Thanks! PO Box 13085, Berkeley, CA 94712,

xgoatcorex@hotmail.com
"Haulin' ass blast beat hardcore punk. Nothing else is deliv-

ered with such hostility. I say hats off to hardcore punk. No other

music separates me from society. It's a music of revolution, free

from corporate pollution. Few in number and always will be. Let

the mainstreamers spend their money on bobby bands that could

give a fucking shit. If you even goddamn exist."

—THE NEIGHBORS, /V
Hats Off To Hardcore"

One of the most strik-

ing aspects of life in Third

World countries is infor-

mation starvation. Be-

cause, unlike we Amer-
icans, they roads and tele-

phones. Business-people
need to know if a border
with a neighboring coun-
try is open so they can
decide whether or not to

send out a truck. Citizens

need to know their government's international standing—are

those falling bombs their leader's fault? Hunger for news hurts

a country almost as much as hunger for food.

The First Amendment enshrines freedom of the press in the

US Constitution, but a variety of forces conspire to prevent total-

ly free access to information. Residents of most cities rely on one

large daily newspaper, usually part of a media conglomerate

that itself owns the biggest local radio and television stations in

other cities. Directors of that corporation and the editors who
work for them are frequently loathe to offend influential gov-

ernment officials and business tycoons, for if they get cut off

—

excluded from access to press releases, interviews, leaks, etc.

—

their ability to collect news is impeded. One might argue that

such "news" is little more than bullshit propaganda, but fear of

causing offense often inhibits the media's natural role as a

watchdog of democracy.
Our government very rarely censors the media. It doesn't

have to.

A new, subtle form of self-censorship has recently become
commonplace. A news story is covered in full, minus a crucial

fact that changes the entire tenor of the piece. That missing bit of

information is invariably something that would make someone
important look bad.

The American media has, for example, devoted extensive

coverage to political unrest in Venezuela, where mobs loyal to

President Hugo Chavez have clashed with striking employees

of the state oil company. The crisis sparked an attempted coup

d'etat in April 2002. To busy Americans, this looks like a simple

story of a right-wing Latin American dictator crushing poor

workers. That's because three key facts are regularly omitted

from the story. First, the oil company strike was called by its

wealthy managers, not its workers. Second, Chavez was demo-
cratically elected. Third, the coup plotters were backed by the

Bush Administration. "We were sending informal, subtle signals

that we don't like this guy," said a US Defense Department offi-

cial quoted in The Guardian , an English paper that has become an

important post-9 /II resource for Americans in search of objec-

tive reporting. The bully, it turns out, is us—not Chavez, a left-

ist who is standing up for his nation's poor.

Similarly, the North Korean crisis looks like a simple case of

crafty commies welching on their agreement not to develop

nukes in exchange for economic aid. Repeatedly left out of the

thousands of words spilled daily on this topic are the contents of

the 1994 North Korea-US Agreed Framework, in which
President Clinton promised to develop full diplomatic relations

with Kim Jung Il's regime, and North Korean warnings dating

to 1999 that they would resume nuclear research unless the US
kept up its end of the bargain.

North Korea is violating the agreement. But the US broke it

years earlier.

The closest thing to a "smoking gun" found by UN arms

inspectors in Iraq is 12 warheads found at an ammo dump south

of Baghdad. Americans know that the White House considers

this discovery a "material breach" that justifies war. Few are

aware that, as reported Jan. 17 in the UK Telegraph, the canisters

were empty, ana are probably American-made shells sold to

Iraq by the Reagan aaministration. Not much of a "smoking

gun."
Scratch the surface and you find this sort of thing all over

the "news." Democratic complaints that the Bush tax cuts only

benefit the "richest one percent" of Americans are duly report-

ed, but leave out a definition of the term. Did you know that you
have to earn more than $330,000 a year to be in the top one per-

cent? Nineteen percent of Americans don't. They tola Time that

they think they're in that top one percent.

Perhaps you've read that American soldiers are fighting off

guerrillas loyal to warlord Gulbuddin Hekmatyar in eastern

Afghanistan. Hekmatyar, the Associated Press says, is "believed

by Afghan and US authorities to be allied with Taliban and AI

Qaeda remnants." That may be true. But Hekmatyar was always

a sworn enemy of the Taliban—until the CIA tried to kill him
last May, with a Hellfire missile fired by a Predator drone plane.

One missing detail. Changes the story a little, doesn't it?

P.S. NEW BOOk! GAS WAR: THE TRUTH BEHIND THE AMER-
ICAN OCCUPATION OF AFGHANISTAN is out. It's my com-

prehensive, painstakingly researched look at the real reason

Bush ordered the invasion of Afghanistan: to run a gas pipeline

from the world's biggest oil reserves (in Kazakhstan) to the sea

for transportation by tankers. GAS WAR relies on mainstream

sources to piece together the biggest scandal of the century so

far—how the world's richest nation bombed its poorest for the

sake of corporate gain. GAS WAR is available through my web-

site www.KALL.com or Amazon but not through most book-

stores because none of my regular publishers dared touch this

controversial topic. Alternatively, you can mail $15 (includes

Priority Mail shipping within the US) to: Ted Rail, PO Box 2092,

Times Square Station, New York, NY 10108.

I was recently at a

club called Siberia in the

Times Square/Hell's

Kitchen Area of NYC.
True to its name, Siberia

is remote from the usual

punk/cool hangout areas

of Manhattan. This ugly,

graffitied wall basement
(with no ventilation and
a seriously crappy PA) is

where I'd gone to catch

one of my favorite bands,

the Spittoons, at a "Dot-Dash" event. (See previous issue of MRR
re: Dot Dash.) The Spittoons were in a supporting slot for (ex-Devil

Dog) Andy G.'s band; Andy G. and The Roller Kings. I approached

Kris Parrish, the Spittoon's drummer, and asked her if they were



goin^ to perform their kick-ass rendition of the Ronettes' "Be My
Baby considering the fact that Phil Spector, the producer of this
and dozens of other hits, had just been arrested for murder Kris
kinda shrugged and said that she was thinking about it, but they
had already decided on the set before the Phil Spector shocker had
occurred, and Be My Baby wasn't in it. Ah well, I wasn't going
to be hearing the song live that night, although it had been playing
constantly in my head. r ’ 6

You see, I've been thinking a lot about poor crazy old Phil and
the tragic death of the actress Lana Clarkson, his alleged murder
victim. Phil Spector is a man who has obviously been suffering
from some sort of mental affliction for years and he has never got-
ten the sort of help that he needs. At 62, he's long been considered
nutty. Yet during all of these years, no one who knew him ever
imagined him to be murderous. Ronnie Spector of the Ronettes
Phl

j
s ex-w'fe (whom Joey Ramone produced for Kill Rock Stars)'

said on TV that she never thought Phil would kill anyone. Dee Dee
Kennibrew, one of backing vocalists in the the Crystals, told
Celebrity Justice that Phil was "mean, but never violent." Marky
Ramone told Fox News: "I don't think he would hurt a fly. Until
anything happens, you're innocent until you're proven guilty. I
don t think Phil had it in him to murder anybody." When the inter-
viewer reminded Marky of the incident when Phil pulled a gun on
Dee Dee during the recording of the End Of The Century album, he
responded, A lot of these things were overblown and a lot of these
things were alcohol-induced. You can have a gun and wave it
aTO

™/.,
Ut *ft doesn't mean you're gonna use it....There's noway Phil would have shot Dee Dee Ramone." Sadly, Dee Dee and

Joey have passed on now and cannot offer their own perspectives
In an email to Arturo Vega, (the Ramones' longtime friend and col-
laborator) I asked what his recollections of Phil were. He replied-

"We (Johnny, Joey, Dee Dee, and I) spent one evening at his
mansion that turned into an ordeal. He separated us in different
rooms, so Dee Dee and I were in one room and he came in with a
gun. He wouldn t talk to us. At first we were nervous, but after a
while we realized it was a game. Then Dee Dee started talking
about the gun in detail and he realized that Dee Dee knew what he
was talking about, and he was "disarmed” by Dee Dee's charm and
knowledge, and he walked out."

As bizarre as this behavior may sound, it's interesting to note
that nearly everyone who knew or was friends with Phil Spector
claims that he would never be violent or commit a murder

But, Lana Clarkson has been shot and killed with a single gun-
shot to her head. b b

It is true that Mr. Spector's past history of physical violence is
it. In mv research I've noted that althm.eh u, —

„ :,-j physical violence. Phil supposedly KnocKea
Uavid Geften to the ground with a punch to the face for badgering
him during a Cher recording session. He also once threw an ash-
tray at (his then-wife) Ronnie Spector's head during a very emo-
tionally trying time in his life. (He had just been blackmailed by a
photographer into buying negatives of photographs of the over-
dosed dead body of his comedian friend Lenny Bruce to keep them
out of the tabloids.) In all the material that I've read, these two inci-
dents are about the extent of it. Until now, that is.

Unlike the OJ Simpson or Robert Blake situations, Mr. Spector
did not really know his alleged victim. It is reported that he'd only
just met Ms. Clarkson the previous evening. So what could the
motive for a murder be? Is it possible that Spector was simply wav-^ around

' as he is inclined to do...but this time it went
off? Well, supposedly something to this effect is going to be Mr.
Spector s defense. Apparently, Spector had been heavily drinking
on the night Ms. Clarkson's death after many years of abstaining^
Ironically, Spector had been off the booze because of all the
mishaps that have happened to him in the past while he was drunk
(such as pointing his gun at Dee Dee Ramone, and firing his gun
into the ceiling while John Lennon... also drunk... was smashing
Mr. Spector s chandelier with a golf club). Hey, it's the rock-n-rofi
lifestyle, right. Supposedly, Phil was back on the sauce again while
he was showing Ms. Clarkson his gun. Bang!

Spector's fascination with guns certainly is peculiar and sick.
Especially considering that a gun is what was used to murder his
longtime friend John Lennon, for whom he produced hit records
like Instant Karma, and the albums Some Time In New York, Imagine
and Rock And Roll As of the time I am writing this, the full story of
what happened has yet to come out. Since Ms. Clarkson was
apparently killed with a single gunshot, it's not inconceivable that
her death may indeed have been the result of some tragic accident
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ot a deliberate murder. One may very well wonder if it's pos-

Sible for crazy Phil" to get a fair trial, considering his reputation as
mad, even if the accident story is true. We'll see. The fact that

Spector was released on bail, while most alleged murderers in
California (including Robert Blake) are denied bail, may indicate
that the judge thmks Phil's version of the situation is somewhat
credible. Whatever Spector's verdict will be, I find it hard to imag-
ine that he 11 eet off easy. Even if it was a terrible accident... the
drunken handling of a gun which results in death isn't just an
Ooops! Sorry about that."

I m probably more depressed about the whole thing than most
people because 1 m such a huge fan of the Spector sound. It's a
strong influence on punk, but it's probably an influence that few
kids today are really very aware of. Spector is almost a forgotten
figure in music among tne general public. Even the policewoman
who made the initial announcement to the press got it wrong when
she stated to the television cameras that they had arrested "Mr
Spector of Motown Records," a record label that he had absolutely
nothing whatsoever to do with. (Many of the recording artists
Spector produced in the 1960s were African American, and to the
musically ignorant: Blacks + 60s = Motown.) In addition, all over
TV, I saw reporting errors about just which artists Phil had pro-
duced. Several reporters said that he'd produced Elvis, which was
IS™?' 1 got the word from Dave-the-Spazz, a radio DJ onWFMU and former singer for punk rock bands the Sea Monkeys,
the Shemps, and currently the Yams. Dave let me know that what
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ld Produce some demo tapes for Elvis to hear to see
if the King" would be interested in recording the songs himself.

But even if you don't know who he is, if you listen to a Spector
production like on the Crystals' "Da Doo Ron Ron", you'll easily
hear it in the throbbing drive of the song. This sound influenced
punk! Many of the earliest New York CBGB punk bands like
blondie and the Ramones were directly aiming for that big Wall-of-
Sound that Spector originated. Spector wanted his records to
sound powerful and they are meant to be played loud.

Like the Ramones, whom he also produced, Phil Spector was
inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, althougn he never
really benefited from it. The Rock establishment respected him, but
they never really accepted him. In fact he was often openly derid-
ed, rejected, and sabotaged by the music industry. The industry
considered him a maverick. His records were criticized as too
noisv. His behavior too "eccentric." Through it all, Spector was

worshipped and hated, envied and loathed.
People who know little about him often wonder why he

became such a recluse. It had a lot to do with the mainstream Rock
industry s rejection. Phil was once right in the mainstream, because
his sound was different and setting a new standard. Phil was not
one to follow trends, but to set them. When the Spector sound was-
n t trendy anymore, Phil was on the outs. Sonny Bono worked for
Spector in his early musical career, and he once suggested to Phil
that he should change his sound. Sonny Bono was out of the job
shortly after that. How ironic it must have seemed to Phil, when
Sonny and Cher made it big by copying the Spector sound and
even usmg the exact same session musicians that Phil was using!

Phil Spector has said that the only time he's ever really happy
and comfortable is in the recording studio. As the years went on
this became extremely more difficult once the music industry
turned its back. When Spector was doing what he thought were his
greatest artistic successes, radio stations that had always played his
music in the past shut him out. It's not that people didn't want to
hear new things from Spector—they did! It was the nature of radio
that had changed. It was going Corporate.

Spector never watered down his records. He refused to. He
would only produce records in his own style. Once the industry
decided they didn t want his style, radio stopped playing his
records. This is the sort of situation Spector was increasingly
unable to deal with. Unable to tolerate what the music industry
became, he withdrew. He expressed his dismay at the state of pop-
ular music at his induction into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame,
only to be rebuffed by the Who's Pete Townsend, who told Spector
that is was not up to people like them to understand today's music
industry, it was only up to them ’to "get the fuck out of the way," as
if to suggest that the industry knew what was best for music.

???e * before I get old," indeed! But whatever the sad
and shabby state of Phil Spector the man may be, he produced
some of the greatest rock-and-roll ever. His Wall-of-Sound has been
much copied but never duplicated.

The last record Phil produced that was released was Yoko
Ono s, in 1981, and that was only partially produced by him. The



song "No, No, No" from that album is amazing, among Spector's

best work, in my opinion. The album cover for the Season Of Glass

record featured a photograph of John Lennon's actual bloodstained

glasses. In another of those same strange ironies that follows

Spector's bizarre life, at the same time he allegedly killed Lana

Clarkson with a gun, a free public service postcard of the album

cover of Season Of Glass was issued. It reads:

"Over 676,000 people have been killed by guns in the USA
since John Lennon was shot and killed on December 8, 1980."

*************************

Some little known but great Spector-produced records:

All Grown Up - the Crystals (the Chuck Berry-ish version. Lead

vocal, Lala Brooks)

Hold On , Baby - Ike & Tina Turner

Little Boy - The Crystals (lead vocal, Lala Brooks)

Run , Run, Runaway - Darlene Love
Hold Me Tight - the Treasures

Hung On You - Righteous Brothers

(Let's Dance) The Screw Part 1 - the Crystals

Why Do Lovers Break Each Others Hearts? - Bob B. Sox and the Blue

Jeans (lead vocal, Darlene Love)

I Wonder - the Crystals ( lead vocal, Lala Brooks)

*Note: the Crystals had different lead vocalists on different songs, but

many ofmyfaves are with Lala)

Heartbreaker - the Crystals (lead vocal, Lala Brooks)

This Could Be The Night - The Modem Folk Quartet

Don't Go Home With Your Hard On - Leonard Cohen
A Woman's Story - Cher
Ringo, I Love You 1 Cher (credited as Bonnie Joe Mason)

Proud Mary - the Checkmates
Strange Love - Darlene Love
A Long Way To Be Happy - Darlene Love
Tandoori Chicken - Ronnie Spector

All The Way - the Ramones
Some punk versions of Spector records:

River Deep Mountain High - THE SAINTS (originally by Ike & Tina

Turner)

River Deep Mountain High - THE FLAMING GROOVIES (original-

ly by Ike & Tina Turner)

Do I Love You - THE FLAMING GROOVIES (originally by the

Ronettes)

The Best Part of Breaking Up - THE DEVIL DOGS (originally by the

Ronettes)

/ Wonder - SUPERSNAZZ (recorded by both the Ronettes and the

Crystals)

Be My Baby - THE SPITTOONS (originally by the Ronettes)

Be My Baby - THE DRONES (originally by the Ronettes)

Then I Kissed Her - THE DRONES
Then I Kissed Her - THE HARD ONS
Then 1 Kissed Her - THE RICHIES
And Then I Kissed Her - THE JOEYS
Then I Kicked Her - THE LURKERS (all of the above originally

"Then He Kissed Me", by the Crystals)

He's A Rebel - THE RAUNCHETTES (originally by the Crystals)

To Know Him Is To Love Him - MICK FARREN & THE DEVIANTS
(originally by the Teddy Bears)

Da Doo Ron Ron - THE DONNAS, when they were still good (orig-

inally by the Crystals)

And many more...Not to mention all of the versions of songs

from the Ramones' End Of The Century album done by other punk

bands far too numerous to mention.

The two most
important words ever

written were by
Douglas Adams in the

book Hitchhiker's

Guide To The Galaxy.

These words are

"DON'T PANIC." Hard
advice to heed these

days. By the time you
read this, the US may be

at war. The US may
already have fought a

war. The US may have
narrowly averted war,

but gained the bile and mistrust of a score of nations who have

now seen its bald-faced transition to empire brought more to the

forefront than ever before in our history. By the time you read

this, we are likely on high-level terrorist alert, code mauve (or

whatever it is this week), which promises to put you and your

friends in mortal danger or jail any minute now. Just remember
the words of Douglas Adams: DON'T PANIC. These are emphat-

ically not the words of John Ashcroft. Though he may say some-

thing very similar, or indeed use the exact same phrasing, his

intent is completely different. John Ashcroft wants you to panic.

More than anything, he wants you to panic. He wants you to

hide in your house, barricade your doors and windows, then

cover them with duct tape. He wants you to report your neigh-

bors for "suspicious activities." He wants you to "watch what
you say and do." That sounds remarkably close to panic to me.

The reason the current US administration and their corpo-

rate clients want you to panic is simple: it is because they are

panicking. No, they are not panicking because they feel that they

are truly threatened by ..Islamic Fundamentalism, or that

America's security is threatened by evil unseen international

forces led by shadowy figures and tinhorn despots. They are not

panicking because they sense that our old allies, all former colo-

nial superpowers themselves, are increasingly speaking out

against our present expansionist policies. They are not panicking

because the streets of the world are filling with cries of outrage

against our unilateral, "preemptive" actions. They are not Pr-
icking because the old oil and energy companies (many of which

they have vast holdings in and jobs with) are crumbling under

allegations of thievery and corruption. No, they are not panick-

ing from any of these things.

They are panicking because they are oil men, and the oil is

running out.

Oil is a finite resource, and one that has, over the past cen-

tury and a half, produced faster progress and more pain and suf-

fering than any single thing in history. These oil men know that

supplies are dwindling, and oil is all they know. They are grow-

ing desperate, like a junkie needing a fix. That 7-11 down the

block looks awfully tempting when you just want a couple of

bucks to hook up what you need, but it may not be such a good

idea when everybody in town knows you, by face, as the fat rich

bastard up on the hill who stockpiles guns. Who also happens to

be the mayor. Yelling about what the clerk said about your moth-

er isn't going to cut it in court, and you can only use mayoral

immunity for so long.

These oil men are panicking because the US has absorbed so

much of the world's wealth to nyperinflate its own standard of

living that the new markets they hoped would open up for their

product have not fully materialized yet. China and India, two of

the world's most densely populated and rapidly developing

countries, each have around 29 cars per 1000 people—a very dif-

ferent number than the United States, which has around 561 cars

per 1000 people. This will change. Much like Big Tobacco, anoth-

er industry specializing in a product whose main side effect is

death, the oil industry Knows its days are numbered in the US,

where the average person is educated enough and has just

enough consumer protections to let them know that these prod-

ucts are bad for them and that alternatives must be sought.

George Bush has stated emphatically that hydrogen-cell technol-

ogy (the most expensive and, currently the least developed of the

alternative vehicular energy sources) will be the predominant

auto fuel by 2020, and to prove it he has six million-aollar hydro-

gen-powered minivans tooling around Washington, DC.
Seventeen years is a long time to develop a sustainable source of

auto fuel (especially when super efficient hybrids and market-

ready alternatives already exist), a very long time in our world

today. Enough time for them to sell millions of gas-sucking, inef-

ficient vehicles in the vastly poorer regions of the world, much as

tobacco companies have done with cigarettes now that they

much more limited with regard to dealing them in the US.

That this war and this US empire is all about oil has become
more transparent to the world than ever before, and the world

has responded with varying degrees of outrage. That the US has

responded to this widespread sentiment with ever-increasing

shows of bravado, bluster, and sheer reactionary stupidity sim-

ply shows the depth to which our "leaders" have sunk in their

ignorance (they seem to prefer calling it "resolve"). Take solace in

the fact that they are scared, though—the one thing they truly

know is in short supply. This war is a panic move: An attempt to

dominate an entire region that has clearly and repeatedly

expressed its desire to not be dominated, and it will create huge

the 1



problems for the US. The gang in charge of the empire does not
care. They are old and fat, and will die soon. They do not care
about the future beyond their short lifetimes. Despite their
"Christian" protestations to the contrary, they are not driven by
any noble (or even wrongheaded) cause. Their ideology is, sim-
ply, money, and the acquisition of it. They are fundamentalist
capitalists; they rule the world right now, and when the shit
comes down they will bail like some indicted Enron executive to
Thailand, where they will frequent child prostitutes and eventu-
ally be torn to shreds by an angry mob.

In the end, however, we're younger, we're tougher, there are
many, many more of us in the world than them, and we are pos-
sessed of genuine ideals. In the end, we will win. I just hope I'm
here to see it.

One thing for sure is that there will be a really big mess to
clean up, which brings me to next month's subject: The four most
important words ever written, coincidentally also by Douglas
Adams: "Always bring a towel."
—Johnny Newfangled Contraption, PO Box 3026, Oakland, CA
94609, johngeek@hotmail.com

Crimethlnc. Recipe
Series #1: Affinity

Groups
One of our next proj-

ects here at Crimetnlnc.
(de-)Central is an anar-
chist cookbook: no, not
for making food, silly (we
get all that out of the
trash, or from our rich
arents, so I hear), nor
ombs—this one's for activities. We're putting together a collec-

tion of how-to pieces on everything from tabling and wheatpast-
ing to street confrontations and more unusual endeavors, some-
thing like Earth First's Ecodefense manual, only for the
urban/suburban context. The idea is to put all the information in
the hands of the iaded thirty-somethings in cities like New York
and Eugene, where you can barely get away with simple
shoplifting, in the hands of the teenagers of places like Topeka,
Kansas, where most of these tactics are still brand new and high-
ly effective.

Once a month or so, with your good graces, we'll print one
of our recipes-in-progress here, in hopes that everyone who
knows more about this stuff than we do, or has some other per-
spective, will tell us what we've forgotten to include. By all
means, please let us know aspects of each subject we've ignored,
or lessons you've learned in practice that are important to keep'
in mind, or possible variations on each theme.

Without further ado, here's our first draft—something prob-
ably very familiar to all of you, but sadly not familiar enough,
apparently, to the young folks in the last few marches I partici-
pated in. Please tell us what's missing! Thanks so much for your
help!

J

AFFINITY GROUP
Materials :

A circle of friends I

Trust

Consensus
Secrecy
A good idea
Plans for different scenarios
Structures to respond to unexpected scenarios
A little courage (may be optional)
Action!

Subsequent discussion
How many people should comprise an affinity group?
Size can range from two to, say, fifteen individuals, depending
on the action in question; but no group should be so numerous
that an informal conversation about pressing matters is impossi-
ble. You can always split up into two or more groups, if there are
enough of you.
Is the affinity group a permanent arrangement?
No, an affinity group is a structure of convenience, ever mutable,
assembled from the pool of interested and trusted people for the
duration of a given project. Once assembled, this group may
choose to be "closed, if security dictates: that is, whatever goes
on within the group is never spoken of outside it, even after all

its other activities are long completed. A particular team can act
together over and over as an affinity group, but the members can
a£? Participate in other affinity groups, break up into smaller
affinity groups, and act outside the affinity group structure.

Chances are, even if you have never been involved in direct
action before, even if this is the first radical text you have ever
^encountered, that you are already part of an affinity group—the
structure proven most effective for guerrilla activities of all
kinds. An affinity group is simplv a circle of friends who, know-
ing each other's strengths, weaknesses, and life histories, and
having already established a common language and healthy
internal dynamics, sets out to accomplish a goal or series of
goals.

Affinity groups can be practically invincible. They cannot be
infiltrated, because all members share history and intimacy with
each other, and no one outside the group need be informed of
their plans or activities. They are more efficient than the most
professional military force: they are free to adapt to any situation;
they need not pass their decisions through any complicated
process of ratification; all individuals can act and react instantly
without waiting for orders, yet with a clear idea of what to expect
from one another. The mutual admiration and inspiration they
are founded upon makes them almost impossible to demoralize.
In stark contrast to capitalist, fascist, ana communist structures
of all kinds, they function without any need for hierarchy or
coercion: participation in an affinity group can be fun as well as
effective. Most important of all, they are motivated by shared
desire and loyalty, rather than profit, duty, or any other compen-
sation or abstraction: small wonder whole squads of riot police
have been held at bay by small affinity groups armed with only
the tear gas canisters shot at them.

Affinity groups operate on the consensus model: decisions
are made collectively, based on the needs and desires of every
individual involved. Democratic votes, in which the majority get
their way and the minority must hold their tongues, are anathe-
ma to affinity groups: if a group is to function smoothly and hold
together, every individual involved must be satisfied. In advance
of any action, the members of a group establish together what
their personal and collective goals are, what their readiness for
risk is (as individuals and as a group), and what their expecta-
tions of each other are. These things determined, they formulate
a plan.

Since action situations are always unpredictable and plans
rarely come off as anticipated, an affinity group usually has a
dual approach to preparing for them. On the one hand, plans are
made for different scenarios: ifA happens, we'll inform each other byX means and switch to plan B; ifX means of communication is impos-
sible, we ll reconvene at site Z at Q o'clock. On the other hand, struc-
tures are put in place that will be useful even if what happens
resembles none of the imagined scenarios: internal roles are
divided up, communications systems (such as two-way radios,
or coded phrases for conveying secret information or instruc-
tions aloud) are established, general strategies (for maintaining
composure, keeping sight of one another in confusing environ-
ments, or blocking police charges, to name some examples) are
prepared, emergency escape routes are charted, legal support is
readied in case anyone gets arrested. After an action, a shrewd
affinity group will meet (again, if necessary, in a secure location)
to discuss what went well, what could have gone better, and
what comes next.

An affinity group answers to itself alone—this is one of its

f
reat strengths. Affinity groups are not burdened by the proce-
ural protocol of other organizations, the difficulties of reaching

accord among strangers or larger numbers of people, or the lim-
itations of answering to a body not immediately involved in the
action. At the same time, just as the members of an affinity group
strive for consensus with each other, each affinity group should
strive for a similarly considerate relationship with other individ-
uals and groups—or, at the very least, to complement their
approaches wherever possible, even if these others do not recog-
nize the value of their contribution. Others should be thrilled
about the participation or intervention of affinity groups, not
resent or fear them; they should come to recognize tne value of
the affinity group model, and so come to apply it themselves,
from seeing it succeed and from benefiting from that success.

An affinity group can work together with other affinity
groups, in what is sometimes called a cluster. The cluster forma-
tion enables a larger number of individuals to act with the same
advantages a single affinity group has. If speed or secrecy is



called for, representatives of each group can meet ahead of time,

rather than the entirety of all groups; if coordination is of the

essence, the groups or representatives can arrange methods for

communicating through the heat of the action. Over years of col-

laborating together, different affinity groups can come to know
each other as well as they know themselves, and become accord-

ingly more comfortable and capable together.

When several clusters of affinity groups need to coordinate

especially massive actions—for a big demonstration, for exam-

ple—they can hold a spokescouncil meeting. In this author's

humble experience, the most effective, constructive spokescoun-

cils are those that limit themselves to providing a forum in which

different affinity groups and clusters can inform one another (to

whatever extent is wise) of their intentions, rather than seeking

to direct activity or dictate principles for all. Such an unwieldy

format is ill-suited to lengthy discussion, let alone debate; and

whatever decisions are made, or limitations imposed, by such a

spokescouncil will inevitably fail to represent the wishes of all

involved. The independence and spontaneity that decentraliza-

tion provides are our greatest advantages in combat with an

enemy that has all the other advantages, anyway—why sacrifice

these?
.

The affinity group is not only a vehicle for changing the

world—like any good anarchist practice, it is also a model for

alternative worlds, and a seed from which such worlds can grow.

In an anarchist economy, decisions are not made by boards of

directors, nor tasks carried out by masses of worker drones:

affinity groups, circles of friends who share common needs and

interests, decide and act together. Indeed, the affinity

group /cluster/spokescouncil model is simply another incarna-

tion of the communes and worker's councils which formed the

backbone of earlier successful (however short-lived) anarchist

revolutions.

Not only is the affinity group the best format for getting

things done, it's practically essential. You should always attend

any event that might prove exciting in an affinity group—not to

mention the ones that won't be, otherwise! Without a structure

that encourages ideas to flow into action, without friends with

whom to brainstorm and barnstorm and build up momentum,

you are paralyzed, cut off from much of your own potential; with

them, you are multiplied by ten, or ten thousand! "Never doubt

that a small group of thoughtful, committed people can change

the world," as Margaret Mead wrote: "it's the only thing that

ever has." She was referring, whether she knew the jargon or not,

to affinity groups. If every individual in every action against the

state and status quo participated as part of a tight-knit, dedicat-

ed affinity group, this revolution would be over in a few short

years.
.

You and your friends can change the world. Stop wondering

what's going to happen, or why nothing's happening, and start

deciding what will happen. Don't just show up at the next demon-

stration, protest, punk show, traffic iam, or day at work in pas-

sive spectator mode, waiting to be told what to do or entertained.

Get in the habit of trading crazy ideas about what should happen

at these events—and of making those ideas reality!

An affinity group could be a sewing circle, a bicycle mainte-

nance collective, or a traveling clown troupe; it could come

together for the purpose of starting a local chapter of Food Not

Bombs, discovering now to turn a bicycle into a record player, or

forcing a multinational corporation out of business through a

carefully orchestrated program of sabotage. Affinity groups have

planted and defended community gardens, burned down and

built and squatted buildings, organized neighborhood childcare

programs and wildcat strikes; individual affinity groups routine-

ly initiate revolutions in the visual arts and popular music. It was

an affinity group that invented the airplane. Another, composed

of disgruntled Nietzsche enthusiasts, nearly succeeded in assas-

sinating Adolf Hitler during the second world war. Your favorite

band—they were an affinity group.

Let five girls and hoys meet who are resolved to the lightning of

action rather than the auiet agony of survival—from that moment,

despair ends and tactics begin.

AUTONOMY, CAMARADERIE, ENGAGEMENT-
ALL POWER TO THE AFFINITY GROUPS!

contact: Crimethlnc. Friendship Society, PO Box 2133,

Greensboro, NC 27402 USA, www.crimethinc.com

Most of the stuff that hap-

pens in my life that's worthy of

being written about has very

little to do with the punk
rocks; not tnded trajectory of

the magazine and write a little

about rock and roll.

Some friends of mine
have a band and were kind

enough to let me come along

with them for a bit when they

toured the northeast a couple

of months ago. Let's say, for argument's sake, they're called True

North. They were invited to tour with a band who've garnered a

bit of commercial success for themselves in the past year; it

seemed like someone in their camp was trying to toss them a

bone by letting them invite some of their crazy punk rock

friends, and maybe in the process some industry types could

sniff around a bit and see if there was anything left at the bottom

of the jar. Let's say this band was called the Blood Brothers. Now
there's a wild card, and I'm not talking about in the John Candy

or Leif Garret kind of a way. When your band gets wrapped up

in the world of booking agents and tour managers and they're

not so involved in the mechanics of setting up shows and such,

weird things happen. Like bands that for some reason have some

money behind them but not so much of a, how do I say it...fan-

base, get foisted on bands who've been around, toured, put out

records, you know—band stuff. So let's say that happened on

this tour, and a third band is now on said tour. Let's say they're

called The Vaux.
First I want to talk about the weird things. It was kind of weird

to see True North play to a packed Knitting Factory in

Manhattan. Not because \ don't think they're a good band—they
are, and actually, the way things have gone in the entertainment

world in the past ten years, I don't see their brand of Jehu-influ-

enced rock music as being wholly uncommercial. It was just

weird, you know? You know, man? The next weird thing was the

Blood Brothers. I met them once years ago when they came to

Gainesville to play. They seemed to be part of a larger onslaught

of chaotic hardcore bands ,
though a little younger and a little

sloppier. Now, besides being a lot tighter, their music is no more

accessible, no slower, not noticeably tamer. So it's weird to me
that some label somewhere thinks tnat they're a lucrative invest-

ment. Whatever. More power to 'em. Let's talk about The Vaux.^

Now when I use the phrase "rock and roll", or even "rock n

roll" in my column, I'm admittedly being condescending or dis-

missive. Why not? But The Vaux is a rock and roll band. They

sound like 70s rock. And I know that Maximum Rock and Roll

launched a thousand pissy infights when it wouldn't review the

Rain Like The Sound of Trains LP years ago, but RLTSOT were

nerds while this band is at least half, if not two thirds, snow-

boarder musclehead bullies. They're like Michelob s houseband

at a ski resort. I am totally serious. The singer mounts the stage

like a quivering virgin and works his lower half likewise. They

scheme about getting laid on tour, they whine about playing

order (if they're up first, that is), and they tried to physically

intimidate the much, much smaller Blood Brothers when they

got frustrated about the payment disparity (in all fairness, it is a

considerable disparity). Now I was only around for three days, I

admit, but these dudes were all like,
"
dude," where I was all like,

"maaannnn!"
So, Vaux, I must now admit that it was me yelling at you

from the wings at the Knitting Factory. I know it was hard to see

with all the lights in your eyes, but I was the guy who yelled

"Teenage Wasteland." And I didn't mean the song. I was refer-

ring to your sorry, sorry asses. The Vaux, you are the Teenage

Wasteland. You're all wasted, and not in the fun Dillinger 4 way,

but in the I-only-had-five-dollars-in-the-world-and-dropped-it-

in-dogshit way. This band seems to be the product of being in

bands being too fun and easy. They obviously never had to run

the gauntlet.

I guess it was At The Drive In that was the first of my peers

that shocked me when they were taken up as torchbearers of

major label moving and shaking. I really liked them, and it s too

bad they they couldn't handle it; but it was strange to me that

anyone thought they would gain a huge, profit-generating audi-

ence. They were too weird, I thought. But since their premature

implosion, it seems that interests have been vying for an act to fill

their spot. I guess that's what the Blood Brothers are for to go



on the shelves where bands like Jane's Addiction and Faith No
More went years ago. Creative music that's crazy, but not too
crazy .

^ S no a* a^ as how The Vaux got their deal.
They're meatheads who make you want to forget your shitty job
and all your problems, dance the beer-in-my-hand dance for
approximately 40 minutes, then go home. They're the kind of
band that preps each other for the industry people at the NYC
show. I cannot understate what a boring crock of shit this kind of
thing is.

But at the same time, it's all crap. Talking about major labels
and rock shows, is as nuanced and interesting as drawings on an
etch-a-sketch; it's fun for a while. It's just genuinely frustrating to
see what the punk scene can get used for, and used to , whether
it be stepping stone or tasting spoon. And of course, I just don't
like meatheads.

Endnotes: Although it was kinda fun in that petty way to
see Mark McCoy and Martin Sorrendeguy pick at each" other in
the letters column the last couple of months, I realize now it was
all just a show and wish the best of luck to both of them for a
swift recovery after that accident.

Also, thanks to Tim in Burlington for responding to my col-
umn a couple of months back ("How Much Art I Can Take"). I

kind of wonder, though, if that letter was a joke or not. Tim, do
you really think we should devote more time in these columns to
art vs. politics? In my column I more intended to illustrate that
punk rock could embody the two ways of thinking/acting in col-
lusion. I don't think changing a red to a blue is a political reac-
tion at all, as.you seemed to be suggesting with that Philip
Guston quote; rather, I was implying that the dichotomy is an
insecure projection, like most "intellectual /actual" separations.
Once again, like genre: all bullshit. You also said the column was
glib and underthought, which is totally true, or I wouldn't have
to clarify myself.

Alright dudes, with that, I gotta jet. I'm like hella stoned.
For those with opposable thumbs: PO Box 28226, Providence

, RI
02908.

For those without: penixrodeo@uspostalservice.sike

LET’S
GET
HURT

Who would've
fucking guessed that
coming through on last

month's promise to
report on The LA
Shakedown would be
an exercise in self-

restraint? Various
accounts of this debacle
are all over the place, so
you I'm sure you can
find plenty of horror
stories elsewhere.
Needless to say, the event didn't go as planned and the entire
thing reeked of"trucker bullshit." I don't really wanna revisit the
negative, but I'm sure there are plenty of others ready and will-
ing to vent. I will say that the only thing that kept me from com-
pletely blowing a gasket was being able to catch sets by the MYS-
TERYGIRLS, HUNCHES, FLASH EXPRESS and THE7FUSE! For
all the dumb shit that went down. I'm glad to say that these
bands more than lived up to their end of the bargain. There's
your report...on with the^wax!

I'm gonna switch things up this month and start with the
"Old Shit." Why??? Because I simply can't wait to dish the goods

CA
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on the GEEKS! The Geeks were a band from Marin County,
who played and recorded in various incarnations from 196*.
1982. in their entire career, they released only a 45 and a LP, both
of which were recorded in the late 70s/early 80s punk era.
However, the Geeks' sound is far from typical of that period: this
is some wildly inventive and experimental stuff, incorporating
elements of jazz, rock, and a fierce punk/DIY attitude. While
their self-released original records remain hard to come by, S-S
Records has just released the "Dreamland In Machineland"b/w
"Hey Wreck" 45. Yup, you guessed it: two unreleased Geeks
tunes from 1982! I'm happy to report that you obscure singles
hounds have a new slab actually worth hunting down! Seriously,
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a2y ^a* ^is grea i; has gone unheard for this long. "Hey
Wreck is a tune in the vein of the finest No New York CONTOR-
TIONS contributions, while "Dreamland In Machineland" rum-

bles along with an incredibly warped (and a tad snotty) sound.
This record is definitely not for everyone, but the geek in me
flipped for it (sorry, couldn't resist).

Here s a boot/reissue that should be immediately recogniz-
able to the scum out there: the LATIN DOGS "Warning!" 7"EP.
What you eet here is some snotty Midwestern hardcore from '82.
Six tunes that the collector in you will shit over... at least for a
spin or two.

I hate to admit this, but I had made a conscious decision to
stay away from the Hyped2Death series and its various offshoots.
This self-imposed rule wasn't decided out of anger or malice, but
out of fear: I was afraid that I'd get sucked in and end up throw-
ing all my dough out at a bunch of CD-R compilations. Of
course. . .1 caved in last month and I'm in big fucking trouble. Just
when you thought that there was nothing left to be done with the
whole Bloodstains and Killed By Death exploitation game,
HypedlDeath has come along and unearthed a bunch of killer
shit! I'd recommend the Messthetics series, if only because it fea-
tures tons of little-known acts doing things slightly more adven-
turous than your average '77-'82 KBD bands.

There are a few new boot/reissue LPs worthy of discussion
this month. I suppose the one that'll attract the most attention is
a live MINOR THREAT boot LP, Sometimes Good Guys Don't Wear
White

, recorded at a DC show in 1983. I shrugged off initial
reports of bad sound and decided to give it a listen myself.
Baaaaaaaaaad fucking idea! Baaaaaaaaaad fucking sound! There
are only a few semi-decent moments, and they certainly don't
make up for the price tag. I know some of you poor souls out
there will simply have to score one. Don't say I didn't warn you...

Moving quickly from dreadful to mandatory, Saturdayi Kids
is a collection of demos and outtakes from the JAM! You get
demos and Peel Sessions from the golden period, '77-'79! This LP
boasts exclusively great sounding and unreleased studio shit that
any Jam fan would be bonkers to pass on. It's great to hear dif-
ferent versions of these classic tunes, not to mention the finally
getting a glimpse of these greats in their formative stages. What
boots should Be!

fcven mough it s a few months old, I feel obligated to point
you toward I Have A Date, the complete recordings of THE SIM-
PLETONES! Reissued on Re-Force Records out of Germany, this
LP is 1 1 • • " « -• J ~much one-sto ’ing in terms of Southern CA» pretty 1 1U lwuw ^uumcni v-rv
beach punk, and it's a hefi of a lot better than most of what's
coming out of Southern CA these days.

Another old one (supposedly released in 2001, although I

en t seen it bpfnrp^ friaf hac rckr,on+1ir cnmn ^— •

,

length records pop up by bands whose entire output consists of
one 45! Shit like this is usually best left unheard, but this LP
includes some flat-out killer unreleased demos, not to mention
their only 45, "Machine Shop" b/w "Underground." Sure,
throwing a "reunion" live set on here is a serious demerit, but the
studio material makes up for it.

While I'd love to sit and chat about old shit all day, there's a
fucking truckload of new shit to inform you of. I'm up to my
fucking neck in new singles this month, so this rundown will
take a while. Naturally, I feel I should start with the ones that'll
cause the most headaches for collectors. Italy's Solid Sex Lovie
Doll Records is a label that strikes fear in the hearts of many, as
they've got a serious knack for releasing incredibly limited sin-
gles by some of the best bands around (the LOST SOUNDS,
DIRTBOMBS, and KING LOUIE ONE MAN BAND to name a
few). This month, they've got three garage punk slabs you'll be
searching for: the BLACKS (the great garage band from Sweden,
their final release ever), SCAT RAG BOOSTERS, and JOHNNY
CANCER ONE MAN BAND/SKIP JENSEN. All of these are
sure to come in ridiculously small runs and feature a few sleeve
variations. That s all well and good, but SSLDR has yet to drop a
dud, so the tunes will probably be more impressive than any-
thing else. SSLDR is rumored to be releasing a HUNCHES sin-
gle... as soon as I hear it's available, you will too. Good luck!

2003 is looking like it's gonna be a fantastic year for HENRY
r'C odi7\t o/attt7 r

,

• • . .* <FIAT'S OPEN SORE fans,

of their fantastic album
just seen the domestic release

of their fantastic album Idiota Hyperactiva and the Adulterer
Oriented Rock singles compilation (both CD only on Coldfront),
Wrench Records delivers their second HFOS single, the Patmos
Or Bust 7"EP! The wild Swedes have revamped their sound a
bit, coming across a little like the earliest and best material by
the DAMNED! Of course they're still holding tight to their



trademark spastic'n'frantic tempo and crude subject matter, so

there is absolutely no reason to think that they've gone soft. I flip

over all HFOS records, but I must say that this was a welcome
surprise that flat-out blew me away. A monster of a single and
definitely not to be missed!

NEON KING KONG has finally checked in with another

single! It's too bad that they've already imploded, but I can't say

that I'm surprised. Regardless, Vinyl Dog Records has let loose

their death rattle, "Get What's Going Around" b/w "There's A
Party." You know the program: short, great and sure to disap-

pear quickly.

In my opinion, the HOSPITALS are one of the best new
bands in the country. I saw this Portland, OR two-piece live a

few months back, and they pretty much destroyed everything in

sight: breaking bottles, microphones, eardrums...you name it,

they broke it. They've finally managed to put that havoc down
on wax, releasing the Again and Again 7"EP on Future Primitive

Records. Grab one of these singles for a sneak peek at their

upcoming In The Red Records full length.

It's taken a while, but I've finally found a new Japanese

band to get jazzed about: THE STAND BY ME! "In My Car"

b/w "My Sweet Life" has just hit the US, although the sleeve

boasts a 2001 release. Released on the appropriately titled 1977

Records, The Stand By Me's sound reflects the current running

through most of the new Japanese punk bands: a diehard devo-

tion to UK mod and power pop. l must say that they do both

incredibly well here. If you are a fan of the new breed of

Japanese bands, score one of these ASAP.
The FLASH EXPRESS have finally released a follow-up to

their great debut
on Revenge Records. "Ride the Flash Express" b/w "Feel These

Blues" picks up right where things left off, boasting two soulful

tunes. Hopefully the wait for the LP won't be auite as long. You
can score a copy of this from Head Line Records, a label/record

store from LA
The LIDS Too Late 7"EP, released on Die Slaughterhaus

Records, is a fine debut in the vein of classic Rip Off bands like

the SPASTICS and LOLI AND THE CHONES. All the right

ingredients are here: totally lo-fi production, upfront guitars,

snotty girl/guy shouting and bare Dones sleeve art. This record

screams trash! Along with the CARBONAS and the BLACK
LIPS, the Lids are making Atlanta a city to watch.

Here's one for all the OBLIVIANS fans. For those unaware,

Mr. Jack Yarber can now be heard in the COOL JERKS, who have
just followed up their great LP with a single, "Whole Wide
World" b/w "For A Little While." I'm one of tnose folks who go
after just about any Oblivians/COMPULSIVE GAMBLERS
related project, so pardon me if you've got no soul. Released on
Misprint Records, home of VIVA L'AMERICAN DEATH RAY
MUSIC (or just plain oT American Death Ray).

The BlOWTOPS have yet another new release! The
Surgeon's Hands 7"EP, on Reptilian Records, picks up right

where their Black Static album left off: dark, driving punk rock

with ample amounts of wall-to-wall buzz. Not as good as some
of their previous efforts, but fans of the band certainly won't be

let down.
Enough with the fucking singles already! Shapes Of Venus is

the secona LP by the CLONE DEFECTS. . .and it's fucking amaz-

ing! I've always been a huge fan of this band, but this complete-

ly blows all their other shit away! This is some seriously primi-

tive punk, clearly borrowing equal amounts from the ELEC-
TRIC: EELS and DEAD BOYS schools. It's out now on In The
Red, as is a 45 featuring the title track and a non-LP B-side,

"Stick My Knife." These are the first truly essential records of

2003, no doubt about it.

In The Red has also released the debut long player by A
FEAST OF SNAKES, a new combo featuring James Arthur

(FIREWORKS, NECESSARY EVILS) and Alex Cuervo (BLACK-
TOP, NOW TIME DELEGATION). With those folks on board,

you pretty much know what you're gonna get: great bluesy

garage punk. You might recognize A Feast of Snakes from their

debut 7
f
'EP (where they covered SAMHAIN!) on Dropkick from

last year.

Fans of THE NO-TALENTS can rejoice, as both Lili Z. and

Cecilia have new bands! Lili's new band, VOLT, has just

released their debut s/t 12" on Polly Magoo Records. Like a lot

of the past crop of garage/'77 punks, Lili has gone
electronic /synth crazy. Fear not, there s still plenty of punk in

there. Cecilia now fronts OPERATION S, who just released their

debut single on Cecilia's own Wild Wild Records. I'm pleased to

report that she's ditched the loungey French pop and has

returned to a full-on punk sound. Both releases are French

imports, so check out places like Know Crap and Underground
Medicine for copies.

Dropkick Records has done the world a huge favor by final-

ly releasing the MYSTERY GIRLS album on vinyl! Originally

released as a CD on Trickknee Productions in 2002, the Mystery

Girls album garnered enough attention to not only get In The
Red after the band, but KIM FOWLEY was all over 'em as well!

These guys are the real fucking deal, and they're barely out of

their teens!

Dirtnap Records is back at it with two high profile releases.

The first is Dirtnap Across The Northwest, a 31-band CD compila-

tion. With the exception of A-FRAMES and the HOSPITALS, I'm

pretty sure every Northwest band that's worth a damn is on this

puppy. Pretty much every Dirtnap band is present, and the

standout contributions are*from the INTELLIGENCE, HUNCH-
ES, ELECTRIC EYE, POPULAR SHAPES and the SPITS, who
check in with a rap song that is so fucking funny it hurts.

Perhaps a bigger story than the comp is tne return of the

BRIEFS to Dirtnap. I'm not sure of the specifics surrounding this

whole thing, but it appears that they've already parted ways
with those Bizkit barons. Interscope Records...before they even

released anything! What the fuckr Regardless, Off The Charts is

out, and I can't say that I'm impressed. I really dug Hit After Hit,

but this new one? Let's just say the hits are few and far between.

While we're on the subject of "the big leagues," everyone

seems to be going apeshit over the FINGER. I hate to say it, but

that fucking record kicks total ass! Fortunately, I haven't had an

opportunity to hear any of this ADAMS guy's other stuff. I don't

know shit about the guy, except that he's some "alt-country"

(whatever the fuck that means) hero or something. Ignorance is

bliss: We Are Fuck You is nuts BLACK FLAG worship that must
be heard to be believed. The vinyl is out of print and already

fetching quite a bit on eBay, but a reissue is supposedly on the

way. Take that, eBay assholes!

I think that about does it for records this month. Before I

check out, I'd like to wish Greg and Rip Off Records a happy
tenth anniversary! Now I know people have a wide range of

opinions on this subject, but if a laoel has released records by the

REGISTRATORS, INFECTIONS, TEENGENERATE, RIP OFFS
and other greats, they truly deserve congratulations. Without

that stuff, this column would be a whole lot fucking shorter, as

many of these bands owe a huge debt to the acts Kip Off has

released. Here's to ten more...See you next month!
«Mitch Cardwell» «letsgethurt@yahoo.com»

OK, I hope you all

have been following the

letter column lately,

wherein our friends at

Plastic Bomb zine in

Germany have been apo-

litical and just in it for the

Oi are Vulture Rock and
Haunted Town. I've dealt

with Vulture Rock and I

thought John was actually

a really nice guy, although

I later stopped dealing with him when I took Neil's side in a

falling out he had with Neil of Tribal War. However, Vulture

Rock recently reissued the Youth Defense League CD. There is no

doubt YDL was a nazi band and very mixed up with Nazi skin-

head violence in NYC in the late 80s. Haunted Town has reissued

some stuff by Best Defense. This band was dodgy as fuck too

—

they had the Cross of Odin on their demo and a big nazi skin-

head following, although I don't recall any outright nazi lyrics.

Either way, I can't possibly see anyone re-releasing this stuff for

the music. Both bands are absolutely third rate. So why would
anyone reissue this stuff except to promote the band's ideology?

OK, so with this out of the way, let's talk about what's going

on in hardcore in the Upper Midwest. This isn't really a scene

report because I'm leaving out a lot of bands, but this is just what

I've seen lately. If you think I'm doing your scene a disservice,

compile your own report and send it in. I'm in a band that's been

playing a lot of shows around the region and hardcore is going

very strong around here despite very little national attention.



The bands here don't get as good distribution, don't get to play
as many bigger music towns, and aren't in the spotlight very
often. However, I think you'll find that Midwestern bands are
also less commercial, not as trendy, and often either more origi-
nal or more true to the roots than bands in other parts of the
country. I'm not out to put down the scenes on the coasts or any-
thing; I like bands from all over. But these are just some things
I've observed playine small town garages and basements to the
truly diehard kids who come out in the middle of winter when
touring national acts won't come within hundreds of miles of
Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Iowa.

In my opinion, the best hardcore bands in the Upper
Midwest right now are Holding On, Modern Life is War, and 14
or Fight.

Holding On are from Minneapolis and play raging fast
hardcore which is a pretty good mix of late 80s youth crew and
early 80s US hardcore. They have two full lengths, a 7" and two
split 7"s out. Their latest LP is on Bridge 9, they will be touring
with Modem Life is War this spring.

Modern Life is War hail from some small town in Iowa and
they have released just one 7" EP so far. They are recording an LP
for Martyr Records soon. (Martyr released one of the Holding On
split 7 s) Modem Life is War is one of the most intense hardcore
bands I've seen lately. Their music is raw and powerful, yet
melodic without beine sappy. They use two guitars to better
effect than almost any bands I've heard in the last decade to cre-
ate a layered and textured sound that is still powerful and rag-
ing. I want to compare them to Articles of Faith but they have too
much youth crew in them to make that stick. Check these guvs
out!
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14 or Fight is a new band from Chicago with members of
Charles Bronson and MK Ultra. To tell the truth I already like
them more than both of those bands. All they have out so far is a
demo, which is sold out, but they will be releasing a 7" on
Lengua Armada soon. Powerful 80s-influenced hardcore, once
again mixing early 80s thrash with Youth Crew sounds.
Intelligent and topical lyrics, a band you should not miss under
any circumstances.

OK, those three are my top picks, now for all the other great
bands going down around here. Punch in the Face from Chicago
are pretty known from their 7" on Lengua Armada, fast, aggro
hardcore with member of Bronson/Ruination and Dearborn SS.
I Attack from Chicago play fast hardcore, ex-Los Crudos, they
have a demo tape out, not sure what else is in store for them.
Reaccion from Chicago play political hardcore with m/f vocals
and are ex-Sin Dios. They have a demo out. Plan of Attack from
Chicago are a tough youth crew hardcore band with a 7" out and
have just got a record deal going with Organized Crime Records.
Kung Fu Rick are pretty well known, with a new LP on 625, but
are breaking up. HeWhoCorrupts are from Chicagoland and
play super fast grindcore. They have a slew of split 7"s out and
are getting some attention from the world grindcore scene.

Despite, from Wisconsin, continue their crustcore campaign;
not sure about any new stuff from these guys. Words that Burn is
a new band from Wisconsin with ex-Remission members. Fast
rinding crustcore. DisCider, from Madison, have a 7" out on
irst Blood Family Records and play brutal crustcore. Blackwall

Hitch, from Milwaukee, have a self-released 7" and play awe-
some early 80s style HC with some youth crew influence mixed
in. Since By Man from Milwaukee play sorta electronic hardcore
like Song of Zarathustra or 7 days of Samsara, they just put out
and LP on Revelation. 7 days of Samsara is supposedly still going
but I haven't heard anything new from them for a while
Copeater and Death First are Wisconsin grindcore stalwarts, I

think both have demos. Weaving the Death Bag is a metal-tinged
HC band from Wisconsin with ex-members of USV, Defacto
Oppression, and Asinine Solution. They have a 7" out and toured
last summer with Asschapel. Human Order are a crust band
from Wisconsin with a 7" out, they recently toured.

The Blinding Light are from South Daxota and play metallic
hardcore maybe like Converge (I'm not an expert on this stuff)
with ex-members of Threadbare and Floodplain.

Winnipeg has a ripping hardcore scene with Dead Stock
Crusher who play full-speed-ahead crushing hardcore which
sounds to me like a mix between 80s thrash and old Japanese
thrash bands. They have a demo CD out. Head Hits Concrete
have a split 10 out on Putrid Filth and a 7" from a few years
back. They play punishing grindcore. Guns, Liquor and Whores
from Winnipeg play fast 80s style HC and just put out a 10" on

Putrid Filth Conspiracy. They have lost their guitar player and
are weighing their options to find a new axeman and continue or
not. Insaniacs from Winnipeg have a CD out and play great late
70s/early 80s Southern California style punk. They would be
right at home on a Live at the Masque comp. Comeback Kid from
Winnipeg play great youth crew HC but I'm not too keen on their
Christian HC thing.

Showering Ashes from Iowa City have a 7" out and play
dark hardcore maybe like His Hero is Gone. Black Market Fetus
from Des Moines have a few 7"s and splits. They play a mix of
grindcore and D-beat crust that seems to be leaning further and
Further towards grind every time I see them. CHUD from Des
Moines are a cross between an 80s HC band like Negative
Approach and a stand up comedy act. Don't miss this gang.

OK, my home state of Minnesota has a ton of bands right
now. If you are curious about the scene in the Twin Cities Metro
Area I urge you to pick up the new compilation, No Hold Back All
Attack. This is a triple trP/double CD comp with 54 TC bands
running the full spectrum from 77 punk to brutal grind. Too
many bands to list in this one column but most all of the bands
mentioned below have tracks on this comp and more.

Any Last Words from St. Paul play fast hardcore like Youth
of Today or No For an Answer; raw, fast, and raging. They have
a demo and will do a 7" soon on my label, Havoc Records.
Damage Deposit is my band; we play "fast hardcore which is a
mix of 80s thrash and youth crew. We nave a demo and a 7" com-
ing soon on Havoc Records. Cutthroat Hoods are a pretty unique
sounding band with ex-members of Assrash and the Murderers.
Playing a mix of metal and chaos punk they call "scrap metal,"
they have a 7" out and have just recorded an LP, which I think
will be on Rodent Popsicle. Path of Destruction is a tough hard-
core/crust band heavily influenced by Poison Idea. With ex-
members of Assrash, Code 13, Calloused and Pontius Pilate.
They have a 7" coming soon on Havoc Records. Scorned are a
crust core band from Minneapolis with a split, a 7", and an LP
out. Guitarist Kerry runs local label Sin Fronteras Records, which
has put out 7"s by Path of Destruction as well as a ton of South
American bands. Provoked is another crustcore band who
released a split 7" with Path of Destruction. XdevastatorX is a sXe
moshcore band from the Twin Cities, they have a demo CD out.
Too Pure to Die is also an sXe moshcore band originally from
Iowa, now based in the Twin Cities. Season of Fire broke up, but
are doing a posthumous tour of Canada this month. Martyr AD
are the reigning metal/HC dark lords. They have an LP out and
a record deal with Victory, but no drummer or vocalist.
Somebody play drums for these guys! Olsen Twin Suicide from
Mankato play metallic hardcore and have a demo out. Bodies
Lay Broken are a grindcore powerhouse with a sound reminis-
cent of early Carcass. They have and LP coming soon on
Necropolis Records. Death Truck is a dark HC band influenced
by stuff like From Ashes Rise and Tragedy, they have a self
released 7". Misery are still going strong and are about to cele-
brate their 15th Anniversary with a blow out gig. They are head-
ing into the studio soon to record a new LP. Not sure what label
will be releasing it. Stillborn was a crusty hardcore band with
members of Pontius Pilate and Whorehouse of Representatives.
They broke up but released a 7" and have recorded another that
will be released soon. Onward to Mayhem are threatening to get
back together if their guitar player survives the next gulf war.
They have a discography CD coming this summer. Song of
Zarathustra broke up. Resolve is a new crustcore band with
members of State of rear and Detestation. They are touring soon.
Ass is a noisy crust punk band who have demo out. Season of
Fire play metallic hardcore similar to Harvest. They broke up but
have released two CDEPs on Goodfella Records from Belgium.
Profane Existence zine is back in action and has two new issues
out. The same crew also runs Blackened Distribution where you
can get the latest crust stuff and PE zine. I do a label called Havoc
Records, but there's been enough name dropping in this column
already. Finally 1-2-Go Crew are a straight edge rap crew doing
rap versions of sXe hardcore. classics. They have a demo out,
which should come out as a 7" soon. If you are interested in the
Twin Cities bands check out the No Hold Back All Attack double
LP. Available at your local punk record store or order direct from
Havoc, 1%, THD, Ebullition, Sound Idea or other mail order dis-
tros.

OK, that's Upper Midwest hardcore the way I see it. I'm sure
I left out a ton of bands and I didn't even get started on punk
bands like Dillinger Four, Subversives, Soviettes, Sweet Jap, etc.



but that is the stuff of another column and hardcore is what 1

know best. Keep it real, support your scene.

What's Left?
It's a beautiful fucking

day in the neighborhood.

The front entrance to

my apartment building

opens to a printer and a

bail bonds business framed

by dark folded clouds

streaked with blue. The
street is narrow and alley

like, one of three lanes

across from San Francisco's

Hall of Justice on Bryant

Street, south of Market. My _
flat is the top floor in a three storey Victorian, or more

"Lefty" Hooligan’
http://www.huahuacoyotl.com
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bonds, the DA's offices and yuppie "live-work" lofts. Once an epi-

center for the dot com boom, the whole SOMA neighborhood is

now severely depressed. A penthouse loft has been for sale on the

block for the past six months, the price dropping from 600K to

449K, and it still hasn't sold. It's hard times for the netveau riche

and one of those extremely rare things in San Francisco, a renter's

market.
I've taken the day off work, called in sick, so it s a business

day for much of the rest of the city. There's a string of black and

whites in front of/ and lots of folks going up and down the front

stairs to the Hall of Justice, all about the business of crime and

punishment. I head in the opposite direction, toward Brannan

where I turn east. The neighborhood's incongruities continue with

a solid old brick building housing the Showplace Motor Works

across the street from a tinv ground floor startup called Digitalix

in a new hybrid stucco and glass loft/ apartment complex.

I like to walk around and get to know my neighborhood,

wherever I live. I walked regularly all over Oakland, and I remem-

ber my strolls around Lake Merritt with a particular fondness.

Since moving to west bay I've been delving into this sprawline ill-

defined part of the city. It was in the process of being carved up

and served on a platter to a voracious new stratum of dot yuppie

scum when the economy tanked as Junior Bush took office. The

area referred to by the overbroad label South of Market was see-

ing its old school commerce and industry, raw niehtlife and

secluded side street residences transformed into exclusive high

rise lofts, new economy startups, expensive restaurants, shops,

galleries and boutiques, ad nauseam. The collapse of the e-bubble,

which in many ways triggered the wider economic crisis we're in

now, put the breaks to this changeover.

There's still a fuck of a lot of building going on in the area, but

all of it was started before the e-downturn and current deepening

recession. The lofts that are opening up are struggling to get even

half occupancy nowadays. The owners who built them don't want

to lower the selling price of premium real estate, especially con-

sidering that the property was purchased and the construction

contracted also at a premium, when the general economy was still

booming. Landlords of choice property are loath to lower rents, in

turn because of rent control. Get a bunch of renters in at too low a

rate and the landlords are stuck when the economy begins to

improve. At least twice searching for an apartment south of

Market, I ran into dot commers who, having bought the house to

be in the eye of San Francisco's e-hurricane, now had to relocate

across the country to keep or get a job. They were still hoping to

get top dollar renting out their property, even though they were no

longer in the driver^ seat.

While the gentrification of SOMA has ground to a halt then,

there's the distinct possibility that residential and commercial

properties will be kept vacant on purpose, with their owners will-

ing to take what they hope is a short-term loss rather than sell or

rent too low. The character of the neighborhood was scarred, but

by no means overwhelmed by the economically routed yuppie

invasion however. High vacancies might yet inspire takeover

efforts by affordable housing advocates and the homeless, and the

welcome respite from yuppification might yet motivate anti-gen-

trification efforts. _ _

Today, I'm on my standard walk, which I do for the exercise

and the view, and not so much to explore where I live. There's

some variation built into even my standard walk, so I cross Sixth,

then Brannan to a landscaped public access path between a roar-
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Edwardian/which shares the block with light industry, a bar,' bail
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ing Highway 280 and a large torn up fenced-off vacant lot on the

verge of construction. It's about as winter as it gets in the Bay

Area, with billowy rain clouds sliding majestically across a chilly

industrial sky. This access is often the sieht of homeless encamp-

ments with shopping carts piled high, out today there are just

moldering wet leaves and scrawny patches of grass beneath the

bare bones trees.

The street I wind up on, Bluxome, is a side street particular to

the light industrial nature to much of south of Market. Large

buildings and warehouses front on Brannan and Townsend, with

their loading docks, garage doors and industrial entries on

Bluxome. Over time, many of these backsides became the fronts to

businesses as buildings and warehouses were subdivided. Lots of

beautiful brickwork here, and I like the mural graffiti on the Stink

Fish building. Bluxome runs like this for two blocks, and the only

atrocity is the monolithic concrete members-only San Francisco

Tennis Club. Paintecf a hideous green and white, the Tennis Club

squats the whole block from Brannan to Bluxome along Fifth all

the wav down to the fire stafion. It's ugly and impenetrable, and

ironically enough, its various inset street-level access doors have

become sleeping alcoves and public toilets for the homeless. South

of Market doesn't get much of San Francisco's legendary fog, so

during hot days in the city the tennis set like to prop these doors

open to get some relief. I like to think they get what they deserve.

The west side of Fourth down to the CalTrain station is under

construction; shops and residences for yuppies who are fast flee-

ing the neighborhood. It's part of the peripheral building around

a monster construction effort that involves the two blocks bound-

ed by Townsend and Berry, and Fourth and Third that promises to

bring a Safeway and a Borders to SOMA. Oh joy! These two

blocks, one of girders and cranes in skeletal relief against the

clouds and the other of newly finished almost completely vacant

buildings, in turn are part of a much more grandiose scheme that

calls for the eventual development of what scumfuck realtors are

now calling Mission Bay (both sides of the Mission Creek Marina,

incorporating lower South of Market and most of China Basin).

The plan calls for a modern industrial park with medical and

biotech research and development facilities alongside chic city res-

idences and upscale mini malls. This economic downturn has put

a crimp in those schemes for sure. I only wish it could drive a stake

through the plan's heart. That would require a full-blown depres-

sion. _ ,
.

Frankly, my route along Fourth to the Maloney Bridge has

become a dangerous obstacle course with all the detoured vehicle

traffic and diverted pedestrian sidewalks, screwy temporary sig-

nal lights, plus lots of angry auto congestion due to said constrict-

ed and redirected traffic. I take a moment at the CalTrain station to

watch the noisy construction across the street and shrug off a cou-

ple of homeless beggars, then walk through the airy, mostly natu-

rally lit train station past more homeless to the mass of orange and

black signs, orange and white plastic construction barricades and

yellow tape piled around King and Fourth, ostensibly to make

things safer for people on foot. The N Judah muni train hasn t

been running to the King and Fourth station due to track

improvements that have compounded the congestion. The white

picto walking man appears, but the cars keep coming. I lean down

to pick up a decent sized chunk of asphalt torn up with all the con-

struction, and I heft it visibly as I step out into the crosswalk.

Nothing like a two by four to get the mule's attention.

The drivers stop, but they're not nice about it. I see one mut-

tering a curse. Another a couple of cars back even honks his horn.

I wait; across, bouncing the rock in my hand to the scowl on the

face of the lead driver. The chunk of roadway makes my point, but

just to be polite I point to the pedestrian signal. With my middle

finger. I toss the rock back into the street once I reach the other

side.

Aside from figuring I'm a pretty aggressive pedestrian, I

guess you can tell I'm not much of a peace and love kind of guy.

And I'm not particularly patient with people who want to hold me
to some "higher" pacifistic standard simply because I'm against

Junior Bush's world war against international terrorism as well as

his particular grudge match with Iraq's Saddam Hussein. Like

most folks, including most of the folks who attended the various

mass anti-war rallies over the past 3-4 months. I'm not an abso-

lutist as far as violence is concerned. I don't think resolving prob-

lems with violence generally is a very good idea, but I think there

is a time and place when a violent response is not just appropriate

but necessary. My standards are a bit different from your average

American, as well as your average demonstrator is all. I think
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working class warfare against the bourgeoisie is justified almost
any time and place, whereas wars based on jingoistic nationalism
and chauvinistic patriotism are completely indefensible.

I've made no bones that I support both the tens of thousands
in New York out of a half million anti-war protesters on February
15 who defied the local ban on marching with hundreds of illegal
feeder marches forming parallel extralegal demonstrations, result-
ing in over 300 arrests, and the thousands in San Francisco who
broke awav from the quarter million anti-war march and rally on
February 16 with a much more violent, anti-capitalist agenda in
mind, resulting in over 40 arrests. Support, because I wasn't at
either event. I'd intended to go to the SF protest when it was on
the 15th, and planned other things accordingly, so when the anti-
war event was postponed a day to accommodate a local Chinese
New Year celebration I was unable to change my commitments.
The whole being responsible thing I discussed last column. [If you
want the details of either unpermitted action, I recommend the
mdymedia.org sites, the main one as well as SF and NYC sites.]
My support for civil disobedience slash direct action (NYC) and
direct action slash street fighting (SF) has stepped over into per-
sonal participation in the past, and undoubtedly will in the future.
No hypocrisy here, because I don't believe in nonviolence. Indeed,
I would argue that I'm being perfectly consistent with my rather
absolutist ' no war but the class war" position.

I can see the green gray water of Mission Creek Marina as I

approach the Peter R. Maloney Bridge, ruffled by gusts of wind.
This narrow inlet from the bay supports a houseboat community
to my right (which China Basin developers say they want to keep),
behind not just the Maloney but also the Lefty O'Doul Bridge!
Water access is required, yet the clearance under the bridges is
barely enough for a motorboat to pass now. At high tide, the salty
water laps the bridees' bottom girders. The Maloney and O'Doul
are both single-leaf bascule bridges with massive concrete coun-
terweights so that they can cantilever up a section of roadway to
allow boats to sail the channel. Built as the Fourth Street Bridge in
1916, the Maloney is definitely the smaller of the two, lifting only
three narrow lanes plus sidewalks.

I turn left at the bridge, through metal gates to an 8 to 6 pub-
lic access walkway next to the China Basin Landing center. The
company that built the complex wanted exclusive control of the
waterfront in exchange for developing it, but was forced to pro-
vide limited public access because the waterfront is essentially a
public trust managed by the city. Notice the slight of hand; the cur-
tailing of public access in the guise of securing it. Eight to six is not
24/7. Ana for all the clean concrete and fastidious landscaping,
bolted down wooden benches and arching gazebos, the walkway
is kind of creepy. The center is a McCarthy-Cook Technology
Campus and very conspicuous cameras monitor all the entrances
on the public access siae. Given the positioning of the cameras,
anybody taking the public access walkway is also being filmed!
That doesn't stop bums from taking advantage of the fine wood-
en benches under the gazebos for some sleep, camping out even
with the threat of rain.

The winter color, liquid sound and sharp smell of the bay
begin to calm me as I walk the public access, ignoring the cameras.
The layers of silent ruin across the channel, abandoned Southern
Pacific rail yards, pylons and broken docks green with moss,
retaining walls of decaying wood and sliding stone, contribute to
the calm. A log floats in the briny inlet with an appropriately
perched seagull. The bay makes smooth lapping noises against the
walkway's solid concrete buttresses. Fishing birds dive for food;
resurfacing to ride the cold green water. I've seen a seal cavorting
in this channel between the two bridges, nose, whiskers and flip-
per breaking the surface before it raced away under the murky
water, to pop up again some distance down the inlet with a loud
splash.

The whole point of my standard walk is to take in as much of
the waterfront as possible within an hour, so I grab the China
Basin Landing boardwalk whenever possible. It pisses me off, con-
verting the city controlled waterfront into privately controlled
public access, and I can imagine this will be the model for the rest
of Mission Creek Marina development. It's a deliberate confound-
ing of words and their meanings, giving away the commons to
private enterprise yet still calling it public. Something like this
happens when we talk about opposition to war on Iraq or resist-
ance to the war on terror.

As I argued above, most folks who attended the various mass
protests over the past three months are not against all wars all the
time, and so the current upsurge should be properly called an anti-

war movement. A segment of the liberal-to-left political spectrum
(from liberal church and traditional pacifist groups to various and
sundry social democratic organizations and parties) has an inter-
est in redefining this growing political discontent in using the
term "peace movement," as if to argue that those who protest
share not just the negative—opposition to Junior Bush's war on
Iraq and/or world war on terror—but also some positive vision of
a peaceful future, whatever that might be.

That such a common vision simply does not exist doesn't
phase these folks, who argue as if from common sense "well, we
all want peace, don't we? ' When asked to define peace, the low-
est-common-denominator response seems to be along the lines of
a slogan often shouted at mass anti-war demonstrations: "money
for jobs (or schools or homes or whatever), not for war." Peace
then is what we have now (as of March 13, 2003 the US still hasn't
started bombing Iraa back to the stone age), only with different
spending priorities. Peace is spending more on social programs
and less on the Pentagon In that case, I definitely do not want
peace, nor am I protesting for the benefit of some lame assed peace
movement.

Capitalism is the day-to-day assault of the rich owning class
upon the poor working class. Capitalism is misery, want and
exploitation for growing numbers of people to benefit and privi-
lege a tiny elite. Capitalism, pure and simple, is warfare by other
means. I m not interested in peace, or in a peace movement that
doesn t seek to take down capitalism, not coincidentally one of the
main causes of war in the modern world.

I hope that's clear. I call the current disorder in the streets

—

most of it peaceful but some of it not—an anti-war movement
because many of us participating in that movement are not inter-
ested in "peace as usual." lsuspect that those who try to mislabel
this a peace movement do so so that folks who don't go along
"peacefully" with the way they want to run things can be isolated^
even turned over to the police as was implied by Medea Benjamin
after Seattle 1999. Well, the good news is that tne anti-war move-
ment is fast achieving the uncontrollable diversity that comes with
mass participation. The February 15-16 demos were probably the
biggest yet, and were sponsored by a wide variety of lefty front
ancf mainstream coalitions. Civil disobedience and nonviolent
direct action are becoming commonplace at such events, and
direct autonomous street actions, to include black bloc tactics, are
coming into their own. This anti-war movement should reach a
peak when the bombs start falling on Iraq. The first important test,
at least for the American anti-war movement, will come when US
troops come under fire, and some of that fire is chemical or bio-
logical. It shouldn't dampen opposition outside the US, but the
American anti-war movement will definitely experience a decline
as folks rally behind "our boys."

If the war is short and relatively "clean" vis-a-vis US casual-
ties, with most bets being that it will be, the wind is taken out of
the sails of the anti-war movement and it's a whole new game. If
shit happens, if Saddam holds on for weeks or pulls a bin Laden
and disappears, if Iraq manages to attack Israel and draw it into
the conflict, if Iraq breaks apart and the Turks or the Iranians enter
the picture, if terrorist attacks in and on the US escalate, all bets are
off. Given how widespread and organized the anti-war movement
is now, before a shooting war even starts, it's a safe bet in my book
that things will get real interesting if the shooting war becomes
protracted.

I walk across the Mission Creek Marina on the girder sup-
ported wooden walkway that's the Lefty O'Doul Bridge sidewalk,
make a dash across the street before the Terry A. Francois detour
that Third Street has become due to more road construction, and
proceed back across the Marina as it flows into McCovey Cove,
where Barry Bonds likes to dunk his home game homers. The
bridge s black girders and concrete counterweight are massive
close up, intended as they are to lift five lanes and two sidewalks.
I catch one of the street construction workers in orange on the
bridge baiting a crab pot with chunks of fish, a fish head giving me
the fisheye.

"Caught me ten crab yesterday," he says with a toothy grin.
The only sure bet on my standard walk is the stretch of pub-

lic access waterfront alongside PacBell Stadium and the jetty that
runs the south side of the South Beach Harbor marina. This is all
true public access; open twenty-four hours a day, seven days a
week. I've come here at midnight, for one of the most tranquil
experiences under a night sky choked with stars, invisible waves
slapping against ballpark and harbor construction.

Nothing's happening at the ballpark. It's broad stairways.



expansive tiers and massive stadium seating are all empty, except

for what looks like a small tour in progress. I can see the score-

board beneath racing clouds, and a little bit of the ghastly adver-

tising, the top of a coke bottle with bubbles. I've been here when
the whole place was packed, folks hanging off every railing, bil-

lowing clouds of cigarette smoke, noisy crowds moving up and

down the stairs, lots of people thronging the walkway, the smell of

hot dogs and onions, ana McCovey Cove carpeted with every

manner of floatation device and odd individual hoping to catch a

homer. You can enjoy a ground view of any game from the free

pauper's boxes midway off the boardwalk.

I've walked past tnis limited ground level view of the base-

ball field, only to see it tarped and covered with chairs for a

Rolling Stones concert, or sculpted with mounds of dirt for a

motorcross competition. When Cirque de Soleil was in town, they

set up their swirled yellow and blue fantasy tents in the vast park-

ing lots across a now much wider inlet from the ballpark, the other

shore a gray line of breaker rocks becoming old school warehous-

es on old school piers with a large moored ship or two. The bay

churns off in the distance, dark under rain clouds. I walk along the

edge of that distance, passing empty docks, passing a precise

grove of palm trees rising from concrete, passing the statue of a

seal balancing a ball.

Two clusters of fishermen hang around the entrance to the

south jetty, sharing the publicly provided sink for cleaning fish.

These folks look like they fish for the food, and I wonder at the

level of toxins and pollutants they consume eating bay catch. Row
after row of sailboats, motorboats, cabin boats, small yachts, all

kinds of boats throw up a forest of masts and towers to my left as

I walk the jetty. A squat drab line of piers and warehouses delin-

eates the marina's northern boundary, dwarfed immediately by

the sure lines and sweeping arcs of San Francisco's side to the Bay

Bridge as it curves gracefully to Yerba Buena and Treasure Islands.

The East Bay side of the bridge isn't nearly as attractive, though

it's line of motion takes my eyes to the port of Oakland with the

prominent crane arrays, and to downtown Oakland, such as it is.

I miss Oakland, and find it strange looking at my old home,
crisp after rain and the promise of more, from this side of the bay.

The jetty doesn't take me much closer to where I used to live,

forming the mouth to this marina with a concrete breakwater run-

ning north-south against the bay. There are six public wooden
benches facing into China Basin along the jetty, three of which
homeless folks occupy. A Japanese husband and wife use a fourth

for all their fishing poles and gear, and a recently divorced man
with his four and five year old kids for the day takes up a fifth. The
sixth is empty, as is the round concrete "bench" at the end of the

jetty. My ritual is to walk around the concrete bench and head back

along the way I came; only I stop for a moment at the end of the

jetty and lean on the metal railing.

I can see a long way down to South Bay, with the air so clear.

There's a couple of freighters parked in the wind rough waters,

nothing major. During the dockworkers' slowdown and company
lockout last year, there were dozens of freighters bouna for

Oakland anchored up and down the bay, all sunk heavy with

cargo. At night they were lit up, like a necklace of high rises or

office buildings strung along the bay, like an impromptu city fash-

ioned by one of the rare instances of organized, open working

class warfare in this country. The city of San Francisco, home of the

militant pro-Communist ILWU and the historical location of a

bloody General Strike in 1934 lead by the dockworkers, made con-

scious decisions in the 1960's and '70's that lost the city its deep-

water port. What's left on the wharfs is either hopelessly anachro-

nistic, or converted to Pier 39 type shopping malls for the tourists,

in line with the increasingly yuppified character of the city.

Current economic troubles may have temporarily halted the gen-

trification and post-industrialization of San Francisco, but that's

the long-term trend, make no mistake.

Oakland, by contrast, made an intense effort to keep and

expand its deepwater port facilities, even getting the rebuild of the

East Bay side of the Bay Bridge located to the north of the current

bridge, against the wishes of San Francisco's mayor Willie Brown
in desiring to develop Treasure Island I might add. And, by con-

trast, Oakland remains mired in an urban poverty that is perva-

sive, even as it remains on the mainline of the older industrial

economy. It's old news that Oakland was the murder capitol of the

country last year. Arguably, the aborted effort by mayor Jerry

Brown to make West Oakland the dot com hub for the east bay,

with startups buying up entire blocks in the city's poorest, most

violent neighborhoods, has left the area worse off than before now

that the e-bubble has burst.

I turn and look at my new home, from the jetty two hundred
yards or so out into China Basin. Clouds scud over PacBell Park's

colossal racks of lights and tiers of seats. The residential high rises

of South Beach obscure a view of downtown to the north of the

ballpark. The public art three-storey orange surveyor's stand

catcnes a flash of sun through the marina's thicket of masts. To the

south of the stadium, the cove and marina are also dappled with

scarce sunlight beneath shrieking seagulls. The Lerty O'Doul

Bridge, built in 1933 as the Third Street Bridge, has the shape of a

huge draft horse straining at its load. Rollercoaster ribbons of the

280 freeway ride the advancing clouds in the distance. It's much
more urban than my old digs in Oakland, which is fine by me
because I like cities. At the same, I can arrange to walk along the

panoramic vista of an untamable San Francisco Bay.

I have lots of other walks around SOMA. One, to the ferry

building is a bit longer, another to city hall a little shorter. I'm fif-

teen minutes away from Rainbow, a famous worker owned and

run organic grocery store, and twenty-five minutes away from the

Roxie Theatre indie movie house. The bay walk is still my favorite,

hence my standard. The water is soothing, the views impressive,

the overall walk meditative and refreshing. Why I walk anywhere

bottom line is my heart. I inherited my dad's heart disease, so its

watch the cholesterol and exercise. Walking's part of the exercise.

On this walk, on the way back I notice that the guy with the crab

pot tied it off at the heaa of the bridge, so that if the O'Doul were

raised to let a boat pass, the pot, bait and whatever crabs would be

pulled out high and dry. I've watched the bridge cantilever up,

trapped rainwater pouring out as the roadway goes vertical. It's

quite impressive. I notice the colorful pennants snapping on the

wind above the China Basin Landing walkway, and that despite

the cameras some daring joker has tagged one of the walkway's

concrete pylons well above the water line.

I manage to cross Berry and King on Fourth without breaking

anybody's windshield. A city cop has arrived and is directing traf-

fic. Guess there were too many complaints of rock wielding pedes-

trians. I don't turn on Bluxome, but take the Brannan Street varia-

tion instead. There's a sweeping scene of downtown from

Brannan and Fourth, with financial district skyscrapers spearing

tumbling clouds, that continues for much of the rest of my walk.

This part of South of Market is the heart of the city's commercial

flower district and Brannan takes me past both Ssilxss, an artificial

flower and plant emporium, and the Flower Market collection of

trade flower and plant shops. It's also a neighborhood for destina-

tion restaurants, which are all hurting in this hard economy, can-

celing lunch or dinner or closing altogether. The Penske truck

rental building at Fifth sits across the street from the SF Tennis

Club and has shallower architectural insets that serve as benches

and congregating points for the homeless. The sidewalk is crowd-

ed with the impoverished.
That's one thing that did surprise me moving to San

Francisco, that beine the overwhelming presence of the homeless.

I've tried to reflect tnis accurately in describing one of my typical

neighborhood walks. In SOMA it's particularly acute, with both a

homeless and a men's shelter in the area, not to mention the cen-

tral cop shop slash main jail. Oakland had as many, if not more
homeless, but the city is much more suburban. Downtown is stone

dead for anything, the homeless included, so they're scattered

around Oakland's neighborhoods. I could depend on seeing the

same grimy sunburned faces depending on whether I walked

along Piedmont or Grand or Lakeside. I remember the guy who
had the freeway off ramp near my Oakland Avenue apartment for

his spot to beg. He slept in the bushes grown alone the residential

shoulder. In San Francisco, not only are the homeless ubiquitous,

they're at concentrations that reflects the overall population den-

sity. Since there are fewer residents south of Market, the homeless

are even more prominent.

Sad, but not at all scary. I've never felt unsafe taking my
walks, which I've done at pretty much every hour without inci-

dent. Somebody like Larry Livermore would no doubt argue that,

just because I've been lucky doesn't mean the streets of San

Francisco aren't hotbeds of crime perpetrated by desperate, desti-

tute homeless people. He once took the same tact about black peo-

ple in Oakland, and black kids in particular, when he commented
on my description of how I've walked around Oaktown for over

ten years without serious incident. Utter bullshit. What I can

report is that a recently passed city referendum sponsored by SF

mayoral hopeful Gavin Newsom of "Care Not Cash" for the

homeless hasn't done anything to thin out this invisible popula-



tion of literally thousands of poor individuals in the city newspa-
per columnist Herb Caen liked to call Baghdad by the Bay. An apt
metaphor actually since the capitalist ruling classes quickly reduc-
ing this country, once characterized by a halfway organized work-
ing class and strong middle class, into a Third World banana
republic.

I can see the newest addition to business in the neighborhood
when I get to the comer of Brannan and Sixth, a Burger King on
Bryant to compete with the McDonald's just two doors down. The
Flower Market Cafe over my right shoulder, which thrived off the
flower and plant mall it was a part of, had to recently discontinue
dinners with the economy as it is, yet they can continue to open
garbage fast food restaurants seemingly without end. These junk
food establishments are the reason why there's no longer a cneap
cafeteria in the Hall of Justice, and why local bars across the street
are no longer able to make a go serving lunch to the crime and

E
unishment crowd. The bar I favored for a decent lunch and a
uckler has cut back to bar food for dinner now, with a growing

reliance on low-key live jazz to draw people in, done without the
required cabaret license in the shadow of the Hall of Justice no
less. I do wish them well.

I like to say I live a stone's throw away from the Hall of
Justice. It's the hideous seven-storey gray concrete monolith with
basements and helipad ahead as I walk up my street. I've seen
support demos for people arrested at various protests on its long
slippery steps—among them the anti-war breakaways on January
18 and February 16 and the gay shame confrontation with Gavin
Newsom on February 6. Most recently, lines of blue uniformed
SFPD rank-and-file expressed solidarity with their commanders,
all indicted by the DA's grand jury, in a'scandal that made nation-
al headlines. Those are the folks that I fear the most these days.
I've seen how they behave at anti-war demonstrations. Things are
only going to get worse with Junior Bush hell bent on war. I make
sure the boys in blue are not up to any mischief before I open the
front gate to gain entry to my home.

So long Fred Rogers.
PERSONAL PROPAGANDA... You can find the "lost" Hooligan
column at the new, improved http://www.huahuacoyotl.com. To
find out my real name purchase my book. End Time, from AK Press
(POB 40682, SF, CA 94140-0682) fdr $10. The book is called Fim in
Portuguese and can be ordered from Conrad Editora (R. Maracai
185, Aclima^ao, 01534-030, Sao Paulo-SP, Brasil) for R$ 24,90. 1 can
be contacted at hooligan3@mindspring.com.

"Hey, P.J.," I say to
my pal, who is seated
next to me on the couch
while I'm playing Duke
Nukem on the Play
Station, "Ya wanna
go out and get a beer or
something?'^

P.J. just looks at me
with that look. That look
where he tilts his head,
and stares at me like I'm
crazy.

"You know, a beer," I explain, "a Budweiser, or Grolsh."
I like Grolsh. Started drinking it in 11th Grade. It has those

tops that you can reseal, so it stays good in your locker.

P.J. says nothing. I guess I'm getting the silent treatment.
"OK/ I say, "we're going out."
And we do.

Once outside, we take a walk to the comer deli, and I get a
Miller. It was either that, or Coors Silver Bullet. And that's pussy
beer.

Outside again, P.J. and I take a walk to the local park, and sit

on a bench there. I sip my Miller, and P.J. checks out the local
action. Lots of women are walking around in their skirts and ten-
nis shoes. It's just past five, and the evening rush has begun.

What do ya think of her?" I ask P.J., pointing to a girl wear-
ing a nice tan pants suit, with Nikes. She has long brownish hair,
rosy cheeks, large green hoop earrings, and a nice butt.

P.J. says nothing, but looks at her. His head follows her as
she walks past us. He just stares at her, then begins to pant.

"Put your tongue in your mouth," I say, "don't be so obvi-
ous."

But P.J. ignores me, and does the same thing when a blonde

with a low-cut sweater walks by.
'The art to watching women," I explain to my pal as I sip

my beer, "is to not be so damn conspicuous. Look like you are
looking at something else. Maybe reading the paper or some-
thing. But if you just stare at them, they'll knowr

P.J. again just looks at me like I'm nuts. So I ignore him and
concentrate on my Miller.

A few minutes later we spot a stunning brunette across the
street. She's wearing a green overcoat, tight jeans, and eyes as
blue as Windex. She^s hot.

"Whoa," I say.

P.J. says nothing. He just starts panting again. Heavy.
Suddenly the brunette spots us and smiles. Then she crosses

the street ana starts to walk toward us. I feel my heart start to
beat fast, and my hand starts to sweat even though I'm grasping
a cold beer. P.J. starts with his tongue again.

. "Hi guys," savs the brunette, as she finishes crossing the
street, and enters the small park where we are seated.

"Urn, hi," I say, sheepishly.
'You are so cute!" she says, and then a big smile crosses her

face.

"Thank you," I say, beginning to blush.
"Not you," she says, then points to P.J., "him!"
I look at P.J. It's like the hundredth time this has happened.

Chicks spot us, then they go for P.J. Even though he pants with
his tongue hanging out.

I take a good look at my pal, with his dark brown eyes, curly
facial and body hair, and nuoby tail. He's a Yorkshire Terrier. So
what? He's fucking three pounds. And he gets more chicks in
one day then I could get in a lifetime. This isn't punk rock. But let
me back up a bit.

About five vears ago I started whining a lot that I wanted a
puppy. Really bad. Wendy got me a virtual pet, one of the
Japanese things, and it died. But not before it turned into a chick-
en, a lizard, and Henry Rollins. A head with a thick neck.

"You can't take care of a virtual pet—how can you expect to
take care of a real dog?" she asked me.

"It's different," I explained, "virtual pets are tougher than
real animals. They're Japanese."

Wendy asked me what the fuck I was talking about and I

admitted I didn't know. But that that excuse sounded good.
"Well," she said, "maybe one day you can have a real dog."
"When?" I asked her, "You always say that! I'm all grown up

now, I think I deserve a dog!"
"We'll see," she said.

And for months I bugged her for one.
Then came my birthday. Well, a few days before it, anyway.
Nick, my stepdad, was over, and we were playing Dark

Forces on The PlayStation. The door bell rang, and I went to
answer it. It was most likely Wendy, and most likely she didn't
have her keys, because key-loss runs in her family.

I opened the door and there stood Wendy, and our pal,
Allyson, who is way punk rock.

I held the door open, and they both walked in. I then went
back to the couch and continued to show Nick how to shoot
Storm Troopers so they scream "arrgh!" and die.

Wendy and Allyson walked over to us, and Wendy tried to
hand me a shoe box. Well, a sneaker box. Converse.

"Take this box, George," she said, nonchalantly, "it's some-
thing I found for you." Then she handed me the box. Or tried to.

I told her I was busy killing Darth Vader's troops on an alien
moon, and that I'd take it later.

"Take it now! she exclaimed.
I looked at her and Allyson. Allyson had her hands on her

hips, and looked pissed. So did Wendy.
"Put the box down, and I'll take it later," I said, as I shot a

Storm Trooper right between the fucking eyes. He yelled, called
me "Rebel Scum, then died.

Wendy then forced the box into my hands, making me drop
the PlayStation controller.

"All right," I said, pissed.
I held the box and looked at Wendy. It contained Converses.

And as much as I think they are cool sneakers, I can't wear them
because my feet are flat. She'd be better off sending them to
Norb.

Then the box moved.
In my hands.
Suddenly I felt my heart begin to race. The last time some-

thing moved like that was when I went to move a trash bag out-



side my old apartment when I was really drunk, after a Ramones
show. The bag moved in my arms, then a huge rat jumped out,

landed on my shoulder, squealed, and then hauled ass down the

street.

So I was kind a hesitant to open the box.

"Aren't ya gonna open itr asked Allyson, with her cute

Brooklyn accent.

I looked at her, and Wendy, in shock. All I could think of,

was that there was a live rat in this box, and when I opened it, it

wrould bite off my nose. The biggest target in sight.

"Open it," said Nick.

I looked at all three of them. It was a conspiracy. They were

all out to get me. I knew it. I just wasn't sure until now. They

wanted me to get rabies so I could foam at the mouth like Cujo,

then get locked up in Bellevue, where I'd meet a large Indian,

who would eventually suffocate me, then free himself.

The box moved again.

My heart was now racing faster than Mario Andretti, or that

little monkey racer, Diddy-Kong. I put the still unopened box

down on the couch, and something popped its head out.

It had brown eyes, dark hair, and teeth. And it had a red rib-

bon around its neck. They'd given me a rodent.

"Well?" said Allyson, looking at me with her hands still on

her hips.

I didn't know what to say, so I looked at the thing in the box

again. It wasn't a rat. It was a dog. And it was wagging it's nubby
tail.

"A puppy?" I said, in shock.

"Yup/ said .Wendy, smiline.

"A puppy?" I repeated, still in shock.

"That's what it is," said Allyson, "and boy was he hard to

take care of at my house! Devil Dog. Hound from Hell!"

"A puppy for me?" I said, again.

"Yes it is, George," said Nick.

"A puppy?" I repeated again. I was obviously in shock.

It jumped out of its box and started to run around the couch.

I just stared at it. I couldn't believe it. A puppy. In our house. I

wanted to play Dark Forces again. Some kind of reality.

It continued to wag its nub, and run around the couch.

"Aren't ya gonna pick him up?" asked Wendy.
I was kind of afraid to. What if he bit off my nose?

"George," said Nick, "pick up the puppy!"
I bent over and picked it up. It licked my hands and then my

face. I looked closely at it, and suddenly began to feel tears well

up behind my eyes. Wendy had eotten'me a puppy! A real dog!

I was a grownup now! Punk Rock!

Over the next couple of days we played the name game
with the puppy. Also the sleeping in the crate and crying all night

game. And the pooping and peeing in the apartment game. The

dog won every time.

First his name was Sneaker. Because he came in a Converse

sneaker box. Hey, it was better than "Chuck Taylor." Then it was
Lucky. From 101 Dalmatians. Or the drummer of The Circle

Jerks. But that didn't stick either. He just didn't seem like a

hen it was Pepper, Coco, Brownie, Killer, Moose, Mugger,

Johnny, Joey, Dee Dee, Marky, Tim, Jello, Ben, Norb, Mykel, Stiv,

Cheetah, Sid, Blag, Todd, Joe, Sean, and Mushy Tushie Poo-Poo

Boy. That was Allyson's idea.

But finally we decided on Scooter. Because he couldn't walk

right yet, and his little butt seemed to race faster than his front

end.
We also decided on P.J. Which stands for Pussy Junior.

Named after me. Pussy Senior.

And it's good we came up with a name, because it was time

for his first vet visit. When I took him in, I felt like a proud dad.

And Wendy, a mom. The vet looked him over, and as he held my
son, I held my breath. I was worried. Turns out he's OK, but has

a little bronchitis. Then the vet gave us a bill. Wow. It really is like

having a kid.

The puppy and I soon became great friends, watching tele-

vision, listening to punk albums, and eating together. We also

took long walks and met lots of our neighbors. We were now part

of the local dog club.

Then I had a couple of gigs with the band out of town. I

wanted to cancel the shows and stay home with P.J., but knew
everyone would be disappointed. So I went and played. The

whole time I bitched to my band, and our salesgirl pal, Monica,

that I missed P.J. They all called me a pussy, and told me to be

more punk rock. At our show in Philly, Monica made a sign that

said, h Love P.J." and stuck it on the back of my leather jacket.

All night people were asking me who P.J. was and I told them he

was my puppy. It didn't even occur to me how they knew the

name P.J. I was in puppy heaven.

"You are the cutest thing I've ever seen," said the brunette,

to P.J.

P.J. just wagged his nubby tail, and licked her hands as she

caressea his tiny nead.

"You are so sweet," she cooed, and the dog ate it up, jump-

ing up on his hind legs and doing that little puppy dance.

'^What's his name?" she asked.

"Oh, now you talk to me," I said, snidely.

I was tired of being ignored for a puppy. Everyone looked at

him and played with him. Me? I was just his servant. The guy
who took him around. His chauffeur. His butler. His poop clean-

er.

"So?" she asked.

"P.J., his name is P.J." Tsaid.

"Well," she said to the dog, "you certainly are a cute puppy,

P.J.! What's your dad's name?’

P.J. just licked and danced around. He hadn't mastered the

English language yet.

"I'm George, punk rock!" I said to the girl fondling my
puppy.

"I'm Andrea," said the girl with the glass-cleaner eyes.

She then told me it was great meeting me and P.J.

An hour later, after she'd told me her whole life story, she

asked when she could see P.J. and me again.

If I'd known it was this easy to meet girls with a dog, I'd

have never picked up a guitar.

Take My Life, Please.

Endnotes:
1. machoman@georgetabb.com
2. 1 thought it was me, but it's not. The world has gone crazy.

3. My dog rules, and so do Dean Dean And The Sex Machines.

Juan Nuevo
Fuckin' a, right? I

was listening to 1

HATE MYSELF on the

way home from work
today and I was think-

ing about having to

write my column. I was
also thinking how I

should get some exer-

cise. I was thinking
about work too, and how it fucking sucked. It's Thursday right

now, so I was thinking about the weekend too. I don't have dick

lanned so I'll be home watching Law & Order for most of it.

hat and the Crime Friday marathon on USA Channel. No
panic, though, sitting there. The dude from I HATE MYSELF
was crooning about how there's no brighter side, and I was
thinking, "Fuck yeah, man. There is no bright side, and man, my
life is emptier than an empty 40oz." But 1 wasn't sitting there

drenched in my own sweat, paralyzed with terror, scraping at

any shreds of sanity and safety I could muster. I guess that was
a bright side, but fuck that; I was feeling the dreaded depression.

And why shouldn't I, right? Fuckin a.

So, I was talking to Arwen. Arwen Curry. My editor. Punk
Rocker. Maximumrocknroller. This was like last month or so. I

was freaking out about this column. I felt like a hack. I felt like

some peddler of cheap rehashed mental illness anecdotes; like a

crumby mentally ill Seinfeld. I called up Arwen. I was on a fuck-

ing deadline ancl I wasn't really so sure I had anything valid or

relevant to say. Actually, at that point I wasn't so sure I was valid

or relevant as a human being. She laid a pep talk on me. It at

least affirmed that the higher ups still wanted me writing a col-

umn every month. But honestly, I did have some points. I mean,

how much of my shtick can people take? I curse a lot. I start a lot

of sentences with the word 'anyway." I overanalyze shit. I can t

make a fucking point without explaining that I'm making a

point and introducing and concluding it. My endnotes are corny

and self-indulgent. Ooooh, MANOWAR. I'm the only columnist

who is constantly writing about the fact that he has a column.

Fuck, now I'm writing about how I write about having the col-

umn I write. Fuck. 1 think this is why I'm on medication.



Anyway.
So yeah, this is basically when I hatched the scheme to writemy column all diff rent. I was going to kill the commentary and

tell stories, like a normal fucking person. You know, like George
Tabb. So I belted out my opus. It was a 4200-word chronicle of a
night out on the town with my brother and his friends. It was
fucking long and there wasn't any self-analyzing, commentary
or weird stupid shit. It was mostly a blow by blow of the shit
that got done and said that night. Then I wrote another one.

Anyway, I talked to Arwen about the column. It turns out
Long Island suburban male meatheadism is a sort of foreign
concept to her. What sucks is that it used to me for me, too.
There was a time when I wouldn't even imagine going to some
assy jock nightclub to troll for "babes" or whatever. I was withmy friends talking shit and drinking 40 oz's in carwash parking
lots trying to ollie shopping carts listening to THE KIDZ. Fuckin
a .

But shit's different now. All of my friends from back then
are either fucking C.PA.s or whatever, or they stayed punk and
moved on to places like Philly, Portland, or San Francisco. My
friends are gone, and I'm finding it harder and harder to relate
to the younger crop of punkers from here. Besides the fact that I

can make it to 98% of the DIY shows that go on here. Fuck. I am
complaining now.

So, fueling back to the point. I was baiting Arwen to criti-
cize the column for being fucked up. I flat out called a girl ugly,
which I figured was going to be good for at least some criticism!
After a couple of minutes Arwen diplomatically started present-
ing an argument as to why the stun expressed^ in my story was
pretty bunk. We talked about gender roles, objectification, and
beauty standards. We talked about sexism and how it related to
punk. We talked about boy-backlash to feminism. We covered
some shit. It was fun. It was like the stuff me and my pals used
to talk about in the carwash parking lot.

Arwen made a few fucking mint points. And I guess relay-
ing them here was kind of the point of that rambling.

From what I could tell, the gist of what she was saying was
this: there's a pretty big conflict Detween trying to live your life
in a radical and forward-thinking way while clinging to bullshit
ideas of some crumby beauty hierarchy. Beyond that, punk is a
fucking place where people are allowed to be themselves, and
not be judged on stupid shit like looks or other dumb stuff
Arwen punctuated that point with the fact that I write this col-umn every month about my shit with mental illness. By main-
stream standards I'd be judged as a fucking weirdo. If you
extend that reasoning, basically I wind up being a dude who
plays by punk's rules when it's convenient, but when it suits me
1 11 abandon punk values. Pretty fucked up, when you put it like
that, huh?

' j r

Anyway, It was a really neat conversation. In the end I

guess it's a pretty hard balance between bucking the status quo
bullshit mainstream beauty standards and just plain thinking
someone doesn't look good. Whatever, I guess.

Tattoos
I want some fucking tattoos. I feel like I could really rock a

half sleeve or two. I'd look badass, you know? I've gone this
long without getting any because of one thing: long johns. When
I was 19 or so, there was one winter where I didn't have any
pants. Eventually in January or February I acquired some, but
before that I just had my army shorts. I used to walk around in
army shorts with long johns underneath and a big pair of Doc
Martens'. I looked like a fucking mess. It looked straight up
dumb. But in 1996 or whatever, I thought that shit looked
badass. I was all, "Fuckin a'!" Any time I get close to getting a
tattoo, all I can think about are those long johns. I want a fuck-
ing tattoo, but come on. What if I wind up with the tattoo ver-
sion of long johns, army shorts, and Doc Martens?

Romance Update
It's Sunday now. I kissed a girl right on the lips last night It

was crazy. After we kissed she looked around and said, "So that
was our first kiss, huh?" Mint.

st-at-sf-

The Punk Rocker Mental Illness Pen Pal Network is up and run-
ning- If you are looking to connect with someone to write back
and forth with about Mental Illness, send over your info, and I'll

hook you up with a pen pal. The contact information is below.
***

Past Oh Man What The Fuck!?!??!" columns are no longer
available on the web. Look for My Name Is Lubrano later this

summer. It's the anthology zine of all the columns.
Fuckin'a, right?: Wells Tipley, PO Box 772, East

NY 11733 USA. Or email me at wells@trafficviolation.
Setauket,
com.

** si-

END NOTES:
1. Ed. He's a bowling alley lawyer. Fuckin' a. Ed.
2. I think Jerry Orbach has a Posse" would be a good spoof on^n^re Giant has a Posse thing. I know that those spoofs
are like so seven years ago, but I've been thinking about it a lot.
3. I once heard a story that one time in New York City after a
show somebody congratulated the guy from I HATE MYSELF
on a good set. The dude looked back with a straight face and
said something like, "No it wasn't. We suck. I don't even know
why we came all the way up here and why people want to see
us play. Then he walked away mumbling to himself. I wonder
if that really happened.
4. Seinfeld.

RaNSoM
note*

Blood and Crocuses
As I write this, all is dark

and cold outside as winter
reaches its fitful, blustery end.
Snow sits frozen, fouded
thoughts.

Everything is heading for
war, death, destruction, sui-
cide, while millions of people
on the streets of the world
have called for peace, trying to ——
hold back an army. The US generals are anxious, looking to
attack by mid-March, and Bush has announced his plans for a
postwar Iraq occupied by US troops and a puppet regime
Everything is on edge, waiting for the siren call to war.

Soon, the mighty crocus flower will be in bloom. Every year
I welcome its brave face that shows before any other flower, a
shock of beauty and color in a frozen earth, a symbol of hope that
the world will warm.

Small brave flowers and loaded guns.
Now is a time of in-between, a time of change, a time of

coming together and falling apart. The drums of war are sound-
ing, But the tide of resistance is gaining force.

Only a few weeks ago, an estimated 30 million people took
to the streets around the world to protest against US plans for
war. I'm sure MRR will include news stories about February 15,
and we ve all heard about the day, but I can't help but give a few
well-deserved highlights here. The global solidarity was nothing
short of fucking amazing.

A million people, twenty times the size of my hometown
marched in Rome.

700,000 people marched in London and told Prime Minister
Tony Blair to "Make Tea Not War." Ken Livingstone, the Mayor
of London, called Bush "a stooge for oil interests" and said he
was presiding over "the most corrupt and racist American
administration in over 80 years."

Half a million people marched in Berlin, and over 100,000
gathered in Paris.

Half a million people marched in NYC despite the cops, and
I was cheered by the New York IndyMedia F15 website that was
updated many times throughout the day:

"F15 1:21 pm: Third Avenue is full from 50th to 53rd Streets.
Cars and buses have been trapped by the crowd—there are US
Postal Service vans, a service van, ana taxis. Marchers have com-
pletely taken the street...

F15 3:37 pm: Critical mass shut down Times Square for
about 5 minutes. About 20 to 30 bikes and 100 people surround-
ed Times Square, but we are hearing that the police have begun
to move people out of the way. .

.

"

In Moscow, a thousand people gathered at the American
Embassy. Ludmilla Likhikh, a factory worker, accused the United
States of hypocrisy, saying it should focus on disarming itself.
America is looking for arms in Iraq while it has so many of its

own," she said. "America is the number one terrorist nation."
People protested in cities all over the United States, and

gathered in Hong Kong, Jordan, Syria, Cairo, Cape Town,
Copenhagen, Budapest, Warsaw, Reykjavik, and Bombay, even
at the McMurdo Research Station in Antarctica, and in hundreds
of other cities and towns around the globe.

The global united message was clear—Yankee Go Home!



President George Bush, an arrogant elitist bastard (just like

his dad), likened acknowledging the global protest to, ' making

foreign policy based on a focus group." And this, from a man
who rigged an election! Any day now, Bush could give the order

for attack, as he has not backed down in his zeal for "regime

change" in Baghdad. By the time you read this, the war may
have already escalated.

But here I am, a punk with war and resistance on my mind.

I've been to shows almost every weekend this month, saw

some great bands, and had some kick ass punk rock times, but

that will have to wait for another story.

As I try to write this column, I am caught in this moment of

hawks and doves, as the US troops wait for the full March moon
of dessert nights, and death hangs in the air, sharp and bitter

cold.
, . ,

.

This time makes me think, if I'm not resisting this war that s

about to happen—why do I bother trying to be conscious at all?

If punk is not speaking out against this war—what is punk good

for? As I've said before, war isn't politics. War is dying in a ditch.

"Do you really want to kill me? Tell me why." The Specials

Remember how Bush first attempted to tie Saddam to Al-

Qaeda and the war on terrorism? With flimsy evidence, only

Tony Blair took him seriously.

Then, the Bush Administration focused on Saddam s

weapons of mass destruction, and declared we must strike first

"to make America safe." Bush ignored the fact that the United

States has the largest stockpile of nuclear, biological, and chemi-

cal weapons in the world, and the bulk of Iraq s fifth-rate mili-

tary has already been bombed to hell.

More smoke and mirrors in an attempt to rally the masses to

war, and throughout it all, the state screams "high alert" and ter-

rorizes its own citizens.

Recently, Bush tried again to sell the war and made a speech

explaining how the US invasion would bring "freedom" to Iraq.

Ah, how the words spin and twist in agony.

In Bush's idea of freedom, Iraq would be occupied by US
troops and ruled by an un-elected US authority until an Iraqi

"democracy" could be set up, sometime in the future.

An interesting side note: Saudi Arabia, our closest ally in the

Middle East next to Israel, is not a democracy. It's a religious

monarchy. King Fahd, the most recent heir to the thrown, has

ruled Saudi Arabia according to Islamic law since 1982. There is

a modem system of courts of justice, but the highest law is the

King's word. Individuals can appeal their cases, but a decision

signed by the King is final.

Yet, there isn't any talk of usings a nuclear bomb on the

Crown Prince's palace in the name of 'liberty."

This war is not about terrorism. This war is not about

weapons of mass destruction. This war isn't even really about

Saddam, personally.

This war is the continuation of Kissinger's dream. The rea-

son we sent US troops into Vietnam, Korea and Cambodia in the

70s. The same reason our black ops, money, and guns went into

Guatemala, El Salvador, and Nicaragua in the 80s. The same rea-

son George Bush Sr. invaded Panama in 1989 and started the

Gulf War in 1991. This war is part of the same system that cur-

rently trains paramilitary troops for Columbia, Argentina, and

southern Mexico.

This war is about the US need to stay on top. As Noam
Chomsky wrote in What Uncle Sam Really Wants , "If you want a

global system that's subordinated to the needs of US investors,

you can't let pieces of it wander off."

Right now, the US is defending its "national interests," is

fighting to win the oil because oil is power in this global capital-

ist game. Russian and French oil companies had contracts pend-

ing with Saddam, and it looks like those deals may suddenly be

off
Mommy, can I eat a gun?

Once again, the poor of America are paying for war.

Here in the United States, regular folks are already suffering

because of our government's insistence on war. And things are

getting worse.
President George Bush, just like his namesake, has chosen

guns instead of butter.

In a very short time, Bush has increased the defense budg-

et to its highest spending in twenty years, while at the same time

cutting social service programs that millions of Americans

depend on.
, , _

This winter the Bush administration asked Congress to

increase the Pentagon's annual budget to $451,400 million in

2007, a figure that would make even Reagan blush. Of this,

$27,200 million goes to wage the "war on terrorism" and $8,000

million pays for the ongoing war in Afghanistan.

The biggest kicker of all—these figures don't even include

invading Iraq. The latest estimate is $100 billion. Let me repeat

the analysts' projected cost of the war, again, slowly: One hun-

dred, paid-for-by-you-and-me, billion (one thousand million,

written as 1 followed by nine zeros) fucking American dollars.

Enough to buy everyone on the planet each a pitcher of beer and

a shot of whiskey. Wouldn't that better serve America's image

abroad?
At the same time, thirty-seven percent of America's children

—

38 million kids—are growing up in poverty.

"Leave no child behind, said Bush during the election. Liar!

Thief! Murderer!
The rich, who have the most to gain ifwe have absolute con-

trol of Iraq's oil, are meanwhile making out like bandits as about

37 percent of the new tax cuts go to the wealthiest one percent of

taxpayers. Fuckers! Burn the rich that prey on the poor!

Here in Massachusetts, Republican governors have fol-

lowed Bush's lead. Human services have been slashed, while tax

cuts benefit the rich at the expense of the poor and working class.

(Don't voters notice these things, behind the politicians nice hair

and wide smiles?) Most recently, the Massachusetts Health and

Human Services budget was cut by $34 million, nickel and dimes

compared to the Defense budget, but crucial money that was

usea to help tens of thousands of people.

Poor women, an easy scapegoat for spineless politicians,

will be especially hurt by the budget cuts. For example, family

planning services were totally eliminated. Done away with. Last

year, 60,000 women without health insurance in Massachusetts

received reproductive education, screening, and prevention.

Where will they go now? Planned Parenthood has only one office

in Boston, and the waiting line is already long.

And, this is all happening in the context of welfare ' reform

that instituted draconian welfare-to-work standards, and a state

minimum wage well below any sort of living wage.

Fuck! Fuck this capitalist war on the poor!

In a ridiculous related example, the US spent $20 million

dollars last year training dolphins to go to war. Dolphins were

sent to the Gulf by the US Marines to search for enemy divers in

1991, and a recent news story says they're getting ready to ship

out again. Seriously.

As more working families, women, children and men are

falling into ever deepening poverty, not getting enough to eat,

and becoming homeless, I don't see any help in sight. Priority

has been placed on genocide.

The wind screams, and threatens to tear down my door.

The temperature drops to 7 degrees, and I wait for the Earth to

slowly cnange its axis towards the Sun.

Daily, I hear of more acts of resistance

against the upcoming war.

And the days become longer.

Even the gentle poets are taking a stand.

Andrew Motion, British poet laureate, recently published

Causa Belli :

"They read good books, and quote, but never learn

a language other than the scream of rocket-burn.

Our straighter talk is drowned but ironclad:

elections, money, empire, oil and Dad."

Hell ya!

This month the people of Italy inspired me as they stopped

trains carrying US tanks to the Gulf. Over 600 people converged

at the train station in Pisa, Italy, which serves the nearby US mil-

itary base Camp Derby and trains have been delayed or stopped

altogether. In the city of Torino, the British embassy was occu-

pied^ Espresso wins over tea any day.

Close to home in Medford, Massachusetts, two hundred

protesters made national news when they marched from Davis

Square to the Gantcher Center at Tufts University where Bush Sr.

was scheduled to speak on ^Perspectives on the Middle East'

(the same day his son announced the US would bring "liberty"

to Iraq). According to Boston's IndyMedia, riot and motorcycle

police surrounded the protesters, and arrested ten people who
attempted to break through the police line. Inside the auditori-

um, a woman disrupted old Georgie's speech by yelling "Liar!

before she was removed. Bush Sr. continued his speech and

smirked, "We've now found another real good reason to use duct



tape/'

Hilarious, fuck-face. This undemocratic jerk reallv has the
one-liners, doesn t he?

.
Washington, DC, over 300 junior and high school stu-

dents either walked out of their classes or skipped school on
February 21 in order to rally at Dupont Circle against the warAnd who says the youth is apathetic?

All across the US, fifty-seven cities and counties, both largeand small, have passed resolutions against the war. And who
says most of America supports the war?

The protest has also gone virtual and on-line and "contact
your representative" has taken on new meaning. Hundreds of

Sfu 8 PeoP^e caNed and faxed their senators and the
White House in a virtual march on Washington" on February
26, jamming many congressional telephone lines for several
hours. The White House switchboard was also flooded and most
callers heard a message that "all circuits are busy."

Death in Spring
Despite the myriad voices for peace, this war is coming like

a hard rain I can feel the storm gathering, see black clouds gain-mg speed. Bush, our illegitimate President, is bent on destructionana trie time to stop him is growing short
Where I leave you is with the future. This peace movement

is building, and when the body bags begin to arrive, and the car-
pet bombs begin to fall, we will all have no choice but to dowhatever we can, individually and collectively, to stop this war

Bush told the country and the world, "You are either with us
or against us. I for one, joined by millions, am against.

in this time of blood, I remember the truth. People are more
powerful than governments. Corrupt power falls, torn down by
the angry mob. y

Cheers to all resistance and up the fucking punks.
crika

Ransom Notes Continued

shows
^>Un 'C keePs me somewhat sane, so notes on a few good

Lowell punks rock! The Sugar Shack on Feb. 21 was off thehook, punks literally bouncing off the walls, an entire small cof-
tee shop engulfed in crazy punksjumping around smashing into

and everything not bolted down. Check out THEK.NOX s demo when it comes out, as they play hard with broken
guitars held together with duct tape and nails.

came to Boston with fellow Pittsburgh
punks CORPUS CHRISTI and played an all-ages show in the city
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Both bands rocked the house, and CAUS-
r,ijDTCTT/

ere
.
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bjazmg punk hardcore attack. During CORPUSCHKiSn s set I danced in the circle pit till I couldn't breathe

Boston's CUT THE SHIT also played! and reminded me of amore modem sounding MINOR THREAT, good honest hardcore
that made ya want to smash things.

Cape Cod punks rule! The Juice Bar was the most positiveshow I ve been to m months. Hell of a fun time. Getting my lipbashed in and bruised was just a souvenir.
3 v

2. Back columns, email, all that fun stuff, can be found at
www.theprofits.org. Ha!

This piece was writ-
ten by Noel, Tim and
Darby, with invaluable
help from Heather, Ruth,
ana all who have been
involved with the ABC

n‘

^cts. Contact:
y@mutualaid.org.
The Anti-authoritar-

ian Baby-sitters Club
(ABC) started in late fall

of 2001 because childcare was being sorely neglected in everv DC
organization that we were involved with or knew of. Several of
us who had experience with youth work were frustrated with
this problem and wanted to help develop a group and a long-
term process for changing the situation. A central point for uswas to make sure we were helping others to incorporate thiswork as a priority in their organizing, as well as being aware thatmany childcare providers emulate negative patterns we see in
society, which we didn't want to repeat.

Our intention is to recognize working with youth as a revo-
lutionary project and affirm the capabilities and potential of

young folks. First m our approach is the idea of treating young
folks as equals and peers, while sharing knowledge with themand respecting their opinions and ideas as valid. We make a sen-ume effort not to interfere with their creativity or desires while
not putting them or others in danger. Through personal interac-
tions and activities, we try to engage rather than entertain, sup-
port rather than dictate, and communicate with youth rather
than talk down to them.

We're striving to improve how we facilitate kids' processes
of understanding feelings, as well as managing and communi-
cating about them.

Helping youth develop critical thinking skills regarding
eir actions and the world around them is also a key goafA cen-

tral component of this effort is anti-capitalism, because we
believe all parents deserve community support in raising their
children, and that money should not be an obstacle to getting
quality childcare. It also seems to us that capitalism commodifies
all people, including children, treating them as potential wage-
earners and producers, not as amazing and complex individuals.We re excited to learn from other youth workers, parentsand certainly from young folks themselves. The process thatwe ve constructed so far involves first setting up a schedule for
the day with shifts, then filling the shifts. We have to make sure
the space is good for what we need it for, and assess our supplies
situation: is there anything we need to get before the event? We
try to get a sense before the event of how many young people arecoming and of what ages they are. It's important to be prepared
tor accidents, and to have someone (or two) who is coordinating
the day and knows kind of everything that is going on, including
has connections with the event organizers. Getting supplies to
the space can be a challenge since many of us don't have carsand we try to make sure to have some snacks available, andmaybe lunch, depending on the situation.

Of course there's also clean up and preparing for the next
day. The caregivers are folks that are either involved with ABC orwere recruited by ABC from our community or from the organi-
zation putting on the event we are doing. We make sure that
every shift at any event has at least one person who is either
directly involved in the group or has worked with us before. Weput together trainings on first aid and are working to put togeth-
er a booklet for folks, with information on how we set up ABC
ideas for cooperative games and activities, first aid, advice onhow to interact with kids in non-oppressive ways, and that sort
of thing. As far as parents being concerned about qualifications
training and trust, no one has voiced concern to us, and we
believe that all of our caregivers are qualified. Additionally, we
invite parents to spend any length of time in the space, whichmay help them to feel comfortable.

So tw° \° caregivers have been adequate to cover
the numbers of kids that show up at events. Our approach has
been to plan to have two people around for every shift that wedo and ask a couple people to stop by the space periodically
throughout the event to make sure the folks there are not in need
of help. We have put together a form, based on one we acquiredfrom a daycare that has basic information about each youth and
then asks specific questions about special needs. We have every-
one fill out these forms and talk to us so we know of any aller-
gies, medications, medical conditions, etc. We have also taken
poiaroid pictures of the kids with their parents when we have a
lot of folks m one place.
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a dlfferent approach to dealing with
child /child conflict and much of the approach depends on the
age of the youths involved in the conflict. The most important
thing is listening to the kids and ask them questions about how
they perceive their behavior and how they think it affects the
other youth and potentially the group as a whole. Young people
often seem to get the connection between their behavior and theworld around them.

The ABC came together in early 2002, and the first event we
decided to tack e was the gathering of April 20. The folks who
organized the childcare got an amazing daycare space donated
for the weekend. Loaded with toys, a refrigerator, and a big
backyard, it was perfect. Since then we've covered the second
annual Visions in Feminism conference, the September 29-30
protests' the Peace & Justice Studies Association Conference, and
the National Conference on Organized Resistance in 2003 Up tonow we have largely been a ^service provider," meaning thatwe ve stepped in during different events to help offer childcare
and haven t done much to educate groups about what they need



to be doing to make childcare a priority and a possibility. Lately,

though, this has been on our minds a lot, especially as we ^et

more and more requests to do childcare at different events. We ve

started the process by reflecting on what we do to set up child-

care, and we're trying to translate this information into print and

hope to make a brochure out of it, which maybe would accom-

pany a workshop we could put together for groups. Currently

we are helping the Southern Girls Convention to (develop child-

care and hope to do a similar project with Visions in Feminism, a

conference which we provided childcare for last year. We'd like

to see the day when groups take care of organizing their own
childcare, and we can put our efforts into supporting that, but

also into initiating our own projects, such as a weekly free child-

care session for anyone who needs it.

Kicked Out Of The eBay
Lows

Bummerb*tch came to

pick me up at LAX. His

roulette hairdo had dealt

him a straight flush that

mornin, whom he had tied

backseat.

Bum forgot

>e Birdy was
if speed and

could not stop talking, his

latest rant bein&his pet peeves. It was barely noon and Bum was
hungry as usual. While his stomach grackled loudly, Birdy

spouted his ever growing litany of peeves. No fish. No seafood.

No crazy driving. No freeways. No spiders. The peeves grew as

quickly as BumPs trade pile. Bum was hungry but Birdy didn't

want to eat. He wanted to play the game of Sorry he had just got-

ten.

Bummer whipped out his Zagat's guide and pored over it

with the obsessiveness of a new Mike Bastarache Set Sale list. We
ended up at what turned out to be a Hot Dog on a Stick, which

Bum had touted as "sampling the local Santa Monica cuisine."

The so-called Valet parking consisted of a Mexican family

screaming at a cop who had just ticketed their bitchen Camaro.

We ate numerous battered foods while sitting on a birdshit-caked

cement block. Later, in yellow trash tradition, we played air

hockey at the arcade. Bum's ogling over the swaying boobs of the

girl playing next to us distracted him to score on himself several

times. Fortunately, his oversized parka hid the action from the

up in the

Unfortunately
the gag, becau:

on some sort c

cops.

Uggly called. He said he'd come by. He appeared just as

Bum and I decided to burn off some of our excess testosterone by
doing some bench press. Uggly nervously eyed the 45 lb bar and

passed. He was always the last kid picked in gym class and had

no intention of getting buffed up. After a few sets, we headed

back upstairs to talk about record collecting. Mad Max showed
up shortly thereafter with the beer, followed by Garage Metal

Guru, Jtf27, Sheslostcontrol and then Mmmbender. Jtf27, like me,

had flown into LA specifically for the event, the ROCKET FROM
THE TOMBS show.

ROCKET FROM THE TOMBS were the penultimate proto-

punk band infamous for having spawned the DEAD BOYS and

PERE UBU in the mid 70s. Arguably, they transcended both with

their powerful combination of art attack and lo-fi aggressive

songs. Having broken up 27 years ago or so, this combo was
scheduled to play a reunion gig as part of David Thomas'

DisastroDome event, an art-cum-music UBU sponsored thing

that was to occupy the whole weekend. The final event would be

an RFTT and PERE UBU show at a seated auditorium on the

UCLA campus.
After a carbo loading pizza session, the evening culminated

at the Roller Rink. Sheslostcontrol brought her own skates, but

Bum had left his terry cloth shorts and halter at his boyfriend's

house. Mad Max was rusty from his Rollerball days and could

only muster weak moaning sounds as throngs of prepubescent

girls ran over his skinny legs. Uggly warmed the bench as usual.

Afterwards, the record nerds traded eBay war stories over glass-

es of water. It turned out that everyone had anonymously bought

records from everybody else, and some even unknowingly had

eBay bidding wars via their bid sniping programs while they

hung out. It brought tears to our eyes. The night ended when
Bum's self-imposed weekend midnight curfew kicked in.

The next morning, Birdy came by for a marathon game of

Sorry. His Adam Rich power pop do glistened in the mid morn-

ing sun as he kicked our behinas till the sun shone out of them.

Bum and I took naps and went to Silverlake to check out a mati-

nee show featuring CHEAP CHICK, an all-girl CHEAP TRICK
cover band. Mad Max met up with us. The Chicks were awe-

some. Their Robin Zander wore the same outfit as on Live In

Budokan and pretended to smoke a cigarette between sones.

Their Tom Petersson wore the same blue silk shirt and had the

same dark tresses as her real equivalent, but ruined the effect by
continually waving and winking at her kid during the show. Rick

Nielson. While disappointed that their Bun E lacked the requisite

wire frame glasses and cigarette dangling from her lower lip,

they did rock hard and good. The afternoon ended with some
long-assed napping on the parts of the geriatric collector crowd.

ROCKET FROM THE TOMBS. We sat in the second row,

behind Smog Veil honcho Frank. Other luminaries such as Greil

Marcus, Johnny Dromette, and Yo La Teneo's Ira Kaplan and

Georgia Hubley were spotted. Fuck, the band looked like a

bunch of grandpas and uncles, but they were dressed in black.

The hair factor was minimized from their heyday, but that didn't

keep us from swinging ours. The chops were there. The sound

was incredible. David Thomas on vocals, Cheetah Chrome on

slash'n burn guitar, Craig Bell keeping it all down on bass, and

special guest Richard Lloyd from Television fueling the air with

amphetamine-driven guitar licks, dueling with Cheetah Chrome
to form a two-eels-fucking-in-a-bucket-of-snot twin guitar

attack. Whoa. There was electricity in the air. David Thomas was
smiling at Craig as they harmonized/screamed to "Final

Solution", which was done in two parts, one midway during

their 45 minute set, and in reprise form later. Its apocalyptic

power was felt by the mesmerized audience. "Ain't It Fun", the

grim Laughner blues rock epic later faithfully covered by GUN-
S'N ROSES on their Spaghetti Incident covers album, was sung by

Cheetah Chrome (who, by the way is now referred to back by his

original nee, Gene O'Connor). Gene also did "Sonic Reducer" the

popular DEAD BOYS signature in its original RFTT rendition.

Craig Bell led the band into a rousing rendition of his solo song-

writing contribution, "Muckraker", which was later redone by

his band the SAUCERS (whose back catalogue was reissued

recently as a CD on the GTA label). Of course "30 Seconds over

Tokyo
r/brought the house down. Thomas was in fine form, alter-

nately standing and sitting to catch his breath, vocally attacking

the songs with histrionic angst.

Bum's bedtime took us outta there during the UBU set

("Hey, where ya goin'...?" muttered Thomas), but we knew we
had gotten our rock and roll for the night already, perhaps for the

year, and who knows, maybe even our lifetime. Sneesh, we were

there, dammit! 27 years after the real fact, but we were therel

Postscript—went to Other Music while visiting my girl-

friend in NYC and bought the reissues of CLE compatriots the

STYRENES' It's Still Artastic and the MIRRORS' Hands In My
Pocket. Can't get enough! We will cover these next month in a lov-

ing PFUDD/Black To Comm sort of rant.

Hooked On Junk
Just got in a bitchen new Killed By Death type comp entitled

Hooked On Junk, Vol.l (subtitled "Eighteen Forgotten Punk Losers

from the USA 1978-1983"). Grapevine sez this one's been on hold

for the past year due to the excessive masturbatoiy practices of

its compiler, known mysteriously as El Dopa. Nice crude art-

work, tho I coulda done without the naked El Dopa pics. The

liner notes might have been written by one of the Iousse cousins,

as informative and funny as those near beer 32-year-olds can

possibly write. This one was a test pressing advance copy, so the

real cover will probably not be printed on human skin.

OK, here we go. It starts off in real fine fashion with a good

known track from SCREAM (their antisocial rant "Gov't

Primer"), before launching into a generous helping of previous-

ly-unknown-to-me-punk-tuneage by the likes of the JOE
HEBERT BAND via their nerd anthem "I Don't Want To Be a

Preppy", the INFECTIONS (who at times channel Australia's

FUN THINGS), RF7 with a trafk off their very rare debut Acts of

Defiance EP and, from a super-rare acetate only, the misogynistic

ravings by LA teens BODY COUNT.
But it's the DUCKY BOYS, hailing from Brooklyn before it

became an art school campus and home to pretty boy rockers,

who capture my imagination. The picture sleeve alone boggles

the mind. Amateurism speckled with a pseudo menacing punk

stance. Despite their name, there was one woman in the band, a



chubby hispanic-looking chick with a furrowed brow and a
bowie knife. Ranks a distant second to the CHRONIC SICK LP
cover for a hilarious manufactured punk look, but that's hella
good company. Military fatigues and a jungle background give it
a crazed Viet Vet vibe. Musically, these efts contribute the title
track. Hooked on Junk" is crazed thuggery that bridges the gap
between insanity and mere obsesso-neurotic-fuckfest-anarchy
Hook me up with an actual copy and I'll do ya right (or just do

..,...,.9°
ntinuing' there
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s Dolls worship from Georgia's KRISMETHEAND THE MISTAKES and Maryland's THE KATA-
TONIX, high school punk from the COMMANDOS (who, by the
way are playing a 20+ year reunion gig this May back in their
hometown of Worcester, Mass.), HELEN KELLER (a new rarity
foromded on the www.breakmyface.com website), LEGAL
WEAPON, SUSPECT DEVICE (obscure CLE punk with a young

Glllard
)' the RECIPIENTS (TX lunacy), POODLE

BOYS, DEPROGRAMMER, and the MANIKENZ. Sure, there's a
requisite couple of lame-o tracks (I would've left off MALCOLM
TENT and a pre-Minutemen George Hurley's HEY TAXI), but
they in no way detract from what is an otherwise very rewarding
listening experience. Come on and come all, but most of all, come
in my mouth!

Long Walk Off A Short Pier
The Raveup machine continues its mission of putting out lost
punk nuggets from America, grinding out another handful of
gems, and as this goes to print yet another batch beyond these
have already been released. Nearing 40 LP releases in only a
couple of years. Pier has undisputedly established himself as the
mogul of punk reissues.

THE VIOLATORS from Denver Colorado is given its due
with its Gun Control LP. Never having released anything during
its late 70s heyday, this DEAD BOYS-sounding band, lead by the
red leather clad Tom Pop, finally unleashes its primitive soundsm the form of studio and live tracks. For context, check out their
contemporaries THE DEFEX, whose Beyond Machine Gun Love LP
was also posthumously and lovingly released on Raveup. Super

ac^MreSSive VOcals over relentless riffing steeped in trad
?tyle Punk - And not surprisingly, covers of theDEAD BOYS Ain t Nothing To Do" and IGGY AND THE

STOOGES' "I Got A Right" can be found in their live set. An
enjoyable and worthy release.

Fast Music is how the PRODUCTS described their music to
the uninitiated (and unsuspecting). Now over 20 years later, their
never before released long player sees the light of day as a fol-
lowup to their 4 song 7" released in early '81. These pretty boys
cop a pre/post Rick Springfield look replete with the coiff, and
musically they back it up. Side A is inexplicably light watered
down new wavish-pop-but-not-quite-power-pop faux brit sung
minor chord stylings. Side B's is more promising, with a light
ounk sound on "On Your Own," and a dark rocker "Punch The
Man.' However, they never quite manage to ignite, and we'll
save our sycophantasies for other releases.
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BggbOTrow or steal. . .Fuck. . .the lead track from the TRANS-
I LANTS Vegetable Steiv sticks a battle of the bands fantasy in my
head in which this Boston band squares off their "Suicidal
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ng a?ainst that of Bloomington Indiana's JET-

But hell, it ends in a tie 'cos both are amazing punk songs!
Where the eff did this band come from, 'cos every track (origi-
nally home-recorded on a 4-track as well as live at The Space in
Boston in 1979) rocks harder than the next! This is the best uncov-
ered gem Raveup has found so far, great hard vocals ranted over
a punk chug that's steeped in proto. These guys got into punk
really early, 1976-ish, and those early influences are apparent in
these songs. Guitar solos might be spotted, but these songs are
short and to the point. They start where the AFRIKA KORPS left
off and rock harder. On the live tracks they retro back to their
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onvindn8 covers by THEHAUNTED and the
blAKMKfcb. As if the great music wasn't enough, the artwork on
this is awesome, with a great theatrical cover shot of the guitarist
standing on the mock dead body of over-their-top vocalist, who
can be seen on the back cover looking like a shaggy Dead’head
burnout' Jheseguys were real punks all the way and DEMANDYOUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION. Truly a buy or die situation,
so unless you have suicidal tendencies, you know what to do

The Hawaiian shirted FOREIGN OBJECTS ain't from the
Aloha state These New England DICTATOR worshippers
adored wrestling, television, and the general lowlife preoccupa-
tions of the nerdboy agoraphobics. Despite a plethora of facial

and chest hair and guitar leads, these guys rock medium hard
with sing along sardonic punk wit ("Recycled Jizz"). "Set
Sanders presages the obnoxio rap of the BEASTIE BOYS Low
sonic snot factor and hilarity make it a good wake-me-up record.
Lari till the milk runs outta yr nose!

backstreet makes another impression
MANIKINS, an OZ band from Perth. Leaving a couple

of 7 EPs and a one shot cassette tape as a legacy, this LP takes
the best of the cassette tape. Pop fans will probably remember
this band from their wonderful pop gem "I never thought I'd
Find Someone Who Could Be So Kind/' off their first 45. Hooks
all over the place laid over tight playing make this a power pop
meisterpeice, kin to early SCIENTISTS, their better known coun-
trymates, but with more craftsmanship. 13 songs of skinny tie
energy bridled in two and half minute frameworks. Great record

Finally, Raveup spawns a bastard cousin called Shell Shock
Rock, a label that plans to focus on Northern Ireland. Its first
release is by some kids, from Bangor called THE DOUBT Their
four-song EP from 1981 called Contrast Disorder is reissued on
Side A and contributes the title to the LP. "Contrast Disorder",w

j“J
its la-la-la's, is a jolt of sing along adenoidal pop punk'

while Time Out" spits out I-I-I's and oh-oh-oh's amidst its fast
and catchy backdrop. Recorded essentially after they had already
broken up to document their best songs, these guys could play
fast and tight. From their demo session come 'Tuck Nose, an
amazing instrumental with way loud rockin' guitar, and totally

°f B°WIE's "Hang On To Yourself" andTHE FABULOUS POODLES' "Mirror Star." A great start for thisnew sub-label and well recommended.
Send Me Shit

As you can tell, I review all drivel. Send them in a hermetically
sealed package to: Henry, 4309 23rd St, San Francisco, CA, 94114
Email to terasearch@yahoo.com.

Papercuts and
Ink Smudges

Let's talk about
fanzines for a minute.
What happened to all

the good straight edge
hardcore ones? I know
that the internet has
had a negative impact
on the printed zine, .

but there are still a ton of kids like myself who enjoy the tangible
page versus the monitor and scroll button (especially since many
hardcore Websites don t last more than a few years) . So until I can
figure out a way to wheel my monitor into my bathroom, I
thought it would be appropriate to mention a few solid hardcore
zines that are worthy or your attention. I have owned at least one
issue of the following zines listed, though I might not own their
latest release:

Cut the Tension
A kid named Donny Mutt does this zine, and he also is in a

pretty rad band called ONE UR Issue number #4 fucking ruled
so I doiibt #5, featuring interviews with DESPERATE MEA-
SURES,

.£
UNISHMENT

/ COALITION, NO RIGHTS, and TER-
ROR, will let you down. If you live in the US and want to get a
copy, send $1 to Donny Mutt, 147 East Baltimore Pike, Clifton
Hgts, PA 19018. Add $1 and get a Cut The Tension poster (11x17"
black and white glossy).
Start Today

I know the name is pretty generic, but this fanzine out of
I enrisylvania isn't half-bad. Issue #3 is 64 pages and features
FAR FROM BREAKING, ONE UP, NEVER SURRENDER
CHAMPION, COUNT ME OUT, FACE THE ENEMY, and a lot
more pictures than the last issue. They’re $2 in the USA ($3
Can/Mex, $5 rest of the world).
Impact
Issue #2 is a whopping 124-page book with stories, columns,
book/record/fanzine reviews1

, as well as interviews with THE
FIRST STEP, RUNNING LIKE THIEVES, FAR FROM BREAK-
ING, FACE THE ENEMY, and DAMAGE CONTROL. If that
wasn't enough, it has a 75-page section dedicated to the closing
of the infamous club the Anthrax. The first issue mainly covered
bands that were part of the rebirth of fast straight edge hardcore
that happened in the mid to late 90s, and is also definitely worth
checking out. I have yet to receive my copy of #2 in the mail, but



if this one is anything like the first issue, you won't be disap-

pointed.

Town ofHardcore
Issue #3 didn't get the best review in MRR last month. I

think that page on Gibby definitely had a lot to do with it. While

I agree that Gibby represents a pretty materialistic and superfi-

cial side of hardcore (makeout club and high fashion), 1 still

understand where Chloe was coming from in her review. That

piece did come off as pretty homophobic. Still, I liked the previ-

ous issues of TOH, and issue #4 looks like it won't disappoint

with interviews with PUNCH IN THE FACE, MENTAL, RAW
DEAL, and BROTHERHOOD. This is probably the biggest issue

yet. Send $2 ppd to 1458 Reynolds Ave., Burlington, Ontario L7M
3B7 CANADA.

I am sure there are other zines worth mentioning, but these

were the only ones that I picked up with my own cash. Lord

knows that you aren't sending them into this magazine. If you do
a hardcore zine (sXe or not), then send it in!

Another Month of Mosh
Check out the interview I did with STRIKING DISTANCE in

this issue. Thanks in advance to Morgan McStotts and Walter

Yetman for sending in photos.

I know I didn't give the best review to DIEHARD YOUTH'S
new full length, but am I the last person in California to hear

their self titled 7"? I saw them recently with CHAMPION in

Santa Cruz, and they impressed me enough to pick it up. This

was a re-release that originally came out on Todd Jones' label

Generation Fucked back in 2001. This record rules. My favorite

song is definitely "Age of Improvement". That breakdown is

catchy as hell. Aside from DIEHARD YOUTH, I haven't been lis-

tening to much else lately with the exception of the new MEN-
TAL 7". Speaking of Boston's MENTAL, they just got signed to

Bridge 9 records and will be going into the studio later this

spring to record a new 7". I told you to pick up their first 7", and
you didn't listen...

Fahs from CAST ASIDE sent me their new EP on
Malfunction. Coincidentally, I was assigned to review it (so

check out my write up in the review section). Fahs writes "I've

been readingMRR off and on for 20 years and they have lost a lot

of potential readers over the years because of their usual nega-

tive attitude toward straight edge and modern hardcore. Glad to

see someone doing more sXe and hardcore reviews. Thanks."

That was my first real feedback from a reader, and I am glad it

was positive. Thank you, Fahs, for giving this magazine a chance

again.

Looking for a smokin' demo with in-your-face straight edge

lyrics screamed over songs that clock in at less than a minute?

Then look no further than INTERNAL AFFAIRS. Take the speed

of STRAIGHT AHEAD and add a CARRY ON flavor, and you
get the most hyped band out of LA since TERROR. This is defi-

nitely down my alley. My only (small) complaint is their choice of

covers. "When Tigers Fight" by ALONE IN THE CROWD is

mediocre when compared to the rest of the songs on that classic

7". You can download the whole demo for free at www.inter-

nalxaffairs.com, or send 2 bucks to 1418 Ramona Dr., Newbury
Park, CA 91320.

That's about it for this month. Before you send demos, zines,

and limited colored vinyl, you can email me at ih8thekids@hot-

mail.com. Keep the faith.

Monday January 6,

2003, 4:45 am, I couldn't

sleep. I spent all night try-

ing to get work done
because I was taking two
weeks off to go on tour

with the SHEMPS. You
know when you go away
and you're always forget-

ting something, or at least

you're afraid of forgetting

something? My Aunt
Betty always thinks she left the iron on whenever I give her a ride

to the airport. Well, when I'm in this sort of situation, I always

have the same answer. If I have my wallet and my keys, it does-

n't really matter what happens. I'll be able to get whatever I want

done with the plastic in my wallet, and if I have to drive some-

where or get back home I'm not locked out. I think a lot of peo-

ple tend to make sure they have their wallet and keys every two
or three minutes. It's sort of like when yer at driver's ed and they

tell you that all good drivers look in the rearview mirror every

three seconds without thinking about it. The thing is, this trip

was a little different. Not only did I have to make sure I had my
bass, the merch box, directions to all the shows, my phone,

everyone's contact info, the van rental reservation, on and on and
on. I also had to make sure the other five people involved knew
what they were doing.

I'm not really into writing a tour diary—nobody ever reads

that stuff unless they were involved, and even then you just sorta

scan through the dull stuff to find your name mentioned. I don't

understand how anyone can do this sort of thing for six weeks or

longer. Even if you have someone to book it and make sure it

f
oes smoothly and someone else to drive, after ten days it cannot

e much fun. I love everyone in mv band, and I'm one of the

most tolerant understanding people I know, but I could see

myself wanting to smack someone if I had to go another week.

So instead of doing the whole chronological BS thing. I'm

just gonna talk about the people I deal with on an almost daily

basis and what happens when I have to deal with them on a

minute-ly basis.

Squeaky Dave Wilentz is an odd guy. He's odd in only good
ways, out you know how people at work always think yer a lit-

tle odd because you listen to different music and aren't living

some straight boring suburban BS. When ya meet Squeaky, you
understand what these people must think of ya. Squeaky speaks

fluent Chinese, not for any particular reason. For years people

wondered why he had a big beach towel hanging over a painting

in his apartment.

Jim Hass, veteran drummer, as well as belonging to every

other sketchy club in the universe (I'll spare you the list, but it

starts with drummer and it ends up somewhere between team-

ster and biker). Jim likes me so much, he decided to hang out

with me for two days in SF and drive up with me and Artie to

meet the rest in Seattle. Jim doesn't share hotel rooms, yet he can

sleep soundly anywhere at anytime. Jim played roulette for the

first time while me and Squeaky were getting kicked out of the

casino for taking photos of Squeaky in the ugliest shirt known to

man. Jim busted nis knee somewhere early on in the tour, kept

talking about going to a doctor and setting massage therapy; he

went to the doctor, the doctor gave him drugs. Jim doesn't like

drugs, so he gave them to people we stayed with as presents. We
aren't allowed to talk to him 45 minutes before we play. It's sort

of weird, because in one way, he's the dick guy of the band, yet

he meets the most people and does all the schmoozing for us.

Like, I'll have to make sure that we can borrow someone s drums
for him, but Jim will talk to the drummer of the band for an hour

before the show and not think of asking the guy himself. He's

also as blind as me, but denies it and drives like a madman.
Basically, Jim is 100% entertainment, there is no multimedi-

avideogamingmoviewatchin piece or equipment we could have

brought that would have topped Jim for entertainment value.

Artie Philie is another oddity. One minute he's lecturing you
about making a mess in the car or not putting the CDs back in the

right order, the next he's stealing a case Magic Shell from

Pathmark or getting drunk and tapdancing on his eyeglasses. He
gets carsick (well, maybe it's just me and Jim's driving) and he

insists on sitting up front, but then he nods off or just totally

doesn't pay attention to where we are going. He left a few days

before to visit his mom and grandma in California, and left his

phone in my car. I called everyone with it, and I can do a pretty

f
ood impression of Artie's voice. I have to give him credit for

eing a good sport about breaking his arm in two places at the

last show. Yes, he did slip on a burrito at Mission Records—don't

believe any cock 'n' bull story he makes up. His ethics are pretty

faulty and as much as he tries to make himself out to be a dick,

he's a total farce in that category.

Sue Werner announced sfie was leaving town the week
before we left for tour. Sue's one of those people with a dark

cloud over their head. The only thing is, this one shoots lightning

bolts at her every four days or, so. She spent half the tour telling

her boss programming codes to fix the web server or whatnot.

"It's Et See... See, when yer a Unix nerd, that folder isn't called

etcetera, it's pronounced Et See." Sue drove the final night for

about 20 minutes when I was blinder than usual and Artie had

one arm. We both thought we we're gonna die about eight times

as we saw large trucks coming right at us and Sue had no clue

they were there. Maybe it was just because I saw that movie



Adaptation twice that month. (They have scenes of car crashes
filmed from inside the car.)

It s leally nice to be in a band without any weirdness or real-
ly insane attitudes—don't get me wrong, were all pretty ipsane,
but it's nice when you've known people long enough to know"
what to expect of them and everyone can have a good time no
matter what happens.

Anyhow, we all had a great time and I should thank everyone

£^h
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ed us out or showed up. The AMAZOMBIES, the STU-

f
he ORPHANS, the FLESHIES, CHASED AND

SMASHED, the JAG-OFFS, TOYS THAT KILL, DEADLY
WEAPONS, PIRX THE PILOT, OCTOBER ALLIED, the PHUZZ
the HEARTACHES, S.H.A.T, and the HOLLOWPOINTS. Floyd'
Melissa Oglesby, Nam, Mike Thorn, Ray Wyland, Missy
Hennings, Lee Dionysus, Corey Kava, Nicole, Jerry from Christ on
a Crutch, Andy and Dougie, Malamars, Chelsey and Kim, Erika,
Richie, probably 25 or 30 other people I forgot. Anyhow we'll be
back We're currently looking for a new rhythm guitar player but
hopefully we will have one by the time you read this

Last summer when
Carol was feeline out of
sorts, I said, "is she preg-
nant?" It turned out she
was. We got to calculating
due dates and as she fig-

ured sometime in late
January, she said that this

would be fhe winter we
had a huge winter snow-
storm, just as she was
ready to go into labor.
Well I was feeling in my own senses that this was the winter we
would actually have winter, and I held fast to my own feelings,
and hers, that it would also mean a big storm. Being a winter baby
herself, Carol is not fond of snow. I, on the other hand, am It's my
way of bringing my Northeast roots to Virginia, I guess, by want-
ing and needing snow. I said, "Don't worry, Carol, we have 4-
wheel drive, we 11 get you there no matter what," while I jumped
up and down and clapped my hands, thinking, "it's going to snow
this year!" ° &

So winter came with a bang. It was colder than usual, with
more snow than in recent years. We actually had winter this year
As January arrived I kept telling people I know, "we're going to
have a big snowstorm this year. Not only because we are due for
it, but because of Carol and her baby. It's inevitable that we will

kig storm. Carol s due date ended up being February
7. The week of the 7th, as no signs of labor manifested, I told Carol,
well it's supposed to be really nice this week, almost 50°„" to
which she responded, “well, there definitely won't be any baby
this week then. He/she is going to wait for the weather to turn.''

The farmer's almanac apparently had predicted a big storm
for February 11. So I got set on that day being the one. Dave had a
feeling about the 12th. But the 11th and then the 12th came, and
there was no sign of a winter storm, nor any signs of labor. Then,
as that week went on, the forecast started talking about snow and
ice and the biggest storm of the year. Things started to fall into
place.

I had already promised Carol a ride to the hospital in our 4-
wheel drive truck last summer, half thinking, of course, that it was
wishful thinking on my part. On Wednesday, it looked like
Northern Virginia was going to get an ice storm. Carol and Dave's
family made plans to come and spend the weekend here in
Richmond, just in case. By Thursday, it looked like we were going
to be getting some of this storm too. By Thursday night, they were
forecasting that Richmond, the place devoid of all weather, would
get 8 to 15" inches of snow. Carol had an appointment

7

Friday
morning with the midwife. They were planning to induce her
labor. It started raining. The hospital decided not to induce her on
the weekend when there is less staff on hand, and sent her home
with an appointment to return Monday at 7 am. The rain turned
to freezing rain and sleet. Sleet started to accumulate. The forecast
was that it would turn over to snow and snow heavily Saturday
overnight. I was waiting up all night for that snow, but it just kept
sleeting with rain and sorta snow mixed in. By Sunday I was so
pissed that we hadn't gotten all this snow that was predicted and
I was in a foul mood. No snow, no baby. I felt like the weekend was
a total bust.

I went ahead to work Sunday night with an attitude that ice
and sleet be damned, this was a joke on me. I called Carol and
said, hey, if you still need a ride to the hospital tomorrow morn-
lng/ just let me know. I started to worry about freezing rain. The
wav 1 figure it is that snow really can't hurt you, but you just can't
fuck with freezing rain and ice. So 4 am came around, and I head-
ed out to clear off the truck. It was covered with sleet-snow-mix
with a good solid half-inch of ice coating everything. It took -me
almost an hour to get the car drivable. Tne conditions were quite
a bit worse than I had thought. Fortunately no one was on the
roads, cause they were actually really bad. It took me about an
hour to make the drive to Carol's house, which normally takes
about 15 minutes. There is no way I could have made it in my lit-
tle car. The prophecy was starting to hold true. I dropped them off
at the hospital about 6:45 am with instructions to call me as soon
as things started to happen. Around 5 pm I was thinking that it
would probably be the next day before we met the baby, but just
as I was thinking that, Dave calls and says, "you might want to get
down here within the hour, things are happening, and they're hap-
pening fast." I was surprised, but ready. I took several books just
in case. I was thoroughly convinced that it would still be after mid-
night before the baby came, 'cause labor always seems to be long.
But lo and behold, just before 7 pm, Dave comes out the delivery
ro°m with his arms high above nis head, a huge grin on his face,
and his hands in a thumbs-up. I don't even remember what decla-
ration he actually made, 'cause I was so in shock. "Alreadv7 Babv7
So soon?" j j •

I have a son, ' savs Dave, the proud beaming father.
Yes, indeed, Carol is a natural. An earth mother and goddess.

Only four hours in labor? No pain killers. Not even an aspirin. She
is amazing! And a proud glowing mother!

Acie David Brown was born at 6:52 pm on February 17 in the
midst of the storm of the century, perfect down to the prophecy
Congratulations to Dave and Carol. Welcome Acie!

I think that this coming spring is going to be amazing
Amazing because after a real winter there is all the more to cele-
brate as the bulbs start to pop up out of the dirt and the buds start
to grow on the trees. Hopefully we have had enough rain and
snow to replenish the parched earth and we will have an amazing
growing season. I m so anxious with good expectations.

The downside to this excitement is that it looks like we are on
the eve of World War III, and despite worldwide protest and out-
cry, it looks like this war machine will not be stopped. It's pretty
damn scary. But as they say, "Even if the world ends tomorrow. I'll
S
u* iF

an^ a ^ree today-
’ And that is just what I'm going to do. It's

the beginning of March and it's nearly 70° out. So I am out to sow
mjfgarden and protest war and celebrate birth. Keep loving. Keep

c/° Slug & Lettuce • PO Box 26632 • Richmond, VA
23261-6632

Going Down to the Bar
Mark Rainey and

TKO Records have been
spoiling you fucking
hillbillies! TKO has two
more installments in the
ongoing "Vault of
ANTiSEEN'' series. First

you get the reissue of
the 1989 album Noisefor
the Sake of Noise, origi-

nally put out on
Doemeat Records from
Melbourne, Australia This fucker has twelve studio cuts plus live
takes of "NC. Royalty," "Up All Night," "Hammerhead," and
Destructo Rock." Included are covers of a BOB DYLAN sone aRAMONES song, and a ROKY ERICKSON song. This was quite

an amazing record for 1989, and it has stood the test of time well
Check out the set list: "On Your Knees," "Two Headed Dog "

"Mili
Working Man," "Positively 4th Street," "Cop Out," 'Twisted
Brain," "Psycho Path," "Nothing's Cool," "I Don't Care," "Burnin'
Money," "Crack of Dawn," 'Tip All Night," "N.C. Royalty"
"Hammerhead," and "Destructo Rock." Fuck yes 1

The next ANTiSEEN LP reissue by TKO is Here to Ruin Your
Groove originally put out by Mike Cooper on his Ruff-Nite Records
from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in 1996. This raw fucker kicks a
whole lot of butt with great songs like "Ugly American" and



"Spare Change." These two sorjes alone could end the discus-

sion—ANTiSEEN are the best rock and roll band in the world!

The third song is a melodic number called "People Like

You," with Jamie Hoover playing some piano to sweeten up the

mixture. Next up you get runk U," which is Jeff Clayton's trib-

ute to famous professional wrestler Terry Funk. The next earth-

shaking dose of discomfort is the slow and menacing "Misery

(Loves Company)." This fucker is so laden with Clayton's howl-

ing and Young's buzzsaw feedback guitar that your stomach will

get queasy and off-color. Turn this great LP over and you get the

opening cut, "Billie the Kid (A Real American Hero). This leads

right into "Self Induced Lobotomy" that encourages you to raise

a peer to DEE DEE RAMONE. The next nugget is an ALICE

COOPER cover song, "Sick Things," with co-writer Michael

Bruce from the ALICE COOPER band playing lead guitar. On the

next song "O.D. for Me," the stakes are higher! There can be no

uncertainty about Clayton's feelings about junkies. This song is

fast and furious with the full-tilt Southern bcum motor revving

at top speed. Song number eleven is "Needle and the Spoon

'

written and originally performed by A. Collins and Ronnie Van

Zandt of LYNYRD SKYNYRD fame. Excellent! The last tune is

"Justifiable Homicide," and once again Mr. Clayton does not

mince words—some of you fucks don't deserve to breathe this

great American air!
T

Once again, TKO has reminded you—ANTiSEEN are a

fucking national treasure!! Some people are slow to catch on, but

twenty years into the fray it has become crystal clear- There is no

other band anywhere that wields the power of ANTiSEEN! You

can celebrate the first two decades ofANTiSEEN's primal rock

and roll music with these re-issues! You can prepare your sorry

ass for two decades more! For ANTiSEEN product, write to TKO
Records, 3126 West Cary St. #303, Richmond, VA 23221,

www.tkorecords.com.
Bords de Seine Records from Paris, France has a whole

whack of good records and CDs for you this month!

To start the skinhead and street punk mayhem, Bords de

Seine gives you GENERATION 69, from Singapore, the

Philippines with their 45 Condemned Citizens. This excellent 7"

starts off with a bang with the political song "A Nation and a

Party." Read these lyrics: "Hatred, sadist government, they try to

ruin this land/ Segregate them, separate them, get out while you

can/ Yellow, brown, black & white, can't see they all unite/ A
nation & a party, that makes the people fight!/ One party full of

bastards/ One party full of shit/ One party full of bastards/ No
better when they meet/ Everywhere you go today, racism still

stands strong/ Every step and every move, where did it all

wrong?/ Pauline Hanson is a bitch, her ideas full of shit/ A
nation and a party, that makes the people sick!" Good shit! Side

two of the GENERATION 69 single has the street punk/Oi!

anthem "One More for the Bois." This is a good song with pas-

sionate vocals and emphatic guitar. This is a very interesting new

band to keep your eye on!

The second fine record from Bords de Seme Records is LES

POCHES, with their EP Les Seigneurs de Lager. This melodic street

punk EP starts off with "A.L.E" The lyrics are all sung in French

and this song moves along nicely. Well-placed guitar leads aug-

ment good vocals somewhat reminiscent of a French version of

ANTITTEROS. The second song is "Soiree Oi!" and this fine tune

has a nice TEMPLARS feel to it, with chugging guitar sound. Flip

this EP over and you get good street rock with AC/DCU. The

prominent vocals with the energetic guitar sound churning

behind the final song provides more up-tempo skinhead music

called "Tears of Lager." Read these succinct words: "Drinking

cans of lager with tne drunks that stagger/ You just got laid off

and found nothing better/ Living in the real world made by the

old/ Society's weak dies in the cold/ There's no time to sink and

weep/ You've got a family and pride to keep/ Buy another beer

to reflect and think/ Reflections of the past/, life is a jinx/ Got

kids that you have to feed/ Afraid of the wife that might veil and

scream/ At least with drink nothing will get you down/ You've

been here before and you'll get around/ Every man needs a taste

of beer / To think of his needs or face his fears/ Every man leach-

es a lonely tear/ When he drinks a wholesome beer."

Item number three from Bords de Seine this month is CRI

d'ALERTE with their 50 Cl. EP. These French beer-drinking punks

and skins come out blazing with "Cri d-Alerte," their theme song.

This has excellent guitar playing, good sing-along chants, and

strong lead vocals. Song number two is "Cauchemar Anime,"

which produces more good streetpunk. Turn this rascal over and

CRI d'ALERTE sing "L'homme des Tavernes," which has a great

combination of punk riffs, Oi! style singing, and chugging heavy

guitars. Song four is "Du Venin..." and this number takes a little

different approach. The introduction is quite melodic with a pub-

rock feel to it and then CRI d'ALERTE crunch into a great SUB-

WAY THUGS style of skinhead punk. This is a good record!!!

The fourth good EP for you skinheads and punks is

LOURDS 5 with their EP Touche Pas a Mon Bock. This French band

plays a hearty and solid brand of Oi! and street punk sung in

French. The gruff vocals complete with harmonies and very good

guitar playing make for a strong record! On side "A' the

LOURDS 5 get the ball rolling with their theme. "Oi! The

Lourds!!" which has good ringing guitars and deep vocals. Song

two on side A is "Je Suis un Pilier" and this tune is faster and

churns up a really agitated three minute street punk frenzy. Side

B has one really good melodic Oi! song with brute force, husky

vocals, and that ever-present chugging Oi! guitar part. "Cellier"

ends this EP in fine style—/Oi! Band Breton!" The LOURDS 5 are

a talented bunch of skins and punks!

The punk rock just keeps coming from Bords de Seine! The

fifth hammer coming your way this month is KK 44 with their EP

Un Hospice Pour Creuer. This gruff Bordeaux, France collection of

bad men produce a tough sound with the extra deep and growled

vocals and threatening guitar sounds. On side "A KK 44 smash

you in the face with the mid-tempo song "Ce Soir Cest La Fin,"

this leads into a somewhat harrowing bit of street music, the title

cut: "Un Hospice Pour Crever.". Side B starts out with a faster

more spirited Oi! number, "Le Temps de Creuser. Very good!

This EP takes a small breather between songs three and four with

some quiet vocal parts and then all hell breaks loose! "Vive La

Morte: ' cracks some heads with magnum-force singing and

inescapable dangerous guitar rhythms.

Also available on Bords de Seine this month is a stomping

new CD by GROUPUSKULL. This French skinhead band has

deep guttural Oi! style singing, group harmonies and powerful

guitar parts that contain some metal runs. Very good! The mate-

rial is sung in French and the printed lyrics are in French. Some of

the songs start out slow and then- pummel you with hard Oi!

vocals and fervent guitar blitzkrieg.

On the "Triste Realite" CD you get fourteen well-crafted

Oi! /street rock tunes with lots of passion and driving guitars and

drums. GROUPUSKULL is quite good at this type of music.

Next up in the calvacade of skinhead hits from Bords de

Seine is the new CD by OEIL POUR OEIL. This new effort is

called "...Nes Pour En Chier....". This is rough and tumble French

Oi! with extra deep and throaty vocals. The guitars percolate

along nicely while the band members supply enthusiastic cho-

ruses. This is strong Oi! with excellent melodies pushing the

whole CD to the next level. A favorable comparison to Atlanta,

Georgia, U.S.A.'s TERMINUS CITY could be made. On songs like

"Perpete," "A Boire!," "Mesrine," the title cut, "New Pour En

Chier," and "Necrophile" OEIL POUR OEIL show their power!

These guys are one of the most fearsome and awe inspiring skin-

head outfits on Bords de Seine at this time! For all this fine prod-

uct, write to Bords de Seine, BP85—75561 Paris CX12, bdskin-

head@aol.com; www.bordeseine.fr.st.

That fine street punk/ skinhead band BULLDOG SPIRIT has

a new CD out on Brutus Records; this fucker rocks your world

with top quality Oi! The songs are all tough as nails and sung

with conviction. In their thank-you list these guys mention

Australian friends A.V.O. and THE BLURTERS so you know they

keep good rock n' roll company. Check out this selection of songs:

"March of the Bulldog Spirit, Fake," "This is Babylon," "Stand

Up.. .Fight!" "Show No Remorse," "Won't Back Down," "Judas,"

"Bleeding Hip Pocket," "Last Warning," "Junkie," "Black Sheep,"

"Drop the Bomb," "Pain Is Only Temporary," and "In This

Together." There's very good Oi! here for you rucks! Lyrics from

two of the songs that bear further investigation are printed below.

Read the words to "Bleeding Hip

Pocket"and"BlackSheep.""BleedingHipPocket." "The govern-

ment takes what the government needs/ I've got a hip pocket

that's always bleeding/ I pay Tor hospitals, roads and sewers/

Because of this I'm never gonna be too rich/ Then there's those

that take and take/ While my back it breaks and breaks/ Let the

system take care of their needs/ Take the cash then bite the hand

that feeds/ I've got a hip pocket that's always bleeding/ I've got

mouths that always need feeding/ No matter how much money

I make, it's never enough, it's never enough/ Then there's those

who have got enough cash/ To avoid their dues and to keep their



stash/ They're laughing all the way to the bank. With their
friends in power to thank/ The banker takes his cut wherever he
can/ Providing less but taking more/ Those fucking banks know
the score/' "Black Sheep." "Call me antisocial and I'll tell you
that s no lie/ Tell me how to live my life and I'll spit right in your
eye/ I've always been an outsider in this society/ And I'll live my
life an outsider if it means living free/ Being a black sheep—is
never easy/ But following the herd—is just insane/ Never want-
ed mainstream, never wanted to fit in/ Never followed fashion,
never became a victim/ Stay true to yourself and not what they
want you to be/ Self-respect is more important than conformity/
Being a black sheep—is never easy/ But following the herd—is
just insane/ I ve gotta live my life to be free/ Freedom, give me
freedom, give me freedom, to live free!" This is good shit with
hard rocking music and lyrics written from the heart! For BULL-DOG SPIRIT CDs as well as new product by ARTHUR KAY
FRANKIE FLAME and BILLY BOY E LA SUA BANDA, get in
touch with Brutus Records, Canada, Italy, and Australia. These
guys carry lots of Oi! street punk, and skinhead material from all
over the world. Get in touch via www.brutusrecords.com or
www.drunkenskinhead .com.

Until next month, see you down at the bar!

ALL $
HAIL
THE
MARKET!

I've written a few
columns in the past where
I shared some of the
resources that I regularly
use to dig up information
on corporations or on the
business world in general.
It's been a while since I've
done one and, figuring as
how the present state of
the world is well worth
paying attention to, it

seems like pretty good timing for it.

So here's one of those. Much of the stuff on this list is only
vaguely related to economic issues but, then again, you could say
that about my column. The idea of the list is to let you know
what sources I often use for both my information and reading
enjoyment and to let you know where you can locate them.
Check 'em out if you think they sound interesting. If you think I

missed something really obvious, write and let me know what it

is because it might not be that obvious to me.

mfmivmaw

Magazines
Z Magazine - If you've never read Z, you should. Continually
some of the best articles on the state of the world and, even bet-
ter, some solid ideas on how to improve it. You can subscribe
from their website at: www.zmag.org (more on that later ) or
write them at 18 Millfield St., Woods Hole, MA 02543. If you live
somewhere with a decent library, you may be able to find it there
or you could buy it from a cool, local bookstore. If all of that fails,
you can find it a Borders or Barnes & Nobles nearest you.

Adbusters — Although I ve been a little disappointed with
Adbusters lately because they seem to have gotten a bit too car-
ried away with design to devote enough space to solid, informa-
tional articles (and because their regular cover price is inching
closer to that of a paperback book), they are still putting out a fas-
cinating magazine. Guaranteed to make you think.. 1243 W. 7th
Ave., Vancouver, BC V6H1B7 Canada or www.adbusters.org
Again, a decent library will have it and you're local bookstore
probably has it too.

www.stayfreemagazine.org (nice segue, eh?)

The — More like a big zine or journal than a magazine,
which helps justify its rather sporadic publishing schedule.
Anyhow, The Baffler contains lengthy, intelligent articles with a
laree percentage relating to the joys of money and capitalism. I

highiy suggest that you try ana hunt down back issues of this
puppy. PO Box 378293, Chicago, IL, 60637; a cool bookstore, or a
really cool library.

Clamor - One of the best magazines out there, focusing on as
many different aspects of life as possible, including a continual
section devoted to economics. It's great and I'm not just saying
that because yours truly occasionally contributes. Do yourself a
favor and subscribe (bi-montnly). Visit www.clamor
magazine.org or write PO Box 1225, Bowling Green, OH 43402.

The Progressive/In These Times —These monthly mags have a very
similar theme and structure. Both are highly worth reading reg-
ularly as they give great political insight on an up-to-date basis.
However, I have to admit that the former has better writers than
the latter and seems to be a bit better overall. You can pretty
much find either of these magazines anywhere except grocery or
department stores.

J

Websites
www.corpwatch.org Corpwatch has one of the best online
sources for up-to-the-minute information and articles on the big
bads with lots of searching capabilities.

www.zmag.org Website for the aforementioned Z Magazine, butway more than mere promotion. This site has piles and piles of
articles by all the smarty-pants radicals and plenty of searching
capabilities and links to other interesting sites.

www.hoovers.com Hoover's has been publishing its guide to
corporations for decades now, listing their finances, major play-
ers, addresses, histories, and main competitors. The website
offers a stripped-down version of the book. If you want to know
the basics for any given company, Hoover's is a good place to
cfarf

www.nyse.com Like the last site, the New York Stock Exchange's
website is not one that you go to with the idea that you'll find a
bunch of articles highly critical of the some of the most powerful
businesses in the world. However, they have lots of straightfor-
ward info on all of the companies that trade through them
(which includes most multinationals based in the US). A good
place to keep an eye on the current financial status of your
favorite multinational business.

www.mcspotlight.org or www.walmartwatch.com/index.cfm,
etc. Plenty of the companies out there have entire websites devot-
ed to all of their misdeeds. Here's the best one's for McDonalds .

and Wal-Mart, respectively. If you want to find one on some
other crappy transnational, simply type their name into a search
engine and you'll probably hit plenty of matches.

Books
Culture Jam by Kalle Lasn. The editor of Adbusters put out this
gem a few years back. It s basically a diatribe on the different
ways that corporations are controlling our lives and some
thoughts on how to defend ourselves as well. A good, thought-
provoking read.

Multinational Monitor - When it comes to facts and opinions
regarding the corporate giants, no one puts out better material
than MM. A relatively cheap, no-friils sorta magazine, packed to
the hilt with good info. PO Box 19405, Washington DC, 20036
www.multinationalmonitor.org, local bookstore or library.

Stay Tree ! - Stay Free! is a magazine that contains all of the things
that Adbusters is missing. An intelligent, and sometimes comical,
look at the world of commercialism. SF! publishes rather sparse-
ly and doesn't cost a lot. I would recommend subscribing to it,

but note that I, for no apparent reason, have not yet done so
myself. If I do want to subscribe. I'll write to them at 390 Butler
St. 3rd FI. New York, NY, 11217 or visit

No Lo^o by Naomi Klein. This will mark the third month in a row
that I ve mentioned this book. The point is: read it if you haven't.
Klein also just put out a new book called Fences and Windows,
which I haven t read yet. However, judging by her past offerings,
I think I can safely say that it'll be well worth reading.

Everythinv For Sale by Robert* Kuttner. This book is more about
markets than the corporations that control them, but it is nothing
short of amazing. Chock full of information, I highly recommend
this book if you re into the whole "intellectual economic criti-
cism" thing (and we all know you are).

Corporations Are Gonna Get Your Mama
, edited by Kevin Danaher.

This book is not quite as silly as its title ancl cover suggest.



However, it's a great read for those just getting into the subject of

corporate control. A handful of different subjects by a handful of

different writers, including Chomsky and Nader.

Corporate Predators by Russell Mokhiber and Robert Weissman.
From the respective editors of Corporate Crime Reporter and
Multinational Monitor, comes this collection of their weekly
columns that cover any aspect of the corporate takeover that you
could possibly imagine. Some of the articles in here are a bit

dated out, overall it's packed with tons of relevant facts and
opinions.

One World, Ready or Not by William Greider. This book details the

scatterbrain logic of globalization and all of the complexities it

causes in our lives and in our world. Highly recommended.

Manufacturing Consent by Edward S. Herman and Noam
Chomsky. This details the various ways that governments and
media companies conspire to misconstrue what we regard as

truth. Mandatory reading (and the documentary film of the same
name is also required).

(The rest of these books are a bit more focused on specific indus-

tries or companies, but are definitely worth reading for a closer

look into things.)

Fast Food Nation by Eric Schlosser. You can guess what its about,

but you have no idea how much information can be packed into

one book until you read this sucker. Highest possible recommen-
dation.

The Media Monopoly by Ben Bagdikian. Currently in its 6th edi-

tion, this book is a classic. It details the growing concentration of

the media industry and shows exactly what tnis will mean for

the average citizen (hint: it don't look good). An excellent

resource.

Toxic Sludge is Good For You! By John Stauber and Sheldon

Rampton. The fun of the public relations industry.

In Sam We Trust by Bob Ortega. The fun of Wal-Mart.

Just Do It: The Nike Spirit in the Corporate World by Donald Katz.

The fun of Nike.

Disney Discourse: Producing the Magic Kingdom by Eric Smoodin.
The fun of Disney.

I also try to scan a few of the major mainstream publications

like The Wall St. Journal, Barron's, Forbes, or Fortune. Yes, they

suck, but they're loaded with information right out of the

wolves' mouth. I don't recommend you give them any of your

money though. If you spend a lot of time in a library (which ain't

such a bad idea really), you can peruse them and learn a whole
bunch of freaky shit.

If you want to write me something (or send a zine...you

know trie drill) it's c/o Rainbow Bookstore Cooperative, 426 W.
Gilman St. Madison, WI 53703.

The Corporate
Misadventures of a

Working Girl

It lasted for three

years but now it's over. It

was surreal. I couldn't talk

about it in mixed compa-
ny. I had to explain it at

length to my good friends.

I led a double life.

I really liked my job.

My joo with the stuffiest old-money outfit there is. Look this

company up on Google and the first things you get are accusa-

tions that they purposely supported the Nazis (I don't think that

was true but it tells you something). On the application I had to

"describe (my) interest in banking." I'd love to know what I

wrote. I'm sure it's hilarious. I got hired because the job market

was ridiculously easy and the woman who interviewed me had

w GUEST
COLUMN
by Mary Givesashit

been an English major too. I started at a salary that I think is high-

er than anything either of my parents has ever made. Real fuckin'

American Dream time. In six months I stepped up to a new posi-

tion and began using the English skills Yd learned in college.

Sure, the material was boring, but I was thrilled to be working
with language and getting paid for it in something other than As
and Bs.

More importantly, and why I—who thinks money itself is

immoral—was able to not only work indirectly for corporations

I despise, supporting investment in countries that no doubt use

sweatshop and slave labor, but to really like it, is because these

people seemed to appreciate and reward a job well done. After

too many years of being piss poor and working shit jobs engi-

neered to make people expendable and make sure they are aware

of it, I had a career. Everyone was nice and said thank you for

everything I did. I simply paid attention and got told I was a

quick study. Times were good; we were always getting lunches,

stupid t-shirts, goodies. I got raises and bonuses. I thought "This

company could take care of me for life. Maybe I don't wanna be

a big wheeler-dealer and become a partner, but I could do OK."
Another reason I could rationalize it was that I worked for a

partnership and not a corporation. A group of people is person-

ally responsible for the actions of the company, unlike the corpo-

rate structure, where the corporation is considered a person for

legal purposes (how flicked up is that?) and no one is really

accountable for anything it does (for more information on the

sketchy origins of this arrangement, check out The Incorporation of

America by Alan Trachtenberg, Hill and Wang Publishers, 1982).

This somehow made it possible for me to walk into the fancy pol-

ished granite and mahogany lobby of my work with Aus Rotten

in my neadphones going "Come put on a suit, come work for us,

for all that you hate, and all that you distrust." Sure, it got to me
sometimes. And there was the double-life thing. I had to hide my
tattoo. Avoid anyone from work I saw on the street when my hair

was spiked. The last Dropkick Murphys show worth going to

(yes, tne really sweaty one in Southie), 1 had to go straight from
work but I couldn't change there, I had to find a public restroom.

So what happened? A year ago I got bored. I'd learned all I

could about a business I'm not even interested in. I'd been read-

ing the same crap for three years. The economy tanked, in this

beautiful monetary system of ours that is based on nothing but

whims instead of human rationality. My coworkers got really

petty and bitchy.

Now my boss has gone on to a well deserved, better posi-

tion. This could be the thing, I thought, I'll get a challenge, 1 can

keep going with this. Nope. She was not replaced by me or any-

one else. I am now supervised by a former "Corporate Actions"

guy (don't worry about what that means—essentially, nothing.

The worst kind of drone.) who has no idea what I do and hasn't

bothered to ask before micromanaging. I'm not getting devel-

oped, I'm getting asked to write down how many minutes I

spend on every little thing I do. Rhetoric like "our greatest asset

is our people," "our great client service is our hallmark" still

dribbles out of the highest mouths occasionally, but in reality

everyone who works for this company is considered an adver-

sary. We are not asked to stick together and keep doing a good
job with less, to use our creativity to help the firm to do well in a

bad environment, but it is assumed we are idiots and we are told

that adequate is enough. All the crap I bought into, all the pride

I took in mv work, down the toilet. I called in sick today because

I just couldn't deal with it.

And all this money I make? I took a hard look at the num-
bers and it turns out with Boston rent and general high cost of

living, credit cards I racked up when I was unemployed, and stu-

dent loans, I am still spending more than I earn. I am a rat on a

fucking wheel. I could do this for the rest of my life and never get

out. Trapped, just like Aus Rotten said. For what?
I realize now that liking my job was a dream. Few jobs will

ultimately ever be "good," fulfilling, fair, not a daily source of

misery, in a system based on greed. 1 notice now that the people

who stick around in places luce that are the people that accept

that and either tolerate it (slow death) or use it to their own
advantage (scumbagism). I don't blame my coworkers too much,

though; the system sets people against each other. When you

become convinced that you have to do something you hate and

be miserable every day, or you have to screw other people over

to get ahead, you see your only choice as doing that or failing to

achieve anything or provide for your family. It gets attached to

powerful emotional forces like parental instinct and self-esteem.



The people who accept this are the "guard" class Howard Zinn
talks about (in A People's History of the United States ofAmerica. I'd
tell you the page number but everyone should read the whole
thing.). In a way, these people are to blame for their blindness
and complacency, but in a way they are just duped.

But the reality is, that you have to keep a roof over your
head. It s a reality I ve had to face many times and find myself
facing again. Please don't write in to say what a sell-out I have
been if you still live with your parents or do enough drugs to
make livine without a shower seem cool and revolutionary. I

haven't had a stable family home to go back to since I was 16. It's
been all me, and I've done the best I could. Really worthwhile
things cost money: like music, whether you are making it or just
buying it. I wish it wasn't that way but right now it is. And all I

know right now is that I'm working on my resume and I have no
illusions and I'd like not to be too self-destructive trvine to (not7 )

deal with it.
J & *'

And, like so many others out there, I hate myfucking job.
In a weird way, it's good to be back.

PS. I wanna hear you bitch: marymary@cbgb.net. Also, the
Profit$ rule. I used to be one. If you've read this, make sure you
have read Erika's column too.

* V
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Look closely at George
W. Bush's neck the next
time you see a photo of
him or a speech on televi-

sion. Is it my imagination
or are there, bolts sticking
out of his neck? They're
there even if his publicity
department and makeup
artists have hidden them
well. Bush is a monster and quickly becoming the most notorious
one America has ever produced in fiction and in fact. I won't say
he's the most evil man in the world. I'm sure there are worse. But
he is the most dangerous by far. He is an unintelligent, ignorant,
self-righteous spoiled brat with his hands on the most lethal
weapon mankind has ever known. And he is our creation, our
Frankenstein. We made him, the American public. Let there be no
mistake about it. We did it.

George W. Bush is the product of our arrogance, our igno-
rance, our avarice, our unabated gluttony, our lack of integrity, and
our refusal to take responsibility for our own actions. We assem-
bled him piece by piece, decade after decade. We all did it. None
of us are truly innocent in this. Every one of us had a part. Every
employee who put in their eight hours doing a half-assed, half-
completed job with little regard to the outcome and left promptly
at 5:00, a chip on their shoulder and the attitude that their employ-
er owed them, inserted a bolt. Each time one of us cheated a bit on
the rules for our own gain, we tightened a screw. Every citizen
who complains about gas prices but drives a Suburban to work
helped dig up the corpse. Every Little League Dad who teaches his
that kid winning is everything and then encourages him to rub
defeat in the face of his opponent inserted an organ. All of us who
live to buy more and more toys and play hard were the ones who
snuck into the lab to steal the brain. Every parent who voted
against, or didn't vote at all, to support school bond elections and
then proceeded to complain about the poor grades of their dar-
lings, hooked up the electrodes. And let's not forget the voters and
people who should have voted but didn't in every past
Presidential election. How many of them made their decision, and
such an important one, on appearances, on what they saw on the
television news, which we all readily admit is a manipulative
biased infotainment media rather than a credible source? How
many constituents simply didn't bother to vote because it got in
the way of their play time? How many simply don't bother to even
register? We have all worked so hard together to assemble this
heinous monster. And finally, as a society, we threw the switch
bringing life to it.

Let s stand back and take a good look at what we've created.
Our Commander in Chief is a dense, spoiled rich kid who's been
given the biegest and most dangerous toy in the world. He has
average intelligence at best. The extent of his experience in foreign
affairs is a vacation trip to Mexico. He has never held the type of
character-building job we all have. He's never worked in a gas sta-
tion, fast food restaurant, or retail store. I doubt his first car was a
beat-up old Ford or crumbling Volkswagen Beetle. Clearly, from

his speeches, he is not well-educated or cultured, regardless of
whatever degree Daddy bought him. His family connections took
advantage of the system and bought his way out of service in the
National Guard. Daddy bought him oil wells, a baseball team, and
a Governorship. And how can we ignore the fact that Daddy's
appointed Justices and Florida Brother Jeb connived to weasel him
into the Oval Office? I would not want this man as a dinner guest
or someone to share a beer with or principal of my son's school, let
alone President. And now he's lying, cheating, stamping his feet,
throwing tantrums to get what he wants. The cost to our society
and country without a war is already horrendous. With it, it will
be unimaginable. None of us will live long enough to see the mess
cleaned up, even if it ever is.

However, this is our way. This is the American way. This is
how we do things. We are a society of spoiled children. If not
George W. Bush, it would have been somebody else. He was
inevitable. He is the current link in the chain. Clinton had his part.
So did George Senior, Reagan, Nixon. Even the immortalized John
Kennedy was a link. Is it any wonder we're so vilified worldwide
we inspire men with families to fly jumbo jets into skyscrapers?
For years we've allowed our leaders to apply a hypocritical for-
eign policy based on doing whatever they want so long as we get
what we want: SUVs, widescreen TVs, high-tech electronic gadg-
ets, mobil homes, jet skis, oil, oil, and more oil. Our international
athletes as ambassadors of our culture are an undignified embar-
rassment. • Recall numerous incidents at various Olympics held
around the world. When we win we're bad winners. When we
lose we're even worse and again, spoiled children throwing
tantrums. Look at the US Olympic hockey team in Nagano trash-
ing their hotel rooms. Look at speed skater Anton Ohno, a spoiled
brat if ever there was one, who was directly involved in contro-
versy after controversy. How about our basketball Dream Teams?
This is fair play? We should be proud when they humiliate
Portugal 134-52 and then gloat because they kicked ass?!

The concept that our form of democracy is the only one which
protects human rights, the only one other nations should adopt,
the only one, is absurd and arrogant as hell. These are different cul-
tures with different values, different religions and different soci-
eties with different ways of thinking. They're entitled to their own
different form of government, right or wrong. Who are we to
impose our ways, by force, on the rest of the world? And yet, we
all seem to have the false belief our way is the only way. Having
lived abroad for only three years I can testify—it's not. It might
work for us—although right now it isn't—but it's not going to
work for everyone.

The current Bush administration and the corner we've
allowed it to paint us into is all our fault. We have a beautiful and
special country here and a great Constitution. However, the time
has rnmp In nut zwatzwt rViilHicVi fKir-w-rc- „—
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i ihas come to put awav childish things, to grow up and take a long
’ painful look at ourselves as a society. We must examinehard and pa ^ uj a wc uium examine

ourselves honestly for the faults in ourselves that have led to what,
if 1 of i x a r-» 1 1 ^ ^ 1, r "L. ^ J nif let unchecked, will certainly be our downfall.—PHESSWOLL@aol.com
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Thank god for Scotland. Bt*

Without those goddamn
bog-trotters, tonight would
be a bit more painful.
However, thanks to out tar-

tan-clad friends, my nerves
are quite dull at the moment,
and the fact that Our
Fearless Leader has plunged
us into America's second
war in just two years is a wee
bit easier to take. Instead of throwing this fucking computer out
the window, I am writing on it. Thank god for the Scotch.
One of the things that makes this war so hard to comprehend is
that there is nothing to comprehend. There is no reason for this
war. Hell, with the last Gulf War you could point to the invasion
of Kuwait or oil or protecting Saudi Arabia—things I disagree
with but solid explanations. With the bombing of Serbia you
could dig up Bosnia and rape camps. But there is nothing here.
This is a war that George W. Bush and his cohorts pulled out of
their asses. No wonder it stinks.

Listening to Bush a few nights ago—the evening he threw
down his ultimatum—I had a little hope. I thought the Limeys
would send Tony Blair packing, but the English railed again, so



salvation is with their northern neighbors. Of course, the media

jerked themselves to ecstasy over Bush's ultimatum. "A fine

speech," they commented. "What an orator." So enthralled these

pawns were that they didn't notice that every one of the presi-

dent's utterances was either a lie or a distortion. The Iraq/Al

Qaeda connection has been proven false time and again. The

insinuation that Iraq has nuclear weapons is absurd. And refer-

ring to the United States' ignoring the United Nations as "diplo-

macy" is nothing less than rape of the English language. No
comment from the media on all that. And no mention that the

president was either drugged or had a few pops. His speech was
slurred and he looked like a mess. I think the man is either on

drugs and/or drink or he is insane.

I do know one thing—and perhaps this explains the war

—

Bush is a True Believer. The man believes he is carrying out

God's will. He insists that his every act is guided by Providence.

Think about that for a while. The President of the United States

thinks that he is a cipher for God. Remember what this country

thinks of people who claim to be on a mission from God. David

Korresh. Jim Jones. The Reverend Moon. We not only consider

these folks crackpots, but we think them dangerous. And on this

point, I would agree with American groupthink. And I would

also advise that we apply the same standards to Our Fearless

Leader.

Take a trip down memory lane with me. It is the mid 1980s

and a fellow named James Watt is the Secretary of the Interior

under President Ronald Reagan, a fellow who looks better and

better as the days wear on. Watt was a Christian

Millenniumariari. He believed that we were living in the End
Times and that there was no reason to protect the environment.

Rapture was coming so we might was well chop down every

tree we can. Watt fumbled when he denied the Beach Boys from

playing DC's annual July 4th celebration—he thought they were

playing the Devil's music. His weirdo beliefs became public

Knowledge and he was out of work. Nowadays we have a man
in America's top job who is just as much of a True Believer as

James Watt. He also is a man who has had lifelong problems

with substance abuse (cocaine, booze, etc.). He has never held a

job based on his merit. His jobs were either given or stolen for

him. He dodged military duty. His daughters are drug addicts,

which tells me he has failed as a parent. And he became presi-

dent based on an election ripped off for him by his brother. Add
this up and you wouldn't let the man run a goddamn fast food

restaurant; but here he is, president of the most powerful nation

in the world and now he and his advisors have started a war
without any reason behind it. Back to Bush's psycho-spiritual

beliefs. The man has referred to his cause against Iraq as a cru-

sade. He thinks he is a mere finger on the hand of God. And he

believes that the salvation of the world is his responsibility. To

think that this most recent spasm of ultra-vi is religiously

inspired is not a reach. Here is one of our "Great Thinkers,' St.

Augustine: "The true believer must not condemn war but must

look upon it as a necessary evil, as a punishment which God has

imposed upon men. For war is, like pestilence and famine and

all other evils, on a visitation of God for the chastisement of men
for their betterment, and to prepare them for salvation."

Combine that notion with the belief that one is carrying out the

will of God and you have George W. Bush's little war.

Let's forget this dark night for a second and examine the

stated justification for this war. Bush and his cohorts have told

the world that this is a "preventative war," that the US, Great

Britain, and a few countries hot for US aid are striking against

Iraq so that Iraq does not strike the US and its pal at some date

to be determined by Iraq and, perhaps, God, but we really aren't

sure, however we know that Iraq is bad and that is wnat bad

people do. This line of thinking is not exactly new. Ronald

Reagan's invasion of Grenada was justified as a preventative

strike. Grenada, if you recall, is a spit puddle of an island in the

Caribbean. In 1983, had the nerve to hire some Cubans to build

an airstrip capable of servicing major airliners, something

Grenada needed to fuel its tourist industry. Reaean insisted,

without proof, the air strip was for Soviet fighter planes and, as

a preventive measure, launched Operation Urgent Fury and

destroyed the strip. A few years earlier Israel launched an air

strike on Iraq's nuclear reactor at Osirak in 1981. Israel's justifi-

cation for the attack was that Iraq could have some day used

that nuclear reactor to use make nuclear weapons that it might

one day use against Israel. A few nations hooted in protest but

the US was there to back Israel—even though Iraq was then an

ally. So the idea of preemptive strikes are not new. However the

reality of preventative war is. Back in 2000, the US Commission

on National Security/21st Century, chaired by former US
Senators Gary Hart and Warren Rudman, issued a report called

"Seeking A National Strategy: A Concert for Preserving Security

and Promoting Freedom" (http:/ /www.nssg.gov/PhaseII.pdf).

The report sought to come up witn a new national

"defense" strategy that would serve the US in the 2001 century.

The report calls for such things as strengthening the interna-

tional community through increased trade and lessening trade

restrictions, the sharing of intelligence information, and work-

ing through international and regional groups to solve problems

and make the world more secure. It also states that when these

things fail—the success and failure being determined by the

United States and not its fellow nations—preventative diploma-

cy should be used. If diplomacy fails—again, as defined by the

US—then preventative war would be necessary. The report was

widely received with little criticism and many of its ideas

—

including preventative warr—were adopted by the Bush admin-

istration. bo we know what preventative war is but what does it

mean? The Sacramento Bee is correct in asserting that "launching

a preventative war marks a radical departure both from our

own traditions and the norms of international life. And the way
it was launched...may mark the end of an international system

that has served America well."

It also makes the world a much more dangerous place.

Consider this: Under the doctrine of preventative war, any

nation can attack another nation because it thinks that the target

nation may pose a threat to its national security. If we are to use

Bush's war as a precedent, proof that a nation is a threat does

not have to be provided. The claim that one has proof and the

rattling around of papers is all that is needed. Because the

United States has struck first using this rational, other nations

who fear that the US might be a threat to them, can now attack

the US, claiming the right to make preventative war. This is not

a stretch. One of Bush's main advisors. Richard Pearle, has pub-

licly stated that, after Iraq, the US will have to deal with North

Korea, Iran, and Syria. Pearle and others have urged US action

on that kettle of KAOS, Cuba. Pearle urges that the US use mil-

itary force, not diplomacy. Given the United States, war on Iraq

and a past that has included invasions and bombings of

Grenada, Nicaragua, Libya, Yugoslavia, Somalia, Sudan,

Panama—not one county who had declared war or attacked the

US—I would say that any of the "rogue nations" have some-

thing to fear from the US. That being so, are they now allowed

to attack America first?

Let's get off of America for a bit. Let's look east of Iraq, to

the Pakistan /India border. Both countries hate each other. Both

have a long history of attacking each other. Both are currently in

a border dispute. Both have nuclear weapons. And both could

claim the right to declare preventative war on the other. How
'bout Israel and the Arab nations? There is no love there. Arab

nations have attacked Israel in the past and Israel has invaded

and bombed its neighbors. There are those in the Arab countries

who believe that as long as Israel exists the region is not safe.

And there are those in Israel—including the mob in power

—

who think that all of its neighbors are out for Israel. And Israel

has nukes. The former Soviet Union does not offer much hope.

The relationship of Russia with its neighbors, including mem-
bers of the CIS, are always strained. There are divisions between

former Soviet Republics that go back to tribal days. Down in

Africa, ethnic groups fear each other and routinely look for a

reason to rid themselves of their enemy.

And the situation around the globe is not any better.

Preventative war does not mean the end of war, as our Fearless

Leader would like us to believe. No, it means auite the opposite.

The protocol for war has just been abolished. With preventative

war now a precedent, there is nothing to stop a nation from

attacking another. Ryan Wells, a friend and a scnolar, writes me
"if the US goes nuke [in the War on Iraq in retaliation for Iraq

using chemicals], every county on this planet with any industri-

al capacity is going to try to buy/develop nukes. The message is

simple: If you have nukes, the US will leave you alone in any

int'l conflict. If you don't, we'll smash you flat as a bug." Ryan

is even more correct than he knows. Regardless of whether the

US uses nukes or not, I think the message is: If you have nukes,

we leave you alone. If you don't and we still think you are a

threat than we crush you—as a rule, the US does not attack

nations who can blast back. By dumping on diplomacy and



going with preventative war on bluster, the US has given the
world one defense: The possession of nuclear weapons.

So here we sit in a world far more dangerous than it

was just two days ago. Our fate has been determined by a group
of people in Washington who are bent on Empire and whose
front man believes he is God's messenger. The American public
lets the government expand its police powers with little protest.
The public is even silent about that fact those in power are their
due to a stolen election. And, man, do I have a hangover. My
friend Josh Chaffin sent me an email that simply said, "Fuck this
war." To which I replied, "Yeah, and the horse it rode in on."

Correspondence to scotts@sl.net No spam please. Or 1114 21st
Street, Sacramento, CA 95814 USA

"I feel it coming on just

like it did before. They
feed your pride with bore-
dom and lead you on to
war. The way they treat

each other makes me feel

ill. Cuz if you want a war
ou'r just dying to get
illed. A pox upon the

media and everything you
read, they tell you your opinions and they're very good indeed.
I wanna destroy you!"
—The Soft Boys

As I sit here bombs have begun falling on Iraq. There are so
many feelings and emotions running rampant through my head
right now. I'm disgusted. I'm outraged. I'm saddened. I'm fright-
ened. I've spent the day staring in disbelief at the television
screen, trying to make sense of it all in my head. I knew this was
coming. But 1 still can't believe that it is finally upon us. I mostly
just feel numb. All the protests, all the anger—it almost feels like
it's been for nothing. The largest mass protests against war in
mankind's history have seeminglv done nothing. War is upon us
and will remain with us, in one form or another, for what could
be the rest of our lives. As American warplanes pound the Iraqi
soil, I am left wondering, why? I know the rationale that is being
sold by the Bush administration—weapons of mass destruction,
he's evil (aka regime change), supports terrorists and so on—but
I'm still not buying.

I fear what this means in terms of global power politics—as
the United States assumes its role as the leading imperial power
on the globe—a planet where American exceptionalism takes
preeminace over the reamainder of the world. This first strike
policy is a dangerously slippery slope for the world to be head-
ed down. The possibilities for total world war are endless when
you're using "might makes right" and "an eye for an eye"as your
primary models for international relations. This is the" precedent
and example we are setting as the dominant world power. If we
can do it with Iraq what is to stop India from marching into
Pakistan or North Korea from launching a preemptive assault on
South Korea?

r

Watching the news makes me wanna fucking retch—the
way the media allows itself to be manipulated and guided by
Bush, Fleischer, Rumsfeld and the rest. Memories of the well gau-
rded controls on information from the first Gulf War come flood-
ing back. They keep pushing this notion of how history is being
made with these embedded reporters, how you the viewer at
home will be able to watch the war as it unfolds! Like sports! Of

course, the media will only report what the government allows
them to report, which doesn t always correspond with what
needs to be reported. Nothing new, I know, as that has been fun-
damental press policy for the Bush administration since they
came to power. The play by play football game style reporting in
regards to our killer arsenal of weapons is disgusting. The look
of awe on .the faces of reporters as ravenous generals tell how
fucking kick ass our "smart bombs" are makes me wanna throw
the fucking television off the roof (mavbe I should anyway,
right?) None of this comes as a suprise to most of you astute and
cerebral punk rockers, but a reminder, it's times like these that
alternative sources for news become more important than ever.

Be certain to pay attention to Nathan's column this month—
lotsa good info and resources for you to check out. Also, to echo
a bit of Mykel's column, where are the bring-the-war home folx?
Going to those monthly RCP (ahem, ANSWER)-sponsered peace
protests has become more and more mundane. Woohoo! Look at
us wandering around aimlessly like sheep under the watchful
eye of the San Francisco Police Department. Fuck that. In sharp
contrast, the hit and run protests that have managed to shut
down the city of San Francisco for the last two days have been
simply amazing. It's still too early at this point to really have an
acurate perspective on everything, but right now I'm beaming.
It's not going to stop the war, but it sure does show that we're not
going to take their shit.

Endnotes:

1) Famed Bay Area punk venue. Burnt Ramen, is gone. See John's
letter in this issue, it sucks a lot as it was a rad place for shows.
Next issue I'm planning on running something about it, and the
shut downs of a number of other spaces across the countrv
(including ABCNoRio)
2) I'm planning on doing a Bay Area scene report on a fairly reg-
ular basis, so please do get in touch with me with info about
what you and your pals are up to. People in other parts of the
country should do the same.
3) Don't get caught.

4) Send me presents via the MRR PO Box, or email me via
mikethorn@maximumrocknroll.com

Well, here we go
again. The US military has
announced a handful of
new "operations" in the
last few days. Jake swore
up and down one of them
was called "Operation
Cameltoe." I ask you—we
have no national health-
care; how the hell can we
afford all these operations?

Chicken-with-its-
head-cut-off time at MRR: final deadline. I'm trying to finish up
this issue and get out in the streets, so I'll cut this short.
Yesterday, the day after war was declared, protesters took over
intersection after intersection, street after street, in downtown
San Francisco, often closely trailed by hundreds of riot cops.
Many, many arrests. In attendance were thousands of well-
meaning, courageous people, including Kathleen Hanna and a
homeless guy with a chicken.

This war is terrible, and it wasn't inevitable, either. We can't
prevent it, now, but we can (read: must) try to stop it. If you are
doing anything to resist the war where you live, and I hope you
are, let us know, OK? Thanks.
PO Box 170291 , SF, CA 94117
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FROM THE STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO TO THE CITIES OF

BANGLADESH, MILLIONS UNITE TO VOICE THEIR PROTESTS
by Andrew Gumbel

Published on Friday, March 21, 2003 by the lndepen-

dent/UK

Demonstrations against the war in Iraq

erupted on every continent yesterday. Millions of peo-

ple opposed to the United States-led military invasion

abandoned their work or studies and took to the

streets.

Most protests were peaceful although a

handful became violent, usually when police in riot

gear sought to keep marchers away from American

embassies and consulates. In some Muslim countries,

the protests gave renewed vigor to Islamist political

parties that are using the war as a recruiting tool.

In the West - including the US - partici-

pants expressed their concerns that the Bush adminis-

tration was recklessly leading the world to a more

unstable future.

Thousands of Egyptian demonstrators

shout anti-U.S. and British slogans during a protest

against the U.S.-led war on Iraq following Friday

prayers outside Al-Azhar mosque in Cairo, the highest

Islamic Sunni institution, Friday, March 21, 2003.

(AP Photo/Amr Nabil)

In Brussels, around 3,000 people protested

as European Union leaders were opening a summit to discuss the Iraq

war. Four people were detained for throwing rocks at the US embassy and

police used water cannons when a burning object was thrown at the

American flag outside the embassy.

“Stop the Bush fire,” they chanted in Berlin. “US warmongers

go to hell!” read a banner in Calcutta. In Cairo, the largest city in the

Arab world, anti-American sentiment accompanied expressions of anger

at the country’s leadership, which is pro-American and a big recipient of

US aid. The discontent highlights the danger of political upheaval across

the Middle East in the wake of the war.

“Down with Arab leaders!” the crowd chanted, as riot police

used water cannon to prevent about 1,000 students armed with stones

from approaching the US embassy. Cries of Leave, leave Mubarak! , a

reference to the Egyptian President, Hosni Mubarak, could also be heard.

Mr Mubarak and his security forces have given an increasing

degree of leeway to anti-war protesters in recent weeks, perhaps to create

an outlet for growing anti-government sentiment. But that did not stop

police near the US embassy from swinging at protesters’ heads with

batons.

Otherprotests scattered across the Arab world included 1,000

women and children burning US and Israeli flags in the Gaza Strip and

a clash between riot police and 1,000 demonstrators outside the British

embassy in Beirut.

In the Philippines, riot police used truncheons to break up a

small group of protesters who burnt an American flag and portraits of

President George Bush and Gloria Arroyo, the President of the

Philippines. She has stood staunchly by the United States in the war on

terrorism.

In Indonesia, a Muslim party organized a rally in Jakarta while

in Semarang, Java, police clashed with 50 students after they burnt an

effigy of the US president.

In Pakistan, protesters denounced “American terrorism ,
and

in Bangladesh left-wingers and Muslim politicians joined hands as they

burnt US and British flags.

Italy’s three biggest unions organized a two-hour general strike.

“We want to bring cities to a standstill,” said Luca Casarini, a union

organizer.”We don’t want people to get used to the idea of war, to think

that it is normal.”
.

Demonstrators peacefully occupied train tracks in Turin,

blocked a motorway in Barcelona, marched through the Brandenburg

Gate in Berlin, and flooded through Athens streets. Many of the hun-

dreds of thousands of participants were schoolchildren.

Riot police in Geneva fired tear gas and rubber bullets on a

crowd of 500 high school and university students marching towards the

US mission to the United Nations. Non k la Busherie! they chanted,

playing on the French word for butchery'.

In the United States, much of the anti-war sentiment that gave

rise to hundreds of protests in towns and cities across the country a

month ago has subsided as people feel obliged to support the troops and

pray for their safety. But the anti-war spirit was very much alive in San

Francisco, where hundreds of protesters, many of them linked with metal

pipes, blocked streets and motorway slip roads to disrupt morning com-

muters and initiate what they described as a festival of resistance .

Participants received a hasty training session, early yesterday on

non-violent disobedience before taking up their posts. Hundreds of cars

and dozens of buses were held up in traffic jams. Much of the financial

district was surrounded. “We cant just go on with our lives when people

are dying,” said Carol Maddox, an occupational therapist.

At some intersections, protesters stood placidly as the police

hauled them off. At others, the police simply kept watch as the partici-

pants chanted slogans. “Bush, you liar, we’re going to set your ass on fire,”

one banner read.

In Washington, a much smaller group of about 150 protesters

temporarily shut down the inbound travel lanes of a road running across

the Potomac river. About 50 more cycled into central Washington with

signs reading “bikes not bombs”, and outside the White House a further

50 demonstrators shouted: “No blood for oil!

While the police were generally patient with the protesters, the

onset of the war has changed the mood at American military bases. In

response to plans for a demonstration at Vandenberg Air Force base in

central California this weekend, officials warned that anyone found tres-

passing would be subject to a new shoot-to-kill policy.



DEEP CONCERNS
by Noam Chomsky
March 20, 2003

THIRD U.S.

DIPLOMAT RESIGNS
OVER IRAQ POLICY

Ac this grim moment, we can do nothing to stop the ongoing invasion. But that does not mean that the task is over
for people who have some concern for justice, freedom, and human rights. Far from it. The tasks will be more urgentthan before whatever the outcome of the attack. And about that, no one has any idea: not the Pentagon, the CIA,
or anyone else. Possibilities range from the horrifying humanitarian catastrophes of which aid and relief agencies thatwork in Iraq have been warning, to relatively benign outcomes-though even ifnot a hair is harmed on anyone’s head
that will in no way mitigate the ct.minality of those willing to subject helpless people to such terrible risks, for theirown shameful purposes.

As for the outcomes, it will be a long time before preliminary judgments can be made. One immediate
task is to lend what weight we can to more benign outcomes. That means, primarily, caring for the needs of the vic-
tims not just of this war but of Washington's vicious and destructive sanctions regime of the past ten years, which
has has devastated the civilian society, strengthened the ruling tyrant, and compelled the population to rely on him
lor survival As has been pointed out for years, the sanctions therefore undermined the hope that Saddam Husseinwould go the way of other murderous tyrants no less vicious than he. That includes a terrible rogues gallery of crim- . ,mals who were also supported by those nowar the helm in Washington, m many cases to the last days of their bloody ?
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rule - cud not know when Wrights resignation took
effect.

Published on Friday, March 21, 2003
by Reuters

WASHINGTON - A third U.S. diplomat has
resigned partly because of opposition to U.S.
policy toward Iraq, a State Department official

said on Thursday.

Mary Wright, deputy chief of mis-
sion ac the U.S. Embassy in Ulan Bator,

Mongolia, cited U.S. policy toward Iraq, North
Korea and the Israeii-Palestinian conflict as rea-

sons for her decision to step down, said the offi-

cial, who asked not to be named. The official

Ceausescu, to mention only one obvious and highly pertinent case.

Elementary decency would call for massive reparations from the US; lacking that, at least a flow of aid to
1 strongfy believe that going to war

Iraqts, so that they can rebuild what has been destroyed in their own way, not as dictated by people in Washington
n<
^
W
f make lhc WOfld more dangerous, not

and Crawford whose higher faith is that power comes from the barrel of a gun.
safer/ Wright, the senior-most U.S. diplomat to

But the issues are much more fundamental, and long range. Opposition to the invasion of Iraq has been
d°Wn

?
VCr Ira<F sa^ in a *o Secretary

entirely without historical precedent. That is why Bush had to meet his two cronies at a US military base on an island
'

State Colin Powell that quoted by the
where they would be safely removed from any mere people. The opposition may be focused on the invasion of Iraq’

Washin&™ Post.

but its concerns go far beyond that. There is growing fear of US power, which is considered to be the greatest threat . ,
¥* newspaper Said Wright also ttiti-

ice in much of the world, probably by a large majority. And with the technology of destruction now at hand,
C* a “lack of policy on North

L r I
T, 61U,V1,16 ^ power, wnicn is considered to be the

to peace m much of the world, probably by a large majority. And with the technology of destruction
rapidly becoming more lethal and ominous, threat to peace means threat to survival.

Fear of the US government is not based solely on this invasion, but on the background from which it aris-
es. An openly-declared determination to rule the world by force, the one dimension in which US power is supremeand to make sure that there will never be any challenge to that domination. Preventive wars are to be fought at will
Preventive, not Pre-emnnvp • • i

Korea and a lack of effort” by Washington to

cry to resolve the Israeii-Palestinian conflict.

Wright followed John H. Brown, a

— tu uidi uuiinnanon. rreventive wars are to be fought at will:
krmcf cu *rura* attac^c at the U.S. Embassy in

I reventive, not Pre-emptive. Whatever the justifications for pre-emptive war might sometimes be they do not hold
Moscow> and John Brady Kieshng, political

for the very different category of preventive war: the use of military force to eliminate an Jma.in counselor s

’ ~ * *

r at die U.S. Embassy in Athens, in

stepping down this year because of U.S. policy
on Iraq.

The United States began its war
against Iraq on Wednesday by bombing targets

on the outskirts of Baghdad and it attacked key
i mind that the words I quoted are not those of Dick Cheney or Donald Rumsfeld

slt*s in the Iraqi capital with cruise missiles on
• “

• - Thursday in an effort to end Iraqi President

f , ..,r
r — jt~nnv.-t.uiM tui prc-cmpuive war mignt sometimes be, they do not hold

for the very different category of preventive war: the use of military force to eliminate an imagined or invented threat
rhe open y-announced goal is to prevent any challenge to the “power, position, and prestige of the United States.”Such challenge, now or in the future, and any sign chat it may emerge, will be met with overwhelming force by the
rulers of the country that now apparently outspends the rest of the world combined on means of violence, and is forg-

fof /ample
^ dangef°US padl5 °Ver neilr'unanimous world opposition: development of lethal weaponry in space,

or nrl>.. 1
W°r ‘ l ‘ beann® m ~™‘ ‘ 1“"™ •*<= “oi tnose or luck t.nenev or Uonald Rumsfeld

—
or other radical statist extremists now m charge. Rather, they ate the words of the respected elder statesman Dean »
Acheson, 40 years ago, when he was a senior advisor to the Kennedy Administration. He was justifying US actions

SatWam Husseins
against^ Cuba—knowing that the international terrorist campaign aimed at “regime
change had just brought the world close to terminal nuclear war. Nevertheless, he
instructed the American Society of International Law, no “legal issue” arises in the case
of a US response to a challenge to its “power, position, and prestige,” specifically ter-
rorist attacks and economic warfare against Cuba.

I bring this up as a reminder that the issues are deep-seated. The current
administration is at the extremist end of the policy-planning spectrum, and its adven-
turism and penchant for violence are unusually dangerous. But the spectrum is not
that broad, and unless these deeper issues are addressed, we can be confident that
other ultrareactionary extremists will gain control of incredible means of devastation
and repression.

The “imperial ambition” of the current power holders, as it is frankly
called, has aroused shudders throughout the world, including the mainstream of the
establishment at home. Elsewhere, of course, the reactions are far more fearful, par-
ticularly among the traditional victims. They know too much history, the hard way; to
be comforted by exalted rhetoric. They have heard enough of that over the centuries
as they were being beaten by the club called “civilization.” Just a few days ago, the head
of the non-aligned movement, which includes the governments of most of the worlds
population, described the Bush administration as more aggressive than Hitler. He hap-
pens to be very pro-American, and right in the middle of Washingtons international
economic projects. And there is little doubt that he speaks for many of the tradition-
al victims, and by now even for many of their traditional oppressors.

It is easy to go on, and important to think these matters through, with care and honesty.

lerrninal nuclear war has been avoided by near miracle in the past; a few months before Acheson’s speech, to mention one case that should be fresh in o„r



War Inc.
American corporations with close ties to the White

House are poised to cash in on Saddam’s defeat.

French companies need not apply.

By Farhad Manjoo
. ,

As the prospect of war with Iraq comes ever closer, companies with

expertise in combating oil-well fires have be^un to publicly complain that the U.S

government has not been forthcoming with details of the Firefighting services it may

require in the Middle East.

Their concern is not abstract; many experts think it is likely that Saddam Hussein

may duplicate his behavior in Kuwait and destroy Iraqi oil fields in a last:gasp ges-

ture of defiance. So, early in March the Department of Defense finally announced

that it had developed a plan to deal with the possibility, and on Thursday the

Pentagon posted a toll-free phone number on its Web site to provide a recorded

message ... on the information necessary for firms to be added to the bidders list.

After just a few hours, the phone number had been overwhelmed with calls; by the

afternoon, a message said that the voice-mailbox was full, and it offered no details

on how firms could bid for firefighting contracts.

The overloaded Defense Department bidding line provides a good illus-

tration of the frenzy for war that is building in some sectors of the business com-

munity. Ifs not just the firefighters; many companies see war in Iraq in a favorable

light, as a significant source of new business.

Representatives of these firms won’t say so in so many words, certainly,

and Some like the firefighters or the construction companies that will rebuild crit-

ical infrastructure in Iraq—convincingly defend their work as necessary to immedi-

ately aid civilians and repair a war-ravaged nation. War is hell, but when the fight-

ing is over, somebody’s got to make things better. Whafs so wrong with profiting

from the deal in the process?

But even if there’s nothing exactly new about making money from war,

this particular conflict, a preemptive war of choice, presents the somewhat novel

prospect of the U.S. government deciding how war profits will be distributed even

before the first sorties are launched. Whether you think Iraq will be “conquered’ or

“liberated” by American forces, regime change in the country will open up vast new

opportunities for commercial interests to do business there, and the Bush adminis-

tration could have wide latitude in determining which of those interests win out.

Already, companies are jockeying for prime positions, and already there are signs

that the White House is being nicest to its friends.

On March 10, for example, the Wall Street Journal reported that the

United States Agency for International Development (USAID) had invited a hand-

ful of large engineering firms to bid on a $900 million contract for rebuilding Iraq.

The Journal described the agency’s efforts as quiet, but secret seems a more apt

term. In a procedure designed to respond to “urgent circumstances,” the agency

decided not to put out a public notice soliciting engineering bids and instead

approached select firms “with a proven track record, said Ellen Yount, an agency

spokeswoman.
All of these firms are American, and many have close ties to present and

former government officials. One of the companies is Kellogg Brown & Root, a sub-

sidiary of the Halliburton Co., the firm that Vice President Dick Cheney ran dur-

ing the 1990s. (KBR also developed the Pentagons firefighting plan.) USAID

declined to discuss the sort of work it had asked the companies to do, and several of

the firms would neither confirm nor deny that they had been contacted by the gov-

ernment regarding Iraqi reconstruction. The others were only slightly less reticent,

admitting uiey were part of the group but refusing to discuss details of USAID s

request ^ Wednesday, top U.S. foreign policy experts, working on behalf of

the Council on Foreign Relations, released a report estimating rebuilding in Iraq to

cost up to $20 billion per year for “several years”; it’s reasonable to expect, then, that

after the war, contracts worth much more than USAID s initial $900 million request

will be made available to firms.
.

The news that some well-connected American firms will be first in line

for these billion-dollar deals did not help the Bush administration’s case for war

internationally. Headlines all over the world questioned the White House’s true

motives for war. During a session of the British Parliament, one Liberal Democrat

member asked Prime Minister Tony Blair why his allies in the U.S. had pointedly

excluded British and foreign firms.” Vincent Cable, the M.P., continued, “Is the

prime minister not embarrassed to have given such unstinting loyalty to an

American president who regards international cooperation with such contempt and

war as an opportunity to dish out contracts to his cronies?” Blair dodged the ques-

tion, but his spokesman told the British press that the prime minister hopes the

United Nations, and not the U.S., would head the rebuilding effort.

Ifs hyperbole to argue that the Bush administration wants to invade Iraq

only for the benefit of its friends in the corporate world (though some people no

doubt believe that). For some businesses—most notably the airlines, which fear bil-

lions in losses if there is a war—an invasion will likely be terrible for the balance

sheet. But, as in the Gulf War, some companies will make a bundle from an attack,

and one doesn’t have to be very conspiracy-minded to notice that these are the very

same firms that have intimate ties with the Bush administration. Is it unreasonable

to think that the high-minded goal of bringing freedom to Iraqis exists, in this

White House, alongside many less noble political calculations—for instance, old-

fashioned corporate opportunism? Or, making sure that the spoils ofwar stay out of

the hands of the troublesome French?

In the waning days of the Gulf War, estimates for the cost of rebuilding

Kuwait, which had been plundered by Iraq’s occupying forces, ranged in the hun-

dreds of billions of dollars. Construction and oil-services firms saw the country as a

bonanza. Even before the exiled Kuwaiti government had been fully restored, it was

welcoming reconstruction bids from foreign companies. American executives were

the most assiduous deal makers, visiting Kuwaiti royals at their base in Taif, Saudi

Arabia, and beating European firms to multibillion-dollar deals.

It turned out that Kuwait was a smaller prize than businesses had ini-

tially anticipated—reconstruction cost tens, not hundreds, of billions of dollars. But

U.S. firms got the lions share of the work, with one company, Bechtel Corp., a pri-

vate, family-owned and very secretive firm based in San Francisco, ending up with

the main rebuilding contract, worth an estimated $2.5 billion.

Bechtel has a legendary history of setting its sights on large projects and

successfully networking with influential peojple who can bring those projects to the

company. The firm built the Hoover Dam, the subway systems in San Francisco and

Washington, D.C., the tunnel under the English Channel, and many U.S. nuclear

power plants. In his book “Friends in High Places: The Bechtel Story: The Most

Secret Corporation and How It Engineered the World,” the journalist Laton

McCartney outlines Bechtel’s ties to powerful people, many of them Republicans.

Caspar Weinberger, Ronald Reagan’s defense secretary, was once Bechtels general

counsel; Reagan’s secretary of state, George Schultz, is a former Bechtel president.

“Gerald Ford had also lent a hand, as Richard Nixon had before him, and Ronald

Reagan after him, by trying to give Bechtel commercial access to the nation’s most

secret nuclear technology,” McCartney writes, citing one example of Bechtels reach.

And Bechtel is no stranger to the current Bush administrati

Not surprisingly, Bechtel was one of the companies selected by USAID

to bid for a contract in Iraq. “We are one of the world’s leading engineering and con-

struction firms, so if there’s infrastructure work to be done in Iraq, we have exten-

sive experience in doing that,” Jonathan Marshall, a spokesman for Bechtel, said.

But Marshall was warv of Bechtel being seen as pushing for a war. We do hope tor

a peaceful resolution here,” he said. “If there’s work to be done it should be done in

an atmosphere of peace and not war. We’re not trying to take advantage of anything

Parsons, a construction company based in Irvine, Calif., is another of

the major firms contacted by USAID. Parsons also did well in Kuwait, landing a

contract worth hundreds of millions to expand the country’s refining capacity. But

when asked what kind of work the company might do in Iraq, Erin Kuhlman, a

spokeswoman, said that any Iraq contract would be similar to the rebuilding efforts

Parsons headed in Bosnia and Kosovo in the 1990s. Such a contract would, in

Kuhlman’s description, have little to do with oil.

“The bulk of the aid money that went to Bosnia and Kosovo was to

firms that provided labor and equipment to make repairs,” she said. “We went in

and we cleared areas for mines, and then we organized construction teams to restore

water supplies, rebuild roads, hospitals, schools, all sorts of infrastructure that had

been damaged in the war.”
T

Kuhlman added that if American firms get rebuilding contracts in Iraq,

they would likely employ Iraqis to do the work. “What we did [in Bosnia and

Kosovo] is we were the program managers and we hired local groups, Kuhlman

said. “People are saying that all the money is going to be coming to American firms,

but in fact that’s not the way it works. The money goes to the local firm.

The other main contender for business in Iraq is Kellogg Brown oC

Root, owned by Halliburton. As the New York Times reported last summer, the war

on terrorism has been good to KBR. After the Sept. 1 1 attacks, the company was

selected to build a permanent base for detainees held at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.

KBR was also awarded a 10-year, open-ended contract to provide logistics sup-

plies—managing everything from dining operations to power generation to the

But Halliburton has recently been going through a rough period, too.

The company has been dogged by a host of class-action lawsuits seeking damages

stemming from asbestos-containing products made by some of its subsidiaries. As

part of a $4 billion settlement it reached in 2002, KBR, the unit likely to do work

in Iraq, is expected to file for bankruptcy later this year.

The company’s proximity to the White House may also not be as much

of an asset as one would expect. Last year, when corporate accounting scandals were

making headlines, the news that Halliburton was being investigated by the

Securities and Exchange Commission for alleged accounting improprieties during

continued next page
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Cheney’s tenure caused much unwanted press for the firm. Now, according to some

u ^ P°,iticaj experts, the government may be reluctant to award
Halliburton a contract precisely because it would appear unseemly.

u ii u »
C certa*n^ wouldn’t be ideal if they gave the first contract to

Halliburton, says Bathsheba Crocker, an expert on postwar reconstruction at the
Center for Strategic & International Studies. “There are certainly many people out
there who already think this is all about the Bush administration getting access to
Iraqi oil in the first place.”

StiH, says Crocker, if Halliburton is indeed passed over in the first
round, that won’t be the end of the story. “Brown & Root often does work for the
government, and I have no doubt there would be enough to go around” in Iraq she
says.

^

s

^ m ariy academics, pundits and lawmakers have noted during the past
years war debate, ousting Saddam Hussein could turn out to be the easy part of
regime change in Iraq the difficult part would be rebuilding a nation suffering
from two decades of warfare and sanctions.

.

Its not going to be cheap, says Patrick Garrett, an associate analvst at
UobalSecurity.org. ‘There’s going to be a cleanup after the military, because some
ol those things—say if cluster munitions are used—could have a long-term effect on
the country. But its not just cleaning up after the war, it’s essentiallv rebuilding the
whole country. There will be school reconstruction, roads, and helping to rebuild
the economy that was there before the Gulf War, before the sanctions.”

But the biggest prize for American firms like Bechtel and Halliburton
will be a contract to repair Iraq’s oil industry. On March 6, the Pentagon announced
that it had reliable reports indicating that Saddam Hussein may be planning “to •

damage or destroy Iraq’s oil fields, potentially causing a crisis for both Iraq’s people
and its neighbors.” r

The government said that “Iraq has received 24 railroad boxcars full of
pentolite explosives that would be used to blow up the country’s oil facilities, sim-
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IracP f°rces did to Kuwait’s oil industry in their retreat during the Gulf

•ir

C
^
estruct*or

? °f Kuwaiti fields caused enormous environmental damage —
5 million barrels of oil were dumped into the sea, an “impact twenty times larger
than that of the Exxon Valdez disaster, according to the government. (Seeking to
label Saddam Hussein a “terrorist” any way it can, the Pentagon described the
Kuwaiti fires as an act of “eco-terrorism,” an incorrect use of the term. According to
the FBI, eco-terrorism is done with the intention of saving the environment, not
damaging it.)

Mike Miller, the CEO of Safety Boss, a Canadian oil-well firefighting
company that helped fight the Kuwaiti fires, expects that oil fires in Iraq—which he
thinks are very likely to be set—will be the biggest event his industry has ever seen.
raq has

.

more ol1 spread out over a larger area than Kuwait, “so it would be
much bigger, and cause potentially much more environmental damage,” Miller says.

But Miller fears his firm will be shut out of the bid process. “Whoever
gets this firefighting contract has got to have a huge political contact,” he says, “and
were a little concerned because as a Canadian company we don’t have access to the
American government. I guess I would say that once the fires start it would be hard
to ignore us we did have the best record in Kuwait and the world will ask why
were being left out. But so far, he has had little contact with American officials,
and he worries that because Canada has been somewhat noncommittal on a war

—

officially, the government wants to give Saddam Hussein until the end of March to
comply with inspections—his company will be left out of the initial plans.

Miller’s situation raises an interesting question. If the war in Iraq turns
out to be an almost entirely American affair, with foreign governments refusing to
go along with the effort, and American troops doing much of the fighting, and
American taxpayers bearing much of the cost, does the White House have any obli-
gation to see that foreign firms take part in efforts to rebuild Iraq, enjoving a fair
shot at the billions that will be spent upgrading the country’s oil infrastructure?
Some people in government, the kind ofpeople who want to replace the word
French” with “freedom,” may have already concluded that once the U.S. militarv

secures the peace in Iraq, U.S. companies would be justified in securing the dollars.
But experts warn of obvious political fallout from such shortsightedness.

If the White House is seen as favoring American firms, especially
American firms close to the Bush administration, it could serve as just the proof
antiwar critics need to conclude that the U.S. is invading Iraq for the basest rea-
sons—money and oil.

In the Middle East, the United States is vulnerable to the charge that it

is an imperialist power; Saddam Hussein’s government regularly accuses the Bush
administration of seeking to enslave Iraqis. “It is very politically incorrect to do
this, a Saudi Arabian contractor recently told the Middle East Economic Digest
“Look at the Gulf war. Bechtel said that because the Saudis had been good to
Kuwait it would source everything locally. Then it had everything flown in from
Houston. A lot of Saudis remember that, and Bechtel is not flavor of the month here
because of that.”

Michael Renner, a researcher at the Worldwatch Institute, wonders
whether the Bush administration might be trying to send some not-so-subtle polit-
ical cues to governments that are now on the fence in the war. “It seems to me that
the way it comes across, whether intended or not, is you’re sending a signal that if
the rest of the world is not going along with this, your companies aren’t going to get
all the contracts, he says. They’re saying, Anybody out there, if you want to get
on the bandwagon, this is a good time.’ Maybe we should take George Bush at his
word when he says, ‘If you’re not with us, you’re against us.’ He may mean that not
only in political terms, but also in business terms.”

But Renner predicts a huge international outcry to American profiteer-

's
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01 war' ^ thats what plays out, if there s a sense that this carries a commer-
cial side to it as well, then given the fact that public opinion is very much up in arms
against the current policy, that there’s a rather unprecedented groundswell of opin-
ion against this, I wouldn’t be surprised if people react very angrily to it.”

US IS CRITICIZED FOR ITS PLANS TO
USE LAND MINES WITH TIMERS

by Ross Kerber

Published on Thursday March 20, 2003 by the Boston Globe

To deny Iraqi forces access to sites containing chemical or biological weapons, US mili-
tary commanders have plans under certain scenarios to drop small land mines from warplanes around
enemy weapons sites, preventing Iraqis from taking away or using dangerous arms.

The more the US uses or retains the right to use land mines, the more the government
is on the outside of the international norm banning these indiscriminate weapons of terror. Leftover
land mines take a huge toll on civilians, 800 deaths per monrh worldwide, according to the United
Nations Children’s Fund.

To minimize civilian casualties during and after an assault, US military doctrine calls for
almost all mines to include timers that cause them to self-destruct after a preset period.

The mines also include deactivation features, so they will eventually disarm themselves,
even if the timers fail. A newer generation of computer-controlled land mines meant to further reduce
civilian casualties wont be ready in timeior an invasion of Iraq.

Bur the US policy on mines is at odds with that of Britain and most other nations, which
have agreed not to use land mines. In Britain, members of Parliament are demanding that their forces
suck to a treaty it has signed banning use of land mines.

There is a dispute whether the kind of mines that US Forces plan to use would be a vio-
lation of the treaty, although the United States has not signed it.

In the United States, opponents of land mines say that the use of such munitions in an
at tack on Iraq would be a blow to the campaign to ban their use. That campaign took off in the 1990s
with the backing of figures like Vermont activist Jody Williams, who shared the 1997 Nobel Peace
Prize for her advocacy against land mines, and the late Princess Diana.

The more the US uses or retains the right to use land mines, the more the government
is on the outside of the international norm banning these indiscriminate weapons of terror,” said Gina
Coplon-Newfieid, coordinator of US Campaign to Ban Landmines, a Boston group that first called
attention to the Pentagon’s intentions. “No land mine is smart enough to distinguish between a sol-
dier and a child.”

Members of Congress including Representative James P. McGovern, Democrat of
Worcester, have also called on President Bush not to use land mines in Iraq.

In a letter last month to Bush, McGovern said that spreading land mines in Iraq “would
pose serious dangers to innocent civilians, our own troops, and future peacekeepers involved with
post-conflict reconstruction.”

Since 1997, 131 countries have rarified a treaty banning such weapons. Neither the
United States nor Iraq has agreed to the Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling.
Production, and Transfer ofAnti-Personnel Mines and on their Destruction, which is better known as
the Ottawa convention.

The Clinton administration said it would try to end the use of land mines everywhere
except Korea by 2003 and in Korea by 2006. The Bush administration is reviewing the policy.

“We are committed to developing a policy that addresses both humanitarian and war-
fighting concerns, said a Pentagon official who would only respond to questions on condition of
anonymity. In an e-mail message, the official said that any use of land mines by the United States
would be consistent with international laws on conventional weapons and that allied nations “that are
parties to Ottawa would follow their own obligations in accordance with char treaty."

^ ’he samc time, the United States has a responsibility to protect its men and women
in uniform, * the official wrote. “The use of land mines by US forces does not contribute to the glob-
al land mine problem. Members of Britain's Parliament have asked the government of Prime Minister
Tony Blair to seek assurances from US officials thac mines wont be used in an attack on Iraq.

"It would be a tragic irony if a conflict that is supposed to be about upholding interna-
tional arms controls resulted in the UK and others effectively tearing up their commitments,” said
Richard Lloyd, director of Landmine Action, a London organization that lobbies against the weapons
and runs mine-clearing operations in Africa. Steve Atkins, a spokesman for the British Embassy in
Washington, said Britain remains “fully committed to our obligations under Ottawa."

The US is well aware of our position on antipersonnel land mines," he said.

But the use of mines described by the Pentagon might not violate the Ottawa conven-
tion under an interpretation in which the mines could be classified as “antihandling devices,” Atkins
said. Unlike mines, which are meant to kill or injure, Atkins said, antihandting devices are meant to
prevent the enemy from using equipmem or facilities, like a weapons factory'.

US plans to deploy land mines came to light at a press briefing at the Pentagon March 5
that focused on how US forces would try to minimize civilian casualties in Iraq.

During the briefing, a defense official described how small land mines could be used to
prevent enemy forces from gaining access to a site containing chemical or biological weapons.

You might deny access to that [site] by using self-destructing small mines—and these
are air-deliverable that have a 24-hour or 48-hour self-destructing capability. And so you could keep
people from going in and taking something out of that ’facility',” the official said.

US military spokesmen declined to identify the official who gave the March 5 briefing,
except to describe the official as a senior officer from the US Central Command in Tampa, which
directs operations in the Middle East.

The official didn’t specify which mines could be used. But military specialists said what
the official described was a cluster bomb like the CBU-78 Gator, a 500-pound cannister that scatters
45 tank and 15 antipersonnel mines.

An antipersonnel mine ejects tripwires when it hits the ground and kills or maims by a
blast of fragments. The US military said safety devices that disarm the weapons after 48 hours should
reduce civilian casualties.

*

But activists in the campaign against land mines said such weapons are little different
than older antipersonnel devices that kill thousands of civilians a year long after conflicts have ended.
They said that within the first two days the weapons can injure medical personnel and other non-
combatants and that the self-destruction timers can fail.

US defense contractors are working on a replacement mine, known as the “non-self-
destructing antipersonnel land mine alternative.’ Designers envision a mine activated only after a US
soldier has verified the enemy’s presence.



WORLD CONDEMNS IRAQWAR, FEARS FOR CIVILIAN LIVES
Published on Friday, March 21, 2003 by Agence France Presse

World leaders condemned the launch of a US-led war against Iraq and

pleaded for civilians to be spared, with some accusing Washington of flouting

international law by striking Baghdad without UN backing.

“France regrets this action undertaken without the approval of the

United Nations,” French President Jacques Chirac said in a televised address.

“It hopes that operations will be as rapid and as victim-free as possible

and does not lead to a humanitarian catastrophe,” he said.

France spearheaded opposition to the US and British push for war,

vowing to veto a UN resolution that would have paved the way for military action

and thus forcing the two to go it virtually alone against Iraqi President Saddam

Hussein.

Russia and Germany, firmly aligned with Paris in the anti-war camp,

denounced the outbreak of war.

In Moscow, President Vladimir Putin described the US-led offensive as

a “serious political mistake” and called for an immediate halt to hostilities.

Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder called war a “defeat for politics” and

said “a bad decision was taken,” but in cautious comments he and top German

ministers focused on post-war reconstruction of Iraq rather than heaping blame on

Washington.

“This is bitter news,” Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer said. “We hope

the hostilities will be completed as quickly as possible and that the civilian popu-

lation will be protected.”

China, a UN Security Council permanent member also opposed to

war, appealed to the “relevant countries to stop the use of military force.”

India, another nuclear power, joined Beijing in calling the US-led

attack a violation of the UN Charter.

The Vatican also “deplored” Washington’s move, with Cardinal

Roberto Tucci, a close confidant of Pope John Paul II, saying the war went beyond

“all legality and all international legitimacy”.

Pope John Paul II, for months a key moral voice opposing war,

“deplores that negotiations under international law to find a peaceful solution to

the Iraqi drama were interrupted,” his spokesman Joaquin Navarro-Vails said.

UN Secretary General Kofi Annan urged the United States and Britain

to do everything possible to protect civilians from undue harm and suffering dur-

ing their campaign to unseat Saddam.

“I hope that all parties will scrupulously observe the requirements of international

humanitarian law, and will do everything in their power to shield the civilian pop-

ulation from the grim consequences of war,” he said.

Mexico, a Security Council member heavily sollicited for support dur-

ing the UN diplomatic drive, came down against its northern neighbor, with

President Vicente Fox stating: “We are against the war.”

Prime Minister Jean Chretien of Canada restricted his reaction to the

hope that the conflict “will be brief, with a minimum number of victims on both

sides”. On Monday he had called the war “unjustified”.

In the Middle East, the Palestinian Authority strongly condemned the

military campaign by US President George W*. Bush, warning Israel not to use the

conflict as a pretext for stepping up incursions in the Palestinian territories.

Arab states Jordan and Saudi Arabia said they were worried about the

conflict in the region, while others denounced Washington as tens of thousands of

their citizens rallied in the streets and called for a holy war against the United

States.

In Beirut, Lebanese President Emile Lahoud warned: “We see this

aggression today plunging the world into a tunnel where one cannot see the end.”

In Turkey, the parliament approved the right of US warplanes to use

Turkish airspace although not its bases for raids against Iraq, but President Ahmet

Necdet Sezer voiced opposition to the US-led war shared by the vast majority of

Turks.

“I do not find the unilateral US action right”, he said.

But not all reaction to the start of US-led military action against

Baghdad was negative.

Australia reaffirmed its commitment to the campaign with an

announcement from Prime Minister John Howard that Australian special forces

had begun combat duties alongside US and British forces.

Japan and South Korea also reiterated their support for the United

States.
, „

“I understand the start of the use of force by America and support it,

Japanese Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi said in Tokyo, while South Korean

President Roh Moo-Hyun said he would send non-combat troops to the region.

Bush’s decision to go to war with Iraq found strong backing among sev-

eral eastern European states, which have been torn between their desire to join with

EU neighbors to the west, and to back the US, thereby scoring points with the

most influential member of the NATO.
NATO-ally Hungary’s Prime Minister Peter Medgyessy said the con-

flict with Iraq was “unavoidable”, while Bulgaria, Romania, Lativa and Estonia

renewed their support.

The Czech Republic and Slovakia, which have sent anti-chemical spe-

cialists to the Gulf, said however they could not join military operations because

they lacked a UN mandate.

In Britain—the closest US ally—Foreign Secretary Jack Straw

described the onset of war as the last chapter of Saddams iron-fisted rule, and the

beginning of Iraq’s liberation.

“We are with you. We support you,” Straw told a press conference, in

remarks directed at the Iraqi people. “We want to see your suffering come to an

end.”

Spain, a strong voice in the pro-war coalition, said international law

would be strengthened by Saddam’s ouster. “The government of this nation sup-

ports the re-establishment of international law so that conditions for peace and

security prevail,” Prime Minister Jose Maria Aznar said.

And in Italy, where hundreds of thousands of anti-war protesters greet-

ed the first day of war, Foreign Minister Franco Frattini called the disarmament of

Iraq “a tragic necessity” for the international community.

Excerpted from the Sacramento Bee

By Herbert A. Sample and Dorothy

Friday, March 2J.. 2003

SAN FRANCISCO—Thousands of vocal and deter-

mined anti-war protesters brought San Franciscos

Market Street to a standstill from dawn till dark

Thursday, while more orderly protests in Sacramento

drew hundreds to college rallies, church services and can-

dlelight vigils.

Across the nation, peace activists hit the

streets, blocking traffic and creating major disruptions in

Los Angeles, New York and Philadelphia.

But, as the military conflict between the

United States and Iraq began in earnest, thousands of

Americans also turned out to support the war—including

2,000 who gathered outside Mississippi’s state Capitol in

Jackson.

In San Francisco, which the New York Times

dubbed “the anti-war movements epicenter,’ riot-clad

officers made more than 500 arrests by midafternoon,

according to police. By nightfall, police officials estimat-

ed arrests at between 1,300 and 1,400.

Even so, protesters held the upper hand for

much of the day. They blocked intersections by sitting

and interlocking their arms, or by sprawling on the street.

Several created human chains by placing their hands in

metal or plastic pipes. Sparks flying, firefighters used cir-

cular saws to cut them apart.

San Francisco’s demonstrations, which gen-

erally were non-violent, began at 7 a.m. City police and

county sheriffs deputies, joined by California Highway

Patrol officers, moved from intersection to intersection

along Market Street, trying to keep traffic flowing. But

the activists, shooed from one comer, simply regrouped

at another.

The scene was raucous. One demonstrator

with a megaphone began singing the French national

anthem. Later, a small, ragtag band marched and played

in front of the police line.

Scores of arrestees were rounded up for a time in a

makeshift holding area at Sansome and Marker streets,

their hands clasped behind them with plastic handcuffs.

“There are thousands of Iraqi people who are

dying so hundreds of thousands in this country can buy

gas,” said Sasha Wright, a 23-year-old Oakland resident

who was sitting in Market Street.

“A lot of our allies are against the war,”

Favianoa Rodriguez, 22, said as she and several^dozen

compatriots blocked Market and Kearny streets. “We

—

the people of color—and young people should be advo-

cates for the children of Iraq.”

A dozen demonstrators blocked the entrance

to 45 Fremont, which houses the offices of Bechtel Corp.

The company was one of several the demonstrators tried

to shut down for the day.

“We have to keep these people from making

money on the war,” said Nate Taylor, 24, of Oakland.

Asked if he thought the protest was having any effect, he

said it was. “It’s making a difference. People are going

home.”

Some demonstrators walked along Market

Street and side streets, spray painting graffiti Dozens of

newsstands were overturned and dragged onto the street.

But passersby soon placed the racks back on the sidewalk,

“I don’t agree with everything going on in

the world,” said Yulee Kim, who pulled one off the street.

“But let’s have some peace in our existence.

Gov. Gray Davis urged California’s protesters

to express their views in a nonviolent manner without

blocking traffic.

“Everybody has che right to protest,’ he said

at a Los Angeles press conference. “But no one has the

right to commit violent acts or interfere with others’ ...

rights to get on with their business and get on with their

day.”

Throngs outside rhe San Francisco federal

building prompted authorities to seal entrances and exits

for about an hour. Other demonstrators, some dressed as

road crews, blocked traffic simply by setting out orange

cones and “Men at work” signs.

“We feel that after a war starts, business in

this country can’t go on as usual,” said Jennifer Burney,

25, who joined two to three dozen other students from

Stanford University and Santa Clara University to block

Third and Folsom streets.

While the sidewalks were foil of demonstra-

tors, downtown workers weaved through the crowd to

reach their offices and shops. A number of trolleys and

buses with Market Street routes were stranded for hours.

Exasperated, drivers sat idling.

T’m not liking it. I’ve got to get to work,”

said Clifford Turner, who was stuck in his truck at

Mission and Third streets for 20 minutes.

Across the bay, 2,000 people packed Sproul

Plaza ar the University of California, Berkeley. Campus

police arrested 117 protesters who held a peaceful sit-in

inside the administration building, all of them cited for

misdemeanor trespassing and released.



WHAT’S COMING
by Robert Fisk

; The Independent, London
March 21, 2003

Baghdad. In Yasser Arafat Street, at the Sana Nimr al-Ibrahim phar-
macy, Riad offered to give me two rolls of bandages free. I told him I’d

better pay, since I thought the RAF was going to bomb him in a few
hours time. I think they are, he said. Then he shot me the kind of
grin I didn’t deserve.

As a Brit, buying emergency rations in the shops of Baghdad
yesterday evening was an instructive experience. Riad’s pharmacy was
crowded, his customers buying up not just bandages but splints,
painkillers, tweezers, cotton wool, disinfectant and rubbing alcohol. It

had been the same on Tuesday night, from 5 pm right up to 10 pm.
Yet in all Yasser Arafat Street, there wasn’t a curse or a bad

word for a Brit. I was told always that I was “welcome in Iraq”—the
few journalists here must fervently hope this remains the case when the
blitz begins—and that it was pleasant to see a sahafa, a journalist, tak-
ing the same risks as the people in the street. This was not, of course,
the moment to remind them that I had a flak jacket when they did not!
that I had a gas mask, which they have not, that I even have a helmet
that would fit any of their heads but is likely to be only on mine.

At the Alastrabak grocery store, I bought 25 loo rolls, a
mountain of biscuits and a stack of red and green candles. Abbas, the
proprietor, told me I was his 200th customer of the evening. Usually,
fewer than 100 visit his shop in an entire day.

At the Tabarak store—in English, the “God Bless You”
store—

I
put 24 bags of crisps, boxes of long-life cheese and 30 cans of

the most tasteless soft drink in the whole world on the counter. After
a siege or two—the 1982 Israeli siege of Beirut was my first—you
develop an uncanny knack of knowing what to hunt for.

I bought two electrical adaptors from Sami’s little store for
my computer leads, though they won’t be any use if the Americans
bomb the Iraqi power grid. Meat and vegetables of any kind are a waste
of money, unless the meat is canned. And that’s what Baghdad resi-

dents were buying yesterday. Dr Mohammed of the Karameh Hospital
was buying razor blades, so he could shave in cold water—if there is

electricity to drive the pumps.
The most popular food at one store was tamaniya, an Iraqi

sweet made out of date palms, so long-lasting that it’s reputed to be
edible for a decade and so sticky that it can wrench out the weakest
molars. Tamaniya doesn’t go off in the heat.

Most of the shops in Yasser Arafat Street have already been
shuttered by their owners for fear of thieves and the pavements were
scattered last night with a gloomy mixture of last-minute shoppers and
soldiers. A uniformed and bearded member of the Republican Guard
crossed the road with his arm round his small son on a last visit home
before the war.

Yet even last night, it was still difficult to grasp the reality of
what was in store for us. Two old Soviet-made anti-aircraft guns sat on
top of the ornamental gates of a palace, brilliantly illuminated by the
floodlights below. There were piles of sandbags at street corners, the
soldiers behind them chatting to shoppers. Is this what constant war
does to people? Does it turn them into men and women who know
they will survive for the simple reason that they survived last time?

At Baalbek Nuts I bought pistachios from the Lebanese
owners, who answered my request for their thoughts on the war with
the typically Lebanese response of “no problem”. Its a lie, as we all

knew.

After all, Dr Mohammed invited me to his hospital because
we both assumed there would be civilian casualties. On Iraqi television,
they were replaying this morning’s theatre at the National Assembly,
where parliament members dutifully chanted their undying loyalty to
Saddam and routinely offered their blood and souls to the same gen-
tleman.

The Iraqi Minister of Information had told foreign journal-
ists earlier that this war would be “no picnic” and added that the
Americans and British would be killed. Which may be true, although
the Iraqis, it has to be said, were more interested last night to know
how many of them would be killed by the Americans and the British.

A LETTER FROM MICHAEL
MOORE TO GEORGE W. BUSH
ON THE EVE OF WAR
George W. Bush
1600 Pennsylvania Ave.

Washington, DC

Dear Governor Bush:

So today is what you call “the moment of truth,” the day that
“France and the rest of world have to show their cards on the table.” I’m
glad to hear that this day has finally arrived. Because, I gotta tell ya, hav-
ing survived 440 days of your lying and conniving, I wash t sure if I could
take much ihore. So I’m glad to hear that today is Truth Day, cause I got
a few truths I would like to share with you:

1. There is virtually NO ONE in America (talk radio nutters and Fox
News aside) who is gung-ho to go to war. Trust me on this one. Walk out
of the White House and onto any street in America and try to find five
people who are PASSIONATE about wanting to kill Iraqis. YOU WON’T
FIND THEM! Why? ‘Cause NO Iraqis have ever come here and killed any
of us! No Iraqi has even threatened to do that. You see, this is how we aver-
age Americans think: If a certain so-and-so is not perceived as a threat to
our lives, then, believe it or not, we dont want to kill him! Funny how that
works!

2. The majority of Americans—the ones who never elected you—are not
fooled by your weapons of mass distraction. We know what the real issues
are that affect our daily lives—and none of them begin with I or end in Q.
Heres what threatens us: two and a half million jobs lost since you took
office, the stock market having become a cruel joke, no one knowing if
their retirement funds are going to be there, gas now costs almost two dol-

goes on and on. Bombing Iraq will not make any of this go
away. Only you need to go away for things to improve.
3. As Bill Maher said last week, how bad do you have to suck to lose
a popularity contest with Saddam Hussein.'' The whole world is against
you, Mr. Bush. Count your fellow Americans among them.
4. The Pope has said this war is wrong, that it is a SIN. The Pope!
But even worse, the Dixie Chicks have now come out against you! How
bad does it have to get before you realize that you are an army of one on
this war? Of course, this is a war you personally won’t have to fight. Just
like when you went AWOL while the poor were shipped to Vietnam in
your place.

5. Of the 535 members of Congress, only ONE (Sen. Johnson of South
Dakota) has an enlisted son or daughter in the armed forces! If you really
want to stand up for America, please send your twin daughters over to
Kuwait right now and let them don their chemical warfare suits. And let’s

see every member of Congress with a child of military age also sacrifice
their kids for this war effort. What’s that you say? You don’t THINK so?
Well, hey guess what—we don’t think so either!

6. Finally, we love France. Yes, they have pulled some royal screw-ups. Yes,
some of them can pretty damn annoying. But have you forgotten we
wouldn’t even have this country known as America if it weren’t for the
French? That it was their help in the Revolutionary War that won it for us?
That our greatest thinkers and founding fathers—Thomas Jefferson, Ben
Franklin, etc.—spent many years in Paris where they refined the concepts
that lead to our Declaration of Independence and our Constitution? That
it was France who gave us our Statue of Liberty, a Frenchman who built
the Chevrolet, and a pair of French brothers who invented the movies?
And now they are doing what only a good friend can do—tell you the
truth about yourself, straight, no b.s. Quit pissing on the French and thank
them for getting it right for once. You know, you really should have trav-
eled more (like once) before you took over. Your ignorance of the world
has not only made you look stupid, it has painted you into a corner you
can’t get out of.

Well, cheer up—there IS good news. Ifyou do go through with
this war, more than likely it will be over soon because I’m guessing there
arent a lot of Iraqis willing to lay down their lives to protect Saddam
Hussein. After you win the war, you will enjoy a huge bump in the pop-
ularity polls as everyone loves a winner—and who doesn’t like to see a good
ass-whoopin’ every now and then (especially when it’s some third world
ass!). So try your best to ride this victory all the way to next year’s election.
Of course, that’s still a long ways away, so we’ll all get to have a good hardy-
har-har while we watch the economy sink even further down the toilet!

But, hey, who knows—maybe you’ll find Osama a few days
before the election! See, start thinking like THAI ! Keep hope alive! Kill
Iraqis—they got our oil!!

Yours, Michael Moore
www. michaelmoore.com



0 LITTLE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM:

HOW TO GET TO PALESTINE AND BACK
By Joe Piglet

While on our way to work on the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway, my

partner Liv and I saw both planes hit the WTC towers. Seeing that and smelling

it and feeling it and dreaming about it made us want to understand where the

hate came from that could inspire such a thing. Knowing that U.S. foreign pol-

icy sucks is very different from really experiencing it, up close, from the other

side of the fence.

At the end of the following March we went to Palestine with a

group called the International Solidarity Movement (ISM). We were going to

plant olive trees, remove roadblocks, and help rebuild homes. Knowing very lit-

tle about the situation, I was mostly going just to learn. What I did know was

that the Israeli military, funded and supplied by the United States, had occupied

Palestine since 1967, and that Palestinians had responded with fists and stones

and periodic suicide bombings. The bombings were easy to draw a picture of in

my mind, but the occupation that the Palestinians were enduring was less clear.

As chance had it, we flew to Tel Aviv, Israel the day after a major sui-

cide bombing killed 29 Israeli civilians. At a Jerusalem border checkpoint a

teenage Israeli soldier refused us entry into Palestine: “You can’t go into

Bethlehem,” he said, clutching his M-16 and smiling grimly, “were having a big

fucking party.” We git into Bethlehem through another checkpoint, and found

a city preparing for lockdown. The television bristled with reports of Israeli

tanks massing at the border and reserve soldiers called up to serve in a lengthy

“incursion” into Palestinian land. With the Palestinian ISM organizers going

into hiding, our plans for tree-planting and house-building were scuttled, and

we ended up staying with a family in a nearby refugee camp.

Al Azzeh refugee camp was home to 2000 Palestinians, packed into

a quarter-mile-square neighborhood. Our host family lived in a modern apart-

ment, with cable television, pirated U.S. video games, and hot water more often

than not. But the boys (Hassan, 10 and Kateb, 13) slept in a bedroom with bul-

let holes in the windows, bullet holes in the door, bullet holes in the framed pic-

ture of their uncle on an upper shelf. The bullet holes in the outside walls were

stuffed with yellow athletic socks to protect against the cold. Our first night in

Al Azzeh I heard more gunfire than I’d ever heard in my life, directed into the

camp from the nearby border with Israel. Bursts of machine gun fire set off

dances from the girls of the house (Jala, 16 and Adara, 20). It is our music.

Without it, we cannot sleep.”

During our second day in camp we made banners with U.S. and

British flags on them, telling the Israeli soldiers that internationals were in the

camp, and asking them to please leave Al Azzeh in peace. While we made the

banners, others in our group marched to a border town that had already been

invaded. Five of the internationals were shot by Israeli soldiers, and soon French

TV reporters swept into camp, pointing cameras in our faces and asking if we

were prepared to die. The Palestinian kids just laughed and bickered and played

soccer around the feet of the reporters.

The next morning we were awakened by sporadic bursts of gunfire,

and tank treads rolling down the road outside our window. The Israelis had

arrived, and we hid with our family in a windowless interior room. Bullets came

into the camp throughout that day, and throughout all of our days in Al Azzeh.

When we snuck to the window to peek out at the road, we saw a tank stopped

in the street. Israeli soldiers sat atop it, smoking and chatting and drinking out

of a steaming thermos, clearly not afraid of incoming fire. But they kept shoot-

ing into the camp, all day, every day.

With Bethlehem now swarming with Israeli tanks and soldiers, a

24-hour curfew went into effect. This meant no work, no school, no soccer in

the streets for the little kids. Jala’s final exams were cancelled for the second

time in as many months. Everyone just stayed inside&#8212;talking, laughing

nervously, watching TV, drinking sweet tea, chain-smoking. The electricity

went out and the kids stayed up late with us, singing every verse of “Imagine”’

in candlelit Arabic accents.

One afternoon we crept through the passageways of the camp to

meet Jala and Adaras grandparents. Grandpa was twenty and Grandma nine in

1948, when the state of Israel was formed. Their village was suddenly on Israeli

land, and after six months of Israeli shelling and attack, the whole village packed

up and fled. The U.N. shuffled them around for eighteen months before plop-

ping them down in tents in the mudflat where Al Azzeh now stands. Jala and

Adaras father was born in one of those tents, five years later. The U.N. eventu-

ally built little cinderblock bunkers for them, with no plumbing or electricity.

Since then the community has worked together to build real homes and leal

lives for themselves. The grandparents opened a grocery store, put all their kids

through college, and built themselves a beautiful house on the edge of camp.

And then six months before we were there, while theWTC was being hit by air-

planes, the grandparents” home was hit by an incendiary tank shell. Most of

their home burned, but in one corner was lett tne oia mans

with bullet holes. At the time we visited, his suits were still in the wardrobe,

suits that he’d worked his whole life to have, each now destroyed by multiple

punctures. In the kitchen the grandmother’s cooking things still hung, holes in

the frying pan, holes in the measuring cup, holes in the coffee pot.

As internationals we were able to move around more freely than the

Palestinians. We -held up white flags with red crosses and walked to the hospi-

tal in a tight circle around a little girl that needed a blood transfusion. We got

food into some of the areas that were running short. We rode with ambulances

in order to negotiate safe passage with the Israeli soldiers. One of my first runs

with an ambulance was to pick up a newborn infant suffering from respiratory

failure. The infant was maybe two miles from the hospital, but the driver took

a lengthy and circuitous route, peeking around corners and sticking to alleyways

in order to avoid clusters of Israeli tanks and soldiers. Even so, we were stopped

three times, frisked and searched while lots of automatic weapons were pointed

at us. The third time we ended up talking to a commanding officer. The ambu-

lance driver explained to him that it was an emergency, but the C.O. just shook

his head and gestured to his tanks and troops. “THIS is an emergency,” he said.

“You go back to the hospital, and you stay there, and if we see you again there

will be a problem.’ Most times, though, we did get through. From the ambu-

lances I saw a city destroyed. Shattered water mains gushed into the soil, cars

were mashed into scrap, lampposts were folded over like dry brittle weeds. The

curbs were torn up, windows shot out, everything taken apart that could be.

The Bethlehem police station lay in rubble, leveled by a missle from an F-16.

One day I saw soldiers rounding up all the men from one neighborhood, young

and old alike sitting on the curb, blindfolded and with hands tied behind their

backs. Another day the Red Cross escorted us into downtown Bethlehem to

remove the body of an elderly woman who had died of heart failure. She had

been dead three days, during which her grandchildren had sat with her body in

their small apartment, waiting for safe passage to the morgue.

Every single Palestinian was punished, 24 hours a day, for weeks on

end, for the actions of a single member of a fringe militant group. It is the same

rationale that the U.S. has used to attack Afghanistan and now Iraq, and it

doesn’t solve a thing.

One of our first evenings in camp I sat with an animated, red-faced

eighteen-year-old named Kadin. He sifted through his nephew’s collection of

leftover Israeli bullets and casings, narrating for me: “This one from an M-16,

this from a tank, this here from an Apache helicopter last February. He got a

little pointy thing in heavy casing and held it up with a glint in his eye. This

is a dum-dum. It goes in the body and blows up into little pieces for the most

possible damage.” He went on to tell of his neighbor, a fifteen-year-old girl, sit-

ting on her stoop three weeks ago when she was hit by one of these, and her

stomach blown out her back. "Dum-dum is illegal by the U.N.,” Kadin fin-

ished, “so why is your country selling them to the Israelis?” It was a good ques-

tion.
i j

The ISM hosts internationals in Palestine on an ongoing basis, and

I cannot recommend the experience enough. I learned more from the kids in Al

Azzeh than I’ve ever learned from a teacher or professor (and I ve had some great

ones). And we helped, too. Ambulances got through, and we got food to peo-

ple who would otherwise have gone hungry. Palestinians got to meet Jewish and

American people that weren’t carrying guns or supporting the occupation. And

the Israelis didn’t come into Al Azzeh while we were there. Since then they have.

They arrested a man that hosted one of our friends from New York. 1 he mans

family has no legal recourse to get him back or even find out what happened to

him. He’s just gone.

Getting to Palestine from New York cost us just over $600

roundtrip. Everyone speaks English, the food is fantastic, and its not as hard to

get over there as it might seem. The ISM s website is www.rapprochement.org,

and feel free to write me for punk-friendly advice on making the trip

(jpigjct@ureach.com). Israel is escalating the Palestinian conflict as the media

concentrates on the U.S./Iraq situation, so many people (including Liv and I)

are planning to go over during the war. There is also plenty to be done here at

home. The folks at www.sustaincampaign.org are working to cut off U.S. tax

aid to Israel, and groups like Jews Against the Occupation (www.jewsagainst-

theoccupation.org) are working radically and creatively to get the word out

about what is happening in occupied Palestine. And if you dont have a com-

puter to visit websites, the public library does.

There’s obviously a lot going on in America right now, and a lot to be

done against all manner of dastardly deeds that the U.S. is inflicting domesti-

cally and abroad. Solidarity to everyone working to build good stuff, to destroy

bad shit, or even just trying to have a good fucking time amidst all the bullshit.

It’s all part of the same revolution.
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HEADWAY (NYHC, then.,. Jazz!),

IRONIX (100% punk), BODA (tight

melodic HC, two CDs out), NCA (punk),

LIX LIV1A (crust), P 38 (oi), LES PARTI-

SANS (redskin punk rock, several CDs and

EPs out), LEGITIME DEFONCE
(punk/HC), DISRUPTIVE ELEMENT
(punk/HC), and INNOCENT BLOOD /

\/ii thpr ONF fTsFYHC/tmndk Manv of the

FRENCH SCENE REPORT
Bands:

In case you’re not aware yet, here is a list of

all the bands that split up in the last two years:

KURUMA BAKUDAN (experimental HC,

several records out on Bad Card), MELMOR
(original powerful punk with a violin and

Celtic influences, one EP out on Mass

Productions), ZABRISKIE POINT (punk

rock, several CDs out), ASIDE (HC crust),

SOAR & SEASON (emo/metal, CD out on

Stonehenge), MASS MURDERERS (punk),

OPSTAND (thrashcore, discography CD/LP

out now), JEAN SEBERG (thrashcore),

individuals involved have started new bands:

Ex-ALCATRAZ, ex-PEU ETRE, ex-SEA-

SON and current HIPPIES OF TODAY mem-

bers have teamed up to play melodic emo

under the name AMANDA WOODWARD
(one demo CD and one 10” out). Speaking of

HIPPIES OF TODAY, the new French pow-

erviolence sensation, they just put out their

first CD. Some FINGERPRINT / UNDONE
ex-members play in ANANDA now

(metal/emo/noise, three albums out on

Overcome). Some other FINGERPRINT /

UNDONE members also played for a while in

G-77 (heavy HC/emo a la HIS HERO IS

GONE, one CD available). SCRAPS’ bass

player has joined members ofALGOLAGNIE
to start AMIANTE, they play a mix of noise

and HC (Dischord-style). RIGHT FOR LIFE

play tight and fast NYHC (one LP, one mini-

CD, one split EP, and one new CD just out).

Some ex-members of PITFALL and BRID-

WELL HOSPITAL have started a

glam/punk/rock’n’roll band called

SPARKLING BOMBS. They just put out

theur debut CD. One of them used to play in

SECRETOS DEL CORAZON (melodic emo

with French and German members), but I

believe they have split up after putting out

their mini-CD. NOTHING TO PROVE have

switched from positive HC to a myre modem

emo/metal/HC sound and recently put out a

nice digipack. They sound a bit like BURN
HOLLYWOOD BURN (one CD out, featur-

ing members of STUFF LIKE THAT and

DEVICE). It seems like WHAT’S WRONG
(old school HC, then emo) are back together

after a two year break. KOCHISE (anarcho-

punk, two LPs out) are still around and kick-

ing, they play shows from time to time and
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recently recorded for a new album to come out

in 2003. KOCHISE’s bass player still plays in

CRIA CUERVOS (melodic HC, one CD and
one demo out), a band started by ex-members
of AHORCADOS. SUBMERGE (featuring

ex-members of DISCORDE) is a heavy emo-
metal band influenced by HIS HERO IS

GONE, I think they have three EPs or split

EPs available. ATTENTAT SONORE are the

oldest-running French punk band,

they have lots of EPs/tapes/comps

out (the latest being a 10”). They c.
"

share members with NEGATIVE
I.Q. (oi-core). Actually, ATTEN-
TAT SONORE are not the oldest I. .. .

French punk band, since several

80s punk rock bands recently

reunited (for profit?): LES
CADAVRES, OBERKAMPF, LES iffe,
PORTES-MENTAUX, WARRIOR M$£
KIDS (oi)..., even KIDNAP
played a reunion show. PROTEX
BLUE (pop-core with ska influ-

ences) split up, but some members
have already started a new band
called THE MUCKRACKERS
(ska-reggae). SIX PACK used to

play pop-core, they put out two
CDs in the mid-90s but changed
their name to WEI-JI (they are

more “rock” nowadays and have a

mini-CD out on Sanjam). I think

WEI-JI split up already, and a SIX
PACK discography CD is coming
out soon. DISBEER play pure dis-

core and have a couple EPs and
CDs out on Panx. STEROIDS (raw

punk) have an EP out on Panx, a

CD compiling their two demos,
one split EP, and a full-length on
Mass Productions. LYSTERIA are

a female-fronted punk band, they

just put out their first EP on a label

started by STEROIDS members.
TOXXIC TV are a band that mixes
HC and punk with a lot of other

influences. The result is tuneful

melodic HC with reggae bits, mosh
parts, and more. They underwent
lineup changes but are still around, although

they don’t play or record anything. Ex-ASIDE
members play in SHORTCUT, a fast HC band
with two vocalists, their first album just came
out (on my label). Ex-MURDER ONE and
DISRUPTIVE ELEMENT folks re-started an
old French grind/thrash band from the 80s and
put out one split EP with UNHOLY GRAVE;
they’re called THE MAD TRASHERS. NO
TIME TO LOSE are an old-school HC band
with socially aware lyrics. They have several

demos available, as well as one CD. Ex-
UNLOGISTIC members play in H2 OIL, a

melodic emo-HC band from Paris. UNLO-
GISTIC changed their style to minimalist

straightforward/melodic HC with a drum
machine. Their first LP and CD just came out

on Angrr. VOMIT FOR BREAKFAST hail

from Saint Etienne, they’re France’s most
well known powerviolence/grind act. They
share members with COCHE BOMBA, who
are back and still play fastcore (a discography
CD is out on Bad Card). CLOUDBURST (ex-

NEVER SCORNFUL) play original heavy
and metallic HC with socially aware lyrics;

some members play in ACRIMONIE, an emo-

metal band with a DIY attitude (they have a

demo CD and 10” out). THE INFORMERS,
starring ex-BRIGADES vocalist Vlad, play

melodic HC in the vein of MC4, with socio-

political lyrics (one CD, one EP and one mini-
CD). J’AURAIS VOULU play typical French
punk-rock, they have one EP and one LP out

on Limolife. NEVROTIC EXPLOSION (tight

punk rock from Brittany) have already

released one EP and one album. The ex-gui-

tarist of MELMOR recently joined forces

with them. 20” DE CHAOS play a mix of
anarcho-punk and metallic crust with female
vocals, they have a split LP with a greek band
out on Maloka. WAITING FOR BETTER
DAYS play emo, French-style; they have one
mini-CD and one split 10” out (with ROMEO

IS BLEEDING, who play noisy emo-metal).

AGHAST are another french emo band (in the

vein of early Ebullition bands), they just put

out two mini-CDs. BLOCKHEADS are a

long-running, powerful, not-too-metal grind-

core band and have one discography CD and
a bunch of split EPs out. BACCHUS TEM-
PLE ADDICTS feature ex-members of
MASS MURDERERS and MELMOR, they

play metallic punk and their first

10” is still available. LA FRAC-
TION are a melodic punk band
from Paris with awesome female

vocals. Their second album came
out recently. BRIGADA FLORES
MAGON have two CDs out (oi).

ACTION DIRECTE (oi/ska) and
YA BASTA (left-wing ska) have a

split EP out as well as one CD out

each.

Newer bands include: RETCH
(grind/thrash), TO LEARN (ex-

SLAMFACE, HC/emo/metal, one
CD out), SONS DE LA LUCHA
(oi-ska), BOLCHOI (oi),

EMBUSKADE (ska), FACE UP TO
IT (ex-OPSTAND, ex-JEAN
SEBERG; thrashcore), WEDA (fast

HC with an emo touch), AFFLIC-
TION (punk/HC), REVIVE (old-

school, first mini-CD out on a

German label), VALUE DRIVEN
(NYHC old-school sXe, one CD
out), TEKKEN (grind/noise, hun-

dreds of tapes available), CORE Y
GANG (Celtic punk), ANTIBODY
(punk-HC), SICKNESS (crust),

BRIGITTE BOP (punk rock), and
GEORGE BITCH JUNIOR (pow-
erviolence). That’s it for bands. Of
course there’s more, but these are

the ones which put out records.

Read zines if you want info on more
unknown ones.

Zines:

There are basically no zines in

English around here, but I’ll drop a

couple names: EARQUAKE,
France’s biggest and most regular

punk/oi/HC zine (in French—over 75 issues

out). EXOTIC UNDERGROUND (EXOTI-
CA SUBTERRANEA) is a zine dedicated to

punk/HC/metal/underground scenes from
countries that you didn’t even know existed.

I’m sure if there were a scene on Mars, Fred
of EXOTIC UNDERGROUND (who also

runs Darbouka RDS) would be the first to

know about it. Two other zines worth check-
ing out: WE’RE GONNA FIGHT
(sXe/HC?punk/oi) and NEW WIND (old-

school and metal HC). They’re both great and
written in English, write me for addresses!

Labels:

Panx has slowed down a lot label-wise, but he
still runs one of the biggest french websites.

Darbouka and Tien An Men put out records
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with bands from far-off countries (China,

Paraguay, Macedonia, Turkey, Myanmar,

etc.). Sanjam puts out more and more poppy

bands these days (Serotonin, SIX PACK, etc.).

Maloka put out the ATTENTAT SONORE
10”, an MDC CD, and many more records by

international bands. Stonehenge put out

UNDONE’s, ALCATRAZ’S (jazzy emo) and

FINGERPRINT’S discographies as well as

records by AMANDA WOODWARD. Also

check out Small Budget / Shark Attack

(melodic HC and ska/punk mainly), Limo

Life (punk rock), Revolution (HC/crust),

Molaire (emo/HC/noise), Chaos City Core

(crust/grind/punk), Bad Card (now called

CHIMERES: HC/crust/etc.), Mass

Productions (punk and garage), Murder

(thrashcore), Ratbone (crust/HC/grind),

Walked In Line (punk rock and HC), Rural

(punk rock), and FIGHT 45 (punk).

Distros: I’ll just drop a few distro names (the

biggest and most reliable). Panx, Exutoire,

Boisleve, Punk As Fuck, Murder, Sanjam,

Overcome, Maloka, Stonehenge, Emergence,

Walked In Line, New Wave, Mass

Productions, Bum Out, Zoop, Kanivo Chaos,

Guerilla Front, Punkahontas, El Trasgo, and

Ratbone. If you want to deal with one that

doesn’t appear on this list, write and ask me

first.

Websites:

These are the biggest and most interesting

ones. From there, you can follow the links and

find out about our whole scene!

http://www.panx.net / ,

http://members.aol.com/rafdiy/

,

http: //www. stonehengerecords.com/,
http://www.multimania.com/fourdu/ (on old

French bands),

http://perso.club-internet.fr/mankind/,

http://www.chez.com/maloka /

,

http://www.punk-hardcore.fr.st.

Politics:

People interested in politics, antisexism,

antiracism, anticapitalism, whatever, should

contact the hardest-working organization in

France: Maloka, BP 536, 21014 Dijon cedex.

People interested in animal rights can check

out http://www.vegetarisme.org/vegasso.

There are very few squats in France that are

socially active, and the ones that are usually

don’t last long. Several of them got evicted in

the summer of 2002, including some famous

ones like “le squat 13” in Paris, or “le pam-

plemousse” in Dijon. There is a long running

squat in Dijon called “Les tanneries”; they

organize shows very regularly.

And now onto some personal plugs (did you

really think I was doing this for free?): I have

just put my first web-zine online at

http://punk-hardcore.fr.st (international scene

reports, interviews, reviews, photos, MP3s,

etc.—send your stuff in!). Available on my

label: New Days Rising (punk/HC compila-

tion, 8 international bands, unreleased mate-

rial by ATTENTAT SONORE, COJOBA,

DDI, FRAMMENTI, AFFLUENTE,
INVAZIJA, ZLODZIEJE ROWEROW, and

SMUDOS), Reconstruction (French hardcore

compilation, 26 bands from 1998, almost

gone), SKEEZICKS discography CD
(German classic and fun posi-core from

1987), AGENT 86 CD (US punk/HC 1985-

1990, 3 vinyls on one CD), HHH double CD
(classic Spanish thrashcore 1985-92), MDC
CD (US HC, re-release of the two first LPs on

CD), ANOMIE discography CD (French

emo-HC), ASIDE/ SHORTCUT split CD
(two albums, two fast Hardcore bands from

France), and Take No Heroes (international

old-school HC comp: 10 bands from 10 coun-

tries). I also run a big non-profit

punk/HC/sXe/crust distro with hundreds of

records from around the globe, send a stamp

or mail

!

For more info on French stuff and for contact

addresses don’t hesitate to write me. We also

wish to help travelers. We can put you up,

show you around, etc., but only punk/HC peo-

ple please. New address as of September

2002:

Boisleve, La saudrais, 35310 Cintre, France.

coinxxxcoin@yahoo.fr

http://www.punk-hardcore.fr.st

Addresses:

•Earquake, Fred Leca, Le menil, 88160 le

thillot.

•Panx, BP 5058, 31033 Toulouse cedex.

(infos@panx.net)

•Sanjam, Yann Dubois, 9 rue des mesanges,

35650 Le rheu. (sanjamrec@aol.com)

•El Trasgo, Le courtil, 05250 St-Etienne en

Devoluy. (eltrasgo@infonie.fr)

•Darbouka and Exotic underground c/o

Frederic Brahim, 17 rue de la foret, 67340

Menchoffen.

•Ratbone/ Scream zine, BP 11, 33023

Bordeaux Cedex. (nightbrings@yahoo.com)

•Stonehenge, b.p. 46, 33031 Bordeaux cedex.

(mailorder@ stonehengerecords .com)

•Kochise and more c/o padi, bp 232, 75264

paris cedex 13

Addresses in Paris:

•Sonic machine, 1 8 rue de la Fontaine du but,

75018 Paris (record shop)

•Le Kiosk, 21 ter rue voltaire, 75011 Paris

(anarcho-punk infoshop)

•Librairie parallels, 47 rue Saint Honore,



75001 Paris (alternative record, book and zine
shop)

•Le Silence de la rue, rue Faidherbe, 7501

1

Paris (record shop)

•Bad boys, rue Kleber, 75011 Paris (record

shop / collector items)

•Monster melodies, 9 rue des dechargeurs,

,
75001 Paris (record shop)

•Plus de bruit (35 rue de la Rochefoucault,
75009 Paris (record shop)

•Librairie Publico, 145 rue Amelot, 75011
Paris (anarchist library)

Addresses in Lyon:
La gryffe, 5 rue S. Gryphe, 69007 Lyon
(anarchist library)

Addresses in Dijon:

Maloka, 61 rue Jeanin, 21000 Dijon (anarcho-
punk collective)

Addresses in the Basque area:

•Patxoki, 23 bis me des Tonneliers, 64100
Bayonne

The Bay Area is a buzz with quality punk right

now, BORN/DEAD just recorded for a 12”

that’ll be out on Prank shortly, Playing total

Econochrist/Christ On Parade style hardcore,
they are doing a US tour this summer with
Seattle’s Phalanx and plan to go to Europe in

the fall. DEADFALL’S EP is out now and they
will also be hitting the road this summer. If

you are at all a fan of hardcore you want to be
certan to check their raw rampaging attack

out. THIS IS MY FIST’s EP is a delightful

pop gem—you like Discount or Ambition
Mission you’ll love them! SISTEMA
BRUTALE’s demo is something that should
not be missed—total raw punk from the South
Bay that sounds like Ohio Seco at times.

FUNERAL SHOCK is another new band
that’s been playing around alot lately, and
their demo mos def smokes in a early Necros
sort of way. S.H.A.T. hail from Redwood City
and sound like early FYP (that’s a good
thing)-they recently played with L.A.’s The
Orphans (who sound like the lost tracks off of
Yes, LA. or VKTMS younger sister) and
NYC’s The Shemps (featuring MRR’s own
Bill Florio)-and wowed the rather meager
crowd with their song "Oh, My God I Think
I’m Going To Puke.” Good Times! Sadly The
West Bay’s LAB RATS have splitting up, but

singer Conner is playing drum’s in a new band
with ex-BREAKER BREAKER people
called TREASON (not be confused with the

band from Portland nor the band who’s drum-

mer later went on to be in Christ On Parade).
BEFORE THE FALL is now back from
traveling around the Southeast and are looking
for a new bassist. Still haven’t seen I LOVE
A PARADE (featuring ex-Econochrist and
His Hero Is Gone peeps) but I hear they
sound like Counterblast, so that’s a good thing
right0 STOCKHOLM SYNDROME is still

the worst band in SF. ONION FLAVOURED
RINGS and ALLERGIC TO BULLSHIT
just did a bunch of shows in the Southeast
with Florida’s Bitchin’, rumors abound that

ALLERGIC TO BULLSHIT has recorded
finally, but who knows for sure? I haven’t seen
the demo yet, have you? ONION FLAVORED
RINGS power pop drenched LP is out now so
keep your eyes peeled for ads! According to

bassist Spencer, local emo heatthrobs The
SHIVERING (who just released a 10” on
Chicago’s Council records) are taking a break
since their guitar player Bryan is now living in

Las Vegas. They recently played with emo
thugs YAPHET KOTTO (who just added ex-
Struggle drummer and MRR columnist Jose
Palafox to their roster and are on tour across
the USA as I write this) at Mission Records to

a record crowd of people for that tiny venue.
TAKARU is a new band in the roll around on
the floor and throw a shit fit genre—a bit

Uranus-esque if you ask me. Now if only they
would turn around when they played! DEAD-
LY WEAPONS is another new band featuring
Tina from the BOBBYTEENS and Larry from
the Rickets, they play quick paced snotty ass-

fuck hardcore punk more akin to Larry’s for-

mer projects than Tinas. Killer stuff.

STRUNG UP is Bill from BORN/DEAD’s
other band, this time going for more of a
tough Negative Approach style approach.
They have an EP on Holland’s Kangaroo
Records that is due out anytime now. DESO-
LATION is Will from BORN/DEAD’s other
project and they play snarling metallic hard-
core kinda like Nausea meets Deathside.
Great, Great Great! FLESHIES new LP is due
out any day now on Alternative Tentacles, and
are heading to Europe soon. Rumors abound
that PHANTOM LIMBS maybe calling it

quits sometime soon, but they are total uncon-
firmed. WHAT HAPPENS NEXT is in

Europe, though they haven’t played in the Bay
Area for like a year! We lose! ARTIMUS
PYLE has a new LP due out on Prank soon
and are in Europe right now. OUR TURN is a
new sXe youth crew style band, maybe they’ll

put out a demo. Saw their first show and they
definately show promise, total Judge worship.
PANTY RAID is more obnoxious (I mean
that in the best possible way!) than ever. Sassy
snotty garagey punk that’s not afraid to piss

off the crusties! Haven’t had a chance to see
the POX yet but everyone tells me they are

awesome fast studded and charged punk!
CASE OF EMERGENCY hails from near the
airport and play more raw fast punk with
songs about war. They have an EP due out

soon on Controlled by Plague Records (who
also put out the DEADFALL EP). BLOWN
TO BITS lost (fired? it’s still unlcear) their

singer Jim but have been keeping at the heavy
and fast DOOM-laden hardcore. LESSER OF
TWO lost their drummer, but are looking for a
new one (or so a little birdy told me).
STRYCHNINE is going to Europe to play the
BOB Fest soon, and is shopping around for a
new label. DEAD & GONE appears to be just
that though Bryan has a new band in the

works with Casey from YAPHET KOTTO
cooking. VOETSEK have recovered from los-

ing Tobia on guitar and now are playing regu-
larly again, they have an EP out on Six Weeks.
STFU has and EP out on Third World Records
chock full of 6 tracks of pure chaotic punk
fury! BRAINOIL’s LP is out now on Life Is

Abuse, heavy as tuck brutal groove-laden
destruction can be found within. DYSTOPIA
played a few gigs and seem to be back on hia-

tus for now. SF’s F-HOLE have two great EP’s
of great snotty and catchy punk out though
I’ve yet to catch them play. BOTTLES &
SKULLS wish they were Social Distortion
meeting up with The Supersuckers at truck
stop and just released a full length. SHARP
KNIFE is sorta on hiatus while their filthy

singer Morgan does something (god really

knows what) in Portland. Their other singer
Tony (ex-DYSTROPHY) has another band
called the PEELS that plays some nice
Dinasour meets Husker Du style punk.
NIGEL PEPPERCOCK continue to offend,
shock and confuse the punks in a delighful
way. Their LP is great, if for nothing else but
the 70s gay porn that makes up the layout
GIANT HAYSTACKS just released a single

that reminds me a bit of Zounds meets the
Proletariat. SHOTWELL just left for a seven
week tour of the US, and also just put out a
new full length CD thanks to Plan-it-X
Reocords. ROCKNROLL ADVENTURE
KIDS 12” is finally out with real style covers
and is reccomended. With any luck we’ll see a
new issue of People Under No King this year
from Susan and Loki, it’s been too long since
the last one made an appearance. 625, Left Off
The Dial, and Six Weeks Records all have Bay
Area comp records in the works. Sadly Burnt
Ramen has been forced to close it’s doors to

doing shows after a visit from the Richmond
Fire Marshal (see John the Baker’s letter in

this issue). First ABCNoRio, then The Smell,
now Burnt Ramen. Let’s hope Gilman and
Mission Records don’t get swept up in this

trend!

Ok, Ok, you’re pissed cause you got left out,

well send me your info and I’ll include you in

the next Bay Area scene report! I want to try

to do these every other month, so send all info

about your band/zine/label etc to

mikethorn@maximumrocknroll.com
See ya around!
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Catch /, cathartic, cohesive candy-asses.

Loose and melodic, trashy and straight-forward.

Imageless and timeless party-pop. Artsy-fartsy

wuss-rock. A bouncy, bubbly,
basement-band
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SEDITION, WITCHKNOT, CRESS - DISCOGRAPHY CD'S

•REASON TO BELIEVE' Benefit CD-R, BOXED IN -1 st EP,

SAWN OFF CD, 'YOU'RE ON YOUR OWN CD,
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HARD TO SWALLOW / MANFAT EP, SUFFER / U,*K0 f
SUFFER - ’Forest..' EP, HEADACHE - 'Live Slovenia TAPE,

CRESS - 'From Violence' EP, WITCHKNOT - Suck EP

ALL PRICES POSTPAID AND ARE

CD / LP / VIDEO - 5 pounds / 10 / 1
2 UK / EUROPE or WORLD SURFACE / WORLD AIR

»ELL CONCEALED CASH OR ,UK OUJOraM
($ Of EUROS) (we now also take PAYPAL)

BOX FLAT EARTH, 145-149 CARDIGAN ROAD, LEEDS, LS6 1LJ, UK

www.flatearth.free-online.oo.uk
Huge distribution list and MP3‘s at the website

Distributed DIY by Active - ww w._actiyedistribuUon.org : they fuckin’ rule! „ .
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Documentaries
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Metal

OI' Skool(Rap)

Highest Quality VHS

TRADE - SELL

Specialty Catalogs Available -Write - Email -Call

MAR TYREPAR TISTPRODUCTIONS
P.O. Box 6464 Broadway Station

Long Island City NY 11106

Martyredartist@netzero.com

(347) 724-2568
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THIRD PARTY

TPR012 Bridging Oceans International SXE|
Comp 10” with, THINKING STRAIGHT
(Indonesia), BAD BUSINESS (USA),
HOLDxTRUE (Hungary), ON ALERT (USA), I

FxPxO (Macedonia), THE GEEKS (SouthJ
Korea), and LETS GROW (Yugoslavia).

\

TPR011 Far From Breaking Made My Choice’ I

T Old school hardcore influenced by Atari and]
Chain of Strength. T on Youngblood soon!]

TPR010 No Time Left Zero Effort Solution’
CDEP Positive lyrics, blazing fast parts, and!
thunderous 70’s rock breakdowns.

|1<Ts $8.00 US/$10.00 World
]

Ir/CDEP’s $5.00 US/$6.00 world*

jCash, MO s, or Paypal only! NO CHECKS!
[Make MO’s out to Nick Baran NOT Third Party!

Nick Baran/Third Party

1 21 Nancy Lane
I Amherst, New York 14228

|

USA r

Drop an e-mail or send an SASE for a complete

Idistro list of hundreds of fast, DIY, international

hardcore bands I

"WE’RE ALL CUTTHROATS" CD/LP

ANNIHILATION TIME
SELF TITLED CD/LP

win it iin
ilhii ii ur

"NOTHING TO NOTHING’ CD/LP

NO MORE WAR PICS HAVE THE POWER.

"CRY FOR LOVE, CRY FOR DEATH” CD/LP

STILL NEW!

WE ALSO CARRY TONS OF RELEASES FROM LABELS SUCH AS PRANK
625, HAVOC, BRIDGE 9, INDECISION, DERANGED, PARTNERS IN
CRIME, COALITION, RELAPSE, LEVEL PLANE, SOUND POLLUTION,
JUST TO NAME A TINY FEW. ALMOST 1000 ITEMS. ALL AVAILABLE

ON OUR WEBSITE FOR CONVENIENT ONLINE ORDERING.

DEADAIIVE9
PO BOX 42593 PHILADELPHIA, PA 19101 USA

WWW.DEADALIVERECORDS.COM

R'N'R -

VICTIMS - NEVERENDINGLASTING LP
MUSTANG - FREE STYLE LP

THE RITES - YOUR LAST RITES 7" EP
"I'VE HAD IT" B/W "YOUR RULES" 7" SINGLE

STRAIGHT TO HELL - S/T 7" EP
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m’s first studio
in 4 years, 4
and counting-..
L.P Out Mow!
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CD/LP
OUT NOW

NEW RELEASES ON FAT WRECK CHORDS!
P.O. Box 193690 • San Francisco, CA 94105 • www.fatwreck.com
P.0. Box 193690



If you haven’t heard of Swedish combo magnifique I Quit you should call ‘em
“jV22 y! 1

,

1

®",?
and cursin9- It’s all their fault, see. As the title of their lat-

est EP Old, Miserable Bums suggests, they’re simply too old and miserable to build
a decent musical career. That’s a shame, because we’re talking some pretty amaz-
ing, faster-than-you hardcore here. MRRs Willie Nelson went ballistic about Old
Miserable Bums and ranted “Get it get it get it!” in his review. I couldn’t agree more!
old beard le. I Quit is idiot-savant guitars combined with tight-as-fuck drumminq and

gooc|

S °n CraCk ' lt S StePhen hawking smartness with the ability to punish you

f
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?n a date Wlth J°cke (guitar), Glenn (drums), and Ove (vocals), inJockes kitchen in the Stockholm suburb of Hallonbergen (which translates asRaspberry Mountain). Bass guy Marcus couldn’t make it. The tape is rollinq.
Interview by Andreas Nordstrom y

MRR: Considering the fact that you keep on nagging
about how old and miserable you are, why have you cho-
sen such a fast genre as grind?
Ove: It’s not grind.

MRR: What is it then?
Glenn. We started out as a grind band, but since then we grad-
ually moved away from that. It’s kind of ridiculous to play fast
music when you’re old.

Ove: My original idea was to play a fast one-beat, but not grind.
It’s a fine line though, I guess.
Glenn: I played under the delusion that we were a grind band
for many, many years.

MRR: When did you form the band?
Ove: I started the whole thing in ‘96. My idea was to form a jap-
core band. Like CFDL, you know. Then I recorded six songs
with just drums and vocals and sent it to Jocke and Marcus.
Jocke: Uh huh, and then Marcus and I completed it with bass
and guitar. We had just started to hang out. It was a nice way
to start a friendship. I invited him over to play some basslines.
Glenn: That’s a great way to formulate an- ad for a lonely-hearts
column. “Don’t hesitate to write if you like romantic strolls in the
woods, candlelit dinners, and playing some basslines.”
Ove: Then I made another solo recording that Jocke went and
lost on the subway.

Jocke: I held that tape in my hand for like one minute. Then it

was all gone. Then Ove made another recording where it

sounded as he was singing “Catch If on one song, a song

about brannboll [a stupid Swedish version of baseball].
Actually, we sent that first six-song demo to Sorting [legendary
punk reviewer at Swedish metal magazine Close Up], I think
he liked it.

Ove: Yeah.

MRR: He’s really old. Like 54.
Ove: Then, in ‘97 we got in touch with you, Glenn. I met you
while you were touring with Monster [now defunct punk/soul
band]. You asked if I was Ove in Purgatory Cluster, ’cause you
wanted a mix tape with some grind. When I sent that tape I

also enclosed some I Quit songs.
MRR: How many grind songs can you fit in on a C-90 tape?
Ove: 100, at least. But Jocke and I started talking about recruit-
ing Glenn, and he said yes right away. Then Jocke asked
“Well, what are you gonna do then?” And I said “I guess I’ll just
stick to the singing then.”

Jocke: What was your reaction to my question?
Ove: Er, you didn’t put it like that.

Jocke: No. I started out with this elaborated thing about how
gifted you were as a drummer. And then I continued with an
even longer theory about why you shouldn’t play the drums
anyhow.

Glenn: But it wasn’t until ‘98 that we started playing as a four-
piece band. And just a month before that, Marcus and I real-
ized that we were actually playing in the same band. We found
out at this afterparty at my place.

MRR: You’ve only played live a few times. Do you consid-
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er yourself a studio band?

Glenn: If only!

Ove: We’ve done the same amount of

concerts as recordings. We’ve done like

four or five concerts and recordings

since ‘96. I’ve lost count. Other people

lose count at 45,000. I really don’t know

if it’s four or five. That’s probably a sign

that you’re old.

MRR: Or that you suck.

Glenn: I think we had the intention to

become a studio band. At one point we

just threw away the whole idea of doing

concerts. It just caused too many prob-

lems. You have to carry stuff, play in

front of idiots and get sweaty. It’s not

worth it.

MRR: What’s the biggest thing that

happened to you so far?

Jocke: That someone wanted to release

that first EP.

just smash it.

Jocke: Against some amplifiers?

Glenn: No no, just against a white back-

ground.

Jocke: I think you should press it against

an amplifier to create some feedback.

And then you smash it against the drum

kit.

Ove: I’ve actually seen an I Quit video.

My friend Pontus made one, in which he

fucked a typewriter, but I don’t remember

what song it was. I think it s just me and

Pontus that’s seen it.

MRR: What’s the nicest thing anyone

has said about you?

Jocke: Frans [from Swedish band

Fireside] said that one of our songs

sounded like the Jesus

Lizard. Now that’s a compliment.

Ove: It’s interesting when we actually try

to play grind. We must have misunder-

get a lot of fan mail from

We’re huge in Indonesia.

MRR: Who’s got the band’s worst

musical taste?

Jocke: I really think Marcus should

answer that, since he is the only one

who doesn’t like Jethro Tull.

Ove: Anyhow, I’ve got the best musical

taste in the band.

Glenn: But were pretty united in our

musical taste.

Ove: Not at all. When we looked into this

we found out that the only record that all

four of us own is the first Flives LP.

Glenn: And none of us actually bought it.

Ove: And everybody had once owned

“Reign in Blood.”

Jocke: No no, not me.

Ove: Yeah that’s right. You said that you

liked it. And we settled for that.

Jocke: The problem is that I don’t have

We’re huge in Indonesia

Ove: But before that Johnny, who runs

the label Hepatit D, promised to release

that first recording, the one where I’m

drumming. He said “It’s cool, I just need

a matching band for a split single.” A

year passed, and Johnny said “It’s

cool...” Another year passed, and so on.

The thing is that I told Dadde at Busted

Head Records that we already promised

our recording to Johnny. So here s to

you, Johnny.

Ove: I think the highlight so far was that

Max at 625 released our latest single. I

mean Max from Spazz, a band that I

liked for ages.

Glenn: The next highlight would be to

record a video, I think.

Ove: Or to rehearse. We rehearsed

three times last year.

MRR: Got any ideas for a video?

Glenn: Actually, I’ve been planning this.

You need some gross stuff. Since we re

playing gross music, the video needs to

upset people. My idea is that you smash

a fish. A big fucking cod. You grab it by

the tail and then, just like the Clash, you

stood something profoundly, and yet it

turns out good.

Jocke: The weirdest thing that someone

said was at the bar after a gig. A friend of

mine asked “Are you for real?” Thats

creepy.

MRR: And then you replied by carving

the answer in your arm with a razor?

Glenn: I’ve done that once, at a party,

just because it’s so stupid.

MRR: Some statement.

Glenn: No it was more like a practical

joke. On myself.

MRR: If you could pick any artist or

band throughout history to make a

split single with, who would it be?

Glenn: I’d vote for Liberace. But on the

other hand I really like the idea about this

split thing that’s in the making now, with

I Don’t Care.

Ove: Yeah. That’s really cool. Japanese

bands are the best. I Don’t Care and I

Quit on a split single. That’s neat.

Jocke: It would be cool to do something

with an Indonesian band. The punk

scene is massive in Indonesia. And we

any records, at all.

Glenn: But generally speaking, when

you play a song it’s often received with

joy. We may not listen to the same

music, but we share some views, I

guess.

MRR: If you were to do a massive

tour in the USA, what would be the

theme song for that tour?

Jocke: The song that would make us

stop the bus, throw ourselves in a

trench, and roll around?

MRR: Yeah.

Ove: “Thick as a Brick” by Jethro Tull.

' We would roll around for all of its 45 min-

utes, while Marcus would stand watching

us, smoking.

Glenn: But maybe he’ll reconsider-l just

gave him the album.

MRR: Glenn, why are your lyrics so

bitter?

Glenn: ’Well, Ove is writing as many

lyrics as I am.

Jocke: [looking at Ove] You wrote the

lyrics for two songs on the latest single,

right? And they’re both dealing with your

I



colleagues at work.

Ove: Yeah. They’re about people who need to get a grip But
thats like the most common message in our lyrics. I usually
agree with Glenn’s lyrics.

^

Glenn: I don’t know if we are that bitter. A bit cynical, yes, but
generally speaking, you go around and get pissed off at things,
then its nice to have a way to moan about those issues. In
your everyday life no one listens to you anyway.
MRR: What do you have to moan about? You lead a com-
fortable life.

Glenn: [laughs] The system? [laughs really loud]
Ove: In “Keep It Real,” we moan about people who make com-
puter animations in movies. And they really need to get a grip.
MRR: That’s a new thing in your lyrics. You’ve turned from
rather big issues to really small ones.
Glenn: We’ve become more personal.
MRR: You used to sing about war now you sing about the
fact that you don’t like golf.

Glenn: When we started out we aimed to write more ‘80s-ori-
entated lyrics. You know, lyrics about war, religion, and cops.
Stuff like that. But since we found a more personal expression

friend’s kids instead

MRR: They sound pretty creepy, like mean dwarves.
Glenn: It sounds a bit pitched, like the Butthole Surfers But as
long as you know it’s real kids it’s OK.
Ove: No fake kids were used on this album.
MRR: What animal would represent I Quit best’
[Very long pause]
Glenn: A centaur?
Ove: There are so many cool animals.

tapirs^
^XCited

^ 1 Saw this extreme|y cool documentary on

Ove: Now that’s a cool animal.
Glenn: Should we settle for that?
Ove: I’m in.

Jocke. And how would a tapir be able to conquer the world9 I

vote for hippopotamus. ^

Ove: No, that’s like doom metal. Like Candlemass.
Jocke: [offended] It’s the worlds most dangerous animal. They
can reach up to 1 5 miles per hour at the bottom of the river.
Ove: Big deal. They represent a serious threat to all people liv-
ing at the bottom of rivers.

in our music, it reflects in the lyrics as well.
Ove: I tried to mimic japcore lyrics.

MRR: But they all sing about fruit and popcorn.
Glenn: And fish.

Ove. Perhaps But it’s all about using really simple words Like
CFDL: “I wake up. I wash tooth. I change clothes.” But my
lyrics seem to lack a twist at the end. Like this song about my
friend Lukas. I went on and on about how annoying he was
when he visited me. And then it just ended. Glenn’s lyrics have
a twist at the end.

MRR: Could you write positive lyrics?
Glenn: Of course.

MRR: And what would that be about?
Glenn: Nice architecture.

Jocke: Definitely.

MRR: You got some kids doing backup vocals on “Ta DiaSamman.” *

Glenn: Yeah, that’s a funny story. We were recording, and the
studio was located in the basement of a school. We talked
about how cool it would sound to have a bunch of kids singing
on Ta Dig Samman.” While we were up for a smoke, we spot-
ted some kids who were playing in the schoolyard with their
mother. Then we discussed for a long time who should ask
them. And finally decided that I should do it. So I walked up to
the kids and asked them if they wanted to follow me down into
the basement and sing. Their mother said no, then we used a

MRR: Can we agree on tapir then?
Glenn: It’s good, but yet kind of hard to motivate.
Ove: Tortoise? They get really old. But that’s more like a Saint
Vitus animal.

Glenn. Oh, you mean we are more of a hummingbird band?
Jocke: But I saw this documentary on sparrow hawks the other
day. Their feathers look like a fur made of leopard skin. Isn’t
that the coolest? A flying leopard.
Glenn: So, should we settle for a cross between a tapir and a
sparrow hawk? A big fucking tapir with wings and leopard
pants. r

Jocke: A tapir hawk, that’s us.

Ove: You can call us Tupac.
MRR: And what’s in the future for I Quit?
Ove: We really need to rehearse.
Jocke: Writing songs.
Glenn: Yes. We got an offer from 625 to release a full-length
album, which of course is a totally impossible mission But it’s
worth a try.

Contact:

Paternosterv.

lOOGaveln
SE-12149
Johannesov
Sweden
www.thatsit-iquit.com
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MRR: Why did Headless Horsemen begin and why do you put somuch energy and time into the band?
It was spawned, like many other bands, out of sheer boredom and perhaps
a little frustration. Damien got the whole thing together, after the demise
ol Wcstleigh's finest ever Jap-core outfit, Meataxe. He wanted to start
another fast thrash-influenced hardcore punk band. He quickly drafted in
Deano on drums he was/is the biggest band slut in Sydney (I think he
just joined six more bands last week.) A few other members floated in and
out before Dave and 1 entered the picture on bass and vocals respectively
Are we really putting in that much effort!? Haha. I guess we try to break
away from that half-arsed mindset that might have plagued us in the past
with some of our previous bands. Like look at Dave’s old band. Nintendo
Police—they were fucking great and one ofmy favorites, but their release
finally came out one and a half years after they had broken up. They were
all totally different people by then—it was kinda like “too little, too late.”
Ri me that was a real shame. Please understand—this is no disrespect toNP or whoever was involved with that release. I’m really glad at least that
it has been documented forever now. My take on things is, while you have
the motivation to create something (i.e. a band), given that you have the
time, energy and the resources, you should give it your best, ya’ know?
Yuck that just sounded like a Birdseye commercial!!
MRR: What have been the most rewarding experiences of playing in

HXH and being involved in hardcore?
What’s rewarding for me is the simple act of creating something Just
writing songs and playing them. It’s something nobody else can touch
because they’re ours. Whatever type of artist you are: be it musician
writer, painter, or whatever, the basic act of self expression is universal
and is one of the best things we can do as human beings. Who knows it

'

could give you something to live for!? As much as hardcore gives me the
shits sometimes, I suppose it’s been beneficial in providing a DIY com-
munity for like-minded people to network, exchange ideas, make friends
etc.

MRR: How do you like to describe the HXH sound, and attitude?
When we started, it was more straight-down-the-line thrash. But after
only a little while (perhaps only a matter of weeks) a trashy rock influ-
ence crept its way in. This fluctuation of sound became quite prominent
until it really defined us as a band. Don’t get me wrong, we are still fast
and pissed off, though. I guess we have some of that “fuck you” attitude
going on. because we are a punk band and all. But also we try not to be
overly serious—we want this band to promote letting yourself go and hav-
ing a good time. I think our attitude is pretty honest, with as little preten-
tiousness as possible.

MRR: You guys have a done a lot in a relatively short span of time.
Especially compared to your previous bands. What’s the rush?



I partly answered this in the first answer. I guess on a tour this summer (winter in Europe). the furthest I've been away from S
Melbourne or Brisbane, so this is a

thing for me.

MRR: How important is the cor
aspect of punk rock and hardcore,
opinion? And do you feel that moi

the reason why we have seemingly been doing
things so urgently is because we don't know
how long we will realistically be around for. We
will know when it’s the right time to finish up. 1

don’t want to pursue this if my heart isn't total-

ly into it. It just wouldn't be right. I've always
said that I d prefer not to whore this band even
an inch. There’s too many bands that have
already done that, they could have broken up
gracefully but instead decided to flog the dead
horse for all it’s worth while simultaneously
dragging their sorry arses through the dirt. That
ain't gonna happen to HXH.
MRR: While you all obviously have differ-

ent beliefs and lives.

Obviously, more money/success-minded
hardcore people would say there’s no use in a
hand that is relatively unknown outside of
Australia attempting such a thing. What are
your intentions in doing this tour and what

is there any thoughts
that you feel the whole band shares?
We are just four average guys, who are, as you
said, all totally different from each other. I think
there are a few traits that we all have in com-
mon, though. We all have a great distaste for

mindless fashion and the morons that are slaves
to it, no matter what scene they are from. Fuck
you to all the hollow nerds who define them-
selves by what they are wearing!

We all appreciate unpretentious people who are

honest enough to be themselves without need-
ing to be backed up by some sort of clique or
label. Hopefully I’m answering for everyone
and not just relaying my own thoughts. Sorry,

Luke, I can t answer for the others any more

do you hope to achieve with it?

iless usually We realize that we are almost totally an
Dave comes unknown band in Europe, so it’s pretty obvious
1 then Deano that financial reward is not the reason we are
k beats into gonna play shows over there. The opportunity
r sometimes came up and we just couldn’t knock it back. We
iteresting or see it as a challenge and possibly a once-in-a-
w is a brand lifetime opportunity. I guess our intentions as a
rlobally. Act band on the tour are of course to play shows (i.e.

id I dig the the ability to rock the fuck out on another con-
le lyrics. tinent!), but equally important is the chance to
7” and the hook up, link up, and network with people on
our newer the other side of the world. I’ve already been

talking to a few people and I'm very excited to
are slightly be making all these new friends, people who are
still all over willing to invite us stay at their houses after
rash, some only contact via email. It’s so fucking cool! I'd

gs that aie like to think that we could possibly pave a path

y now and for other Australian bands looking to go over
>
with a bit there. I’m not saying we are the first ones by

that we are any means, (Brain Resin, No Grace, and
in writing Godnose have all been over there in recent

' The older years), but I do think on a whole Australian
ind I’m not bands have been largely excluded from the
1 hey J international scene. Especially in DIY touring
iing plans circles. I think some of the blame must be nut

is the central component that separates it from
the mainstream. It consists of a bunch of dedi-
cated people whose intentions are to get
involved for their love of music and to provide
an alternative to the crap that beams into our liv-

ing rooms everyday, without the thought of any
financial reward. That is the essence of it and
that in itself is quite a political thins. The com-



Interview by Jake Filth.

MRR: If you had to define yourselves would you be a punk

I
rock band?
Kelly: I think so.

|

MRR: What does that mean to you?

Kelly: A punk rock band, to me, refers to ethics within the band,

and goals that the band has; being a totally independent band

pretty much defines punk rock ethics; and just living independ-

ently.

MRR: So does it relate to ideas like anarchy and communism

|

and shit like that?

Kelly: Yeah, I guess so. Anti-authoritarian definitely, but punk

rock in and of itself isn't that important. That's not how we

define ourselves, but I would say that I consider myself a fringe

I

element of that nature definitely.

I Moses: I just like tb play music.

Kelly: Dude, you*re just fucking (unintelligible). ..Fugazi. You

I

can't do that.

Moses: No, I'm just kidding.

MRR: I know there's been different line-ups, but you guys

|

have been around for 12 years. Right?

Dominik: We have many clones of Steve.

|

MRR: But a long time.

Moses: Steve started the band in the early 60s.

I Steve: It's been a convoluted path of 12 years. I joined the band

12 years ago. Kelly joined the band...how many years ago?

|

Kelly: Like seven years ago.

Steve: Moses joined the band...

Moses: Two years ago.

MRR: How long have you been roadying for the band,

j

Dominik?

|

Dominik: I don't roadie for no goddamn band.

MRR: C'mon, how long have you been the artist?

Steve: Actually Dominik has been in the band for 16 years.

Dominik: Since 95.

MRR: That's how I prefer to put it actually, you've been m the

band.

Moses: Yeah, he's in the band, for real.

MRR: So you've been touring for a while.

Kelly: Yeah we've toured a lot. We've toured the states, I think

|

this summer was the fifth tour of the United States.

Steve: No, we've toured more than that. Maybe this is your fifth

I

tour -

Kelly: ...only the second real extensive one. We toured Europe

for three months. We toured Mexico for a month. I'm going to go

down to Central America this winter and I've expressed interest

in touring down there.

MRR: Talk about the Mexico thing.

Moses: The punk scene is angrier than it is here and kids dance

over there, and it's not very organized, but it's pretty inspiring,

and there's a lot of cool people in it.

MRR: Some people say that it's more of a political thing. That

if there is a house show set up it's a benefit for something. It s

not just a keg party. It's usually a benefit for a farming com-

munity or a squat or something.

Steve: I don't think it's less organized than in the US necessarily.

Maybe in some respects, but in some respects it's more organ-

ized. Something I noticed was that there's a tendency for punks

in a certain town to consider themselves "the collective," and it

has more of a political overtone. It's not across the board, of

course, but it's more common for people to think of punk as a

political movement, and to think of things like "anarcho-punk"

as being really important and really relevant. Also, people are

more concerned with the content of the music that is coming

through Mexico, whereas in the US people are like, "What do

you guys sound like? You guys don't slander women, and say

racist shit, do you? No. OK, cool." They want people that have

content [in Mexico].

Moses: The other thing is that there is more than one collective

in many cities, and they actually debate and battle and fight each

other. It's pretty crazy.

Steve: Well sometimes.

Dominik: It's more of a fringe thing. The punk thing, obviously,

is more of a real alternative lifestyle. You re branded from socie-

ty when you're punk in Mexico. Because obviously everybody is

very poor, and it's just really hard. You have no resources what-

soever, whereas in the States, the punk thing has become just

another commodity by default (you can't even really help it. It's

all about product, making sure you get your thousand dollars,

or how much money you put out for CDs, back Its not as much

of an alternative lifestyle as in a lot of more impoverished coun-

tries.

Moses: Yeah, it's a lot harder to be a punk in Mexico.

Dominik: Especially im Mexico City. There are thousands of

punks and it's like gang war, but it's like old school Welcome to

1984 street level kind of shit.

Moses: Yeah, we played in this abandoned school, and there

were a lot of people like five, six, seven hundred people there,

and it was insane. It was the craziest thing I've ever seen.

Dominik: But definitely the music aspect is secondary as far as



L _

that. It s more about lifestyle; what you represent, who you are
affiliated with, what kind of causes you support, what kind of
demos you organize, and what kind of benefits you organize.
Definitely the punk and politics are very intrinsic. Whereas in
the States it's totally kind of lost, in a way.
MRR: Along those lines, you guys have been around a long
time and you're all fucking old and stuff (chuckling). How
have you, in the states, seen the punk rock/DIY scene chang-
ing or growing or regressing?
Dominik: It's limping in a hardcore manner. There are a lot of
really awesome kids who do a lot of cool shit, but it seems that
only small to medium size towns have anything that is actually
real, because people are so deprived of anything that they have
to do it to just keep their sanity. In larger towns it's just too easy
to have your normal job and do the punk thing on the side and
still do great things, but it just does not really amount to as much
as it could. Usually you have one person in one town who is
doing everything like running the club—or a few kids are—and
then it's just a small percent of people that are really involved in
it. It's almost null at this point.

Steve: What I noticed when I first got into punk is that it was get-
ting more and more political and intellectual. People were talk-
ing about things like DIY and how important the ethics were of
being independent from corporate domination; fighting sexism,
racism, homophobia were really important. Not just saying that!
but people discussing that in zines and talking about" that and
that being a really integral element of the punk scene. And that
still exists and it's still in the punk scene, but the dialog that was
happening, and the idea of things like that being a major part of
what the punk scene is about, has seemed to wane. A lot of peo-
ple who thought of the punk scene as this socio-political move-
ment community have since distanced themselves from punk as
activists or anarchists. There is this divide happening where
there are punk rockers," a lot of whom are sincere people who
believe in that whole idea of community still, but a lot of other
people are apolitical nowadays.
MRR: Do you think it's moving from a politically active stance
in the early 80s through the 90s, to people deciding, that that is
kind of hopeless and trying to make punk rock a community
unto itself, without trying to change the outside world? For
example, there are punk book distributors, publishers...
Moses: I think the community aspect of it might be dissolving, a
lot of times. It seems like if it were a community then it would
be unified and people would be doing a lot more shit.
Kelly: It seems like there are a lot of shallow divisions between

people that really tend to get in the way, because Americans, and
particularly people in the Bay Area, tend to get spoiled and
jaded and overexposed and apathetic sometimes.
Steve: It seems like we're at a point in time when we can decide
whether punk is an important community, something alternate
to the society and government that dominates and oppresses the
world, or we could let it go and be some other little cog in the
machine. If that s the case, then punk is no longer relevant. So it
seems we could go either way at this point. We could maintain
and do something relevant.

Moses: One thing I thought about this tour that I heard a lot of
times that the whole terrorist scare and 9-11 has affected touring
bands and venues are getting shut down.
Dominik: It's definitely looked at with a new eye, where you
could be a potential threat because of your beliefs.
MRR: Yeah, I know that is definitely happening in Portland
and Seattle. People are getting picked up off the streets just for
wearing black.

Dominik: Yeah, on tour we've met up with straight up train hop-
per kids who mean no harm to no one, except themselves
maybe, but they would be arrested in train yards for terrorism
and shit and incarcerated for three weeks with no possible cause
for anything; just being poor kids hopping trains.
Steve: Something from the tour also that we just came off of that
made me feel hopeful about the punk scene was that we could
talk about the lyrics of our songs and say, "Fuck the war." "Fuck
this government, and all this stuff that punk rock has always
been about since I've been involved with it. Fighting this whole
thing and expressing this disenchantment, and people are still
supportive of that. People aren't suddenly patriotic even if the
media is pushing that on everyone and all these people are driv-
ing around with fucking disposable flags on their cars. At least
in the punk scene I see that everyone is pretty unified in being
defiant against war and against oppression.
Dominik: Yeah, I think at this point there is a very clear division
in the punk rock music" scene and the "punk" scene where it

actually represents somewhat of a different lifestyle than what
your normal people have. Especially going on the last tour in the
States it was so obvious that the only real punk shows are base-
ment shows. People's house shows where it's strongly based on
community and friends and shit. Most of them are in really tiny
towns where all their friends come out and it's a big event and
everyone exchanges awesome ideas and of course everybody
gets drunk and stoned. Then you go to a club show and you try
to feel the vibe and stuff. It's so stiff and you realize it's become

i
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a commodity, a product.

Moses: Nobody goes to those [club]

shows. It's weird.

Dominik: Even the crappiest, most

crowded, dusty basement shows were so

much better than any regular rock shows

that you would think of.

Steve: With killer sound systems and all

that bullshit.

Moses: drum risers.

Dominik: And then you see, especially

now, where there is this huge element of

the punk scene with a lot of people

involved in it, a lot of bands who go out

of their way to be almost obscure DIY

people, grassroots to the bare bones. They

do that. They have basement shows at

their houses and do Food Not Bombs shit,

and have bands in their basement who

don't go out for Fat Records or whatever.

MRR: Yeah, a lot of people make an

effort now to stay so called "un-success-

ful." That's what people strive for now;

to play garages for the rest of their lives.

Dominik: Exactly; it's because of how

commodified the punk thing has become.

A lot of people have realized that to

embrace it [punk] to it's fullest potential

they have to kind of reject it [the corn-

modification] and do their own thing on

the side. And that's really the punks of

America that I experienced and witnessed

when we was rock 'n rollin'.

MRR: Who wrote the song "Abort

Nation?''

Steve: That was me.

Kelly: All the old shit. That was all Steve.

MRR: OK, it seems that it has two mean-

ings. One is obvious, sexual freedom.

But the other... there has definitely been

this trend in punk rock since it first

began of like "Fuck your parents."

"Fuck the state." "Fuck the police." and

to a certain extent punk's been pretty

good at trying to live up to those ideals.

But punks are definitely very traditional

about their sexual relationships and it

seems like your song addresses that



Steve: Yeah, it's actually a critique of the
Christian Right that is anti-abortion, and
that element that is socially and political-

ly partly to blame for the problem of abor-
tion by imposing their values on people.
So they try to impose the value that you
shouldn't have sex bbfore marriage.
Therefore, marriage is for procreation
(which is the Catholic Church's stance),

and therefore contraception is fucked up.
They have affected our government and
society in a way that has suppressed peo-
ple's sexualities and ability to be educat-
ed about sex. It has precipitated this prob-
lem with unwanted pregnancies. People
are going to be in an environment which
is hostile to alternate perspectives that say
it's OK to have sex, to know about sex, to
talk about sex, and to be a sexual person.
The Christian Right are culpable for the
fact that people have unwanted pregnan-
cies and therefore are forced to go to an
abortion clinic because they became preg-
nant in a way that is sinful, and that's

amoral, and that's wrong. So many peo-
ple who have unwanted pregnancies
want to get out of that situation, and
rather than give birth to a bastard child in
this society, they go to an abortion clinic

so they don't have to deal with what our
society thinks of unmarried single moth-
ers.

MRR: Kelly, obviously it's different
being a woman in the punk community.
Do you feel it's radically different from
being a man in the punk community?
Do you feel like you're treated com-
pletely differently?

Kelly: No, but I do feel different being a
female and being in a band with two
males, because I relate to woman very dif-

ferently than I relate to men. The music
industry in general and the punk commu-
nity as well, is still male-dominated. I

didn't play with very many bands with
female members on tour. I was kind of
surprised with how few there were con-

sidering how long . we were on tour.
That's kind of disappointing to me, but I

met a lot of rad women. I know I inspired
a lot of women. I don't really usually talk
about feminist issues because I feel like
just the fact that I'm up there doing shit
means that I don't need to talk about
doing it. I don't need to be an exception.
It's kind of funny. Sometimes we'll play
with bands with all male members and
they'll talk about feminist issues. To me,
to make it such an issue is to make,
woman special in a way that makes them
not as equal.

MRR: Elevating?

Kelly: Yeah, women are powerful. I feel

that it's demeaning in a certain way to
make it such an issue. Women can just go
out there and do shit. I don't know. It's

hard for me to explain how I feel about
that.

MRR: But you did do that Beltane show,
and it was from your lips. It was a show
that concentrated on women's power.
Kelly: Yeah, I went out of my way to get
bands that had women in them. And for
me I thought that would be really cool
because I'm always inspired when I see
women out there like Wendy O' Matik,
my good friends, fire performers, women
that are strong, that are doing shit, that
are out in the world. You don't have to be
out in the world to do a lot of amazing
stuff, but I wanted to get women together
to inspire because they are a minority.
MRR: So maybe sometimes an example
is the best preaching you can do; not just
you but anybody.
Kelly: Yeah, definitely.

MRR: Let's move on. Dominik, what's
your role in the band?
Dominik: I'm an overall nuisance, road
dawg, and artist.

Kelly: We're all artists.

Steve: He does some killer art and keeps
us in line.

Moses: He makes sure Steve doesn't for-

get anything.

Steve: Or tries to make sure I don't lose
anything, but I'm pretty good at losing
things.

MRR: Do you write any lyrics, Moses?
Moses: I write about things I see going on
around me—community dissolving, stuff
like that, afraid of your fellow man to
you're afraid of your neighbors. You
don't meet them. You're not going to ever
meet them. You could live next to them
for your whole life and you won't meet
them. I haven't been in the band as long
as they have, but I've written the lyrics for
two songs.

MRR: Most of the lyrics are pretty fuck-
ing... I went through the two CDs...
Dominik: Dark. dark. dark.

MRR: Very, very dark, but I'm sorry to
say this guys, but usually the last sen-
tence ends on this upbeat note.

Moses: Yeah, we do that.

Kelly: I've never recognized that trend.
Moses: I've seen it. Yeah we do that move.
Steve: Why are you sorry for that?

MRR: It's much like everything is

fucked. ..but...we're here.

Steve: There was a song that I intentional-
ly did that on. Because I didn't want to
leave people...

Moses: Oh, the other thing I wrote lyrics

about was how we tend to usurp other
cultures and sell it back to them cheap or
really expensive, depending. You can
grab a culture and turn it into a popular
wall decoration.

MRR: Any last statements.
Dominik: Yeah, I want to say hi to my
rats.

Steve: Tell them Kelly says, "Keep on
truckin'

."

Kelly: No.
Dominik: Eat vegan food and fuck shit
up. That's what I got to say.

www.lesserotwo.tripod.com/5html
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HARDCORE FOR THE HARDCORE
NEW SHIT SPRING '03:

CAUSTIC CHRIST/RAMBO SPLIT 7"

Raging team effort! US old-school at it s best.

ARTIMUS PYLE/DIALLO SPLIT 7"

The great American metal massacre!

Watch out for Artimus Pyle Euro tour March-May,

check www.flowerviolence.de

SPAZM 151 S/T CD

Super intense Jerry’s Kids/Offenders old-school head butt.

Fukk it up, Texas fukking style!

TOTAL FURY "COMMITTED TO THE CORE” 7”

Nuclear thrash devastation from Japan.

Minor Threat + speed = Total Fury! (Euro press)

ARROGANTAAGITATORER "ARROGANS" 7”

Classic Swedish rawpunk from '83.

Official re-issue w/unreleased bonus track

OTHER SHIT

D S.-I3: "No one is going to thank you when you are dead" CD,

"Killed by the kids" CD/LP

AMBULANCE s/tr

SKITSYSTEM "Allt e skit” CD (U.S. version)

E.T.A "We are the attack" 7" (Lmt Europress)

RABID GRANNIES "Inte ditt problem" 7"

FUTURE SHIT IN '03

7"sfroin BOXED IN, STUPID BABIES GO MAD, JED WHITEY & RAZORS EDGE

Go to www.bustedheads.com for the worlds fastest DIY mailorder.

Labels/distros - get in touch for trades’n ’wholesale.

7" = 35kr / $5 / 5 EUR, LP / CD = lOOkr / $15/ 15 EUR

Prices incl. air mail.

WARNING no. 6

'Anatomy Of A..."

4 Band, 4 Label Portland Comp.

Bands: Hunches, Triggers,

Electric Eye, Capt. Vs. Crew.

Labels: Extra Ball, Jealous

Butcher, Jonny Cat, Vinyl

Warning.
WARNING no. 5

The Flip-Tops
"Secrets & Lies" 3 song 7"

First rate Garage Punk! Their

catchiest songs, plus their all-
|_

time toughest, on one 7"!!

WARNING no.4

The Exploding Hearts
"(Making) Teenage Faces" 7"

Amazingly catchy Power-Pop,

with plenty of Punk attitude!

"Hands down the best single

of 2002. " MRR
WARNING no. 3

|

The Triggers
"Gasoline" 3 song 7"

Super tough, female fronted

PUNK!! This one is a killer!

"the best punk rock record I've

1 heard in ...two years. "Now Wave

(free cheesy "bio" to anyone who asks!)

WARNING no. 2

Electric Eye
"Muscle" 3 song 7"

Blazing Rock N' Roll Punk

with screaming vocals! This 7"

is a scorcher! .
WARNING no. I

The Diskords
“Heart Full Of Napalm" 4 song 7"

Ramones / Heartbreakers /

Stooges style Punk Rock, from

our Middle School heroes!

SHITHEAD
KEITHLEY
HIGH STICKS YOU Wll

BUSTED HEADS
nnv 07*

901 06UMEA

CROEn^BUSTEDHEAOSCOM
VWWW.BUSTEDHEA05.COM

Coming in June:

The Diskords LP/CDH

I
7" Prices are Postpaid

USA - $4
Canada - $5

|

Europe - $6

Also available from:

www.knowcrap.com &

Underground Medicine

Distributed by: po Box 2391
Road To Ruin

Distribution usa

www.vinylwarning.com

m
VINYLWARNING

IINIBIM
D.O.A.

Powerful new etudio album out now!

Driving to Hett and Back', 'Just Say Mo To The WTO ,
and if I WereajRedned^.

Canada's Legendary^unljs^

on LP and CD [with Bonus tracks "Don't Turn Yer Back On Desparate Times EP]

The Real McKenzies LIVE!
r-fk - J-yir>^rTH?77TTTh incr8dibly row£,y new ,lve al

^
um!

L3110 [on DVD and VHS soon]

PI., many other DOA, DAMNED and REAL

(omm ema,,! ,nto,s
orwlto

M/.M ,
Box 43001

&/& Cana«3%
beath Mnsiw-smnicniieath.com
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LANA DAGALES

CMP • ZZ7-24

FROM VANCOUVER BC, THE CINCH MED EARLY

70‘S PROTO-PUNK T0A2lSr CENTURY PACIFE

NORTHWEST LATE MTE POP AESTHETIC.

rpmm yer way catchy velvet

UNDERGROUND DRONE FRONTED BY A COUPLE OF

FEMALE RICHARD HELLS AWt YOUR THING, WE
HAVE TO SERIOUSLY QUESTION JUST WHAT YOUR

THING MAY BE!

OIRTNAP RECORDS « FQ BOX 21249

;EArriE ** Sam . WWW.DWDVAPRECS

S

orkpam® aia smutsmms#«wiw musl
“wu

GLORYHM.ES - WANT »mmi ir

m
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t
DRTBIKE ANWE - IT tftr Ettr BUN Swat I

(wm woRtBrm) e# [

“O/i The Brink ” Their Latest and Greatest! 1 2 Blasts ofTurbo-Chanted

~

Thrash sure to pump your blood and shatter your ear drums! ^ r
uUp From The Muck” Compiles Ail Rippage From *96-2000.

f/
2 seven inches, 2 demos and various other shredding shit! qc

OciwJo DtJ'ii Ai«ipSy/db'$6
2-1 ,$Q

Foreign orders add S2 for shipping. Send hidden A^ /
cash, money order, or U.S. international money order to... 'f ^9

Josh Dobbs

T-Shirts! DareDevii Logo (on red) 810 S. Winter Park Dr.

(s.mjpcl) GhostBusters Logo (on white) Casselberry FL 32707 USA
GhostRider Logo (on black) Smeruv51S8@aol.com
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www.mnnamucks.com
also available from:
EBULLITION, REVOLVER, SEDITION

SOUND IDEA, STICKFIGURE

double-disc DVD set

Culled from over 400 hours of archival

footage shot and collected by lead singer

Greg Attonito, and over 50 hours of

interviews with the band and their

extended family of friends, "Do You
Remember?” (approx. 100 min.) is the

story of the good times and the bad, and
the music that was bom out of both.

This double-disc DVD contains the

feature length documentary, 50 song
set list” of live performances, 6 music
videos, and over an hour of deleted

scenes, tour stories, and archival

footage.

Available in stores 02.11.03

Distributed by Mordam

_ www.chunksaah.com
P.O.Box 974 New Brunswick, NJ 08903



Web Hosting

by and foi PUNKS!

Check out our
GUTTERFHJNK
plan

Mention MRR
on the order

form and get

10% off!

Feature packed plans

at prices that all punks

can afford I!

- Email Accounts
- Autoresponders
- SSH / FTP / SSI

- PHP4 / MySQL
PERL / CGI, etc

All servers are Linux based

contact:
support@punkhosting.com

408-865-1108

website:
www.punkhosting.com

oft
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$8 PRO

ELEPHANT
s/t 7 "

MAN thegalvinwilhelromi 1lerquartet
s/t CD

Heavy hardcore with Japanese singing

and Sabbath ri-ffing, featuring ex-

members of RADIOACTIVE LURCH, DOUBLE

UGLY & SEIZURE SALAD.

$3.50 US / $6 World

Also available on I or Ij.

MORE FUN THAN A SECOND GULF WAR...

new stuffs from THE SOCIALS:

BRAND NEW DEBUT CD ! ! ! !

NARROWMINDED ENTERTAINMENT
FORA CLOSEMINDED AMERICA

15 BRAND NEW SONGS THATS BEEN COMPARED TO THE I

SLITS, BRATMOBILE, X-RAY SPEX AND EARLY GENESIS OF
ALL THINGS...

AVULSION
Prince of a Thousand

Enemies 11 $3.50/$6
Unrelentingly brutal grind

from Buffalo with intelli-

gent lyrics.

Insanely technical grind with

bizarre interludes, with members

of AVULSION & PARADE OF THE LIFE-

LESS.

$8 US / $10 World

LOVE songs
a/t CP $5/$7
Ridiculously catchy

rockin punk from Craigums

of WHAT HAPPENS NEXT? /

YOUR MOTHER fame.

CDs and vinyl.

impatience or indifference Records & pistrg

3201 3rd St., 2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA

94124 USA

http : / /www . ioirecords . com

bidmeriseG hotmail . com |QD
JWMTIEWCE

RODDY RADIATION
OF THE

SPECIALS

SHABILLY REBEL:
The Roddy Radiation Anthology

GOT COCK ? ? ?

VA “LETS GET KILLED" LP
NEW COMPILATION FROM KENT OHIO'S COCKPUNCH I

RECORDS FEATURING KILL THE HIPPIES, CD TRUTH,
PLAYPANTS, THE PIRATES WHO CARVE OUT YOUR EYES
AND PISS IN YOUR EYE SOCKETS, RADAR SECRET
SERVICE, WRED FRIGHT, SWEATY WEAPONS, NOWHERE
SQUARES THE JEFFS, SEXUAL TENSION, ZERO CRAG,
CRIMSON SWEET, RADAR SECRET SERVICE AND A ALL
NEW NON-CD TRACK FROM THE SOCIALS

"It’s a rainy night in London and this

disc is the way to duck out of it”

- Dirty Linen Magazine

"...Accessible, compelling

and playful."

- Tattoo Savage Magazine

"...Auditory Bravado At It’s

Hell-Raisin', Honky-Tonkin' Best.”

-RazorcakeMagazine

"This is the stuff you listen to while

you're drinking on the porch at dusk."

-Now Wave Magazine

— MUM

r

the —
PO BOX 18051

SOCIALS
FAIRFIELD, OHIO 45018— thesooals9aol.com

Available at your local

independent record store

or Online/Mailorder @

www.fiendmusic.com HUStCf

PO Box 41470

Los Angeles, CA 90041

info@fiendmusic.com
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MRR: Why the name Barse?

Gash: This current line up has been together since

March 2002. We lost our drummer, so I went from

the guitar to the drums, and got a lifelong friend

Wayne to play guitar. The line up that we have now

is the best that we’ve had. We are writing and

recording new tracks every week and planning a

summer jaunt around the UK. The name Barse

means the little bit between yer balls and arse.

Sounded funny as fuck to us when we first heard it

mentioned, and still makes me laugh today when

people innocently ask what the name means. It

breaks the ice when you meet people at gigs for the

first time. Also it’s fucking stupid, which appeals

to me at no end.

MRR: Tell us about your first album, you had

some problems with the release and the record-

ing?

Gash: From day one, we had problems. We had our

shit together in time for the recording date, but

when we walked into the studio, the producer/engi-

neer didn’t have a clue what he was doing. He was

also sheepish as fuck when we asked him if he was

ever into punk, later explaining to us, “the punks

weren’t nice to me.” He wouldn’t look at the band

during the recording. When he heard the lyrics to

the songs, he couldn’t believe it at all. He kept say-

ing. “Is he really singing that?” The last band he

had in the studio was the fucking Lighthouse

Family. The first mix was shite, so we came back

in a week or so to remix it. We got the CD off him

and Andy took it upstairs to have a listen, stopping

at the toilet on the way. While he was having a piss

he dropped the disc down the toilet, picked it out

covered in piss and took it to Nick (who pro-

duced” the CD). Nick took the disc off him and

wiped it on his jeans and then asked how it got wet.

His face dropped when he was told, and we were

kicked out the studio. Punk bands don t get in there

any more, after they’d seen the state of us. Then the

bloke who pressed the CD (some cunt out of the

Count Bishops) fucked the album up even more,

managing to turn the overall volume down, and

trying to get more money out of Trev (Savage

Amusement), taking him for a ride by saying that

he thought we were a “right wing” band due to the

Savage Amusement logo, a bulldog! Then came the

false Indian voices, pretending he was someone

else. We thought it wouldn’t happen, but then the

album arrived, and after that, things really started

to take off.

MRR: Your album got good reviews across most

of the board. Did you expect that response for

your debut release? And what do you have

against Meatloaf?

Andy: I thought at the time, we had more of a

chance growing tits, than anyone liking the CD.

But when every review came back positive, and all

the zines interviewing us were saying what a

breath of fresh air we were, going against the grain

musically and lyrically, we thought fuck this, we

have to keep going now. We wrote songs constant-

ly between 1997 and 1999, and had all the materi-

al there. We were offending people who didn’t get

the picture, the PC types who pretend to be “right

on” were getting in a flap, so that was a good

enough reason to keep going. Plus, I love playing

in a band. It makes me wet. And as for Meatloaf,

he was on a show in the U.K (TFI Friday) singing

out of tune and sweating gravy. He’s so fat, he

needs a stripe painted down his back so people can

tell if he’s walking or rolling. Anyway, he inspired

us to write. “Meatloaf is a Fat Fucking Idiot” on

the spot. Same as Peado Townsend is begging for a

Barse tune. He’s a perfect target, big nosed kiddie

fiddler.

MRR: What do you think of the punk scene

today?

Gash: I personally think it’s too up its own arse, all

that political shit pisses me off. We don’t write

songs about all that, because everyone else seems

to. We try to steer clear of all that. I want to write

songs about everyday life, what happens to us, and

people we know. I’m not saying I don’t care about

how much we are all shit on, but how many times

must the same thing be said, and usually to a com-

plete racket, so you can’t understand the lyrics any-

way. We try to make people happy when they lis-

ten to us, not depress them. Barse sound like a ‘77

band, because that’s what we’re all into, loads of
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fun and a big fuck off to everyone. The definition of

punk in the Oxford English Dictionary is “A delib-

erately outrageous type of rock music, popular in

the 1970s; a follower of this” I really don’t care

who I offend. And it’s not because I agree with what

is being said, it’s because it makes me laugh. I think

it’s called a “sense of humor.” Punk was always

about breaking the rules, not making them. So don’t

take us so seriously, just enjoy! I’m into Crass now

as much as I was when 1 first heard them, (same

goes for Discharge, Dead Kennedys), but the

amount of bands rehashing it killed it for me. I

stopped buying punk in the mid 80s, because for

me, it was absolute wank. Bands like Raped,

Snivelling Shits, and Killjoys still do it for me! And

the current trend of bands singing in American

accents when they come from Leeds makes me

laugh. It’s sad as fuck when we talk to people who

claim to be punks because they like Offspring, and

fucking Green Day, get a life; and emo, what the

fuck is that all about? We recently did a gig with

Crashed Out, classic Oi Band, and it was such a

good atmosphere. There is no need to pretend

you’re from anywhere else or trying to be anyone

else. DIY, it works for us! Plus the fact we are

bypassed whenever there is any event, i.e. H.I.T.S

and certain “all day events.” If your shite and rehash

the same old message, with a ska-core backing,

you’re automatically accepted into the fold. If you

ask me, it’s for the birds, keep it.

MRR: You have a brand new single and album

out. Did you find a decent studio to record it this

time? .

Gash: A decent studio? Fuck that! The single

Council Estate was released on Rapid Pulse from

the US and the album They Said it Couldn 't Happen

Here... and it Didn’t was released on Hells Tone

Records from Finland. The recording was done in

my living room, on an 8-track recorder! I’ve spent

the last five years buying gear for the band, so we

didn’t have the same scenario as before. The record-

ing is exactly how we wanted it, because I did it.

I’ve accumulated so much gear, my living room

looks like a studio, which we’ve christened “Abbey

Normal Studios.” Now though, we use a big hall,

which we’ve rented from the local church. The vicar

walked in one night, and we were- playing “Sisters

Making Pomos.” He was standing there for about

ten minutes before we noticed him. It then clicked

that I was wearing a Destroy top with a picture of

Jesus nailed to the cross upside down, naked! He

had a laugh about it though, and even asked for an

album. But with what the clergy get up to, abusing

choirboys and such, I suppose we are pretty

mediocre.

MRR: The track “I Hate Amerikka” oft your

new album may lose you a lot of fans, especially

in America. Does this concern you any?

Gash: The song is about the way the USA bas-

tardize/change the English language and the fact

that we are becoming more like the USA everyday.

Bowing to pressure, Becoming the United States of

Europe. What concerns me more than losing fans

though, and I’m sure some MRR readers would

agree, is how close Bush and his pet monkey Blair

are pushing for World War II. An illiterate redneck

intent t>n waging war in the Middle East is not a

good thing. Twenty to thirty Islamic terrorists

caused the Sept. 1 1 atrocity. What if twenty, thirty

thousand of them decided to take up the cause, in

one go? The way it’s going, that’s exactly what will

happen. As this interview is being put down, terror-

ists have been caught 200 miles away in

Manchester, with Ricin, (a nerve agent popular with

local junkies), so it’s very close to home. Britain has

had terrorist attacks for years from the IRA, who are

in part funded by “people sympathetic to the Cause

in the USA, but that’s OK! However, when it hap-

pens on your own back door, the shit hits the fan,

and it’s gung-ho, kill 'em all! It’s time America and

Britain got out of the Middle East, and let them get

on with it. The Muslim/Islamic culture goes back a

long time before ours, yet Bush and Blair seem

intent on trying to crush them. No one else has done

a very good job of crushing them in the last couple

thousand years, and Bush and Blair will fail,

because when they say they will fight till the last

man, they mean it. The USA and Britain had killed

twice the number of innocent men, women and chil-

dren in Afghanistan with “smart bombs” (surely a

weapon of mass destruction) by July 4 2002, than

those who were killed, in the attacks on the twin

towers. America has its own "terrorists that tried to

blow Gaddafi up in 1986, so he retaliated with

Lockerbie. What do you think will happen when

Baghdad is leveled? Anyway that’s only my opin-

ion, and I truly hope I am wrong, but I have a bad

feeling on this one. I think war is inevitable, so it’ll

be one hundred thousand Iraqis dead and ten of our

soldiers killed, probably by “friendly fire” like the

last Gulf war. Then it’s on to Iran, Syria. Not Saudi

Arabia though, cutting heads off for stealing bread

is OK if they are keeping the oil safe for the West.

A better idea would be to put Blair, Bush, Bin

Laden and Saddam in a cage with pick axe handles

and bike chains and force them to set about each

other. Or better still; let Charlie Manson interrogate

the fuckers.

MRR: What sort of reception do you get at gigs.

Do you offend many punks?

Gash: We usually go down great wherever we play.

We get a lot of compliments just for being different

from other bands. We recently played with a band

from Seattle called Red Martian, who were blown

away by the scene in Newcastle. We were blown

away by the fact they come halfway around the

fucking world to play in a pub on a Sunday after-

noon. As for offending anyone, I thought that was

the point! We have played gigs where the soundman

walked off as the band walked on, traveled miles to

shit-holes (The Primrose, c/o Royston Vasey,

Leeds) to be met with nepotism and contempt. Andy

“child molester” Cactus dedicated almost a full

page of abuse to us in small print in his shitty little

zine, so we must have touched a nerve with him.

Why he was dancing to us though, when he thought

we were so bad, is beyond me, (Get a bath, you

scruffy twat!). He still mentions Barse over and

over though. If you are easily offended don’t listen

to punk, listen to the Human League. It’s all about

breaking the rules, not dictatiang them. The one’s

that do get uptight are nearly always like this cunt,

the crusty PC types, who fucking stink, and proba-

bly couldn’t score in a glass brothel, with a diamond

tipped cock. But we always get a reaction. Whether

they love us or hate us, we are still talked about. We

even had a fanzine running a big debate on Barse,

inviting people to give their views on our music and

lyrics. And this was just as the band was starting.

But if anyone wants us to play, we are always avail-

able for gigs, the more the merrier! We are open to

any offers.

MRR: Anything planned for the coming months

in the Barse camp?
Gash: We’ve got a gig with Drongos for Europe on

the 29th of March in Newcastle, and in April there’s

a new 7” out on Hells Tone Records (cheers

Vesku!). We are in the middle of recording two new

songs, and there are two old songs, which we’ve

dug out. There is also a Barse website with lyrics

and reviews. Then it’s recording time again, doing

the demos for the next album. Maybe we’U do an

emo album next, emotionally fucking disturbed that

is. Seriously though, the songs for the next album

have already been chosen and are being recorded

after the 7” tracks are done. So those that are on the

"I hate Barse” bandwagon that’s tough, because

we’ve a lot more to come.

MRR: Anything else you would like to add?

Barse: Thanks to everyone at Maximum Rock n Roll

for giving us the chance to vent our spleen, Vesku at

Hells Tone Records, Jim at Rapid

Pulse/Underground Medicine, and Rob, our photog-

rapher, and you Mick (Rant) for conducting this

interview. Also all the fanzines that have supported

us, Savage Amusement, Rant, Anti Social

Behaviour, 4 Minute Warning, Jellybrain, Part Time

Punk, Anarchoi, Puke, Runnin’ Feart, Cod-eye,

Toxic Stress and all the other zines I can’t remember

at this time. Cheers!
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don’t have that feeling of like, “Well, it

; damn hard and we had all these obstacles

but we managed to do it nonetheless!” so

much anymore. It’s too easy now.

much without all the effort.

world’s problems, but there are a few. we <

MRR: What has been your most memo- was

in hardcore bands rable show so far?

Maa-san: There’ve been tons!

Makoto: Well, most recently the shows that

we’ve played with Forward and Gurento.

Maa-san: Yeah, and that show in Kobe in July.

MRR: You’ve been involved with the

Japanese hardcore scene for a long time.

What are some of the major differences a

between the scene now compared with the

scene ten or twelve years ago?

Maa-san: Well, for a start, the amount of bands

around now has increased for sure. Bands tend

to be a lot more divided now by musical style.

That’s one of biggest differences that I see

straight off—certain bands only playing

together at certain venues. People who go and

see the bands kind of only go and check out

bands of one particular style.

MRR: How was this different a decade ear-

lier?

Maa-san: Ten years ago, and earlier than that

even, there were significantly fewer bands

around. So punks and skins would play show

together—even new wave bands would play scenes,

on the same bill. That’s the way it was back scenes,

then. Definitely more of a mix back then. One short s

really remarkable difference is how much eas- this? H

ier putting on and playing a show or releasing for so 1

a record is nowadays. But you know, because Maa-sa

it is so much easier to be a hardcore band now, with th<

MRR: So when did you all start playing

hardcore punk?

Makoto: I’ve been playing

for 18 years now. Since ‘83- k

84. My first band

was Doubt, with members from Himeji and

Kobe.

MRR: Where were you living then?

Makoto: In Himeji, out in the sticks!

Maa-san: I was in Okayama. We got to know

each other when we were both still in high

school. When we started playing together,

over half of our songs were covers: GBH,

It tioesn’t

mean as

MRR: So it’s become much more accept-

able nowadays?

Maa-san: Without a doubt. You can even have

a mohawk and still get

job here now. There weren’t so many punks

around back then. Now though, you can be

both a punk and a citizen!

Makoto: And they try to tell us now on the

news on TV that it’s the “punk era”!

Makoto: That would’ve been in Himeji, right?

Maa-san: Yeah. ‘87 or ‘88, on Lip Cream and

Outo’s “Bloody Summer” tour.

MRR: What do your lyrics focus on?

Maa-san: Stuff I’ve thought a lot about myself.

Some songs are about society—no real mes-

sage, more like personal thoughts and obser-

vations Not a hell of a lot of songs about the



at a shitty job. They aren’t into it enough to really put in the hard work
and effort it takes, and so they quit. Nightmare is not like that. A band
is a human relationship. You stay together and build something and
continue with it. We’re still trying—been together for well over ten

years. We have all kinds of problems come at us, we argue, but we real-

ly want to do this band together. With this kind of attitude, you can
achieve a lot more. Above all, we won’t quit just like that.

Makoto: I don’t understand how people can just up and quit their bands.

What a half-assed attitude!

Maa-san: It’s like when you have differences with your friends, they’re

still your friends. Everyone’s different. It’s when you use those differ-

ences and the good things that come out of them to your advantage that

you can do something truly special. Sometimes people are stubborn and
won't bend and you have major clashes, but you know, that’s pretty

interesting too! When it’s hard and challenging then it’s fun. If it’s too

easy then it becomes boring and pointless. Why we continue with
Nightmare can’t be expressed 100% by words alone.

MRR: It’s more of a feeling or passion?

Makoto: Yeah, that’s right.

MRR: How often do you guys play?

Maa-san: Not as much as we used to. We used to play about 50 shows
a year. Haven’t toured much lately, but we still play once or twice a
month in Osaka. The odd show in other places.

MRR: Tell us about the sax player!

Maa-san: The sax player who’s on our latest single started jamming
with us a little while back. He actually played with our previous drum-
mer in another band. He was a regular member for a while, but he quit

and just plays a few songs at shows with us from time to time whenev-
er he feels like it.

Makoto: I really like the sax. It’s a lot of fun. I was really surprised how
it sounded.

Maa-san: We would even like to try something other than sax. We actu-

ally had a piano player at one stage too.

MRR: Really?

Makoto: But she didn’t end up staying with us.

Maa-san: She had her own band going already. But it was definitely

interesting while it lasted.

Makoto: It’s great with other instruments.

MRR: Did you record with the piano?
Makoto: No. Only one gig and that was it.

MRR: Is it difficult working full-time and playing in a serious band
for you guys?

(Cultural note: In Japan employers often push their workers to work
very hard hours that sometimes take exhausting mental and physical

tolls greater than those in Western countries.)

Maa-san: Well, I can easily bear working and playing in a band at the

same time. It’s more a case of which one puts a squeeze on the other.

Makoto: It’s fun for me to be doing both.

Maa-san: Even though you wish you could just do the band, the reality

is that you still have to work. It’s just a matter of balancing them both.

Makoto: But still, working an exhausting or dangerous job everyday
can have a good influence on your music.

Maa-san: That’s the kind of life you live, it’s your existence, so...

Makoto: On the other hand, you know, if you are too comfortable in life

financially or whatever, it will reflect in your music. It’s like a musical
senility. Can’t play anything new or original.

Maa-san: When a lot of bands and musicians get to our age and haven’t
been able to get on a major label they tend to throw in the towel. I’m
even talking about some people who are playing a similar style of
music to us. What I want is for younger bands to look at us and think,

“Let’s go further musically than these guys. Let’s do something even
more different.’’ I wouldn’t want them to think that this is as far as it can

go. I want to see them try something completely different. Something
more. Then I’d like to look at them and what they’ve achieved and think
to myself, “Ah, we helped change this.’’ We as Nightmare are constant-
ly changing too. I see a lot of people in leather jackets and studs. I’ve

always wanted to be different than that. Sure, they stand out, but I want
to stand out even more for doing something even more different.

MRR: Which is definitely more “punk” than buying into the safe
and predetermined “punk package.” Is that what you’re saying?
Makoto: Absolutely!

Maa-san: Otherwise you might as well just go put on a suit and tie like

some straight-looking company worker and get on stage or go to the

show, because I mean to me they both are looking pretty similar right

now. OK, I know that not everyone in studs and leather is like that, but

do you get my point?

Makoto: There’s a lot of that around. If that’s your punk then you can
have it! We know that we are still trying and searching.

Maa-san: And as tar as we’re concerned, that’s far more punk.
MRR: Can you recommend some good Japanese bands who are
currently active in the hardcore scene?

Maa-san: Forward, Tetsuarei, you know... Its not like we’re all great

buddies who chat on the phone all the time but we’ve always played
together and we will continue to do so. Warhead especially. Back when
no other bands were around and we were all really young they blew our
minds and we’ve been playing shows together ever since. There are a
lot of good bands around, really.

Makoko: I’m into really original sounding bands: rock, reggae, all

kinds of stuff.

Maa-san: Punk’s not about just one sound. There are reggae bands who
I consider punk, folk bands who I consider punk. I take everything into

account, not just their fashion sense.

MRR: Do you guys want to tour overseas?
Makoto: Yes, we do.

Maa-san: England!

Makoto: Vietnam. Not with the band but by myself!

Maa-san: Anywhere—England, the USA—lots of places. It used to be
my dream that we’d get to tour Japan and we did that several times.

Nowadays any band can quite easily. No big deal. Lip Cream, even
though they weren’t on a major label, endeavored to create a tourable

route throughout Japan. Everyone followed that route afterward play-

ing shows.

Yamauchi: I’d like to go to Jamaica.

Maa-san: Jamaica, Africa, places like that. Somewhere different.

MRR: If you could go on tour with any band who would it be?
Makoto: Poison Idea!

MRR: They are playing again aren’t they?
Maa-san: I believe they are.

Yamauchi: But Jerry A is the only original member, I hear.

Makoto: If Pig Champion isn’t playing guitar, then I’m not interested!

Maa-san: Battalion of Saints and Iggy Pop.

MRR: Where do you see things heading with the band?
Maa-san: No major plans. We just take things as they come. I don’t like

planning too far ahead. When you see us do something new, it means
it’s just come to us. We’ll keep going somehow.
Makoto: We just do it.

Maa-san: We don’t know what’s coming tomorrow. Something terrible

perhaps! That’s what makes life interesting.

MRR: Anything you want to say in closing?

Maa-san: You might like our records, but come over and see us live. Our
live shows are our best album!
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Jill: First, I need to point out that
I’m the only person here that doesn’t
li7e with their parents#
Stuart: OK, mo7ing on_

* Jill: I do Trash Faction and I’m work-
ing on the fourth issue at the moment#
My fanzine co7ers garage punk rock and
occasionally hardcore when I feel like
it# I feel that it’s important for me
to do it because the garage scene is so
permeated with misogynists and I would
like to eradicate that# My zine is usu-
ally, like, 40 pages; so it’s pretty
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Jill: Why did you change the
Disturbing the Peace?
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Stuarts Disturbing the Peace had some associations that I was movingay from with what I wanted to write about, and just sort of who I
V'
w&s as a person#
Jill: 3o you wanted a fresh start.
Stuart: Yeah. And I specifically didn’t want Same of the Arseholes to
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from
5
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Destroy Wjat 3oree Y™’ the title is stolenfrom the *eederz. I mostly write about music, but it’s a broad cover-

?nLi°1-«
mU81C ’ ba8ically a reflection of the music that mores andinspires me: various sorts of rock *n’ roll music at its r«»t.
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listening to at the moment that you lay

are quotes from whatever you* re listening

it out. _ T1m lav ing it out there’s some sort of

Dare: Yeah, usually ^eneTer l m laying
hgr it be Jed Tmitey, or

line from whatever song I’m listening to.

Really Red, or The llext.

Dare: Or Lore', or X, or the
^J

yc
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he third issue now. The

Stefan: I do Panic Attack and I “ ™r

J£«ng away from that. The third

first two had some politics,
northeast today. I’m also working

issue is about the pu"k S“®"g
0nai issue, which I’m nerer done before.
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ire zine, and I did-

ce issue three is rery tightly themed.

So I wanted to separate them.

and*
5

the Eighth ^is ^n^the °worke ^ ^-ues so far,
I wanted to start a one-pa*e zi n P y,

11 about hardcore, nothing else
zines like Radio Riot and 3ullshit Zfth/

^ reaUy into readi"g old
were really cool and they serred their m,./’

1 thoueh* that those
was just one page, and they were a lot
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P ° S

V There Was no filler, it
was happening at the time. I wanted ?o do 1

f°^8ed on th« news, what
first couple were one page and it was 1

d
?

somethln6 like that, so the
what e re r else I put in there-re ri ew * and . tu fr *

T"0" type ° f stuff ’ and
thing from an. old zine whether it was an fnt

Want ® d t0 reprint some-
reriew, or just something that I found

” or an old record
ing up these old zines, and I i 07e d

* ere8tln«* because I was buy-
out things that you couldn’t find
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iSTU&BISRYSL
“I THINK THAT THERE ARE A LOT OF ZINES OUT
£HERE ABOUT PERSONAL STUFF AND POLITICS^

NOT TO SAY IT'S INVALID, BUT I JUST WANNA
' THAT the fact is there are fewer people

I

[WRITING ABOUT PUNKBOCK IN THE WORLD

THAN THERE ARE PEOPLE WRITING ABOUT THE ZAPATISTAS.

THAT'S WHY Irs IMPORTANT FOR US TO DO MUSIC ZINESj

[

BECAUSE NO ONE ELSE IS GOING TOsTwrITINgI
ABOUT BESTHOVEN IF WE DON’T DO IT OURSELVES.”

f.

. f. /

reviews, rather than thinking about how

the review's going to effect record)
! sales, although obviously, if I write

| ab out something I like, I want people to i

^buy it-but that's not the motivation.

Jill: Tell, I think in terms of reviews,

I a lot of people writing music zines these

i days see them as part of some prescribed

! format, like you have your columns and

your reviews, and blah blah blah. After

you do a certain number of issues, then
|

maybe you start to think about what

you're doing. The first issue you're

just excited to be writing, then once you
I

start thinking about it, you realize
|

that the review section might not be as

important or necessary. In the issue I'm

doing now, I don't have a review section

at all, because I've come to realize that

if I really want to talk about something

or promote it I might as well just write

two pages about it and forget about the

other records, and I think that's some-

thing that you're seeing more in paper!

zines. In Tight Pants zine, she does a I

review section, but it's not stapled in)

the zine, so you can just throw it away.

Rob: That is all part of the larger prob- 7^

lem, which is my main problem, with i

what's wrong with zines. Sven beyond the

reviews, there's a lack critical think-

ing applied to the material that people

are presenting, and it's like what

Stuart said: you read reviews and 99.9.,

of the time the review reads as if

Tragedy, for instance, had a press i

release. You barely ever read a zine
]

that’s like, "This record sucks." People

are only reviewing records that they

like and so, in essence, when they say

"This sounds like this, it's available from
here" then you know they're only doing an
advertisement. I think it's just that zines
need to be a little more substantial and a
little more worth reading. People need to
start applying a certain degree of thought to
the music that they're listening to and that
they feel they want to write about, instead of
writing a little blurb that's an advertise-
ment. I'm just as guilty as anyone, because I

write reviewa in my zine, and usually they're-
short, which is partly dictated by the nature
of my zine, that it's one page, but I think a
lot of the time I could write three pages on
one record.
Jill: I think sometimes people are very moti-
vated by advertisers, and the need to have
them fund the Ik* zines.
Stuart: Do any of us take ads?
Rob: Mo.
Jill: Por a while I took just whatever for
five bucks each. But I've stopped doing that
because it's stupid and, well, I also work at
a copy shop, so I don't need to pay for my
zines, so that's a luxury. I think a lot of
people feel the need to bring in some money so
they can produce their zines cheaply, and the
reviews reflect that. I was taking ads for a
while where I was like, "This stuff is total
garbage," and the guy from the record company
was like, "That was that? 19

Stuart: You said nobody writes reviews that
say, "This sucks." I don't do that. Part of,
the problem is that the punk scene is so small
that it's really hard to be critical of bands
that-you know, all of us have friends in bands
we don't like. The way I get around that prob-'
lem is just by not reviewing those records. I

wish it were more acceptable to be really
critical and to say what you actually think
about things and people wouldn't get their
feelings hurt and friendships would end over
it and stuff like that. I don't have any
answer for how to solve that problem, but it's

something that I think is an issue for the punk scene

specifically because it's so small. I

Jill: Because it's so community oriented it's hard to|

distinguish between the art and the maker of the art.

Dave: A lot of people everywhere have problems distin-j

guishing that.
Stefan: People hear music on the internet so easily, so

many zines don't focus on writing real reviews anymore

because they can write a few words and people can just

go hear it for themselves with ease. Tith older zines, !

people hadn't heard of those bands or heard that music,

or didn’t have a medium to hear that music anywhere. Mow I

the internet and being able to hear the music easily
|

defeats the purpose of writing a big long review.

Stuart: I think that a lot of people may believe that,!

but there are certainly a lot of people all over the I

world who aren't connected to the internet, and I think

it’s a shame that so much of the punk scene assumes that
|

everyone is. I know I have that problem myself, but the

-

punk scene is so much larger than a bunch of middle-class I

white kids on the Bast coast, which is what all of us
|

here are.
Dave: So a few people ^re actually distributing their

zine to places that don't have that. R fLyeh Rising .

Stuart: Mangelslakt •

Rob: To me it's really important to keep in mind that

I'm writing this zine and I'm really lazy about dis- I

tributing it and stuff, but there’s people writing zines

in Brazil who don't have plumbing, who are writing and



distributing their zine in a much more effec-

ti 7e and efficient manner than I am. It just

connects into what Stuart was saying about

this punk scene being, so much larger.

Stuart: It’s kind of weird-I said it’s large

and small within, like, fi7e minutes. It’s

small in that we know the people from Brazil

and we don’t want to hurt their feelings.

Da7e: I was thinking during that last part of

another music 2ine because there’s nobody else inthe world writing what Da7e is writing about. I’ 7enerer seen another zine where it has a thing abouta Lo/e song next to a thing about a Kdrd song, soit is different, and it’s amazing.
Rob: Furthermore, it’s not just another music zinebecause he’s writing critically. He’s not justgoing, "Hey, Kord is from 1983 and they’re brutal,
so go and get it." I think the real issue is a lackof zines that are applying a degree of personali-
ty e7en, beyond any sort of analysis or critical

ought. To take it to a really base le 7el, I’d

«^
her read a re7iew of 80rae record that said.

This record is so great that it made me crash mv

the con7ersation that if re7iews aren’t necessary
in smaller zines, and news tra7els faster through
the internet and larger, more regular publica-
tions, that it makes sense that trends ha7e been
shifting away from zines focusing on music. Maybe
people are saying "Well, I don’t need to write
about music anymore because what I would be writ-
ing about is being written about in other places,
and so what’s the point?" But in this room there
are fi7e people who all write about music and we
ob7iously disagree with that, and think there is
7alue in still not trying to be Cometbus with
e7erything we do.
Stuart: Actually when Da7e and I were conceding
this discussion, something I was thinking was
that music zines are important because people in
this room-and ob7iously there are other people
all 07er the world who are like us-can write about

thing permanent in your hands that you can look
at, really, it comes across in a much differ-
ent way than staring at a glowing screen.
Da7e: Being someone that’s doing the zine, the
actual act of cutting and pasting and laying
out and that sort of thing is something that’s
really special to me and it’s weird that that’s]
probably lost on anyone who’s looking at a com-
puter screen instead.
Stuart: And also, it’s something that’s being
eradicated from our culture in general-the
idea that you can do something yourself with-
out using Windows or Microsoft or whate7er.
Well, I use Microsoft to write my zine, so I

don’t know what I’m talking about. I agree that
the whole idea of webzines is just a farce.
Da7e: I think it was put best in a recent MRR
inter7iew with Artcore fanzine: "Webzines?
What’s that? Zines are made of paper, I don’t
know what a webzine is."

|

Stefan: For it to be a zine there needs to be
some sort of material that you can hold. It’s
something that you did and-
Stuart: We’re in the ABC Ho Rio Zine Library,
and this wouldn’t exist if there were only
webzines.
Da7e: There’s a computer 07er there, so that’s
the webzine library.
Stefan: I just think a zine is something that
you put a lot of work into and that there’s a
lot of passion behind; to ha7e it just be
behind some screen doesn’t seem like you put
anything into it. Doin’g the whole cut and
paste, doing it yourself is just like ha7ing a
punk rock ethic, and saying that you’re gonna
do it yourself and that you don’t care if
that’s not what other people are doing and-
Stuart: Preach onl
Stefan: And then the end result is something
you can hold and look at later on and still say

this kind of music that 7ery few people can

write about because we’re knowledgeable and
moti7ated to write about it.

I think that there are a lot of zines out there

about personal stuff and politics, not to say

that’s in7alid, but I there are fewer people
writing about punk rock in the world than there

are people writing about the Zapatistas. That’s

why it’s important for us to do music zines
because no one else is going to be writing about

Bestho 7en if we don’t do it oursel7es.

Da7e: For the record, how many people in this

room ha7e written about Besth07en?
Stuart: Three, and the other two are like,

i"Who?" I guess basically one of my 07erarching
(philosophies in punk rock, or maybe just in

life, is to do only what you do well. So I think
we all write about music well. We write about a

1 7ery specific type of 7ery underground music, so

it’s sort of-it’s not our duty, but it is, to

write about that. It makes me upset when I see

re 7iews in Maximum that describe a zine as "just

another music zine." It’s like-yo, it’s not just



(Stuart: Yeah, hut that’s cool, too.

Jills 3ven if Joe Domino sares his files, I’m

not gonna he looking at Blank Generation in ten

|
years.

[Dare: There’s something that can’t he recreated

Ion the weh. If you erer look at Sic Teen, Rer.

JTorb’s old fanzine, the pages are completely

I cluttered and packed with all sorts of crazy

information. The sort of genius layout of pure

I chaos can’t happen unless you’re doing it on

[paper and scanning it.

1 Jills I wanted to talk about that zine, y’know,

[the porn one. I’ve erased its name from my mem-

|

I ory.
I Stuart: Horizontal Action • Let’s all just say a

[big fuck you to Horizontal Action . This is some-

thing that’s relevant. I think what you do when

I you give out a zine is you say this is my idea,

lor this is my interpretation of punk and this is!

[how I choose to define the punk scene, and by

[doing that you’re also defining it for the per-

I son who’s receiring it.

I Rob: It’s like what you said, when you put out

la zine you’re putting yourself out there, and

[you’re saying this is how I feel. As far as I’m

[concerned, if it’s a punk zine it’s either made ,

[by a punk about punk or it’s made by a punk and

lit’s about whatever. That’s what constitutes aj

[robsSvs'I

I “as far as I'm concerned IF IT'S ft PUNK ZINEl

Jit S MADE BY A PUNK ABOUT PUNK OR IfSl
IMADE BY A PUNK AND IT'S ABOUT WHATEVER.!
[THAT S WHAT CONSTITUTES A PUNK ZINE.”

j~you did this and it’s still special and-

Stuart: Or, "I can’t believe I wrote that.”

Stefan: If you just put it on the internet, you

don’t ha7e anything. The website goes down and

that’s it, it’s done.

Stuart: I think you’re totally right that iti

goes to the heart of what is punk rock and how

we choose to define punk rock. When you were

I saying that, I was reminded of something that

Yedge and Tony were saying about the JTine i

I Shocks Terror record-analog sound comes out in

wa7es, not’ in ones and zeros, and what you justj

l said corresponds. What we’re doing with zines

1 is something that’s passionate and it’s really

I hard to express passion in ones and zeros on a^

computer screen. ITo matter how into code writ-

I

ing you are, it’s not gonna come across,

'because the coolest-looking website in the end

is probably the most commercial looking one
|

because those two things go hand in hand on the

web, whereas in fanzines, the coolest looking

fanzines are the ones that ha7e the most per- i

sonal work and the most passion put into them.

Jill: 37en if they don’t look cool. I mean, in

ten years I’m still gonna ha7e my old Big City
j

I

fanzines that are laid out terribly.

punk zine. Sexuality is a part of life, so it’s ob 7i-
ously a part of punk, but I don’t see what rele7ance
pornography has to a punk zine.
Da7e: Part of ha7ing sexuality be taboo is that you
can be dumb about sexuality and try and make it be
shocking instead of admitting that sexuality exists
and is part of the world and talk about it in a reg-
ular fashion. It’s not such a big deal that you’re
like, "Look, we ha7e inter7iews and we ha7e naked
girls."
Jill: I think there ha7e been a number of fanzines
that ha7e incorporated music and sexuality in a pos-
iti7e way, like Homocore, and all those old gay
fanzines. I wish there were more of those-lesbian
punk rock fanzines.
Stuart: I didn’t want to imply that I don’t think you
can write about sgx in your zine, it’s a matter of
how you frame it. Rock ’n’ roll and sex go together,
but that zine forces it, so I guess Horizontal Action
to me is really sterile in the end.
Jill: I don’t know what their aim is.
Da7e: Should zines be free-are zines your gift to the
community or are they a product?
Stefan: I’7e done free zines before, and when my zine
is done I always want to gi7e it out to people. I



IS ABBE

[Stuart: Yeah, passion is se7erely lacking in American
culture, so let’s take a stance in opposition to that,
las punk rockers.
[Da7e: So the way to sum that up is to quote the Desperate
^Bicycles and say, "It was easy, it was cheap, go and do
lit.”

dovW'N
flames

KORO

more*

jgme ot the fAUTlUTfiW $2ppd / v

s

a?t

(don’t feel the need to get any compensation f~«r

it, but for me, at least, putting rut a zine
|
pretty much drains all my money, so I almost

(

feel like I ha7e to charge people, e7en though
I don’t want to.
Jill: I think the aim for zines is to break

j e7en, and how you get to that point is a mat-

|

ter of personal experience. I work in a copy
center or I scam zines from Kinko’s, so I’ 7e

J
almost always gi7en mine out for free, but if
[you need to charge a buck or two or three to
get your words out to people, I think that’s
fine. I’m 7ery willing to pay that much to read
someone’s words.

i

Dave: I always want to charge for zines, but
people don’t want to pay for them. The thing
that’s sad is that zines aren’t records-people
don’t treat them as if they’re a 7alid form of
communication the same way.

| Jill: You shouldn’t totally generalize there,
a lot of people-

|Da7e: I know that^all your friends will pay,

I

but all my friends don’t. I mean, people will
readily buy $800 worth of merchandise from
^Tragedy at ‘ABC, but they won’t spend a dollar
on Game of the Arseholes, and that puts the

|T“r." K”fn.*7
“• -J.1SS

: Me too, but I think anyone should do one. I

Zlne re7ie* seot * on shrinks
I

lX” o0 1 encourage ereryone to dogood or bad, it'll only get better.

[is the zine?
* about, and then your medium!

|Rob : I

that’s why

e7ery month,
one, whether it’sp|l

3a7e: But
Jre7erse.
|Stuart: I think

think the second Qjie facilitates the firstfhy I started writing a zine.
*

think for a lot of people it's the

first started tn ** *aS th® re7er8e for me when II

AtT^cK

$1.00

person writing the zine into a situation where
if they want to break e7en, it’s harder.
Rob: It’s just a reflection of the majority of
people’s le7el of interest. Plenty of people
wanna put on a record and rock out, but how many
want to go home and read someone’s really
thoughtful ideas about the music they just lis-
tened to? The whole thing about charging is

this Catch-22 because you want to gi7e it away
for free, but when you do people take it only
because it’s free not because they’re interest-
ed. In a way, by charging, you’re better reach-
ing the people you’re writing for because those
are the people who seek it out. I don’t write
with the intention of con7erting anyone; I’m
not on a mission. I don’t see this as some sort
of conquest where I’7e gotta write about Raped
Ass so that e 7eryone at the show will read the
zine and go get the record. I don’t care about
that, but I just wanna write it and if someone
reads it and they don’t know what it is and
they’re interested in it then cool, but mostly
I’m writing it for the people like me who are
still tearing their hair out e7ery time they
listen to it.

Stuart: When we get zines, we all want to pay
for them because we appreciate them, and we all
would like to gi7e our zines away but there are
unfortunate economic realities that we ha7e to

deal with. I think part of the reason that peo-
ple aren’t willing to buy zines is that there
ha7e been a lot of really crappy zines.
Stefan: When I did my first zine, I charged 50

cents for it and I asked a kid if he wanted to

buy it. He said to me, "Oh, I don’t buy those
anymore," referring to zines in general. He
assumed that all zines were shitty and that he

didn’t want to read them. I just think that’s
pretty sad because there’s a lot of good zines
out there that are 7ery much worth paying for.

Pa7e: Three to one, zines I get go in the

’t think
--
! really contribute

to the world of zines by doing that.
|Jill: And look what you’7e become.
lStuart: Yeah, so stick with it, and in a few years,
Ikids, you’ll be just like mel
|Da7e: So if you wanna ha7e some respect in a few
iyears, don’t write a zine.
|Jill: That’s a good question. I don’t know. I find
|it hard to imagine someone being like "I wanna
write a zine, but I don’t know what I want to write

|about.

"

Da7e: It’s the same thing with bands-most people
are like "I wanna be in a band," but they don’tj
know what they want their band to be about and]

that’s why they sound confused.
Jill: I think you need some sort of passion. I want
passion; I want blood.
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MRRs Who are you and what brand of instrument do you play?

foitf: I'm Terry Six. I play Adam's 330 Rickenbacker.

Adam: I'm Adam and I play a Mosrite guitar and a Marshall amp.

TfiM: I'm Matt and I play a Rickenbacker bass.

tod: I'm Kid Killer, I play drums.

MRR: How you can afford such nice equipments

AIL: (confused, then shocked, then uncontrollable laughter ensues)

tod: Well, Dirtnap sends us checks for, like, sixty fuckin’ grand every two

weeks. They're fucking cool.

Watt: I'm sponsored by Crate. Actually, I stole my cabinet from some guy

Kid used to live with. The head I have I bought at some dude's yard sale

for ?35. But you guys don't have any equipment, do you?

tod: NO.

Uivtf: I bought my cabinet fair and square for fifty bucks.

Adam: I have a Marshall head that I bought from a hippy dude.

Watt: I was involved in a shady deal with a '68 Dodge Dart. That's how I

got my bass.

KJ: I've had a drum set that belonged to Ben (Ex-Real Pills) for two years now. I finally gave him

money for it a month ago. u *

MRR: So how did you guys meet? I know Kid and Adam were both in the SPIDER BABIES, but what

made you guys say "fuck this swanky garage shit, I'm going to get pretty and play some wussy

power pop"

?

Adam: We all met in high school, C.E. Mason-it was this school for retards and pregnant girlies. Kid

and I were the first ones to start playing together. Man, we were, like, 15. We've been in a bunch

of bands together (Silver Kings, FU, bed pans, Coco Cobra and the Killers), and as far as making a

conscious decision to "fuck this swanky garage bullshit". I had about as much "creative control

in Spider Babies as this-. Do I make my bass sound like a fart or like the Ramones? I've always been

into what I'm doing now, I just never found anybody else who was into it. So I said fuck it and start'

ed a band that played the kind of stuff I wanted to play. In fact, the original HEARTS line-up was

back in *98 and was called the TEENAGE FACES, but then we disbanded and we all did other shit until

about 2001 when Terry and I decided it was time to destroy all that crap left over from the 90s.

Well, me and Adam, we're playing future EXPLODING HEARTS songs over the phone to each

other when he was in California, and that's how I got into it. I figured I couldn’t just join EDDIE

AND THE HOT RODS so I did the next best thing.



MRR: How did you guys meet King Louie'?

htr^.Tp
,

n
L0Uie

t

0U,S 'de
,

0f Din°' S (,he ,0WeSt 0f a" s,rip c,ubs) - 1 *« skating by and

and SP DER BARlFt Th ^ W* jUS * S,ar,ed chaUind ab°“t the PERSUADERSand SPIDER BABIES. Then I had a beer (or 12) with him. and the rest is history

ZT ,"V . 7k
e " he WaS W° rk ' n9 ,he Ferris Whee ' at 0aks Park - He got us' free ridebracelets it was the first and only time they told us we were too wasted to go on ridesYou know, the second time I ever hung out with Louie, he picked me up in Choo^Choo s car this nice, white Oldsmobile. And he's like, "Hey man, you wanna come

mTone^The '

h

^
^'tu*

0 ' 96 ' and he oper,s up ,wo of Phbst and givesme one. Then he goes, Hey man, check this out. I wanna join your band Check this

want to nl.l it" £"h .^h™-
PENDLET0NS but thatW Matt was all garage' and didn'twant to play it. So he s driving, and he sets his beer on the dash, and takes his handsoff the steering wheel, and starts using his hands for drums and his voice for guitarand goes, I m a pretender man! Hey man! I'm a pretender at the game of lovei Mant"

stlCrjus
6

,Z that.

85% ° f ,he Pe °P,e readi "9 ,h,S *h1n9 ri9h ‘ have a

/UaM: Ej<cept they were too stupid to turn it into a hit song

fuckVo™
9UyS 90in9 ,0 Pe addin9 ano,her keyboard p,ayer Jince Louie is 90ne ’

^.•Not unless they‘re Cajun and fuck their cousin.
| TT1 not totall y adverse to playing another show with Louie though

Uittf.- No, not at all.

Ada*.- 1 would totally do it.

klaU:We wouldn't plug him in though
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mma”' ,uation? Why is Kid leaving and who's replacing him?
Well Kid JUSt hdSn been 1nt0 be1ng in the EXPLODING HEARTS for a long time and
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s cool, I guess. I don't knowhat the fuck he plans on doing now. And as far as a new drummer goes, we found one
,

a °up ' e
.

weeks ag° ain|l we've been practicing every night with him. It's starting to real-

reallv h,.^hlaV u/’

5 K ' d Coch,no and he
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s ful1 Mexican! He hits hard and has a

t
b ' We are a,so proud ,0 ann°unce that our band is now half Mexican
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CkS for a ce" phone a"d a da V J°b - Good luck with that.wtR. What s the deal with Portland and all the great bands we've got right now?

<fery: I have no fucking clue.
/fdam: It wasn't that way three years ago.
%d.- It wasn't even that way a year and a half ago.
MRR: It's all recent.

There was this place called Billy Ray's Neighborhood Dive that had free shows for-ever. Everybody came out and played all the time.
Adam: A lot of bands played there. It was like the CBGB's of Portland
kid: For a while it was.
Adam: It was fucking rad. Free shows and at first it was free beer.
Kd: And everyone who has a side project has their band play too. Shitloads of bands
Utvj: Yeah, ours did (the TRACERS)
”R!

r,fL
UPWi,h D1r,naP? Wha * makeS ,hem ,he best laba > around right now?We"' ,he ,h ' n5 '*• Ken is really cool. He has great taste in music, he's a really

nice guy, and on top of all that he

it

actually cares about and promotes his
bands.

7&d: And he's on it, he has at least two
records coming out every month. And
they're all fucking killer.

Adam: He parties as much as he works,
y'know?
&f>He came in a time when there were
a lot of good bands.
MRR: And no good labels.

Adam: Exactly. Dirtnap is a great label.
We're totally excited to be working
with them.

MRR: What is Dirtnap putting out with
you guys?

Adam: On March 10th, Dirtnap will
release the CD version of Guitar
Romantic complete with a different
insert. He is also putting out our new
single "(You left me) Shattered" in
April.

MRR: Then what? Aren't you trying to
do a split?

Adam: Yeah, we're trying to do a split on
Johnny Cat, and we're doing a split with
the NEW TOWN ANIMALS (RIP) on Dirtnap.
Johnny Cat wants us to find another
band to do the split with. I heard some-

’ about the FM Knives.?

MRR: What about the Pelado single, did
that come out?

Adam: Yeah ! We got thirty copies, baby! And
ley look cool. 100 copies pressed or some shit.
Good luck getting one.

Dirtnap has given the BRIEFS and EPOXIES a huge
fucking^jreak. Are your expectations high?

/^. Our expectations have been about getting high since day
one. We. want to go on tour and not shower really baaaaad. I

think Dirtnap is a great label and has tons of great bands so
we'll just have to see.

- ,b'nk it all depends on if the BRIEFS become the next
Christina Aguilera or not.

MRR: How did you guys get hooked up with Screaming Apple?
pi Adam: Next question.
*
4MRR: 1 thought ^ was a good story about how you met him on tour

Adam: We didn't meet him, we met his associate, Richie.

dK kid. Richie who runs Useless Early Ripes.

t 't’s a fucking rad magazine. I can’t believe we don't have
< anything comparable to that in the States.

(Bp kid: It's super expensive.

JB Adam: And rockin'! Yeah, we met that dude in Cologne, at the
Underground. We were touring with the SPIDER BABIES at the time

• MRR: Any idea how many copies of the Guitar Romantic LP
JIB you've sold so far?

Adam: There's, like, a hundred left. Out of a thousand.
MRR: Since two of you were in the SPIDER BABIES, who were
famous for being assholes, did people think the EXPLODING
HEARTS would be assholes?

We were only in the SPIDER BABIES for, like, ten seconds, so
1 don,t think a 1ot of People, especially in this fucking town
associate us with that band. Although we did play that one

^J^really cool show with the SPITS.

f Adam. Yeah, that was fun, but it was always Kevin's thing I

only wrote one song in the band, "Your New Boyfriervd" Kid*^and I were in the SPIDER BABIES for about a year. We got to
record a single that never came out with Steve Baise from
the DEVIL DOGS. Get Hip paid for it, but they never put it out
And we recorded Ten Inches Of Terror, that Kenrock put out’
and we went on an East Coast tour and a European tour

’

MRR: You guys put a lot of effort into your look and your live show
Has anyone ever accused you of being all style and no substance'?
Adam.- Never.

«%• 1 d on*t think I've ever heard that in my life.
kd: I try to ignore the people on the internet that say that They
only wish that their band's REZILLOS covers were fucking half as
good as our originals.

4 5^.- That should be hi -lighted.

id MRR: How come every review of the EXPLODING HEARTS mentions the BOS'?
Not any more, they've gotten hip.

, Adam: They've gotten hip to us! Now they all mention Cheap
Trick, Bubblegum Hits, getting stoned and backseat loving.

^TmRRj What records are you guys listening to right now?



f
^

Hiatt: Enough times to justify wearing pink pants.

Jiiiy,: Death Or Glory, the new RIFFS record. It's insane.

HU- The SPITS, the SMALL FACES.

Adam: k lot of girl group shit and a lot of bubblegum stuff.

MRRs What about your songs, what's the deal with the lyrics?

Are they sincere personal shit or are you just feeding the

ladies what they wanna hear? Seriously though, you guys have

some awesome lyrics. Making Teenage Faces is fucking

genius in that simplistic pop song sorta way, but Guitar

Romantic has some well thought out and clever lyrics,

"Rumors in Town" and "Sleeping Aides and Razor Blades"

specifically. What's the deal here? Is this shit straight from <

the heart or what?
y

Ada*: Well, I don't want to say too much on this subject, but I

will say this: "Sleeping Aides" was my personal fuck you

anthem for a breakup I had with a live-in girlfriend. I was so

happy to have perfectly documented my crappy existence in a

motown ripoff song. Everything right down to the razorblades

as a self-mutilation reference (it's not about doing coke) and

the line about hanging up new posters, everything in that song '

is just so fucking true it hurts. On the other hand, you have

songs like "Boulevard Trash" that open up with lines like "Ain't

done chores now for at least a hundred days, don't do the dish-

es no more I just throw them away." That's my favorite line.

URR: Who's the chick that sings back ups on "Thorns and

Roses"? Is she single?

&t¥ . Her name is Jessica, she fucking rules! And she can out-

party us sometimes... and for once she actually has a boyfriend.

Adam: Yeah, his name is Jack and he used to be in the RIFFS.

Jessica and I met through our love of Josie Cotton and drink-

ing, so it was just a natural progression to have her sing on

our record. She is also getting the "I'm a Pretender" tattoo,

like the one I got.

MRR: Every time I see TEENAGE HEAD'S Frantic City I think it s

Guitar Romantic. Did you do this on purpose?

Adam: I guess I kinda did rip off the whole tri-tone picture thing,

huh? Oh well, fuck them.

MRR: Tell me about the New Years' show with the MAKERS.

fat}. I got wasted. It was awesome.

Adam: I got wasted too, it was awesome. And the MAKERS look

like Prince and Lenny Kravitz put in a wimp blender.

Hid: I tried to hate them, but I couldn’t.

Adam: Yeah, they had their moments.

Hid: I didn't think they were as bad as I thought they'd be.

Adam: They show off their nipples a lot. We have pictures

of their butts too. And their tambourine with a picture

of a praying butt on it.

MRR: How did you guys end up on Art Alexakis radio show?

Hid: Wookie,' Wookie!

Adam: I got woken up by a call from this dude named Wookie

one day. He asked if we wanted to be on Art's radip show.

Hid: And Adam goes, "What do we get out of it?"

Adam: Well, yeah, but then he said we'd have to play an acoustic song. And said no.

So he fucking wakes me up the very next day, and I said yeah.

MRR: Was Art a dipshit?

^r. Yeah. He got schooled by Ted (the singer of the DISKORDS, and a good friend), who

is 14, about who wrote Chinese Rocks. Apparently in Art's world Joey Ramone wrote it.

I mean, the guy really has no concept of good music.

z&iw. The first thing he said when I got in there was, "So, looks like you're working on some

tats, brah?" And I said, "Yeah, I see you got some Power Puff Girls tattoos on your arm. brah."

HU.- Everclear is the sguarest band from Portland, ever.

Hiatt: No band can be more square than the band that has a member who wears a

Trailblazers jersey in their video.

HU.- And raps about Led Zeppelin!

MRR: Adam, what’s the deal with the mullet? Do the ladies love the mullet?

fay.. Ladies do love the mullet, but it can't just be any mullet-it has to be a really

good mullet. . ...

Adam: I have two points. One: The word "mullet" was invented in the 90s (just like

"Nsync" and "xtreme sports, brah") so therefore I completely absolve myself from

having to answer this stupid question, and I'm offended you asked. Fuck you. Two:

it's cold in Oregon! It helps keep my neck warm!

MRR* Adam tell me the story about meeting Ike Turner.

Adam: My mom recently met the dude and became friends with him. t told her I was a

fan and wanted to meet him, so she called him up, and he said, "Ahh! Shit, yeah. He

can come on over! I'll teach him a thing or two! Shit!" Then I went over and fuckin'

played guitar with him, and it was really cool!

MRR: Did he teach you a thing or two?

Adam: Fuck yeah he did. He totally did. Now that I think about it, I might have actually

sold him my soul. Then he showed me the whole Keith Richards tuning thing.

?tnf; Those guys at the Waterfront Blues Festival, they let us backstage. They knew us

by word of mouth.
, ..

,
.

Adam: Well, I knew the name of Ike's girlfriend, and I asked for her and they let us

through. He had a wig on the chick! She looked like Tina, it was rad. He's a dirty old

motherfucker too. .. . ,

’
Umf: When he played at the Blues Fest, it was all recorded live and on the radio. And

i

he was like, "Ahh! Suck that thing!"

Adam.. Yeah, he was going nuts! "Suck it down! Owww!" Then he played his own ver-

i sion of "Tequila". We thought it was going to be "I Want Candy".

MRR: Bobby Manic wants me to ask how you got to kiss Roxy Epoxy.

Adam: Yeah, I think the question should be rephrased to ask how she got to kiss me.

Hetty.: She's short too.

MRR: Who's the best power-pop band of all time?

HU: Us.

MRR: Good answer. Anything you guys want to add?

Adam: Don't buy anything from Jackpot Records. They don’t support local bands for shit.

They're a bunch of pontsy, white-belt-wearing, expensive-brewed-beer dicks. And

they won't carry our records.

Hd: The Dirtnap bands and the Vinyl Warning bands are the best bands in the country.

AIL: Yeah, definitely.

MRR: What is the EXPLODING HEARTS' drink of choice?

Adam: Extra spicy Bloody Mary (in a pint glass) and whiskey on the rocks

fay. Gin and Tonics in pint glasses and Pabst.

Hiatt: Do you guys want to get stoned?

MRR: You guys want to give shout outs or props?

Adam: No. But I do want to say hi to all the cool people and

bands we've met in the last year. And hi to Louie and Choo-

Choo-I hope you're having fun in Nashville!

MRR: How many times have you guys gotten laid or offered

i ihfi pypinniNf, HFARTS?
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MRR: What does Flesh Packs mean?

Frank: Well, Flesh Packs is really ah, I think, is a response to who humans actu-

ally pretend to be. You know, we sort of pretend that we’re above the animal

kingdom, and some people pretend like they’re sort of divine, when really, you

know, all we are is highly pressurized packets of flesh roaming the landscape,

trying to survive just the way any other life form is.

MRR: Do you think we should end up in the meat dept, in Safeway some-

day?

Frank: I think we’re about at the level of the meat dept, in Safeway.

Schweick: Which also ties into the meaning of Flesh Packs on the consumer-

side of things, the way the media is used to sell you products, saying your life

will be better if you buy our brand, or only young cutting edge people buy this

brand; they appeal to peoples’ desire to want to be anything but average. So

they’re not just trying to sell you a product, but also a packaged lifestyle, and

it’s defined by their products. So in a sense. Flesh Packs is sort of a metaphor

describing that tactic.

MRR: Like a packaged identity.

Schweick: Exactly.

Frank: It (the name) kinda sounds like a wiener too. (all bust up laughing)

MRR: So if Flesh Packs means a packaged identity, aren’t you packaging

yourselves when you put out a record?

Schweick: We’re definitely packaging ourselves. Everybody is. At least we re

trying to do it in such a way where we’re mocking the construction of a pack-

aged identity itself. The fact that we’re using Otter Pops on the cover of our

record is making fun of ourselves, like we’re just another prepackaged musical

group for your listening pleasure. It’s sort of saying what it really is.

Ian: We just want you to buy the record, (laughs)

Schweick: Uh oh, It’s getting too political for Ian.

MRR: OK. Well then we’ll switch up. So you guys are all from different

bands? I mean, you seem kind of old. I can’t believe you guys are just start-

ing. (Schweick laughs)

Ian: Well, Schweick and I were in Captain Crunch and still are. But before that,

Schweick was in other bands.

Schweick: Alter Ego and MK-ULTRA.
A

Ian: Not the art-wanker MK-ULTRA, but the older punk rock MK-ULTRA

from Santa Cruz.
,

_ . . . ,

Frank: And I’ve played in lots of bands. Last band I played in before this band

was the Flu. I was also playing in another band called Starla City when we were

making this record.

MRR: Are these all San Francisco Bay Area bands?

Frank: All Bay Area bands.

Ian: Captain Crunch was originally from Santa Cruz. Back then there was only

two bands in Santa Cruz, us and the Swingin Utters.

MRR: So what do you think is good punk rock?

Frank: Anything, to me, that is counter-cultural and willing to say something

that most people won’t say. .....

Schweick: Yeah, it’s hard to say. I mean, there’s a lot of bands that I really like,

that 1 think are really doing it right. Dillinger Four, I think their album, vs God ,

really kicks ass, and is a really good account of the American condition today.

Another group I think is really good is Scared of Chaka. Oh yeah and also.

Songs for Emma is another good group.

MRR: What do you think of the music scene in the Bay Area?

Ian: It’s a better than when Schweick and I were in Santa Cruz, (laughs)

Schweick: It’s like ‘what music scene in Santa Cruz?” I would say that the

music scene here is hard to describe, because there’s not as many good venues

that you can play at anymore. There used to be a ton of really good places to see

punk rock and good alternative shows, but that’s kind of disappeared and it s

just hard to get shows these days. But the good thing is when you meet other

bands at gigs. It seems that bands are nicer to each other now that there are

fewer places to play. Everybody seems to be really cool and interested in what

you’re doing. So I think that’s a positive twist on it.

Ian: Yeah, the economics of the city and this whole area, make it hard to have a

practice space or to buy equipment or even to operate a venue that puts on

shows. [The difficulty of] all of those things are prohibitive to this kind of

lifestyle.

MRR: What do you think of commercial versus non-commercial music.

Frank: There’s good stuff everywhere. You just have to get out and find it. It’s

out there. It’s kind of hard to know what’s commercial and what’s not some-

times. We mentioned Dillinger Four. Is that commercial?

Ian: It’s got a UPC code on the back of the CD, right here.

Frank: And if so, it’s pretty good.
, , f

Schweick: I don’t think that Dillinger Four are commercial, but there s a lot ot

bands that try to have that sound that are. I mean, there’s the blatant commer-

cialism, like all the stupid boy bands, and they’re pre-packaged and mass-mar-

keted music created for a specific demographic. But even in the underground

scene, it’s hard to tell what’s commercial and isn’t, and how big the label is.

Where to do you even draw the line. Is a label that has 20 bands on it on the bor-

der of being commercial?



Ian: Well, all the major labels bought many of the

small labels, so sometimes it’s hard to tell. You
think you’re buying a record on a small label, but

they’ re owned by a major label. In other words, the

people in the band are getting about a nickel for

every disk you bought.

Schweick: I saw a billboard in Oakland advertising

the Transplants record, and those guys are supposed
to be punk rockers. I thought it was self-defeating. I

don’t think punk should be advertised in main-
stream media. Would you want your band on the

side of bus? When are the Time/Life collections of
punk rock’s greatest hits coming out?

Frank: Basically, if you’re on the side of a bus,

you’re not punk rock.

Schweick: I think commercial music is the lowest

common denominator, and I’m more interested in

stuff that people are making themselves in their

bedrooms or their garages.

Ian: Yeah, there are a lot of good bands. Two bands
kind of like us are Head from Seattle and Rat Fink
from New Hampshire. They’re both old guys like us

and you won’t see any UPC code on their records

‘cause they’re doing it themselves too. A few of the

commercial bands are good. I won’t not listen to a
record just because it’s on a major label. But I will

try not to pay for it. (all laugh) But seriously, that’s

why the record companies are having such difficul-

ty, because no one wants to pay $16 for a CD when
you can download and print one out on your com-
puter for free. And if you bought that record on a

major label, you’re not supporting the artist,

because they only get a nickel of the $16 and some
fat guys in suits get the rest.

Schweick: Yeah... fuck corporate music.

Ian: We make about a nickel per record too, but at

least our records are a lot cheaper.

Schweick: I think we’re breaking even on ours.

Well, we’re not making any money, that’s for sure.

That’s not the point.

MRR: What is the point?

Schweick: The point is to be creative and to make
something cool. It’s freedom of expression and to

make something that you like without compromis-
ing your values.

MRR: So in your song, “Short-Sighted you
say, “It’s so easy to fall for the limelight parade,
but we don’t have to succumb to the monsters
we’ve made. “Is that what you’re getting at?

Schweick: That’s kinda getting back to that thing

about commercialism and stuff like that. It seems
there’s this whole manufactured identity of fame
and riches and how that’s supposed to be the best

life you could ever have. I just think it’s total bull-

shit; I think that fame is for chumps. And I think

that people want to be famous, because they think

that it gives them some sort of power. But actually

it seems that the deeper they get into that whole
game of fame and riches, it actually makes them
powerless. They are at the mercy of this popularity

contest held by the media. So I just think that it’s a

bunch of shit. The whole idea of that lyric is to rec-

ognize that it’s just a construction and to not buy
into it.

Frank: Having no experience with fame myself, I

wouldn’t really know.(laughs)

MRR: So you guys then all still work full-time.

Ian: I think that all of us have, at some point, made
the decision that we would rather work and keep
music as a hobby. At least at my job, a lot of people
who I work with probably consider it a career. I just

basically work there so I can afford to do my hob-
bies, and because of that, our music is uncompro-
mised. We don’t have to answer to anybody.

Schweick: And plus it’s pretty damn impossible to

survive in the Bay Area as a musician. How could
you not have a job at some point and then try to play
gigs and buy equipment or make records and stuff.

So, we definitely have to work in order to support

this, but it’s totally worth it. It’s kind of a necessary
evil in order to make the things that you want to do.
MRR: What are your jobs?

Schweick: You know, I work for the man. (laughs) I

basically do visual effects for movies. It affords me
some time off to work on my personal projects, and
it can be a pretty artistic endeavor at times, so that’s

sort of how I rationalize it.

Ian: Hey! Frank can actually say he works for a
non-profit.

Frank: I work for a not-for-profit managed care
organization pushing Medi-Cal for poor people.

Schweick: Sweet! Fucking Robin Hood over here.

Ian: Oh yeah, I work for a for-profit company
(laughs) that helps people retire, that helps people
save for retirement. Among other things. And it’s

something that even punk rockers should think
about, saving for retirement. (Schweick is laughing)
If you think you’re going to get by on Social
Security alone when you’re 65, you’re kidding
yourself.

MRR: So your song, “Nothing To Live For”
sounds kind of depressing. What is that about?
Schweick: Do you need your medication?
Frank: Yes, my medication. That song is really

about, uh...well an analogy would be like if the
world was an adult man who goes around picking
fights with small children, and challenging them to

bare-fisted boxing matches. This is the whole world
throwing a punch at a small child, a knockout punch
that they couldn’t really get up from. And it’s kinda
about (an old buddy?) who didn’t really get up after

the punch was thrown.

Schweick: So wait a minute. So you’re saying that

the world has punched out a kid? And then...

Ian: That’s his other song.

Frank: That’s the other song, yes. There’s a lot of
violence in these songs, (sarcasm) It’s just about
how the world can be a really hectic place and a sort

of uncompromising place, and some people get
involved in what the world has to offer at a pretty

early age, and they don’t know how to fight that.

They don’t have the tools.

Schweick: And what kind of medication are you
on?

Frank: Zoloft and Prozac and Viagra.

MRR: So you describe yourselves as “Old
School.” What does that mean?
Ian: I think it just means that we’re old.

Schweick: We’re fucking old. (laughs) OK, we’re
not ancient. .

Ian: Our equipment is old too.

Schweick: I think it just means that we’re mostly
influenced by the late 70s/early 80s style of punk
rock we were definitely raised with: the Ramones,
Stiff Little Fingers, the Buzzcocks, and that sort of
stuff. It has a huge influence in music that we make.
Ian: I like the stuff that you listen to when you’re in

high school. And the effect it has on you.
Schweick: It screws you up for life.

MRR: How did you guys make your record?
Ian: We recorded it at our house, with a half-inch 8-

track machine that we bought from the classified

ads for less money than it would have cost to go to

the studio. And the good thing about that is that we
had more control over the whole process.

Schweick: Yeah, the whole thing was, we wrote,
played, recorded, did the artwork for all of our
records, um, and we did everything short of master-
ing the plates, and pressing the vinyl ourselves.

Ian: For the next record, we’re gonna press them
ourselves on Soy Vinyl, (laughs)

MRR: So do you have any comments about the
current political climate?

Frank: Sad.

Ian: It’s very sad.

Schweick: It just seems there’s not enough steam
behind the anti-war movement, right now. I’m glad
people are protesting it, but there doesn’t seem like

there’s as much of an outcry as there should be.

Frank: Well, specifically about what’s going on
right now. People don’t really seem to have a lot of
insight into what’s actually going on. I think people
are... they don’t really trust the government, and
they don’t have the information that they need in

order to make decisions, you know. There’s not a
whole lot of information out there. A lot of people
don’t know where to find it, if it is out there.

MRR: Not like it’s out there.

Schweick: That’s the thing....

Frank: No, it is out there. In America, we have free-

dom of the press. It’s there. There are market forces

that censor some of the information we could be
getting, but there’s tons of alternative press out
there. It’s just a matter of people knowing about it.

Ian: Yeah, the internet really has the potential to

change bow people think about the country, the

government, etc. But, you know, it could take some
time.

Schweick: Plus, as far as the current political cli-

mate, Frank said something I thought was pretty

pertinent. He said, “There’s no love in politics.” I

agree. I just think that government has lost the plot

completely. The most important thing to the con-
stituency of this country is life, liberty, and the pur-
suit of happiness. Or trying to have a good life, your
family, and enjoying yourself while you’re here.

That doesn’t call for killing people so that you can
have gas for your fuckin’ car, and, you know, things

like that. So I just think that it’s all about business,

and there’s no passion for the people, and people
need to be first.

Frank: And the sad thing or the confusing part for

people, including me, is there’s a whole group of
people out there who get paid to think about politics

all day long. It’s their jobs. It’s what they do. And,
being outside of that world, we can only deal with
the information that we have. I don’t get paid all day
long to think about these things. And therefore, I

don’t even have all of the information I would need
in order to make a really educated decision about
something. It’s very hard to say, although I can say,

because I believe in non-violence at all costs, we
shouldn’t be going to war, we just shouldn’t be
’cause it’s not right. It’s not OK to just go kill peo-
ple for any reason. On the other side of that, I real-

ly don’t know what’s going on, and I don’t think a
lot of people do. I see it as the US is in it for the oil.

But that’s just one of many things that few people
know for sure.

Ian. Yeah, we definitely need to be able to produce
alternative energy sources, so that we don’t have
foreign oil. But until then, if people still want to buy
their SUVs for $30,000, that just means that those
of us who don’t waste our money on SUVs can buy
more used music equipment.

Schweick: And make more punk rock.

The Flesh Packs 4 song 7’ is available for $4.00 ppd
from

Black Tie Underground

61 14 La Salle Ave. #528
Oakland, CA 94611-2802

Or visit www.blacktieunderground.com
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MRR* Describe The Blacklist
Brigade
Tommy: Haw punk rock with a
pirate edge.
7inny-Jack: Yeah, we’re basi-
cally really raw, rough pirate
rock and roll with nothing
added. If we make mistakes, we
make mistakes it’s real and
it’s fun. Bringing back the true
punk rock spirit. Ye’re defi-
nitely unrefined.
Sam: Yeah, grimy, unfiltered,
punk rock.
MRR: You have an SP out. Tell me
about that.
7inny-Jack: Yeah, it’s called
The Brethren Of The Coast and
it’s on HFT Records. It’s a tes-
timony to our unprocessed
approach to rock and roll.
Tommy: Yeah, it’s such a fuck-
ing raw release just a case of
a practice or two, and then bang
we recorded it. I think it’s
varied enough for people to lis-
ten to it a couple of times and
still think it’s fresh.
Sam: It’s pirate punk through
and through.
MRR: Inhere did you record it and
how long did it take?
Tommy: Ye recorded under really
low-budget conditions. It was
completely DIY, so we were able
to record it in this room/barn
above our mate’s garage in this
back alley in Stroud Green,
Horth London. I really enjoyed
the whole deal.
Sam: Ye called it The Chicken
Coup I It only took about five
days in the studio to record,
but those days were spread over
about two months.
7inny-Jack: Our friend Porter
recorded it all for us on his
eight track recorder and we had
to stop every now and then,
waiting until all the noise from
the cars in the garage below had
stopped. You’re getting the
picture of the type of condi-
tions it was recorded ini
MRR: You have Just released a
split with the Inverted Hines,
how did that come about?
7inny-Jack: Yell, we wanted the
split to be one English band and
one American band and we all
instantly came up with the
Inverted Hines. Ye included
them on the first Ho Front Teeth
comp we put out earlier this
year, so I just called Chris up,
and he was totally cool with the
idea. It’s a fucking great
release! They truly run the
show, but our tunes are good
tool
MRR: Yhat are The Blacklist

Brigade 9 8 songs about? Give me
an example of your lyrics...
7inny-Jack: In a general sense,
they are all about pirates.
"Pleasure, Liberty and Power"
is mainly about the Pirate
Bartholomew Roberts the chorus
says A.3.H. and A.M.H., which is
what he had written on his flag,
it meant a Barbadian’s head and
a Martinican’s head, referring
to the islands of Barbados and
Martinique. He had a skeleton
standing on their skulls on the
flag.
Tommy: The lyrics are just
pirate tales simply because we
wanted a different edge, we
thought we’d be a bit more orig-
inal. Personally, I’ve never
been that into feeling the
lyrics, most of the bands I like
talk about shit that doesn’t
relate to me, but that’s cool
because I love the music, and
for me that is the be all and
end all.
7inny-Jack: Let’s see, let me
think for a minute of some of
our better lyrics! OK. "Burn the
thieves alive with their ill-
gotten gains, stolen ropes and
sails and 10, 000 men in main,
the Battle of Lepanto /
Christian victory, the
Christian slaves turned Turk
and joined the enemy," that’s
from the song "Join the Snemy,"
which is about slaves working
really hard on plantations and
joining pirates to have a bet-
ter life; this happened a lot.^
They are all about shit like
that, you ‘know. Also that song’s
got some other lyrics I really
like in it because they’re an
actual quote by a pirate called
John Yard. They go, "Yhen the
sea was our empire, where we
robbed at will, we could sing,
swear, drink and kill." That’s
fucking cool, they even rhyme

1

MRR: Yhy are you a pirate punk
band, is it a gimmick?
/inny—Jack: Ho it’s not a gim-
mick. Ye have real fun doing
this, but we’re not into this
funny punk rock shit like
Guttermouth or the 7andals. I
love pirates, I’m fascinated by
their history and that’s all
we’re putting in our songs. It’s
basically just story telling,
like in country music. I love
listening to country songs
about hobos, murderers, cheats,
liars, you know, and we’re just
trying to bring that element
into punk. It’s like a novel,
but with music. I’ve learned so
much stuff through music

because it’s a medium I love and
have a passion for. And the
songs are long enough to tell a
story, but short enough not to
drone on.
Tommy: Yes and no. I mean 7inny
and I have pirate roots. My
mother was half pirate and was
born on the shores of Tortuga,
so I guess that gives me some
legitimate pirate status. As
for Gam, he’s just on board for
the ride. I’ve heard his dad was
a buccaneer in his formative
years Swine.
MRR: *Yhat aspect of punk rock
appeals to you the most?
Tommy: I don’t know. I guess
just the style it has and the
way it makes me feel.
7inny-Jack: I think it’s the.
fact that it’s kind of like one
huge family and it’s so unpre-
tentious. It seems, and we’ve
found this with our zine ITo
jf ront Teeth, that people are so
willing to help out. Most peo-
ple stick to their word and
that’s so cool. All the bands
we’ve dealt with, except maybe
two or three, have been so great
with us and we really appreci-
ate that. That, for me, is what
punk rock is all about.
MRR: Tell me about the HPT
Global Hoetlllty compilation
that you Just released.
7inny-Jack: Global Hostility is
a compilation of true punk rock
from all over the world, we’ve
got bands representing Finland,
Holland, Israel, Brazil, Japan,
Sweden, Sstonia, Argentina,
Uruguay, USA, Canada, Italy,
Portugal, Yugoslavia,
Bangladesh, Croatia, Hepal,
Scotland, Russia, Germany,
Belgium, Czech Republic, I
think that fs itJ Ye’re repre-
senting England on there, along
with The Autonomists and Fruit
Cocktail who have an upcoming CD
release on HFT Records later
this year. Ye have had some
great feedback from that comp
and although it was a real
headache to put together, we are
really proud of it.
MRR: Tell me about Suburban Life
Sentence, the first HFT compi-
lation.
7inny-Jack: That came out in May
or something like that and it’s
been selling really well. It’s
got a load of band6 on it like
the US Bombs, Smogtown, the
Boils, the Rogues, the Hunns,
the Decline, the Inverted
Hines, the Restarts, Penalty
Box, Red Flag 77, the
Motherfuckers, 7ery Metal,



Pinkerton Thugs,

Candysnatchers , the Damaged,

Jim Dandy, the Smalltown

Criminals (from Germany),

Weekend Bowlers, Hauzia (from

Brazil), the Showcase Showdown

and a few more too. Oh yeah, the

Jump in Landmines who are fuck-

ing great and also our other

hand Low Score City, we did the

title track on that comp.

MRR: So you 1 re in two hands?

7inny-Jack: Yeah, all three of

us are in Low Score City, along

with Jon from HFT and our friend

Dan. It’s a higger hand with two

guitar players. But we’re kind

of on hold at the moment due to

everyone being busy at differ-

ent times. It’s real hard to get

five people to he somewhere at

any given time. It’s hard enough

with just three.

MRR: Didn’t the Blacklist

Brigade .start off as a side

project to Low Score City?

Sam: Yeah, that’s right. 7inny

and I used to joke about being

in a pirate punk band. One day

Tommy and he wrote a couple of

songs and we started playing. I

didn’t think we would ever get

our act together. Ye are very

different to Low Score City; we

are much more raw.

7inny-Jack: Ye were having

problems with Low Score City in

the sense that it was getting

real hard to find the time to

practice, due to some members

being busier than others. 'Ye

hadn’t had a single practice in

about four months.

MRR: Tell me about the Fruit

Cocktail release.
7inny-Jack: Yeah, we are

releasing their Fruit Cocktail

vs. Hellcat CD. It’s got guest

appearances by Duane Peters, A1

Barr, Tim Armstrong, Brad

Logan, Jen Johnson and loads

more Hellcat artists. It’s a

very interesting release,

because you’ve got these

artists singing and playing

stuff that they may not normal-

ly do. Like, there’s an acoustic

track with A1 Barr, stuff like

that.
MRR: How did you get Duane

Peters to say that shit on

Petticoat Girls on the split?

7inny-Jack: Ye did an interview

with him in July for Ho Front

Teeth and we just asked him to

do it, and he was cool with it.

Ye just recorded them right

there in Highbury! That’s

what’s so cool about Duane; he’s

up for anything. He’s not pre-

tentious in any way, he’s a real

I got laid off my
old job making

plaster casts of
teeth and Point-

ing teeth to

match people's
existing teeth

color a few months
ago, hut that job

sucked, anyway si

"can do" guy. That’s a brilliant

quality that you don’t come

across too often in the music

scene.
MRR: Yeren’t Disaster going to

do a vinyl version of Suburban

Life Sentence?
7inny-Jack: Yell, there was

talk of that, but Disaster has

been really busy this year. They

have been signing new bands like

the Briggs, The Discontent and

the Ruiners. They have released

loads of albums this year the

live Bombs one. Kings Of

Nuthin’, the Old Skars comp, the

new Hunns one (which is fucking

amazing!), the Sign Offs and the

Concrete Wares comp too.

They’ve been really, really

busy and obviously lots of money

has gone into doing, distribut-

ing and promoting all those

releases. Ye’ll just wait and

see what happens. Obviously it

would be out of this world for

it to come out through Disaster

on vinyl! Disaster have been

really great with us right from

the start of HFT when we were

just a paper zine, you know,

they were cool with us using the

Bombs, Hunns and Smogtown

tracks on the comp. . .that ’

s

fucking cool.

MRR: Yhat bands are you influ-

enced by?
7inny-Jack: Definitely Reagan

Youth, JFA, the Clash, Fakes,

Stitches, Bombs, not that we

really sound like any of these

bands.
Tommy: Yithout a doubt, the

Hunns , I don’t know there’s a

lot of good shit out there.

MRR: Do any of you have jobs?

Tommy: Hot at the moment.

Sam: I’m just about to quit my

job as a postroom worker to earn

a living making flightcases.

7inny-Jack: I work in Hew Yave

Tattoo Studio right near where I

live. I got laid off my old job

making plaster casts of teeth

and
painting
teeth to

match peo-
pie’s
existing
teeth color
a few months
ago, but that job

sucked anyways

1

MRR: Yhat was the first show you

went to that blew you away, and

how old were you?
7inny-Jack: That would have to

be when I was about twelve. I

went to see the Pogues with Sam.

It was when Joe Strummer was

singing for them, then, at the

end of the show Shane McGowan

came on and sang a set with

them, which was obviously cool

as fuck. Then to top it off, the

Clash came on and played "I

fought The Law." The crowd was

fucking great, the show was

amazing, a great night.

Sam: Yeah, that was fucking

sweet. I think that ranks num-

ber one with me too, everyone

was so fucking hammered.

Tommy: The Dropkick Murphys at

the Highbury Garage in London.

It was the first time I’d seen

them and they fucking tore the

place apart. They had the whole

bagpipe intro to begin with and

then ripped into "Cadence to

Arms" from Do or Die . The whole

place just kicked off, plus the

US Bombs and the Bombshell Rocks

supported, so the whole show was

very cool.
MRR: Yhat 1 8 in your stereo at

the moment?
Tommy: The Hunns.

7inny—Jack: The Distraction,

Kings Of Huthin’, The Ritchie

Yhites.
Sam: Tenor Saw.

The Blacklist Brigade/Ho Front

Teeth/HFT Records, PO Box

27070, London, H2 9ZP, UK
www.nofrontteeth.co.uk
HFTz ine@hotmail.com
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EXTERMINATION VISION
CD / 10”

j

The nev est blast of antisocial rage from STRONG
.

j

iNTENTiON, released on Coalition Records. 14
! songs of brutal apocalyptic thrash soaked in

: disgust. Drawing from both the crushing
- ' heaviness of crossover’s heyday and the crazed
u '

hyperspeed convulsions of contemporary
underground thrash,'crustcore grind.

j

Extermination Vision presents a nev.. fe rocious

—j
a9enda- S 7 CD i $6 10"

i

STILL AVAILABLE:

|

Each Day Lived An Act Of Defiance 7" EP
! Raging hardcore thrash spitting venom at the
failed mechanism of Western society. A flying fist

j

-in the face of sm3!lmmded hatred and
intoleranace. S3 50

“J
" What Else Can We Do... LP CD

. The despair continues v-.'.th this debut full length
on Si> Weeks Records. Ra relentless hyperfast
hardcore driven by wilting idealism and a virai

contempt for society as a he ie. $6 LP.CO

Outside of the US. add $2 for 7" and CD and S5
for LP;1

0

Upcoming: split 7 with Y on Vendetta Mob Records

Make payment to Zac Chler

Send orders and correspondance to;

STRONG INTENTION
C o Zac Ohler

8827 Willowwood Way
Jessup. Maryland 20794

Drink & Rock N Roll With...

“The Boot”
7 Song CD

$5.00

Ira Walton
1186 Sharynwood Dr.

Baton Rouge, LA 70808

www.beerpressure.com

Bell
- RAW COLLECTION 1WE GOOD* THE BAD*TH£|iay

BLACK FLAG. MC5, TELEVISION RICHARD HELL

GEN. X LORDS DF THE NEW CHURCH. THE ZEROS

THE WEIRDOS AND TONS MORE!!!

on TOUR WITH ROCKET FROM THE CRYPT
IN MAR 2803!

2003 L.A. SHAKEDOWN COMPILATION

m li xi a
: in aijiwa vi ; i ill

NEW ALBUM IN STORES NOW!
4 collection of 7", 8 ". comp tracks and occasional stray dogs from

1995 to 2002 - ll of the 15 songs appear on CD for the first time!

TRACKS FROM SUPERSUCKERS, U.S. BOMBS,

THE DWARVES. NEBULA, THROWRAG.
DUANE PETERS, THE MAKERS, THE CATHETERS.

Ml | IL 1

I J J
1 IH i

1 LI I

LAZY COWGIRLS, NINE POUND HAMMER,

MYSTERY GIRLS AND MORE!!!

CHECK OUT HEW RELEASES FROM

THE HANGMEN & THE SUPERBEES.

COMING SOOH - THE SPIDERS (AUSTIN, TV)

Iflllf 4470 Sunset Blvd. #195

Illil Los An9eles * CA 90027
www.uppercutrecords.com

available through... I I NO I »Tl DfSTRO BY DISGRUNTLED

www.disgruntiedmusic.com WWW.ACnATF.COM FOR MAIL ORDER, STREET TEAM, VIDEOS, MP3*S AND MFO.



tour 2003

may-05

.29 Pittsburgh, PA

.30 Chicago, III

.31 Minneapolis, MN

,iune-06

.01 Bismarck, ND

.03 Seattle, WA

.04 Portland, OR

.05 Medford, OR

.06 San Francisco, CA

.07 San Francisco, CA

.08 San Francisco, CA

.09 Adam's B-Day

.10 Los Angeles, CA

.11 San Diego, CA

.12 Phoenix, AZ

.13 Albuquerque, KM

.14 Pecos, TZ

.15 Austin, TX

.17 Hew Orleans, LA

. 18 Memphis , TN

.19 St. Louis, MO

.20 Lexington, KY

.21 Manassas, VA

check out:

www.theprofits.org A

MRR #241 for more details.

7”, $4 PPL, RPR, PO Box

1143, Allston, MA 02134

fight war, nat wars!

...over-the-top in-

tense- everything you

love about HIS HERO
IS GONE style hard-

core. mixed with the

speed and heaviness

of MARDUK.
-MRR #237

HU is Suffering
nil I’ \ S I : \ INI)I( tint; sadisms

<) l IM TIA HI m \l ( RAIS
14 rabid eruptions , coated t\itli > intent blnst-

beats. ironelad erusteore riffs, and jugular

popping screams. A nihilistic introduction to

the endtime \ isions of A 1 .1 IS SI f 1 LRIN(».

ITSK \i \M l

1994-1998 Cl)

dDifect
%

S In uKrel|a ,.

tracks, and more from this Finnish crust

core killing machine. Insane thrash,

melding D-beat mayhem with a SORE
THROAT influence.

FLOOR /DOVE split 7"

m —.jjmr Crusty, crushing, fucked up.

The last word in tarpit slud9e

from the deep south. Feat.

,'*? Dixie from BUZZOVEN.

UNHOLY GRAVE 7" EP
Kill Em All For One
Yup. another slab of incendi-

ary raw grind/crust from

Japan's UNHOLY GRAVE !!

C:

rA |

Mijfc I
fp' ;|1' nr.

PRICES:
7

" EP— S4 ppd US / S6.00 World

Katastrofialue CD S7ppd US / $1 Kworld

CDs S10 ppd US / SI 2.00 World

Get in touch for our full catalog via email

or snail mail !

Send well hidden US cash

or money order made out ip

to Adam Wright. :prx^BLAS'

CRUCIAL BLAST RECORDINGS
Po Box 364 Hagerstown.MD 21741 USA

Email: info@crucialblast.net

C-Blast Online: www.crucialblast.net

MAD-CITY MAILORDER
322 Maple Ave #2

Madison WI 53704

www.firstbloodfamily.com

FFRST BLOOD FAMILY RECORDS
* DIS-CONS1N owned & operated!

BATHTUB SHITTER “Fertilizer” 7” $4.00

T his is USA reissue ofOOP Japan Grind

Core Classic 7”!! Different cover, plus 2

deleted trax Plus 2 non vinyl tTax added!

Fast Crust filled Fury! Essential!!

DISCIDER “Drinking to Forget” 7” $4.00

Ltd 700 WI HC/Crust with D-Beat influences.

Debut 7” with 4 D1Y political trax with lyrics.

-Split 7” with BLACK MARKET FETUS and

Lp/CD with DESPITE Coming soon!

DISC GOLF DISCS: (email for models)

FIRST BLOOD FAMILY-“Logo” DISC
This design is our Wisconsin Skull and

Crossbones Logo. We have this design on

DISCRAFT Discs. X-plastic is $15.00,

Z Plastic is $18.00, PHOTON GLO $18.00

PUIS PIS’ TITLES HERE:
CLUSTER BOMB UNIT “MasterXD $8

COACCION “Desorden” CD $10

CONFUSE “New God’LP ltd 500 $13

DISCHARGE “The Eps” LP ltd 300 $13

DISCORDIA “Deteriorarse” CD D-Beat $8

DISGUST “The Horror Of It AH” CD $10

DROWING “Nemesis” Death/Grind $10

FORCA MACABRA “Histeria” CD $10

HELLCHILD / KILARA Split CD OOP, $10

MAN IS THE BASTARD “Discog’Tp $8

MISERY “The Early Years” CD $10

MISERY/E.O.M “split” CD $10

ROT “Your Lie Is Gone”LP 24 trax $9

ROT “Socio Behaviof’Lp ltd 100 color v $10

WIND OF PAIN “Mutilate Mankind”CD $8

v/aTHRASHAHOLICS ANON “Comp” CS $4

v/a SUMMERTIME “benefif’CD Pg.99,ltd 246 $6

BASTARD NOISE ‘Noise Report”7” ltd 500 $5

BATHTUB SHITTER “97+3 Points” T $4

BATHTUB SHITTER “One Fun” 7” $4

BLACK MARKET F. / BODIES LAY BRO 7” $4

BLOOD SPIT NIGHTS “Ghoulish Remind” 7” $4

BRODY’S MILITIA / CRUNKY KIDS split”7” $4

CAUSTIC CHRIST / INTENSE YOUTH “split”7” $4

COCK AND BALL TORTURE “Girls” 7” Ltd 500 $5

CRIPPLE BASTARDS “II Grande Silenzio”7” $5

CRUEL FACE / DUDMAN “split” 7” ex ROT $4

DEVOID OF FAITH “Denial” Red V $4

EXHUMED / RETALIATION “split” 7” $5

FEAST OR FAMINE “Negative Reflections” 7” $4

HELLCHILD / BONGZILLA “split” T OOP $5

HUMAN ORDER “s/t”7” DETESTATION HC $4

PREHUMAN BLASPHEMY “9 trax” T Fast! $4

RIOT SYSTEM “Fit the Image”7” 9 trax HC $4

RUPTURE / SKRUPEL “split” 7” Brand new! $5

SPITTING TEETH “Cruciality” 7” Ltd 300 $4

STAKEOUT “6 song” 7” Swedish HC $5

v/a END THE WARZONE “comp”7” LARM +$5

v/a MAN. MARATHON “comp” 7” C. Bronson +$4

MONFY QRDF.RS & CASH TO: Amanda Dobron

USA SHIPPING COSTS (we are not liable for

All orders Shipped MEDIA MAIL lost packs)

PRIORITY MAIL add $4.00 USA

Insurance $1.00 USA (lost packs = our prob)

Delivery Confirmation USA only 50 cents

WORLD SHIPPING COSTS
Can / Mex Surface $1 per item

Can / Mex Air Add $3 first item $1 each add.

World Surface $2 first item, $1 each add.

WORLD AIR $4.00 each for first 2 items, $1 each add.

Insurance = $2.00 ..

*Hivison of FirstBloodFamily



Redefining Our Relationships:

Guidelines for Responsible Open
Relationships

Wendy-0 Matik

93 pages • $12.00

Defiant Times Press • Oakland, CA
Defianttimespressalycos.com

"Some relationship scenarios are often

feared and avoided by even the most
adventurous individuals and couples. In

this lies our greatest challenge—how do we
construct new relationship models that will

survive the test of time and love? There is

no guarantee that a situation might work itself out for the best, but
there is inherent truth and great wisdom from even the most painful
of consequences. I ask you: What truly mind-blowing relationship has
ever been safe?"

Wendy-0 Matik's latest book. Redefining Our Relationships:
Guidelines for Responsible Open Relationships, is kind of like the
Cliffs Notes for The Ethical Slut, Dossie Easton and Catherine A Liszt’s

guide to infinite sexual possibilities. It's short and simple, concisely
written and neatly organized. To be fair, 0 Matik makes it clear from
the start that this book does not set out to challenge cultural para-
digms or even discuss the pros and cons of monogamy versus non-
monogamy. She simply chooses to write about what she has lived and
experienced: 13 successful years in an open relationship. And by my cal-
culations, that just about makes her an expert on the subject.

Because being in a non-monogamous relationship is not easy.
Non-monogamy requires learning a whole new set of skills as well as
overcoming a lifetime of socialization. It requires some profound
changes in how one views relationships and the world in general
Certain conditioned premises must be rejected—for instance, that it is

impossible to have more than one intense, emotional relationship at

the same time, or that if you really care about someone, you will get
jealous about his/her other involvements—and then new ones must be
accepted.

The main misconception many people have about open rela-
tionships is that there are no boundaries. That you can fuck whomev-
er you want, whenever you want, and it doesn't matter who gets hurt
by the process. fn reality, nothing could be further from the truth.
Open relationships need to have very good boundaries that are clear,

strong, and mutually agreed upon. Each individual must be honest with
themselves and with their partners, and communicate clearly about
feelings, needs, anxieties, and insecurities, including jealousy.

And this is where Redefining Our Relationships is most help-
ful. As 0 Matik shares her own experiences with us, she offers a guide-
line of what to expect and provides tips on how to deal with each sit-

uation. Starting with questions that need to be answered, such as
’’What would an ideal relationship be like for me?" then on to the
debunking of myths and misconceptions about open relationships, fol-

lowed by confronting feelings of jealousy, and finally to the impor-
tance of setting a solid foundation of trust through introspection and
open and honest communication. This is also the time to negotiate
your boundaries. Take time to think long and hard about your desires.
What do you need? What do you want? What are you comfortable
with? What will make you feel safe and supported? And then be

assertive and articulate these needs clearly and honestly.

Confronting jealousy has its very own chapter because for
many people, this will be their biggest obstacle. 0 Matik writes,
Establishing trust is the first order of business. Trust entails a com-
mitment to yourself as well as^with another person that you both can
and will deal with anything that comes along. If you can ride out this
storm you are likely to find a strengthening of your commitment
through the harder times." Easier said than done. Lucky for us, she also
included suggestive strategies on how to manage a jealousy attack:
Acknowledge your feelings of jealousy; consider this as an opportuni-
ty to understand yourself better; Set aside quality time with yourself,
then with your partner or lover to share feelings; describe what you
need from your partner for reassurance without resorting to blame or
unreasonable ultimatums; remember that you need to love yourself,
and last but not least make amends. Always make up with hugs and sin-
cere apologies.

The important point is that she acknowledges that having
feelings of jealousy is normal. However, it's how you deal with these
feelings that will either make or break your relationships.

Ideally, non-monogamous relationships provide the oppor-
tunity to meet all your needs rather than repress and resent whichev-
er needs do not conveniently fit into your primary relationship,
enriching the lives of all parties involved and leading to deeper inti-

macy, love, and satisfaction. But this takes work. And role models.
Wendy-0 Matik once wrote, "Amidst a ripened teenage angst

of 18 going on 30, I discovered the written word To write and record
my own history and experience became a political activity for me.
Being punk had less to do with how many colors my hair went
through and everything to do with communication and survival on this
planet without losing my mind." At first glance, Redefining Our
Relationships doesn't seem political at all. But when you consider the
fact that 0 Matik lived in an open relationship for 13 years, successful-
ly and happily, in our oppressive and sex-negative culture, it becomes
downright revolutionary.

—Catherine Cook

Struggle for the Land

Ward Churchill

460 pages • $19.95

City lights • 261 Columbus Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94133

As we know, Argentina is in a major fis-

cal crisis. Enough so that even the middle
class is impoverished, and nearly everyone
in the country is affected. How would you
feel if the US broke open its piggy bank and
just started buying pieces of Argentina?
Slowly but surely, we could bring the coun-
try back from the brink of collapse and

likely have access to some resources, (land, mineral, human) that are
just not available in North America. Why do you (if you do) think that
this would be wrong? Would it be because of national sovereignty,
problems with colonization, or the likely origin of Argentina's woes
(American foreign policy)? Any reason you could determine why this

would be a wrong would also apply for the United States's relationship
to its indigenous population. The premise of Struggle for the Land is an
anti-colonist one; it begins with Columbus and concludes with urani-



um mining in the Black Hills, hydropower generation in the Northwest,

and military testing in the Southwest.

Ward Churchill has never separated his roles as commenta-

tor from his participation in the struggles about which he speaks. As

one of the most visible Native Americans (and arguably the most radi-

cal) around today, Ward has pushed the left in general, and radicals

specifically, toward dealing with the consequences of native sover-

eignty as part of their understanding of social change (and its move-

ments).

Struggle for the Land is actually a reprint of the book (first

published in 1995 on Common Courage Press) by City Lights. This edi-

tion is expanded and includes new essays on the legal doctrines used

to justify American occupation, the displacement of native peoples

from their land, and Ward's personal vision, "I am Indigenous." Like

most of Ward's work. Struggle for the Land is a compilation of essays,

and suffers from the disjointed delivery of themes. There is also a

sense that a few of Ward's essays (especially "I am Indigenous ") are get-

ting reprinted over and over again, affecting the power of their deliv-

ery.

The themes themselves create a weave that should be rele-

vant to anyone interested in ecological movements, the law, genocide,

or native issues. The design is clearly the telling of specific native

tragedies as betrayals of exactly the type of jurisprudence that under-

pins American moral authority. The intention, in Churchill s own

words: "This, then, is the context in which the native liberation strug-

gle in North America should be viewed. The agendas... have nothing to

do with attaining civil rights and other forms of "equality" for native

people within the US and Canadian systems... Rather, the purpose is,

quite specifically, to reassert the genuinely sovereign and self-deter-

mining status to which our nations are and have always been entitled.''

To which there are two questions that merit asking. Is this

the right fight? Is this a winnable fight? While the two are not neces-

sarily separable, they will be approached one at a time. In our period

of late colonization (when even most colonizers argue against it), most

of the economic and moral arguments for colonization have been

agreed on. Which is not to say that the conditions of colonization have

changed particularly, but rather that the rhetoric has embraced the

negation. Empire (if that’s the most accurate term to describe this new

world order) behaves more like a good chess player (with allusion,

nuance, and threat) than like a linebacker. The vocal opposition to

Empire appears to have agreed to most of the terms of engagement

(boundaries, the rule of law, rights, terms of social behavior, and prop-

erty). This frames the issue of native sovereignty as a fundamental

challenge to the terms of Empire. It is a non-agreement to a founda-

tional concept, of the right of Empire to control the land it occupies.

Like most just conflicts, this one show little sign of victory on the hori-

zon, but this is the least reason to abandon it.

All this makes Churchill's contributions that much more

important. While there may not be any sign of eminent victory on the

horizon, issues of native sovereignty are a direct challenge to the

underpinnings of the society we live in. Churchill makes these chal-

lenges on legalistic, personal, and narrative lines.

—Aragorn!

the Clash: Return Of the Last Gang

in Town

Marcus Gray

426 pages * $18.95

Hal Leonard • 151 W. 46th St. • New

York, NY 10056

I’ve never quite understood what makes

the Clash so legendary. While I admit their

first LP is one of the best punk LPs ever,

they looked punk as fuck, and their left

wing politics were much more compelling

than the Pistols' postured nihilism, its hard

to forgive the later musical output which moved from patchy to down-

right unlistenable (Sandinista,
anybody?) So I approached this book

with a fair amount of curiosity and trepidation.

Gray’s novel is no light read, weighing in 400-plus pages of small type.

He appears to have left no stone unturned The book covers everything

from the early school days of the three main members (Joe Strummer,

Mick Jones, and Paul Simonon) to the demise of the band in the mid

80s. What is evident from the get go is Gray's skill as an investigative

journalist, the pages are littered with dates and facts gleaned from

everything from school reports to interviews with soundmen and road-

ies. Gray's attention to detail is what makes this book interesting, as

you are able to piece together the birth of punk (and consequently the

Clash) in England through key events in the 70s.

What is immediately apparent though, is that this type of sec-

ondhand investigative journalism is all Gray has to build the book on.

He has no actual interviews with any of the band members and relies

solely on interviews in the rock magazines and fanzines of the time

along with liner notes from the Clash's retrospective releases. The only

interviews he does get are with bit part players in the Clash s history

(ex members of bands Strummer and Jones were in, roadies, and

"friends”). This fundamental lack of substance really lets the book

down as one is constantly wondering if other than specifics, like dates,

Gray has got his facts right or is just rehashing someone else's version

of history.

Gray’s style also seems in conflict—on the one hand, he

comes off as relating the purely factual in keeping with the investiga-

tive journalist style, but then he puts forward his own opinions and

theories. It seems as if Gray is desperate to have an "angle” for his book

to give it some credibility, and it seems as if the angle is to unmask the

band, who framed themselves as lefty revolutionary rockers, as frauds.

I found myself irritated by Gray's snide attacks at the band (and this is

from someone who prior to reading had no real opinion one way or

the other). What I found most ridiculous was Gray's own interpreta-

tions of the band’s lyrics as a backup for his assertion that th.e band

members were phonies. For example, in Career Opportunities,

Strummer sings about life on the dole and Gray tries to discount the

song by saying that although all the band members were unemployed,

they had enough education to get jobs and so were somehow unfit to

sing about being unemployed! This type of literal interpretation is scat-

tered liberally throughout the book as Gray gives his own take on

every one of the band's songs followed by how the lyrics do not match

the band's actual experiences. He seems to allow no room for the fact

that most rock n' rollers come from normal pedestrian lives and it is

the persona the bands create which make them different and special.

Although I agree that the Clash are guilty of revisionism and back-

tracking on statements they made early in their career, I believe that

they (in particular Joe Strummer) were genuinely interested in left

wing issues, however misdirected some of their causes seemed to be.

Even with Gray's sniping, it is obvious that the band were ultimately

concerned about their audience, with their insistence of low record

prices and letting fans in for free at many of their shows (by the end

of their career both of these points are arguable, however).

It is clear from Gray’s handling of how the Clash fit into the

birth of punk that he has little interest in the movement as a whole.

Although he does cover (albeit fleetingly) most of the top bands of

76/77: the Jam, the Damned, the Buzzcocks, the Pistols, the

Heartbreakers, etc., he dismisses any bands that came about after 1978

as bandwagon jumpers. He criticizes the Clash s first LP as being reac-

tionary lyrically and simplistic musically (when any one with any inter-

est in punk knows that this is one of the best LPs ever put to wax).

Gray obviously comes from the camp that thinks the Clash's heyday

was "London’s Burning." In this section of the book Gray holds back his

criticism of the band, lauding their new sound and direction. It is this

literary manipulation which incenses me; Gray is clearly trying to steer

the reader to his way of thinking, which makes this book worthless as

an impartial historical tome.

It is, however, interesting to see the path taken by Strummer

(or Woody Mellor as he was known then), from the squats of West

London with the lot'ers to stadium rock of the 80s. Or Mick Jones'



failed attempts at Glam rock in the early 70s... it is these elements of
the book where Gray has unearthed some interesting, unbiased mate-
rial that makes for riveting reading. Once Gray stands up on his soap-
box I lose interest.

The members of the Clash were young, idealistic and mis-
managed by a strong dictatorial manager (Bernie Rhodes). I do not
believe that they were as calculating as Gray tries to make out through-
out his book. They were railroaded into a contract with CBS, which
ultimately screwed them. Reading about the band's musical history
prior to the Clash, you can see how their sound moved away from the
urgent three-chord punk racket of their first LP. The 101'ers were
essentially a rhythm and blues band, Mick Jones was obsessed with
Mott the Hoople and the Glam scene, and Paul Simonon was a South
London reggae skinhead. The punk scene of the late 70s was so mis-
managed and chaotic that many of the early pioneers drifted away after
the initial explosion (the Clash were essentially finished with punk as
early as 1979), so people like the Clash reverted to what had influenced
them prior to punk. Although much of the band's experimentation
failed, their mix of punk and reggae was truly groundbreaking and
came from influences long before the punk phenomenon ever reared
its head. Now, I can't forgive the band’s later audio transgressions, but
Gray's book does go some way to giving a fair and plausible explana-
tion of the band's drift away from the punk sound.

No matter what Gray does to discredit the band, they come
off as genuine people with their hearts in the right place (even the ego-
tistical Mick Jones) and I have a greater respect for the band after wad-
ing through this hefty book. It is hard to understand who this book is

aimed at; any real fans of the Clash would have put the book down
after a few pages, and would anyone who shared Gray's view of the
Clash as revisionist phonies actually sit through all 400 pages? I doubt
it. Criticisms aside, this book does have a lot of valuable information
about the Clash and the music scene in the 70s and 80s. It's a shame
that Gray has to ruin it by being so opinionated—this would have made
a smashing read had it been half the size and if Gray's opinions had
been left at the door.

—Tim Brooks

Politics on Trial: Five Famous Trials

of the 20th Century

William Kunstler with Introduction

by Karin Kunstler Goldman, Michael

Ratner, and Michael Steven Smith

$9-95 * Ocean Books

www.oceanbooks.com.au

Trial lawyer William Kunstler originally

wrote Politics on Trial in 1963. Each chapter

represents a trial analysis of five significant

trials, including Sacco and Vanzetti, the

Scopes "Monkey" trial, the Scottsboro Nine,
the Rosenburgs, and Engel, Education, and God. The chapters serve to
describe not only the trials themselves in tremendous detail, but to
highlight the inequities that existed (and still exist currently) in the US
legal system.

Each chapter is a bit dry in its analysis, leaving out the social
context of each time period as well as the personal histories of each of
the defendants - for example, mentioning very little about the politics
of Sacco and Vanzetti, or of the political and labor climate that
engulfed Boston during the time of their trial. But what is so important
about each chapter is that it explains each trial from beginning to end
and depicts injustices that you almost can’t believe, like the fact that
not one person of color served on the initial Scottsboro Nine trial, even
though there were hundreds of people who fit the criteria to be jurors.
It was incredible to read about the written confession of one of the
Scottsboro women who claimed to have been raped by nine boys—that
confession ended with the conviction of one of the boys. Details like
that abound in each chapter and give more depth to understanding

these trials.

What is so crucial about this book is that it serves as a
roadmap to understanding how the legal system worked and how it

will continue to uphold the interests of the ruling party until it dies.

Kunstler even made statements like these at lawyers' conventions
throughout the country; "The law is nothing other than a method of
control created by a socioeconomic system determined, at all costs, to
perpetuate itself by all and any means necessary for as long as possi-
ble..." and "the Supreme Court is an enemy, a predominately white
court representing the power structure" (1994).

Additionally, this book stands out for the introduction alone,
which ties in the current politic climate and crisis of the "war on ter-

rorism. The editors clarify how the Bush and Ashcroft regime has used
the law to restrict our civil liberties and undermine the American
Constitution. They explain tTie current military tribunal crisis, FBI
arrests and detentions of non-US citizens/racial profiling, overriding
the attorney/client privilege along with new anti-terrorism laws. Even
with knowledge on these subjects, it is incredible and frightening to
read page after page of legal analysis of specifics about what is going
on in this country.

This book has a definite place in any radical or activist's

bookshelf, because its juxtaposition of the current crisis with these
five trials makes you realize that we have so much more work to do.
The book ends with a list of resources for all the trials. What would
have been helpful, though, is a list of resources for the current crisis

as well, giving people a way to find out more about the prisoners held
incommunicado at Quantanamo Bay or any of the atrocities that the US
government is currently committing.

—Kim Fern

PunkAls Verzetje

History of Dutch Punk Rock

Johan Van Leeuwen

108 pages • $15.00

Laan van Berlioz 6

2151 GR Nieuw Vennep •

Netherlands

This booklet basically covers most of the

punk and hardcore scenes in Holland from
the late 70s to the late 80s and early 90s.

The first chapter gives a brief overview of

Dutch punk and how it was influenced by
both the international scenes, including

MRR, and the anarchist movement.
The booklet then covers each of the major geographical cen-

ters of Holland, leading off with Amsterdam. It explains how the
Amsterdam scene evolved from some of the earliest bands, such as BGK
and the EX, playing in some of the first clubs, including
Autonomenkerk, Emma (made famous by a great double LP entitled
Emma), and Van Hall. Through the rest of the chapters we learn about
the other scenes, in such places as Groningen, Zeeland, Brabant,
Gelderland, Limburg, and other regions of the country. Almost every
band that had any influence on the punk scene receives some mention,
including one of the greatest of all Dutch bands, Ivy Green. Other
bands discussed include Anarcrust, Bambix, Bobwire, Deadlock, Frites

Modern, Larm, Jetset, L'Attentat, Oh Dev, Pandemonium, Morzelpronk,
and hundreds of other great bands that made up one of the most influ-

ential scenes in the world.

The booklet also comes with a complete discography of all

the bands and the records they each put out, including the date and
the label. Finally, throughout these 108 pages are reproductions of zine
covers, gig flyers, and some album covers. This booklet is an invaluable
source of information even for those who cannot read Dutch. The
discography could stand by itself—its only drawback is that there are
not reproductions of all the record covers

—Harald



MOVIES®
FINAL CUT BY STEVEN SPINALI

TRAUDL JUNGE UBER ALLES

At her job interview, 22-year-old Traudl Junge thought him “a

kindly old man.” That was in 1942, and the man was Adolph Hitler.

Blind Spot doesn’t rely on reenactments or narrative intrusions to

break up the story. In this quite remarkable 90-minute film, Junge is

only the one in front of the camera, an 81 -year-old woman burdened

with a story she’s kept secret for fifty years.

The mature Traudl Junge seems relatively self-possessed, but

that was hardly the case when the virginal secretary applied for a job

with Hitler “because it looked interesting.” Personnel loss waa con-

tinual problem (on several levels) for Hitler, so he asked whether she

planned to leave her job to get married.

“I’ve lived 22 years without a man,” she replied, “so that’s no

problem for me.”

In those early days, the handpicked group of five secretaries

would enjoy daily meals and tea with the Fuhrer, whose personal

quirks left Junge perplexed. She would have to bundle up whenever

Hitler took dictation, because he liked to have his spartan east

Prussian headquarters icy cold. He suffered from chronic health prob-

lems due to his sedentary lifestyle. While Hitler wore his military uni-

form continuously, for some reason he seldom touched on the subject

of war in the presence of his secretaries.

In a departure from the usual behavior of tyrants, Hitler never

made sexual overtures to his young female staff. He also didn’t like to

be touched, and rarely showed anything akin to affection. The excep-

tion was his dog Blondie, whom he was convinced was remarkably

smart. (The dog could, among other things, ape the styles of certain

popular singers, to the delight of everyone.)

Traudl Junge was not privy to Hitler’s wartime atrocities until

much later. According to Junge, Hitler claimed that individual hap-

piness didn’t matter, with precedence always reserved for the state.

And this coldness came at a price; Traudl can’t remember Hitler using

the word “love”; even his famous relationship with Eva Braun was

strangely unerotic.

Traudl’s isolated life became more precarious in late April 1944,

when Allied incendiaries rained on Germany. Hitler distributed

cyanide pills to everyone. (He tested them on Blondie first.) With

fears of Allied attacks, “international Bolshevism”, and even betrayal

from his own staff, everyone—even Traudl Junge—shared in his fatal-

ism and despair. The only affection she remembers Hitler ever having

shown was a marriage kiss for Eva, which shortly preceded their

death. Even Fraulein Goebbels carefully rationed her supply of

cyanide pills, saving them for her six young children.

Traudl Junge was so close to the events that she actually heard

the gunshot that killed Hitler.

What puts Blind Spot in a special class is Junge’s unusually

detailed recounting of the events, told with such a typically German

attention to detail that they seem as though they’d just happened.

This is a coming-of-age story for a girl who began her tenure with the

dictator as a naive girl, and later built up architecture of conscience

that would reflect that of a new German people.

Despite the nation’s battle scars, it would take twenty years

until Germany published-books on the terrifying history of Germany s

National Socialism, and another four decades would pass before

Fraulein Junge told her version of the events.

Adolph Hitler’s legacy has made him almost an icon of evil.

Through Traudl Junge, we discover that the man under the iconic

mask was both more human and more terrifying than we had imag-

ined. Directors Andre Heller and Othmar Schinderer are equally

adept at charting the personal journey of Traudl Junge, whose face is

a canvas of restrained emotion as she tells her story. She passed away

shortly after filming.

Costa-Gavras’ Amen approaches the Third Reich from a fic-

tional standpoint, but it’s as historically rigorous as many documen-

taries. The story is told through the wartime travails of SS Captain

Kurt Gurstein (Ulrich Takur), a well-liked doctor and chemical engi-

neer whose application of Zyklom-B allowed field soldiers to turn

roadside sludge into potable water. On a trip through Poland, his good

friend and superior (Ulrich Muhe) allows him to witness another

application of the chemical. When he’s shown to a gas chamber,

Gerstein squints through an eyehole and his face turns slack. As he

later discovers, the trains arrive full, but return empty—at the rate of

about 10,000 “units” a day. This becomes the film’s leit motiv
;
trains

steaming back and forth, as the world turns a blind eye.

Gerstein, a faithful Protestant, is stricken with mounting

despair. Those he entrusts with the secret won’t believe him. Those

who do believe are afraid to do anything. Even a local Catholic bish-

op shoos him away. On the other hand, his friend from the SS is

almost nostalgic about the deaths, commenting that Prague was get-

ting to be such “a pretty Jewish cemetery.”

Gerstein ’s fate changes when he meets Fr. Riccardo Fontana

(Mathieu Kassovitz), an idealistic young Jesuit whose father works at

the Vatican. Fr. Fontana’s only hope is to find a way to get the infor-

mation to the ears of the insulated Pope Pius XXII. Fr. Fontana

assumes that the prelate would immediately renounce the Nazis and

call the substantial Catholic population in Europe to protest. Of

course, history would follow a different course; Pius would later be

dubbed “Hitler’s Pope.”

Amen got released with little publicity, largely ignored by local

mec[ia—almost a conspiracy of silence of its own. (There were two

people in my theater, including me.) This is disheartening, because

no drama has revealed the complicity between organized religion and

the Third Reich more lucidly. It’s especially chilling how it counter-

points the speed of the Nazi war machine to the measured pace of an

ineffectual Vatican diplomacy. Compared to a film like The Pianist,

Amen probably has a better balance of brains and soul. Even now, the

modern-day church is moving to smooth over the past and make Pope

Pius XXII a saint. Amen sets the record straight.

Well-known British artist David Hockney has been in pursuit of

a different sort of lost history, and it’s been landing him into hot

water. His new documentary Secret Knowledge will only rankle his

critics.

It’s no secret to art historians that at around 1420, paintings

suddenly “got better.” Instead of the two-dimensional images of the

early Renaissance, art started to show up in hyper-realistic three-

dimensions. Metal, which had previously been rendered in dull gray,

now had glinting, steely highlights. Lace and fiber, which before had

been glossed over, was now articulated in brilliant detail to the tini-



est thread. Lighting, which had been fairly monochromatic, now
showed glorious contrast, the light virtually bringing their subjects to
life.

Experts took all this for granted. For research, Hockney
acquired photocopies of hundreds of the continent’s greatest oil

paintings, and pinned them up chronologically and geographically
across his walls. Sure enough, a little before 1420, art made a quan-
tum jump.

At first, Hockney was at a loss to explain what had happened.
Some portraits were strangely distorted, with torsos much longer than
that of normal people. In one case, the painting was partly blurred,

like an imperfectly focused photograph. In yet another, by Giotto, all

the subjects are left handed: the man, the woman—and the monkey.
Aberrations like these suggested something that’s troubling to art his-

torians—that many Renaissance artists may have used a mirror (or
camera obscura) to reflect images of their subjects onto the canvas.
Later, the concave mirror and lens (as used by Leonardo da Vinci in
his telescopes) were appropriated for the artist’s studio.

In one of the most convincing demonstrations, Hockney sets

out to Florence to view Brunelleschi’s baptistry. Setting up the cam-
era obscura exactly where the painter had sat, Hockney manages to
bring up a perfect duplicate of the painting on his reflecting screen

—

including the optical errors.

David Hockney employs non-technical language to describe
complicated optical principles, recreating in his own studio some of
the feats of Vermeer, Caravaggio, and Van Eyck. Calling back ideas
that had been in use from the time of Archimedes, Secret Knowledge
is certain to fascinate anyone interested in a good mystery—and send
a new generation of art historians fuming.

BRING ME
THE HEAD

OF GENE SISKEL

CAROLYN KEDDY

YOU CANT BE IN THE BOUNCING SOULS IF YOU
TALK TO YOURSELF

It’s not easy to make a band documentary. There has to be some
really great story you want to let the world know about or else you
have to hope the band has millions of diehard fans who need to know
every boring detail of the members’ lives. Do You Remember? - 15
Years of The Bouncing Souls (www.chunksaah.com) goes for the
latter. Since I am not a fan, I am at least looking to be entertained by
an amazing story of the struggles of the band. The Bouncing Souls
haven’t had many obstacles in their existence. That doesn’t mean
they did work hard to get were they are today. They did the touring,
recording, mailing, and partying. It’s just that no one got into drugs,
no one got arrested, and no one died.

The biggest thing that happened to Bouncing Souls is that they
had to kick out their drummer of 13 years. This whole scene makes
them look like idiots. In the beginning, bass player Bryan says that he
is not going to go into the details because they do not think it is fair

to original drummer Shal. Yet that doesn’t stop them from talking
about it for at least ten minutes. What I could get out of all their

backpedaling and pussyfooting around the subject is that Shal started

to get detached from the rest of the band, his drumming was not as

good as it usually is, and he started to talk to himself. That started a
wave of joking at my house; when someone was talking to him/ her-
self or mumbling, we would say, “You can’t be in the Bouncing Souls
if you talk to yourself.” It cracked us up £or a day or so.

That leads to a record number of times a band has ever kissed
the ass of someone they kicked out. The remaining members talk

about how great he was, making me think that perhaps he is dead. He

isn t. He just doesn’t talk to any of them anymore. They don’t even
have the guts to interview him for the documentary. It would be nice
to know what he thinks of all this. Let him tell his side. Why was he
talking to himself? It would at least make this a little more climactic.

The rest of it is your usual band stuff. The Bouncing Souls met
each other while in high school. Then they moved into a house
together. They started throwing parties so their band could play
somewhere. They developed a following. They released records. They
started to question themselves. Hie bass player started drinking heav-
ily. The singer and drummer went to India to work on their spiritual

side. They are still a band after fifteen years.

Do You Remember? - 15 Years of The Bouncing Souls is a

double DVD collection, but I only received one of the DVDs to
review. That one has the documentary and some deleted scenes. The
other one apparently has some live footage and a couple of music
videos. If you are a Bouncing Souls fan you should be more than
happy. The rest of us will have to wait for Shal to come out of hiding.

I know so many people hated Amelie because of its cutesy,
everything is wonderful and possible attitude. I loved it in spite of
that, but that is beside the point. He Loves Me. ..He Loves Me Not
is being passed off as the anti-Amelie and rightly so, since it relies

heavily on people acknowledging actress Audrey Tatou’s role as

Amelie. In this first half of this film, Tatou plays up her innocent, in-

love-with-love ways.

An art student, Angelique has just won a scholarship to go
study in Paris. She seems smart, talented, and happy. Her boyfriend
Loic is a married doctor, but she still keeps her positive attitude that
love will triumph over marriage. She sends him a single rose as a pres-
ent for their anniversary. She paints him a ^portrait for his birthday.
She brushes off her friend’s warnings that she should not get involved
with a married man. Then when the couple has planned a trip to
Italy, Loic does not show up at the airport. Angelique becomes com-
pletely depressed. Loic is then accused of assaulting one of his
patients.

Then He Loves Me... He Loves Me Not rewinds and we get
to see another perspective of what is transpiring. This time around it

is reality. Angelique barely knows Loic. She is housesitting at the
house next to his. He gives her a ride home from a party. She becomes
obsessed with him. The anonymous gifts he continually receives from

• her begin to drive him crazy. He has no idea who is sending them. His
wife thinks he is having an affair. Then it goes from bad to worse.

I bet I would have enjoyed He Loves Me... He Loves Me Not
if I did not know anything about what was going to happen. The sur-

prise aspect in combination with the reversed perspective would have
made the film a lot better.

I heard about Shaye St. John (www.shayesaintjohn.com)
through an internet film discussion list. I usually don’t really care
what anyone on the list says about films, but every once in a while
something interesting comes up. That’s why I still subscribe. Someone
brought up how they just discovered this woman in Los Angeles
named Shaye St. John. Shaye was injured in a car accident and lost

both her arms and legs and her face was badly burnt. She wears a mask
and messed up prosthetics and stars with some dolls in the short films
on her website.

The films are funny little glimpses into the twisted world of
Hollywood from an insider’s outsider perspective. Bottom’s Off is the
story of Kiki’s attempt to become Shirley Temple 2000. Of course, the
demanding role requires nudity so Kiki goes for it. Shaye is outraged.
Happy Turkey Day follows Shaye as she attends a Thanksgiving Day
party. She is having a great time and then she freaks out on the other
guests. In Modeling Session, Shaye’s big day has come she gets a call

to be a model. She is so nervous she can’t sleep and Kiki’s beeper
keeps going off. She is late for her session. My personal favorite is Pop
Shaye, a great send up of Andy Warjiol and the Factory.

There is a documentary about The Gits in the works. For more
information and to see a trailer, you to www.thegitsmovie.com. I am
looking forward to seeing it.

I am always looking for films to review. If you made one, send a copy
to me c/o MRR, PO Box 406760, San Francisco, CA 94146-0760.
You can also reach me by e-mail at carolynmrr@juno.com
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"Blue collar rock n' roll at its finest"

- Poppunk.com

"KKKK"
- Kerrang!

CDs available at lnterpunk.com

New Album & Midwest Tour in Summer!

West Coast Tour Dates

4/17: Liquid Den
Huntington Beach, CA

4/18: The Garage
Los Angeles, CA

4/19: Money Plays

Las Vegas, NV

Boss Tuneage Records www.bosstuneage.com

Fast HC/Punk a la early R.K L or Black Flag 16

songs t- cd-rom track (live video-clip, screensavers. )

*

Some copies including a safety pin inside the jewel

case are still available

Their first album from ^83 remastered. 14 songs h

cd-rom track (live footage from the 80's ...) Some copies

with a silk-screened jewel case are still available

Washington DC tTirclcore. '22 songs + cd^rtfnTrack

(live footage, SxE commercials...). Some copies

including a special SOULFORCE RECORDS t-shirt

(M size) still available

iLuH JtlQZl I
redsfuft - shadowless citizen [cd+cdroml Ip

w,hJi.?/overthhhrow - ttvin* ia vide local Icd+cdroml

face of change - keep the balance fed)

better than a thousand - self worth fed!

redshift-l scream led!

rail on the parade - body bag led]

vision of disorder - still [cdl

soulforce records
M.L.P. - Apdo. Correos 18199 - 28080 Madrid (SPAIN)

Phone (+34) 91-5322109 / Fax (+34) 91-5325545

soulforce-records@soulforce-records.com
www.soulforce-records.com

A?AO DIRETA ‘ResisW CD $10( Brazilian Crossover a la R.D.P)

AGATHOCLES 'Mince core history 1985-1990’ CD $10

AIT1ID0GMAT1KSS ’Discograta completa' CD $13 (Spanish HC Punk legend)

ASTERISK' /JENNY PICCOL0 10' 57

AU DIO KOLLAPS 'Ultima ratio’ CD S10 (Amazing Punk Metal horn Germany)

BATTERY 'Final fury: 1990-1997’ CD * T-SHIRT $9

BLACK OhlFORMS 'Splatter punx on add* CD $10 (Scandi-CrurtPunk)

COMRADES The early days' CD S10 (OlliaCoie from of Italy)

DAILY TERROR 'Andere zeilen* CD $10 (Massive PunkOP German style)

DISORDER "Went crime’ CD S10

DOOM "Fuck Peaceville’ TAPE S3

E-ISO/ ZANUSSI r S3 (Ragng fast HC Punk from Spam)

EKKAIA llanos que estedrn. .'CDS? (DarkCrusttSetal from Spain)

ENEMY SOIL ’Smashes the stale!’ 2xCD$12

FACE OF CHANGE 'Keep the balance’CDST

FILTH OF MARKIND 'The final chapter’ CD SID (Amebix-like tom Poland)

G.R.B. *19841989* CD $13 (Spanish HC Punk legend)

KANE 'Kill 'em and gnll 'em' CD $10 (German GiindMetalChaos)

IFAUST’Muster" CD S10 ilnduslnal npnare a la Godfesh)

LARSENW CD SS or LP S11 (80's Spanish Punk repressed)

MERDA ‘Curttcao dos jovens’ CO $10 (Brazilan punx going nuts!)

NAPALMED I HERZBOW 'Crash ofthe Bans’ CD StOflnsane Elertio-Noisei

01 POLLOI " Fight back" CD 51

0

REGGIO PUNX ’Discography’ 2xCD S11 (80's Punk tom Daly!

PHILLIPPE The essence continues' CD StO (Post-HC delicatessen!

PRESTO? "Odso pure concentrado* CD S10 (GrindCore masters from Brazil)

QLOAQA LETAL ’... Nunca siempre* CD S6 (Spanish Punk After-Punk legend)

RATOS DE PORAO 'Descanse em paz* CD $9 (2nd album)

RAW POWER "You are the victim’ CD $9 (Their 1983 album remastered!)

RIPCORD "Hardcore’ CD $11 (Discography part 1)

RIPCORD More songs about. ..

’ CD $11 (Discography part 2)

SIN DIOS "Odio al impem’ CD $7 (The Anarchopunx latest release!)

SUBTERRANEAN KIDS ’85-88 The hardcore years’ CD SB (Spanish legend)

THE VARUKERS How do you sleep?”?’ CD $11

VUUR f SEEIN’ RED 7" S4

WARCOUAPSE ’Divine intoxication' CO $10 (Crust as tuck baby!)

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT? I OVERTHHHROW 'Livin' la vida local’ CD S7

ZINC "Old mundo punk!* CD SS (awesome fart HC Punk a la 80 s)

Postage not included. We got a wide range of

different postage rates (registered, unregistered

surface, airmail...). U.S. or Euro cash. Imo’s and Visa

Accepted but please get in touch first

Go visit our constantly updated website to find out

more than 500 punk items

MLP. Apdo. 18261 - 28080 Madrid (Spain)

Phone (+34) 91-5232485
|
Fax (+34) 91-5325545

info@generatornow.com
|

www.generatornow.com



wax’n'ptas tie's
the home of TRASH.Primitive Rock'n’Roll
Garage Punk. Cajun.Funeral Music. Dirty
Hues Trash,Criminal Country and \feodoo Soul

DISTRBUTtON CH REC REC
0: Swamp Room. Rockin RotUn
prod. I: Abraxas. SP forever
changes,AUS Coruroy. jfc

EURrOearSpot
F:Un«od Musics

put out anything that makes you proud to hatew y°ur parents, to spit on the world and
to gets you went in ya panty hose

if you tike the stuff

that's the

% ,mk Charts today
then

’MONSTERS die ZORROS John Schooley &
'histcxy of rock voi.t his one man bancf

<1214 /CD. VRCD14 LP:VR1215 CDVRCD15 'drive you faster*

7’ single: VR709
6th album and this one imagin Mrs.Miller and king

fV'
96tS

/
pure Uszniewizc having a band togethermember of the legendaiy Austin

ve rock n roll far out feedback doing Striptease and sleazy Texas band Revelators. then
3550 C

!f
r

2?
e Punk • and for the oheasy Nightclub music from the T0™1 the Hard Feelings, now we

ne with the amazing CLONE 60's and 70's... that's exactly 3,6 Pmud to put out a vinyl single

w
have 50095 such how dieZORROS auta Switzerland of his 006 man stuff. . Primitive

« dead peopte.kiss you dead are sleazy elevator music playd Rockjn and Blues Trash from one
names acid dreams.. in a incredable lo budges pom todays most talented mean nasty

g exept the sleeve has a nice movie Beat-Man (drums) Patrick
Trash 800,6 neckGuitar and Juicy

thiSiSa" Abt (guitars) and Olifr.MGuz Harp Players... it’s on Vinyl only
ve to the edge... if you go for (farfisa organ) take hits like. and this sound belongs to the
; punk with power of todays brazil,Stairway to heaven wax like nothing else... put him
against nature generation then Black is black and shrink'm to together with Bob Log III.

toa fiS*
foryou a minimum.

.
you even here a do© Hill Louis

• „ spagetti version of eurap's classic-
HATE THE WORLD FINAL COUNTDOWN III

*"

HIPBONE SLIM
AND THE KNEE TREMBLERS
snake pir LP:VR1217 CD:VRCD17
What can we say about this band? Other than it features three liUHiOMBntoins most prominent and talented rock 'n' roll musicians

1 hlst°ries take in the best British garage \ rWtrmB {$surf, trash, punk and beat bands nf tht» iaci on a y ’
1 \ ;

coming soon.
^

LP/CD by Come n' Go
Jerry J Nixon ts&* «m. ^

the Monsters
^^^(youth against nature) ^

the Del Gators I t ^ t
**•"

,*$£
'pound Jtjwn' L

I
1 3 neart thumpm

.
hip hSPljWMMf'*

gnnttng hoac Dopp.rV

R'NB numbers Inal are

sure to catch even the PHRHPMjpBMflB
most discrim.naK* Eralj|MMp{iEVB§jM^
mck'n'mll aftoonados J -WwSSF PB
off guard . . led by CocoButter Khan and gurtana Oily
Chi (Spaceshits). Dorrito Dan (Sexareenos. Spacesfiil

(Daylight Lovers)

THE TURBO AC's
’ Automatic. LP/CD be 1737
NY*s Finest punk trio with
their newest hit album pro-
duced by Blag Dahlia
(Dwarves) and Billy Milano.
Vinyl has a bonus Back. A
classic soonl

if you have problems
finding Voodoo RhythmCargo Music inc.

4
^9 1 -9°6 M°rena Blvd .San Diego,
CA 92117 GubbyCMLG@aol com

Subterranean Records
PO Box 2530 . Berkeley

CA 94702-tel 415-821-5880
sales©subterranean org

records in your record
or on line-shop, then

please take this ad and tell

them " HEY DUDE GET
THIS FUCKING CRAP SO

I CAN TRASH OUT!!'"
hnfo@voodoorhythm com
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INSURGENCE RECORDS
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Fate 2 Hate "Iron Fist"

Rising Irsm the ashes of Montreal's

infamous sKtnhead band Street

Troooers, E2H bring tbeir own unique

style to ttie world oi Hardcore fewer

l ill breakdowns ami vieiaas vocals.

Homing cnance - ".thus Hope Fades

Bred on tbe streets el Baltimore.

Fighting Chance hit the scene with

tbeir debut lull length. Aggressive

anthems that will remain in your head

until they're good and ready to leave.

M ft Y 1SI
Canada Mao 2003

Canadian distro: www.scratclirecords.com\^^^y
US & worldwide: Caroo C 1-800-40-INDIE

1
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of coverage - Include post-paid price and contact information when mailing. Ifpossible, send two copies of vinyl records (one for MRR, one for the reviewer). We will review CDs, butjust CD-only
releases. If on vinyl and CD format, send us the vinyl. We are reviewing cassettes again, so send HIGH quality cassette-on y releases directly to: Erin \anke, PO Box 1113, Portland, OR 97207. No reviews of test pressings or Dronio CDs withou, W.rmort. Staff: (PA) Peter Aver* (TB> Tim Brook!, (RC) Rob Coons, <CC) Cart CorSf(AC)
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r>arllnK, (Tbf>) Dr. Dante, (EL) Elliot Lange, (JA) Jake Filth, (JF) Jonathan Floyd, (JH) Jeff Heermann, (Vff)
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,
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¥
r’ Kenny Kaos, (CK) Carolyn Keddy, (RL) Ray Lujan, (BM) Bobby Manic, (MM) Megan March(IDI) Hal MacLean, (AM) Allan McNaughton, (WN) Willie Nelson, (DP) Donna Poole, (WM) Wm. Rag/ (SR) SandraRamos, (SP) Spencer Rangitsch, (WR) Will Risk, (BR) Bruce Roehrs, (AS) Andrew Scott, (SS) Steve Spinali, (MT)Mike Thorn, (MX) Max Tremblay, (RW) Ryan Wells, (SW) Shane White.
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ADZ - “American Steel” CD
0h myGod ’ lt s so weird hearing the same voice that sang “Amoeba” singing bad TURBONE-

GRO-inspired rawk. And sad. (DP)
(Steel Cage, PO Box 29247, Philadelphia, PA 19125)

AGHAST - “Polaroid” CD
From the land of French fries, French kissing, French Poodles, and French bread. .. that’s right—

France, come AGHAST, blasting all before them with their big emo shotguns. This is emo of the
screamo variety, it has melodic moments that lull you into a false sense of security where you’re think-
ing everything’s okay, it’s a nice day, this is nice music, and then oh no! What’s this 9 It gets all loud
and crashing and some guy’s screaming at you and everything’s not okay, no it’s not okay at all..
Actually, for such a foul genre (that’s not a bad name for a band, let’s see what it looks like in MRR
uppercase FOUL GENRE, pretty cool) this isn’t too bad, the music’s good, it’s just that the screaming
gets on your wick after a while. (AD) 6

(Weewee, 25 Rue Goudouli, 31240 Saint Jean, FRANCE)

AFTERLIFE - “Enter the Dragon” EP
Bad title, good record. Each song has lots of parts, and lots of guitar octaves. AFTERLIFE do a

great job at blending intense hardcore with lots of melody. If I had to compare this to a band from the
States, I would probably say CHAMPION. Aside from some of the lyrics getting lost in the translation
and the occasional English grammatical mistake, this record is fucking right on. My drummer would
probably shit himself over this band. The CD version of this release has a sick INSTED cover (CC)
(Crucial Response, Kaisersfield 98, 46047 Oberhausen, GERMANY)

AGATHOCLES - “To Serve. ..to Protect/Leads to...” CD
.

* s a kick-ass re-release of the To Serve... to Protect CD - originally released in 1999 on
Vacation House Records out of Italy—which was a gathering of AG’s split 12” with UNHOLY GRAVE
and their split 12” with DISCULPA-both LPs were released in 1999. The difference between this CD
and the original is the new addition of the split 7” with KONTATTO—released in 2000. 19 son*s in
37minutes and 21 seconds of pure unadulterated Belgian Mince-core. After 58 EPs (splits and other-
wise), 16 LPs, and 31 CD releases, most people should know which side of the AGATHOCLES fence
they re on. I for one am a mince-happy punk. (WM)
^/ashion HC, c/o Sergio Giacomassi, Caixa Postal 03, CEP: 13450-970, Santa Barbara D’ Oeste -
SP BRASIL, massiser@hotmail.com)

ANADOREI - “We’ll Break Male’s Fantasy” EP
Shrieking tribal mess:” didn’t work that into many conversations at the library today This is out

on a label that usually busies itself with MICK FARREN reissues and MARBLE SHEEP records, so
hippy psych with attitude. This however, is a total “shrieking tribal mess.” My second BOREDOMSbow of the issue A shrill frog bleats over a band playing frozen rubber bands with rattail combs stuck
up their asses^ Wow, how s that for an 80s ‘zine-type review! Cover shows cute Japanese girls (yeah,

(RW)
and S 3 fema e) acting nutsy and distorted. Who cares, like, five copies will make it out of Japan. .

(Captain Trip, 3-17-14 Minimi-Koiwa, Edogawaku, Tokyo, JAPAN) .

ANTI-ANTI - “Slumber Party Massacre” CD
Yep, some more adolescent, male-perspective, fast, crunchy, pop punk. Not original, but pretty

solid musically and lyrically insightful on tunes like: “It’s Gotta Suck to Be a Girl
” “My Girlfriend’s a

Nympho,” “More Than Just a Fuck.” Wow. (HM) ^
(www.geocities.com/weareantianti)
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^Tod,cLdcore from Croatia. Authentic vocal delivery and crunchy guitars with a

(Human'itanova!^ N^rdan'lVhniga! V^Ruzdjaka 8, 1000 Zagreb. CROATIA, marko.vukovi@zamir-zg.ztn.apc.org)

ANTiSEEN - “Here to Ruin Your Groove” LP ,

Reissue of a Confederacy of Scum classic with bonus 45 (“Fuck All Y’all/Formcation ). 1 ve never been

able to gel much past the halfway to Death-Metal-Cookie-Monster growl of Mr. Clayton but more power to

ANTiSEEN for sticking to their guns and developing their own Dixie Fried punk/metal/freak vision. (D

(TKO, 3126 W. Cary St. #303, Richmond, VA 23221, www.tkorecords.com)

* pcc “Street Warz” 10”

The facts: a 10” p.cture disc. Also: the seeds sown by the PHANTOM LIMBS begin to grow fruit, howev-

er devolved they may be. Here are the APES, who take the LIMBS paranoia-fest and drudge it the fuck up. Plod

it the hell down Make it less interesting. The songs are just not put together with same the aUimuon to. weU er,

“hooks,” which doesn't mean catchy in this context so much as “head-turning. My inner Linda Blair am lookin

over her shoulder yet. (RW)

(Planaria, PO Box 21340, Washington, DC, 20009, www.planana.com)

on several of their long-players and was none too terribly

impressed. Turns out they’re a singles band. Many more worthy moments here for other prog-punks whowqre sim-

ilarly nonplused by their extended workouts. Since their 45s now go for inexplicably silly dough this CD s art

punk for the masses courtesy those oh-so-populist hand wringers at 31G. Redeem their shattered faith in human-

ity with some cash. (RW)

(31G, PO Box 178262, San Diego, CA 92177)

ASBEST ^ sQ effective j
ust [^6 a punk record ought to be. Very Rollins-era BLACK FLAG, all blunt

outbursts and driving (around blind comers) guitar—it's missing the Ginn element, but you can t have everything.

Five songs all in Danish with no translations, but knowing you, you’re not buying this for the lyrics. This recor

wants to wiike you up in the middle of the night to do drugs, and even though you re basically a good kid, you just

can’t sav no, it’s got that kind of magnetism. (AC)
. , _

, ,

(Hjemespind, Svanevej 20 B, 1. TH, 2400 KGbenhavn NV, DENMARK, njernespind@hotmail.com)

THF RAD VIBES - “Hate Your Everything” CD
,

1 don’t hate everything, I just dislike your by-the-numbers tuff guy punk. It should be pointed out by some-

one that I am really not “qualified” to review this, I gave up lousy bar band ‘ angry punk a long time ago. (RW)

(Steel Cage, PO Box 29247, Philadelphia, PA 19125, www.steelcagerecords.com)

-— TV.™ VERSION M - TRIAL BY

FIRE-style with gruff vocals, unashamed melody, and a slight slowdown to less-than-breakneck speed, all

healthy dose of that certain special something that makes Florida punk rock so great. The lyrics go from personal

to political on these two songs, and remain pissed throughout. With lines like “kill the kings, we 11 be their heirs

how can you go wrong? No Idea should snap these guys up. BAGGAGE from Japan are less ihnlhng
v

bu, do a

good job at pulling off the whole R.E.M.-through-a-punk-lens thing. For the love of Pete, give the TIM VERSIO

their own full length. (MX) _ _ _
. KU

(Snuffy Smile, 4-1-16-201 Daita, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 155-0033, JAPAN)

...» by ONg H«.„ on g.i« and Olliers. Going for

that HOLLY & THE ITALIANS sound or maybe the newer Sympathy crowd of girl groups. The vocals could be

better, but this isn’t bad for gal singer power pop punk although there is some slower rock mixed in. (RL)

(Pretty Face, www.BarbaraAnn.tv) ,

THF RFAUTYS - “The First Seven Inches Are Always the Hardest” CDE
For the same reasons I relish early TILT songs, I like this band. Even though I could imagine them playing

in lots of bars, I gotta hand it to them for pulling off the country punk thing without any embarrassing casualties.

(MM)
(Diaphragm, PO Box 10388 Columbus, OH 43201)

pn.L BAD RELIGION Very ni.I.die nnl-ch, bu, will,

that whole “nauticaf stars tattooed on the neck” roughness. The four studio tracks are damn good but the live one

stinks....not bad odds. (TB)

(924 S. 1 1th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19147)

BENNY - “Finnish Road Junction” CD ui tc^cd m t ctvip
!

Wow, this is not what I expected from the cover. The first song is total balls outsold BUSKER DU- y

ounk from there it speeds up and before you know it you’re listening to a great cover of MEN ATWORK s Down

Under” (I overheard a conversation on the bus recently wherein this guy was admitting to being naive as he ahrays

thought that the aforementioned song was actually about Australia, when it s obviously about oral sex. had dif-

ficulfy thinking about anything else The rest of the evening.) and the Aussie theme continues with heir version of

ROLF HARRfs’s “Two Little Boys” and then from there it all gets kind of a over the place (much like: this

review) but the bottom line is that it kicks ass (or “arse”) whether it s fast and silly, or solid and rocking. (AD)

(Boss Tuneage, PO BOX74, Sandy, Bedfordshire, SG17 2WB, UK)

BEN
TaW/tys

Y
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J

yIfendon
A
o the Boss'Tuneage label, the person who runs it seems to have: taste simT^mine

so I was excited to see something from them in my reviewer bin. This release is a mix bag though, BENNY ha



that modem English melodic sound, but didn t really capture my attention until the last song which reminded me of
a cross between RANDY and HATE FUCK TRIO. Japan’s BABY LITTLE TABLETS fair a little better playing a
sloppy yet infectious brand of melodic punk, not unlike WATER CLOSET Oh, the vinyl on this 7” is pressed on a
heavy weight blue and white swirl. (JF)

(Boss Tuneage, PO Box 74, Sandy, Beds, SGI 9 2WB, UK)

THE BETA RAYS - “Can’t Sleep” EP
They didn’t write “Shockwave Detroit” on this record for nothing. Straight out of the MC5 book of tricks

come these fuzzed out guitars and super distorted vocals. Luckily, they have good songs that sound like leftovers
Irom the 60s. The guitar solos are kept to a minimum too. (CK)
(Pure Vinyl, Sandgasse 8b, A-4020 Linz, Austria, fluchg.purev@aon.at)

BIG MIDNIGHT - “Doin’ All Right/Love for Sin” 45
ouch’L.formally known as the RICHMOND SLUTS... they’ve dropped the keyboards and changed their

name and also added MR. IGGY POP himself as their lead singer....!!!! All in all it reminds me of 70s STONES
fused perfectly with the two fabulous STEVE JONES solo records, held right in place with IGGY’s stiff cock for
SUPPort overall, I think I’d find more satisfaction in eating out my own father’s plump, wet.. ..and hairy ass-
hole....!!!! (SW)
(Alive, PO Box 7112, Burbank, Ca 91510)

THE BLACKS - “Take This Town/ Mutate Radiate”
Wow. I know I’ve been down on this band in the past since I prefer the BLACKS from Sweden, but this is the

best stuff I’ve heard from them. Two short, screeching hardcore blasts. The vocals on this are great. I am sorry to
hear that this was recorded just prior to the death of their singer Chad. (CK)
($3 ppd., Chemical Valley, 205 E Alturas, Tucson, AZ 85705)

BLOWCHUNKS - “Little Suzie/Baby’s Got a Dick” 45
Jesus Christ, I never thought I’d say it but this is almost too lo-fi. Feedback galore and fuzz out the wa-zooo’

Almost sounds like it was recorded live with a handheld tape recorder. Nonetheless, what I can hear through it ali
sounds pretty good. High speed, high energy garage rock ala TEENGENERATE, or the DON’T CARES. Goddamn
fellas, clean it up a little, cuz it sounds good. (AS).
(High School Refuse, Berlagaweg 12, 973 LN Groningen, NETHERLANDS)

BONES - “Six Feet Down and Two Fingers Up” 10”

Ten inch vinyl, on pretty burgundy swirl vinyl, a bunch of Scandinavian pretty boys with tattoos, greasy hair
and wife beaters, posing on a hot rod.... I’m not sure if the good outweighs the bad here. What the fuck is it with
Scandinavian bands ? Are they required to wank this much? Is there a law? “Every band in Scandinavia must have
indulgent guitar solos and sound like real badasses ’? This isn’t a bad record—it’s pretty decent, but totally fits into
the Euro Big Rawk stereotype. From here on in, this form of music is now know as “Scandinavian Choad Rock” I

hath spoken. Dammit. (BM)
(I Used To Fuck People Like You In Prison, Bruskstr, 42-44, 44135, Dortmund, GERMANY)

BONESCRATCH - “Last Words Gone” LP
BONESCRATCH hail from Sapporo, Japan, and have a sound that reminds me a bunch of UNIVERSAL

ORDER OF ARMAGEDDON or the GREAT UNRAVELING. The vocals are sort of a cross between HR of BAD
BRAINS and UOA. The production is excellent. And now that I think about it, this reminds me a bunch of another
Japanese band I reviewed a few months ago, CARNIVAL OF DARK SPLIT, definitely a similar style. Hard-hitting,
technical hardcore with a lot going on musically, but still completely driving. Well worth checking out (SP)
(Blood Sucker, #203 1-16-18 Kusunoki-cho Nishi-ku, Hiroshima, JAPAN)

BREAKFAST - “Vertigo” LP
Like many a 625 release, this starts out at an insane blitzkrieg pace of thrashing guitars and a whirlwind

drums—out of control, almost tuneless thrash. While that certainly isn’t a bad thing, where this record really starts
to get interesting is about halfway through, when gears are switched and they veer into some amazing MINUTE-
MEN meets BIG BOYS-style jams. I could do without the SLEEP-esque space rock workout which takes up the
majority of side two, but since all the good stuff is on the flip I just won’t play it ever again. Top notch release. (MT)
(625, PO Box 423413, San Francisco, CA 94142-3413, www.625thrash.com)

BULEMICS - “Soundtrack to the Apocalypse” CD
It’s too bad that such otherwise decent punk should have such misogynist lyrics. Does the world really need

more songs about raping and killing girls? Offended? Nah, just bored. (MT)
(Steel Cage)

BUTTOCKS - “1978-‘83—Mehr Pogo Leute!” LP
Maybe the BUTTOCKS weren’t the most consistent of the early German punk outfits, but this compilation

shows them to good advantage, with a collection of 29 early live and a few studio recordings that capture their loose,
wild, slash-and-bum approach to punk rock. Their stand-out version of SHAM 69’s “I Don’t Wanna” is uniquely
their own. Sound quality varies somewhat—but I’m sure that suits the BUTTOCKS just fine (SS)
(Weird System, Alsterweite 32, 2000 Hamburg 1, GERMANY)

CARBONA/BREAKAWAYS - split EP
Outstanding. I’ve been meaning to sit down and give CARBONA a listen for a while. The pop punk kids say

they are quite the cat’s meow. Three songs from these Brazilian pop punkers in the vein of the APERS and MANGES
(read; snotty RAMONES-core). Not bad—actually quite enjoyable—but the BREAKAWAYS are the bomb-diggity.
I got their CDR a few months ago and played it until it died. This band is fucking amazing—equal parts RAMONES
and DESCENDENTS, high snotty vocals, and the intensity of a bunch of high school delinquents in leather jackets.
Jesus Christ, this is the band I wanted to start in high school. Bonus cool points for ripping of SABBATH in the gui-
tar breakdowns for “Sayonara Wendy.” This is my open invitation to the BREAKAWAYS to play my beach party
any time they would like. (BM)
(the_breakaways@hotmail.com)

I
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CAST ASIDE - “Overcome” EP
Heavy. Double bass. Straight edge. These guys contain members of DOWN TO NOTHING and DEAD

SERIOUS, yet you would never know. Not unlike MADBALL or TERROR, CAST ASIDE play a much more bru-

tal style of hardcore with a lot of fierce breakdowns. How come I have the feeling that this is not going to be the

last time I use the phrase “not unlike MADBALL or TERROR”? I am making the early prediction right now that

in the next couple years you’re going to hear a big resurgence of this style going around in the straight edge scene.

And CAST ASIDE are as qualified as anyone to usher in this new wave. (CC)

(Malfunction, www.malfunctionrecords.com)

CATARACT - “Great Days of Vengeance” CD
I’ve been hearing a bunch of good things about this Swiss band, and all I can say is what s the big deal 7

You’d have to have never heard a single metalcore record in the last ten years to think these hackneyed riffs were

anything note-worthy at all. Sounds like a watered-down ALL OUT WAR of five years ago. Sure the sound is

super-heavy, but recording technology being what it is these days, that’s not so special either. Any of their German

contemporaries such as HEAVEN SHALL BURN do this exact same sound a million times better. (EL)

(Lifeforce)

THEE CERAMIC HOBS - “Shaolin Master” EP
I’m not copping an elitist trip when I say I must be the only person on the mag who could like this 7”. It’s

sounds like a 1981 outtake from a lost Fuck Off Records tape comp. No? OK, it sounds like an Xpressway label

band from 1994. Kinda. It’s a cranky throbbing experimental psych-punk stagger that sounds like many things

without being an exact copy. Do you like talking vocals? Here ya go. Wait, the last track sounds like LIGHTNING

BEAT MAN. Sheesh! Hm, I know I have an old 7” by this “band” somewhere—this can’t be a recent recording.

Or maybe it’s just timeless. (RW)
(Harbinger Sound, PO Box 7133, Nottingham, NG5 7WE, UK)

CHAOS Z - “Dunkle Strassen (1981-1995 Komplett)” 2xLP
Weird System continues to crank out the reissues, this time bringing you the complete discography of

Germany punk rockers CHAOS Z. If you’ve never heard them before, think WARSAW’S gothic sensibilities mixed

with the quick-paced melodic German punk sound. Think a rawer, much more punk version of early NEW
MODEL ARMY to get a decent sonic context of what we’re dealing with here. Highly recommended, as are all

the recent Weird System reissues. (MT)

(Weird System, Alsterwiete 32, 20099 Hamburg, GERMANY, www.weirdsystem.de)

CHIODOS BROS. - “The Heartless Control Everything” CD
In a welcome development, it seems that emo-pop-punk (could I possibly have added any more fucking

hyphens?) bands are starting to embrace the fact that their songs sound like they’d fit right in on the Sixteen

Candles soundtrack. It takes a great deal of courage to dive off of the edge into “total cheese” territory, but damned

if the CHIODOS BROS, haven’t done it by adding synthesized drum parts, glockenspiel, and ENYA keyboards.

If they could just drop the annoying THURSDAY screamo parts, this would be the perfect record to play while

running through a field towards the object of your affection. Camera off, fcredits roll. Seriously, though, I like it.

(MX)
(Search and Rescue, PO Box 8260, Ann Arbor, MI 48107, www.searchandrescuerecords.com)

THE CLIFTONS - “Rock Out” EP
This is definitely better than their side of the split with LOS OLVIDADOS. They ve kicked it up a notch

and are now fully emersed into the DWARVES-style fast and obnoxious punk. Solid shit. (HM)

(Stones Throw, 2658 Griffith Park Blvd. #504, Los Angeles, CA 90039-2520, TheCliftonsNPC@excite.com)

CLONE DEFECTS - “Shapes of Venus” CD
Second long player by this band of knuckle dragging lowbrows from the midwest, and what a suckerpunch

of rock it is too. The bastard sons of the DEAD BOYS, SAINTS and RADIO BIRDMAN take off from where

those folks left off, add some distortion, a whole lotta soul and fucking wreck the place. This band would knock

your missus up, drink your whiskey, knock your teeth in and leave you with their rendition of the Otis Redding

classic “That’s How Strong My Love Is” ringing in your ears. Fantastic. (TB)

(In The Red, PO Box 208, 1 1 18 W. Magnolia Blvd, Burbank, CA 91506, www.intheredrecords.com)

CLONE DEFECTS - “Shapes of Venus/Stick My Knife”

fuck yeah, this little bitch is goodWW I guess I’m on the right drugs for this one tonight and

how\\\ '.....these are some pretty ugly-ass motherfuckers, no doubt but don’t let it stop you gurls....they can play

'em just as good as Nick Lowe can. ...and their cocks are just as salty !!! This is some catchy/insane shit

here.. .there’s also a new LP....I wonder if this is just a prick-tease to something greatV.V.V..... or just the cherry on

a big turd....cither way, this single moves me in all the right places. ...like my cock....!!! (SW)

(In The Red, PO Box 208, 1 1 18 W. Magnolia Blvd, Burbank, CA 91506, www.intheredrecords.com)

CLOSER THAN KIN - “The Machineries of Breath” CD
God, this is fucking wretched. This is like finding a new Betamax tape and thinking, “Christ they still make

these?” In this case, the unwelcome nostalgia is the kind of tepid metal-influenced tough-guy pseudo-melodic

hardcore punk that New York/New England bands played in the late 80s/early 90s, when they hadn’t quite gotten

the mix right—the sort of thing that doesn’t age well, nor gets re-created well. Totally uninteresting riffs and songs,

with weak breakdowns and awful sung vocals in the choruses. I guess you can tell I didn’t like this. (EL)

(Punktuation!, 400 SE 9th St, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316, www.arcticmusicgroup.com)

COCKNEY REJECTS - “Out of the Gutter” CD
. „

When a band’s first two LPs from twenty years ago are considered classics as their first two “greatest hits

LPs are—incredible anthemic raw punk—where do you go from there? This disc of new material (with the

Cockney back) is back in the right direction. Although there is a touch of their wannabe metal era, guitar-wise, this

is a good anthemic punk release. This goes back to the SHAM 69 and CHELSEA sing-along days of punk. A

strong return. (RL)

(Captain Oi)



COLORED RICE MEN - “New Animal Life” LP
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thC saxophone out °f d” 51 COLORED RICE MEN release you would have a quality straight-up punkrecord. But I could not get past it and became too distracting for me. (RC)
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(Blood Sucker, #203 1-16-18 Kusunoki-cho Nishi-ku, Hiroshima, JAPAN)

CONTRARIANS- “You Will Listen!” EP
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exPresslng a wellspnng of post-high school resentment) is outclassed by the the covers (theWHEELS sleazy ‘Bad Litde Woman” and the UNUSUALS' “I’m a Walkin’’). Like late-night reruns of Bewitcted theydo not surprise, nor do they disappoint. (JH)
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(Pure Vinyl, Sandgasse 8b, A 4020 Linz, AUSTRIA, fluchg.purev@aon.at)

THE COOL JERKS - “Whole Wide World/For a Little While”
. I don’t think this world needs another cover of the WRECKLESS ERIC classic, but oh well!! ' theseguys had to go and add to the pile ! Side two is a little noisy, ITR style if you know what I mean

, there’s a catchvhook downthere somewhere not bad but not great not enough mojo to make my member moist no sir' (SW)
(Misprint, PO Box 40211, Nashville, TN 37204, www.misprintrecords.com)
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CORTEGE - “Young Soul Rebel” EP
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(MT)
COCKNEY REJECTS, but they could probably play with LEATHERFACE and not get booed off the state.

(Bords De Seine, BP85, 75561 Paris Ck 12, FRANCE, BDSkinhead@aol.com)

CRACKHEADS - “Drunk With Power” EP
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ReoP" ?ubOZ, cause the CRACKHEADS are a poor man’s NAKED RAYGUN. The singer even sounds like

Jeff Pezzau. A definite Chicago-influenced sound from these guys. I hear elements of GEAR, SLUDGEWORTH anddid I mention NAKED RAYGUN? Good stuff, hope to hear more (AS)
(Dylaramma, 3218 Fullerton Ave. Apt 26, Chicago, IL 60647)

CRESS - “Propaganda & Lies” CD
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EP S k ' ffm 1)16 vein of ’CONFLICT, early KILLING JOKE, and the whole stable ofCRASS records bands.

(Flat Earth, 145-149 Cardigan Rd, Leeds, LS6 ID, UK, www.flatearth.free-online.co.uk)

CRI D’ALERTE - “50 Cl.” EP
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(Bords de Seine, BP 85-75561, Paris CXI 2, FRANCE, www.bordsdeseine.fr.st)

CRITICS - “Pull Your Head In” EP
Catchy punk from Down Under—Melbourne to be precise. It’s upbeat and chipper not unlike a fasterCOCK SPARRER or a less aggro COCKNEY REJECTS, though I wouldn’t call it street punk. (AD

(Out of the Loop, PO Box 222, Tuart Hill, W.A. 6939, AUSTRALIA)

CROW/ARTIMI ;S PYLE - split EP
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RO IS GONE played at a higher ,empo (seri°usly.-.try turning the pitch downa bunch and you 11 see what I m talking about!), though I actually like ARTIMUS PYLE’s style a bit more. ARTIMUS
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hear them—*eu stuff here is no exception. As for Japan’s CROW, they do aCRUCIFIX cover and one onginal. Both songs benefit from good production that the previous CROW releases lackTliough some punsts will obviously prefer the early blown-out recordings, I think this shift in sound sort of adds an inter-

esting element to the band. I m rambling, pick this up either way. (SP)
(Prank, PO Box 410892, San Francisco, CA 94141-0892, www'prankrecords.com)

D.S.B. - “Battle Into Invisible Zone” CDEP
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honest 1 kindalet down by this release. Their speedy attack combined with a mild epic sensibility is still
diere but this comes off sounding a but more disjointed than their prior releases, especially when compared to their mon-
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““ fTliar wi*^ Sound’^ somethillg <*** die lines ofDbAI HRbAi or BALANCE OF TERROR, but more melodic. (MT)

(Discrete, PO Box 31 Ogaki, Post Office, Ogaki-City, Gifu, JAPAN, discrete@pop07.odn.ne.jp)



DACKELBLUT - “Schutzen” LP
Compared to their Dackelkblut LP, with its memorable tunes full of diminished chords and memorable gui-

tar progressions, this is more straightforward but still relatively strong, still sounding eerily close to middle-peri-

od EBBA GRON—particularly the vocals. In these urgent, tense, mid-speed tunes, DACKELBUT still shows pret-

ty interesting guitarwork, which veers away from standard powerchord cliches. Above average. (SS)

(Schiffen, Reeperbahn 63, 20359 Hamburg, GERMANY, www.schiffen.de)

DACKELBLUT - LP
Mr. Spinali hits the nail on the head with his EBBA GRON comparison. On this, their eponymous LP,

Deutsch punx DACKELBLUT crank out 13 tracks of powerful melodic punk that fans of LEATHERFACE, NO
CHOICE, MANIFESTO JUKEBOX, or HUSKER DU would be doing themselves a favor to track down. Killer.

(MT)
(Schiffen, Reeperbahn 63, 20359 Hamburg, GERMANY, www.schiffen.de)

THE DAMAGE DONE - “Never Wash Away” EP
This is some quality finger-pointing straightedge hardcore from the West Coast. The music is fairly fast, but

has a lot of melody incorporated throughout the EP. The production is clean and the vocals are gruff. In the insert

they thank MOUTHPIECE and CHAIN OF STRENGTH for inspiration on one of the songs. That should give you

a clear idea of where this band is coming from. (RC)

(Western Front, PO Box 24459, Los Angeles, CA 90024-0459, www.westemxfront.com)

DAN MELCHIOR’S BROKE REVUE - “Andover, Duluth, London” EP
DAN MELCHIOR’S BROKE REVUE are adored by many (Carolyn?), dismissed by some, unknown to

others. Rather than delve into that thicket of loaded mousetraps, I’ll list contents: four cover tunes wrapped in a

brown cardboard sleeve—tunes by the likes of the SUBWAY SECT’S Vic Godard (“Chain Smoking ), Bobert

Dylan (“From a Buick 6”), Elle Presley (“I Just Sing”), and the SMALL FACES (“Watcha Gonna Do About It”—

a straight take, rather than the SEX PISTOLS/HEADCOATS abused stepchild reading). It’s a 12” EP with over-

sized, roomy groves: performances are optimized. Souls are bought and sold. (JH)

(Version City, 805 Union St. Apt. 2, Brooklyn, NY 1 1215, www.versioncity.com)

DANCING LEPERS/RECKLESS DEERHUNTERS - Split EP
This split EP was released by the Bum Brandon Collective in Florida. The financing for it (and for all Burn

Brandon records and zines) came from benefit shows and donations, and it is free plus postage. The DANCING

LEPERS are very endearing with lyrics and attitude reminiscent of Fresh Fruit-era DEAD KENNEDYS and a

sound like your little brother practicing with his first punk band in the garage. The RECKLESS DEERHUNTERS

have more of an old-school hardcore sound and can play better, but they don’t excite me as much as the DANC-

ING LEPERS. (DP)

(Sound Idea, PO Box 3204, Brandon, FL 33509, sndidea@ix.netcom.com)

DAY OF THE DEAD/DAMAGE DONE - split EP
Great international hardcore split here, Portugal’s DAY OF THE DEAD delivers four furious tracks (includ-

ing a CRUDOS cover) of in-your-face non-metallic and only slightly youth crew style hardcore. The vocals here

are the highlight for me—which is not to take anything away from the rest of the band, cause the songs are all

killer—the singer has the perfect balance of ripping his guts out and conveying emotion (this is not emo, please

don’t misunderstand). This is the first I’ve heard of this band, and it’s a fucking awesome introduction. California’s

DAMAGE DONE live up to all the raves I’ve heard about them, and these three songs (as well as their EP also

reviewed in this issue) are floor punching madness at its finest. Breakdowns galore can be found here, along with

thought-inspiring lyrics and fast youth crew hardcore and...well, more breakdowns. If you got something good,

fucking go with it, right? (WN)
(Goodwill/Dario Adamic, C.P 15319, 00143 Roma Laurentino, ITALY)

DEADLINE/BRASSKNUCKLE BOYS - “Any Fate but Submission” CD EP
Despite some of the most embarrassingly naff cover art I’ve had the misfortune to stare at for several months

(badly painted US and UK flags, together with an eagle,and some cannons!?), this EP is rather good! For a skin-

head band, the UK’s DEADLINE turn in two throwaway tough-guy (well, minus their female singer, I guess) hard-

core tracks, and a truly sublime melodic slow-paced rocker, very reminiscent of PENETRATION, which makes it

all better again. The BRASSKNUCKLE BOYS turn in three raging tracks much akin to SLAUGHTER AND THE

DOGS more upbeat numbers, complete with some excellent lead-work, and including a suitably spunky cover of

TOM PETTY’s “American Girl.” Makes we want to hear more from both bands. (RK)

(Haunted Town,www.hauntedtownrecords.com)

DEATH FROM ABOVE - “Heads Up” LP
Six short songs at 45 rpm. It’s mostly hipster, retro rock ‘n’ roll with a heavily distorted quality on every-

thing. All the songs are up-tempo and bass heavy. I’m “so tired of sluts coming to us in the clubs with their

cocaine...” as well. (PA)

(Ache, PO Box 138, 1001 W. Broadway #101, Vancouver, BC, CANADA, www.acherecords.com)

DEGRADATION - “Homeward Bound” LP
Did someone say “Wall of death”? DEGRADATION play mid-paced straight edge hardcore packed with

mosh parts and breakdowns. Think BATTERY, TEN YARD FIGHT... or take your pick of any other of the count-

less mid-90s CHAIN OF STRENGTH worship bands. Yeah, listening to this record is fun and entertaining, but

goddamn, I can’t believe I ever took any of this stuff even a little bit seriously. If you’re a fan of the straight edge

hardcore thing, well, mosh away, my friend. You’ll love this one. (VH)

(Darfelder Strasse 31, 48727 Billerbeck, GERMANY, www.competitionrecords.com)

DEVIL DOLLS - “We Are the.. ” CD
. ,

Item: Australian quintet fronted by one Mirella Doll and backed by four sunbaked hangdogs. Their cover oi

CHEAP TRICK’S “He’s a Whore” sums ‘em up pretty succintly : deep- saturated sounds with the big ol’ guitars and

glitter-dusted DOLLisms. A grain too profesh for my tastes, it is. (JH)

(Corduroy, 38 Advantage Rd., Highett, Victoria 3 1 90, AUSTRALIA, www.corduroy.com.au)



DICKIES - “Still Got Live, Even If You Don’t Want It” CD
DICKIES fans (of which I am one) will be glad to hear that the We Aren ’t the World tape is now (offi-

cially) available on vinyl (and CD,) that’s right, ROIR have released it with a new title on lovely pink wax.
This, along with the Captain Oi! re-releases of The Incredible Shrinking Dickies and The Dawn of the
Dickies

, and the re-release and renaming of Great Dictations as The Dickies Singles Collection (or some-
thing equally as imaginatively titled) means that you kids can now get yer grubby mitts on this great band’s
back catalog without shelling out large bucks to pasty-faced socially challenged record traders. The DICK-
IES (to give them their full name) were the drug-crazed cartoon and comic book flip side to the “serious”
punk explosion of late 70s Los Angeles. More dumb than threatening, more homy than angst ridden, they
released a slew of colored vinyl 7”s on A&M (a little birdy told me that Leonard or one the band had an uncle
or something at A&M and that’s the reason the group was given a contract, but I have no concrete evidence)
and hit the top of the charts in England with their zany rendition of the Banana Splits theme. What punk his-
torians on this side of the pond probably fail to understand is that the Banana Splits show itself was huge in
the British Isles at that time, and that, more than the DICKIES musical prowess is why they hit it so big in
Britain. The rest is literally history, but you can still see them these days and they are one of the few bands
from that period still actually worth seeing... Anyway, the record is fine, better for fans than first timers as
it has a lot of (very well recorded) live stuff and demos, a better starting place to hear their trademark Wacky
Races- style punk pop would be the singles collection or the re-releases of Incredible.... and Dawn. This is
marvelous nonetheless. (AD)
(ROIR, 611 Broadway, Ste. 411, New York, NY 10012)

DIRTY CHARLIE - “Hydra” EP
You had to be there. I wasn’t either. But a four track was, so here “we” are. Nine tracks raw-ass punk

fern-vox rant with analog instrumentation. Boredom is successfully held at bay through the sheer desire not
to be bored. Wait, it’s pain being held at bay here. Yes, this is a record to play when you have a blinding
hangover. Only then are you truly “there.” Punk like Germicide. (RW)
(Raw Sugar, PO Box 53011, New Orleans, LA 70153)

DISBEER - “Kids In the Satanic Service” CD
DISBEER from France unleashes the musical hounds and sets the pace for an all-out assault of driv-

ing crustcore. Buzzing guitars wrapped in studded belts hammer through those familiar chords that we all
know and love. Growling vocals spit out lyrics about punx, chaos, drinking, and Satan. While there is noth-
ing too mind-blowing here, in all honesty it ended up being a lot better than I expected' (RC)
(Murder, Olivier Lacoste, BP 1 1-33023 Bordeaux Cedex, FRANCE)

DISCIPLINE - “Saints & Sinners” CD
A Belgian quartet of follically challenged chaps belt out 12 tracks of decent, though hardly earth-shat-

tering skinhead punk. They definitely lean toward the more driving punk sound of ONE WAY SYSTEM or
RED ALERT than the more typical speedy rock and mob choruses of the likes of the BUSINESS. A good
production, and a suitably gravelly voiced vocalist certainly help. (RK)
(GMM, PO Box 15234, Atlanta, GA 30333)

DISREANTIYOUTHHELLCHRISTBASTARDASSMANX - “Power Violence R.I.P” EP
Short, fast, loud, power-violence styled thrash from these Escondido, CA, punkers with one of the

longest names in punkdom. Musically they sound like a mix of early ASSHOLE PARADE (demo era) with
early CHARLES BRONSON except that Colin RRMF’s vocal style (a sarcastic sounding falsetto?) are a lot
more annoying, to my ears, than the early CB vocals. I preferred his “singing” on the B-side over the A-side.
Lyrics are about alienation, rent-a-cops, love denied, some kid named Greg, some club sucking, etc. The
cover art of a backhoe pushing around tons of 90s power-violence records is cool. (WM)
(Thrashbot 736 S. Chestnut St, Escondido, CA 92025)

DISRESPECT/SIDEKICK - split EP
SIDEKICK come out swinging with some fairly generic mid-tempo East Coast style hardcore, along

the lines of SHEER TERROR. Not overly metal, but not overly exciting either. DISRESPECT go down pret-
ty much the same path, with a touch more metal. More along the lines of a bad EARTH CRISIS rip-off. Sorry
guys, bands like this are a dime-a-dozen, so you really need to pick it up if you are going to stand out. (RC)
(CrapChords, Hansi Haug, Bismarkstr. 44, 73262 Reichenbach/Fils; philow@aol.com)

ELEVENTEEN - “ In Then Air” CD
An up-and-coming group in the pop-punk-with-emo-overtones vein. Very pop, fueled by strong

vocals. This reminds me of UNWRITTEN LAW and SENSEFIELD, musically. Produced by J. Robbins, this
NorCal band seems to be primed for the big time. (RL)
(Sessions, www.sessionsrecords.com)

ELVIS DISCIPLES - “Roadkill of the Rich and Famous” - CD
I thought this was gonna suck balls, judging solely on its slick packaging. But it didn’t—in fact, it was

actually all right. Decent 80s LA-style melodic punk rock in the vein of AGENT ORANGE the DICKIES
NOFX (not from LA or the early 80s), and SLOPPY SECONDS (yeah, I know they’re ’from Indiana)!
Nothing totally mind-blowing, but nonetheless, a refreshing record in the mix of all the generic and mediocre
shit I’ve been hearing lately. (AS)
(Lascivious, PO Box 804, Montebello, CA 90640)

ENDLESS STRUGGLE - “Till the End” CD
Spikey punk from Salt Lake City. It’s pretty much by-the-numbers fast paced hardcore punk. My main

complaint is that the lyrics don’t seem to really say anything. C’mon, you’re walking around with a mohawk,
George Bush Jr. is in the White House, a war is about to start (or will probably already be over by the time
this comes to print) and you have nothing to say on the matter? That’s why I prefer bands like A GLOBAL
THREAT who at least walk the walk as well as talk the talk. As a bespectacled fellow once sang “Are you
prepared to die for your beliefs or just to dye your hair?” (AD)
(A-F, PO Box 71266, Pittsburgh PA 15213)



ETAE - “Rotten to the Core” EP
You may notice the fucking flood of Japanese hardcore in this issue; well over a dozen releases, and a good

month to get out your pen, paper and international money order. But this one comes from a Connecticut label, so you

can save on postage! Hailing from Hokkaido (Japan’s north island), ETAE are lead guitar laden hardcore along the

lines of MUSTANG or CRUDE (I guess there’s a “Hokkaido Sound”) with mostly mid-tempo driving hardcore,

snarled vocals, and guitar solos all over the place—this EP will keep your toes tapping all the way through. Treat

yourself, and then write Bloodsucker and get their Don ’t Throw EP, also reviewed this month. (WN)

(Cries Of Pain, PO Box 1004, Windsor, CT 06095)

ETAE - “Don’t Throw,..” EP
These Japanese kids throw me one hell of a curve ball this month. ETAE play mid-paced punk packed with

melodic guitar parts, interesting hooks, and completely random IRON MAlDEN-style solos. The layering of gruff

vocals with harmonizing “whoo-oh” backups is really odd. The way I’m describing this might make you think of

JAWBREAKER, but it’s really the farthest thing from. The way their songs fit together is completely random and

bizarre in a disturbing BEACH BOY’S Love You kind of way. A part of me is very much into this just because it’s so

unlike what I usually listen to. But the more I hear, the more I’m giving into the other part of me that thinks it’s

absolutely ridiculous, awful music that I hope to never hear agarn. (VH)

(Show Ikeda, 13-9 Honcho, Hakodate, Hokkaido, JAPAN)

EXPLODING HEARTS - “Modem Kicks/Busy Signals”

The EXPLODING HEARTS are working a tried-and-mostly-true Desperate Teenage MODERN LOVERS
kinda power-pop angle. “Modem Kicks” is a fully-conceived “song” with a beginning, middle, end, and words about

girls. It’s not too late to order a bouquet. The HEARTS are tiptoeing around a clean-scrubbed RUBINOOS
TEENAGE HEAD sound and manage to pull off the Wide-Eyed Innocent routine (never mind what they’re like as

human beings). Fun and/pop.(JH)

(Pelado, 521 W. Wilson #C103, Costa Mesa, CA 92727)

F-HOLE “Gives a Fuck” EP
I remember hearing SQUAT’s record in ‘96 or something—in fact, I remember the SQUAT song, “It’s All

Over,” that former member Lizzy covers on this EP, and if memory doesn’t fail me, it sounds better now: all raw and

shitty-sounding, but with the hooks still in order. The rest of this EP is awesome, too, trashy, pissed, and fun, with no

gimmick except for fuck shit up! (and that’s no gimmick at all). All three sing, it sounds like a crowd of hoodlums,

and it works. Also, this is a perfect example of cheap lo-fi recording gone exactly right. From SF; unfortunately I

haven’t seen them, probably because they seem to play primarily in bars, which tend to be expensive and otherwise

a pain in the ass. Perhaps an exception is in order... (AC)

(Your Permanent Records)

FALLOUTBOY - “FalloutBoy’s Evening Out With Your Girlfriend” CD
The cover art to this is almost witty. And the music is almost not bad. 9 tracks of melodic indie-pop. If I was

being charitable. I’d say they approximated GAMEFACE (in the days when GAMEFACE were actually good). I sus-

pect they really want to be signed by Vagrant. And yes, they have a shitty acoustic track on there too. I doubt this’ll

make the college charts. (RK)

(Uprising, PO Box 42259, Philadelphia, PA 19104)

THE FAVOURITES - “SOS” LP
In this retrospective commemorating the start of the band in 1979, the FAVOURITES wallow in pop, their

tunes bobbing to a style that roughly a cross between the MONKEES and NICK LOWE. Slow tunes like “I See You”

come across as rather limp, but the trio partially redeem themselves with their standout cover of “S.O.S.” and a nice

instrumental track. I’m as susceptible to nostalgia as the next person, but these guys don’t quite do it for me. (SS)

(no address)

FIFTY-FOOT COMBO - “Caffeine” CD
Five backlight Belgians of various shapes and sizes, and not a singer among them. The FIFTY-FOOT COMBO

opt out of words and opt in for the intemational/cross-cultural appeal of instrumental sleaze and lounge. Sax and

Hammond organ compete with dueling guitars and novelty audio samples. Sometimes the COMBO build up a head

of steam, and others they slink into a middling jam session that leaves me blunted and bored. Titles such as “Sugar

No Cream”, “The Great Caffeine Comedown”, “Black and Hot Like My Women” and “Buzzz” clue you on the

theme: Man or Java Man? (JH)

(Drunkabilly, PB 87, 9050 Ledeberg 1, BELGIUM, drunkabilly@planetintemet.be)

THE FLASH EXPRESS - “Ride the Flash Express/Feel These Blues”

This here is honest to goodness punk ‘n’ blues ‘n’ roll, with an emphasis on the punk, the rock, and the blues.

At times it reminds me of late 70s stuff like RICHARD HELL. Other times it goes back even further to the mid or

late 70s or even the late 60s. It is very STOOGES-like. It’s mid-tempo and catchy, but it’s some kinda white-guy funk-

iness and has the sense of urgency that separates the exceptional from the mediocre. I know that “white-guy funki-

ness” comment probably doesn’t sound like much of an endorsement, but it is. Trust me on this one. (KK)

(Head Line, 7708 Melrose Ave, Los Angeles, CA, 90046, www.headlinerecords.com)

THE FLYING DUTCHMEN - “Live Devil’s Club” EP
Trashy (as in sounds as though the microphone was in a trash can) recordings of a garage band that would be

derivative if it weren’t for the “musicians’” inability to curb their enthusiasm. Showing that there’s no accounting for

taste, I think this disc is swell (then again, I probably have a couple of bent chromosomes that make me like this stuff

in the first place). (DD)

($3 ppd: Jesse Lortz, 20720 SE 192nd St., Renton, WA 98058)

FOURSTROKE - “Big Smoke & Mirrors/My Way” *

Squeezing by the MRR review policy by a hair this 7” is rock with a huge neon flashing “R.” Fuzzed out

Sabbath riffs with a touch of the MC5 this band may not be strictly “punk”, but anyone into Scandinavian cockrock-

ers like the HELLACOPTERS would do well to drop those weenys and check out some real fuckin’ rock ‘n’ roll

(TB)

(www.outoftheioop.com.au)



FUN - “Speed Like a Hammer” 10”

Four long songs that sound very much like SHELLAC. The drums are to a tee, the guitar has the same tinny
sound and style, but maybe the bass isn’t as prominent. The vocals are a mix of talking, screaming, and singing
The songs are very well put together and played, so if you haven’t had your fill of SHELLAC then this is well
worth getting. (PA)

(Sharp, Hakaniemenkatu 9 a 1, 00530 Helsinki, FINLAND, www.fun.ven.ee)

GEEKS - “Dreamland in Machineland/Hey Wreck”
Before (probably) you or (definitely) I started seeing bands in seedy North Beach nightclubs and sneaking

Valium in to Gilman St. knitting bees, the San Francisco Bay Area was home to a veritable army of wrong-mind-
ed, outright alien bands that never woulda seen the dark of night were it not for the no-talent-required p rock
scene. Bands like Nob Hill duo CHROME, the INFLATABLE BOY CLAMS, B-TEAM, TUXEDO MOON, RED
ASPHALT, the immortal CLUB FOOT ORCHESTRA—unconciously arty, resolutely anti-commercial. Freaks
and geeks, all. The GEEKS (appropriately enough) were a noisy, punchy chamber orchestra that incorporated New
York No Wave, basement drone, deep-space buzz and lyrics about androids and train crashes. Sounds pretty good
for an unearthed fossil. Dreamland in Machineland is a left-brain drone; “Hey Wreck” is a calculated punch to
the kidneys (oof). From 79, I’m told. Ferret it out and hurt. (JH)
(S-S, 1 1 14 21st St, Sacramento, CA 94814)

GENERATION 69 “Condemned Citizens” EP
Mid-paced and melodic hardcore from these skinheads from Singapore. I know it’s probably not the case,

but I really hope the song “One More for the Bois” is about hanging out with trannies (Boi=tranny, in case you
didn’t know). A fine release which seems to go that extra length lyrically to set themselves apart from the dodev
elements of the skinhead world. (MT)
(Bords De Seine, BP 85, 75561 Paris CX 12, FRANCE)

GOAT SHANTY - “Clearly Presp In” EP
Ahhhhh, GOAT SHANTY. Fukken love

l

em! The East Coast’s premier guitar/drum/vocal onslaught deliv-
ers the goods once again with nine songs filled with chaos and blurry hardcore. Don’t think metal or grindcore
these kids are way too far out on their own limb for that, but fans of both will eat this shit up. Try to imagine
INFEST, but way noisier (read: messier) and without that element of “we’re going to kill you just as soon as this
record is over. GOAT SHANTY will just come over to your house and act like nincompoops. ..just the way I like
it. Fucking great record from a new label from Maine; big thumbs up to anyone whose first three releases include
this gem and the SHANK CD—nice work. (WN)
(Out of Limits, PO Box 526, Springvale, ME 04083, www.outoflimits.com)

GOOD MORNING/DEATH FIRST - split EP
Sitting at the bar is a social disease... states GOOD MORNING, and I couldn’t agree more as they

unleash four tracks of boombox-style-recording snarling hardcore punk. However the real winner of this split
would be DEATH FIRST, who start off their side with “Fuck street punkers who sympathize with Nazis” and then
tear into four tracks of chaotic punk with male/female vocals that brings to mind a less metallic CALLOUSED
(MT)
(Dilapidated, 209 E. 25th. Apt. ID, Minneapolis, MN 55404)

GOODWILL - “That Was a Moment” CD
I’m always slightly suspicious of bands that credit the “cover models” in their artwork, and biased against

those that actually list their legal representation. Who cares? Or are you just making it easier to facilitate me suing
you guys for crimes against music. Never fear though, “shirts done by Relaxor Graphics.” Thank fuck for Relaxor
Graphics. 10 tracks of well executed, utterly redundant college-rock, emo-pop, including the (now) obligatory
embarrassingly whiny acoustic track. If anyone reading this actually really likes MOVELIFE, NEW FOUND
GLORY and such drek, you’ll probably dig this too. (RK)
(Negative Progression, www.negativeprogression.com)

GORLILLAS - “Gatecrasher/Gorilla Got Me”
Mid-tempo, mid-70s garage pop. Nothing to get worked up over. The A-side is a vocal number, the B-side

is an instrumental—neither one did anything for me. (BM)
(Munster, PO Box 18107, Madrid 28080, SPAIN)

GRAIN USA - “Catchy Like a Cold” EP
This is, indeed, “catchy like a cold,” bringing the melodies like a more new wave MR. T EXPERIENCE.

And no, it s not that dark, CURE-type of new wave that everyone and their mother seems to want to replicate these
days; think DURAN DURAN, or something of that nature. No keyboards here, though. The same two songs are
on both sides, and one of them is a brief instrumental. My diagnosis: wait until you have more songs to put out

(MX^
11160 thC W°rld Can r^°iCe in y0UF P°P Soodness without being annoyed at how short the damn thing is.

(Disposable Pop Revolution, www.disposablepoprevolution.com)

GRUK - CD
GRUK d°eS

^
ardcore in such a way that will blast-beat your heart out. Similar to other Chico bands like

the PAWNS, Rachel’s vocals definitely make you want to dance in a circle looking tough. (MM)
(www.geocities.com/ryanlalbangh/entergrule.html)

GUN CLUB - “Horse Power” LP
Numbered 039 out of 300, meaning that it’s a preprogrammed collectors’ item and soon-to-be eBay staple.

The GUN CLUB are, no kidding, one of the six or seven best bands to emerge from the wilds of Los Angeles in
the later 1970s (others being X, the FLESHEATERS, GERMS, SCREAMERS, maybe BLACK FLAG and... ?)
Jeffrey Lee Pierce and his revolving door of supporting actors did plenty to usher in a brave new world of bolo
ties and Blues Explosions: unfortunately their output was limited to one drop-dead classic LP (Fire of Love) and
a couple worth-owning follow ups (Miami and Las Vegas Story') along with a lot of weak later material that’s best
shunned. Horse Power is an LP worth of good-sounding live songs played in front of a London crowd in 1987
the big hits are all accounted for (“Fire Spirit”, “Sex Beat”, “She’s Like Heroin to Me”, etc.) and they sound fine.

I



The late Mr. Lee Fierce has that near-breathless quality in his voice—music-wise it’s the Kid Congo line-

up, and they’re all in the proverbial notch. Fans should check it out: greenhorns should buy Fire of Love at

the first opportunity. (JH)

(Alien, gunclub@alwills.demon.co.uk)

GURD - “Encounter” CD
I don’t what these guys were thinking sending this to MRR—there is nothing even remotely punk

about this record. This is the kind of cheesy metal that even devout metalheadz shouldn’t be caught dead

listening to. Re-hashing decade-old PANTERA riffs at half-speed, and wussified down to “rock” simplici-

ty—argh, god, why even bother continuing this review—there’s no way in hell you’d listen to more than 12

seconds of this even if you paid full-price for it. (EL)

(Diehard, Vindegade 101, 5000 Odense C, DENMARK)

H.K./KGS - split EP
H.K. sings their brand of English with a heavily accent (thankfully, we have translations in both

English and Kanji); their standout tune is “Catch the Freedom,” an aggressive pop-punker with an ADO-

LESCENTS-style guitar attack. KGS also offers two songs—chunky, variable-speed HC with RAW POWER
vocals and great lo-fi production. (It was recorded at their house.) Recommended. (SS)

(Rebelabel, no address)

HANGING ROTTEN - CD
Interesting sludge/grind band here from North Carolina, with ex-members of SEVEN FOOT

SPLEEN. Their songs are either long, slow stoner riffing tunes, or sub-20-second blasting grind bursts. They

pull off both styles nicely—like maybe GRIEF and BENUMB trading off tracks. They also achieve a nice

big heavy, noisy (but not too noisy) sound with only bass, drums, and vocals. Fans of stuff like CATHETER,
SOILENT GREEN, maybe DESPISE YOU, and other stoner/grind combo types will dig this. (EL)

(Voice Production Asia/Meconium, 814 Azalea Ave, Black Mountain, NC 2871 1)

HARKONEN - “Shake Harder Boy” CD
HARKONEN have been plugging away for several years. ..I’ve seen them twice in San Francisco, and

both shows were almost empty, but they poured buckets of sweat onto the floor and gave a treat to all who

could be bothered to show up, and never seemed put off by playing to no one, something I always admire

in a band. HARKONEN one part hardcore, one part rock and roll, and ten parts tight pants and good hair-

cuts.. .you know, the stuff that people way more attractive than myself shake their asses and bob their heads

too. Plenty of heaviness, and healthy doses of noisy “soundscapes,” or something like that. I really like this

disc, although there are quite a few moments during Shake Harder Boy that scream “MTV Buzzbin,” but I

guess the Buzzbin would be a better place with bands like this in it. (WN)
(HydraHead, PO Box 990248, Boston, MA 02199)

THE HENTCHMEN - “One Up!” EP
I am sorry that I always assumed the HENTCHMEN were some frat rock band. I’ve been racking my

brain trying to Figure out where I got that stupid idea. In the meantime. I’ve been making up for lost time

and I am so glad to see a brand new single from these guys. Garage rock in a truly great style. The singer

has a great distinctive voice. I recognize “LeSabre Radar” from their latest LP Three Times Infinity. I still

find it cute when guys sing songs about their cars. (CK)

(Keystone)

HINT HINT - “Sex Is Everything” 12”

Absolutely unaccidental West Coast art school rock. The guitar, often played more like a xylophone,

the keyboards (sometimes set on a “space’Vmoog setting?) and the lovely full-color matte don t convince

me. No, I’m not convinced. There are some PHANTOM LIMBS tinny vocal things and escalations of inten-

sity, but minus the madness and I’m thinking, minus the punk energy. Older influences land on or around

old Factory Records (JOY DIVISION or STRANGLERS); jolty, depressing dance music with studiously

disconcerting live moves, I expect, like the one where the singer’s hand passes in front of his eyes, or the

one where the singer’s legs stay stuck together and he gyrates as if one-legged. Slick, very slick it may

very well convince you. (AC)

(Cold Crush, PO Box 348, Hollywood, CA 90078, www.coldcrushrecords.com)

HIGGINS - “Commercial Brake” CD
HIGGINS is Andy Higgins, a guy from England who plays guitar and sings anti-

commercialism/authority songs with intelligence and a sense of humor. It s okay but I m afraid it s no

BILLY BRAGG. (AD)
(JSNTGM, PO Box 1025, Blackpool, FY3 OFO, UK)

HOLLY TREE - “Presents the British Punk Classics Greatest Shits” CD
Wait a second... this isn’t the JAM, the STIFF LITTLE FINGERS or the REZILLOS?!!! Could’ve

fooled me. HOLLY TREE cover eighteen British punk classics so well that you’ll be fooled. A hilarious

intro of phone calls to GENERATION X, the CLASH and the SEX PISTOLS sheds some light on why those

bands are missing from this CD. Me likey. (HM)
(Silly Sally, www.hollytree.com.br)

HOLLYWOOD HATE - “Product of our Environment” LP
At first I thought that this was another one of those old bands that have resurfaced to take advantage

of current trends in teenage culture, but then I realized that I was thinking of the HOLLYWOOD SQUARES,

not HOLLYWOOD HATE. This is faster and more rockin’ than your average LA/Long Beach fare (there’s

no address for the band here, but from the tattoos and Raiders shirt I’m guessing they’re from down that

way), which isn’t surprising given that they’re apparently made up of members of VERBAL ASSAULT and

CONDEMNED TO DEATH. This has more in common with the likes of SMUT PEDDLERS,

BONECRUSHER, and DISCONTENT than 80s skate punk, though like I say., it’s faster. If you like your

punk rock tough, fast, hard, and beer-drenched, than this won’t disappoint. (AD)

(TKO, 3126 W. Cary St, #303 Richmond, VA 23221)



HOUSE ON FIRE - EP
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INTROSPECT - “IntroSpect” CD
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JED WHITEV/IRON BOSS - split EP
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(Out of the Loop, PO Box 222, Tuart Hill W.A., 6939 AUSTRALIA, www.outoftheloop.com.au)

SKIP JENSEN & HIS SHARIN’ FEET - “On the Right Side” EP
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JOY DIVISION - “Warsaw” LP
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JUNK SCHIZO - “Pity to the Ignorant” EP
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KK 44 - “ Un Hospice Pour Crever” EP
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(Bords De Seine, BP 85, 75561 Paris CX 12, FRANCE)

KENT BROCKMAN/EDORA - split LP
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ing, vocal style, and silly attitude of SPAZZ, mixing it with fast, energetic, straightforward thrash. EDORA
unleashes an assault of fuzzed-out guitars, furious blastbeat, and harsh female vocals similar to SCROTUM
GRINDER. 12 songs of unrelenting hardcore mayhem. A great record. Orange vinyl too! (VH)

(TVG, Axel Brandt, PF 1219, 14963 Ludwigsfelde, GERMANY, www.t-v-g-a-x.de)

KNOW YOUR ENEMY - “State My Regrets” CD
This is a really good straight edge record from the Netherlands. In looking at the group shot in the insert,

every kid in this band is wearing a crucial t-shirt of an American straight edge band (with the exception of the dude

wearing the Champion shirt). So it is no surprise that this comes off sounding like a modern straight edge band

from America (given their influences). Take a little of the early AMERICAN NIGHTMARE stuff, and combine it

with some RIGHT BRIGADE, and you get KNOW YOUR ENEMY. Artwork by the very prolific hardcore artist,

Michael Bukowski. (CC)

(Crucial Response, Kaisersfield 98, 46047 Oberhausen, GERMANY)

THE KOWALSKIS/THE LULABELLES split EP
I am an absolute sucker for chicks singing punk rock. Tell the world. I hear it and it sets into motion a chem-

ical reaction in my body. That’s the only explanation I can cojne up with. This record has triggered that reaction.

Thr KOWALSKIS sound like they’ve been locked up in room for the last fifteen years with only food and GO-

GO’S records. The result, as might be expected, is pretty damn good, if not entirely original. The LULABELLES

were locked in the room next door. However, whoever locked them in took away the GO-GO’S records and sub-

stituted records from the FLATMATES and CHIN CHIN. Again, the results are pretty damn good. I will be look-

ing for this one. (KK)
(Thunderbaby, Hasselsstr. 120, 40599 Dusseldorf, GERMANY, www.thunderbaby.de)

KRAWALL BRUDER - “Die Fauste Hock” CD
Tough oi/skinhead music from Germany. Basic riffs, catchy tunes and deep vocals make this fairly typical

German street punk, that is to say— fairly drunken German street punk. It’s not terrible, just not very original.

They do look pretty tough though, I wouldn’t fancy my chances against that big fella. (AD)

(KB)

KUMPELBASIS - “Machte des Alltags” CD
^

Tuneful Kraut punk, sang in German. This is not bad— It’s slightly more original than most of the drek out

there masquerading as “real punk,” it even has horns and a reggae song. I ve no idea of what they re singing about

but they look like nice enough guys. (AD)

(Intensive Scare, Lilienthastr.4, 10965 Berlin, GERMANY)

RUNG FU RICK - “Coming to an End” LP
KUNG FU RICK are finally bringing the band to close, but not before body slamming this stellar release

on our awaiting ears. You get a little of it all here. They incorporate slower-paced dark metallic grind, straight-up

hardcore and blast beat insanity together and create one hell of a release. They have at least two full-time vocal-

ists spitting out their tonsils at you, but according to the insert lots of folks pitched in for vocal help on this release.

As I mentioned in my column in this issue, they came out here and slayed everybody at the Super Sabado fest.

And now they have got this excellent release to back-up that tremendous performance. Way to go out on a high

note...fucking aces to the kids! (RC)

(625, PO Box 423413, San Francisco, CA 94142-3413, www.625thrash.com)

THE LANTERNJACK - “Look Alive” CD
THE LANTERNJACK hail from the Motor City and and have that Detroit-via-Sweden sound similar to the

HELLACOPTERS. My only complaints are the boringness of the packaging and the tempo is just a little slow to

keep my interest. Faster = better. (DP)

(Lowdown, PO Box 4502, Ann Arbor, MI 48106, www.lowdownrecordings.com)

THELASTDAYNOHUMANVOICE - “D640 4-50 55 DE4 87-9 2223” CD
I really don’t think I could listen to this record again if my life depended on it. This makes MERZBOW

sound like Mozart, N.O.Y.F.B. like Chopin. It’s not noise-grind per se—they’re going for some tech-y NAKED

CITY type approach, but failing miserably, as Steve Austin’s horrendous all-treble production has rendered this

just an unlistenably noisy racket of tuneless uninteresting garbage. Not to attribute the blame to the wrong party

no production on earth could save these non-songs from sucking. (EL)

(HG Fact, 105 Nakano Shinbashi-M, 2-7-15 Yayoi-Cho, Nakano Ku, Tokyo, 164-0013, JAPAN)

LIBERATE - “Never Fading Away” EP
j

This is great hard-charging, fist-pumping punk rock from Japan. Harsh vocals spit and growl over these

mid-paced but heavy rocking tunes. And it all comes together creating another fine release of Japanese punk rock.

(RC)

(Blood Sucker, #203 1-16-18 Kusunoki-cho Nishi-ku, Hiroshima, JAPAN)

LICKGOLDENSKY - “The Beautiful Sounds of...” CD
I was all set to bag on these guys, as the chaotic metalcore style they traffic in is definitely getting old these

days, but from the second I actually put it in my player, I was pleasantly surprised at how much this band rocked

me. They’re not trying to be the fastest, heaviest, or craziest band in the world, and instead turn in just a killer set

of tunes. Great, clear production, without being too polished—the guitars in particular sound especially full and

heavy. Everything here just sounds a bit more energetic, frantic and, well, earnest than most of the COA-

LESCE/BOTCH clones I’ve heard lately. Good stuff. (EL)

(Escape Artist, PO Box 472, Downington, PA 19335-0472, www.escapeartistrecords.com)

LIDS - “No Fool for You” EP
. .

Bouncy simple 1 ,2,3,4 punk rock with alternating female/male vocals that will get you dancing whether you

have had one beer or forty. I would call this garage pop punk, otherwise known as Uiat “what we lack in musi-

cianship we will make up with enthusiasm”. That my friends is a good thing, as is this EP. (JF)

(Die Slaughter, ilovethelids@yahoo.com)



THE LOADS - “Beach Banshee” EP
I can almost guarantee you that this is a winner, and I'm going to tell you why. The pic sleeve looks like it“U 'd
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-vour r“ipe. Not only does it look like it couldhave come from 78, it sounds like it, too. In fact it sounds like these could have been lost tracks from the BeachBoulevard compilation, one of the best compilations of SoCal surf/beach/hardcore ever. Some people say that

sounding retro is boring and lacks originality, and if you’re just copying the sound, then I agree. But these same
records often have an energy that makes them compelling. This is raw, energetic, fast, and desperate. Yeah, I like

(Pelado, 521 W. Wilson #0103, Costa Mesa, CA, 92627, www.peladorecords.com)

LOURDS 5 - “Touche Pas a Mon Bock” EP
Next to baguettes, brie cheese and wine it seems that plodding Oi is high up on the list of French exports.Slow pedestrian uninspiring Oi with the most ridiculous guttural vocals make this record an absolute stinker I

struggled to make it through all three songs...sorry guys. (TB)
(GALB, B.P 80073-60181, Nogent/Oise Cedex, FRANCE)

LOVED & HATED - “Hardcore Punk’s Not Dead” CD
. _ Hard

;
,ou

?
h > a"d straight outta New York (or thereabouts) LOVED & HATED let you have it with both bar-

rels. Fans of early AGNOSTIC FRONT (members of whom sing backing vocals), POISON IDEA and basically
all yer heavy aggress ve hardcore take note. Bands like this always leave me wondering if I could beat each ofthem m a fight I think that s what you’re supposed to do, don’t you think? I reckon I could give it a pretty good
go. though the bass player s called Frankie Fingers and you gotta watch out for guys with names like that kidsnm...mosn! (AD)
(GMM, PO Box 15234, Atlanta, GA 3033)

MC5 - “Babes in Arms” LP
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"Skunk (Sonically Speaking)” that is just pulverizing, until about two-thirds
of the way through, when a horn section kicks in out of nowhere and the song dissolves into a Coltrane/Sun Ra
freakout and you realize that you are listening to genius. If you count yourself among the uninitiated, you owe it
to yourself to go record shopping today, and this would be as good a start as any (AM)
(ROIR.611 Broadway Ste. 41 1, New York, NY 10012)

MACHINE GUN PETE & THE AMMUNITION - “The Rawness of Truth” EP
... .

Raw ls deflm'ely a word you could use to describe this record. It’s loose, sloppy, energetic garage punk
with depraved-sounding vocals. (Note: it’s not Garage™ like all the music press are creaming themselves over
right now, it just sounds like they re playing in a garage, and is therefore much better.) This record has a lot going
for it. The last song. Carpenter’s Blood”, is a classic. I wish they’d splashed out on a decent sleeve instead of this
handwritten/poorly photocopied effort, but I suppose it adds to the “instant art” feel of the release (AM)
(Dylaramma, no address)

*

MAD AT THE SUN - “Hot Snow Falling” CD
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(Boss Tuneage, PO Box 74, Sandy, Bedfordshite, SGI 9 2WB, UK)

MESS - “The Ship of Death” LP
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Super rock and roll-influenced Japanese stuff here from MESS, bordering at times on cock rock. I realize
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> but 1 cannot say that I am a fan Early
y{)s SubPop tans take note. (WN) J

(Blood Sucker, #203 1-16-18 Kusunoki-cho Nishi-ku, Hiroshima, JAPAN)

MIND FLAYER - “Take Your Skin Off’ CD
Ah, Bulb Records. This is like being asked to review the COFFEE LP on Blackjack, as far as criticalmoments goes. A local someone who’s a shamelessly transparent scene whore liked this band in print recently so

I was prepared to savage them in cosmic revenge, but let’s not do that. Especially to a record this good Muttering
squealing confusion, fuzz and metallic strainings, non-“metal” metal, this disc has it all. Vocals sound like the
singer is constantly interrupting himself. For those of you who would love to like something “weird” this week
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(Bulb, 4609 Hunt Rd, Adrian, MI 49221)

MINOR THREAT - “Sometimes Good Guys Don’t Wear White” LP
A horrible bootleg from Finland. Barely audible vocals and muddled everything else makes this sound like

it w“s recorded on a boom box. MINOR THREAT is one of my favorite bands ever, and I still think that the per-
son who put this out should mow my lawn and pay me a dollar to own this record. And who puts their address on
a bootleg anyway? Avoid at all costs. (CC)
(HC Live Classics, PO Box 2020, SF-00500 Helsinki. FINLAND)

MODEY LEMON - “Enemy” 2xEP
Goofy, art-damaged, kind of new wavey blues rock two-man band, featuring “lead drums” and a hard-riff-

ingguittinst who sings and throws in a little moog. Interesting, although none of the five songs really grab me.

(In the Red, 1 1 18 W. Magnolia Blvd, PO Box #208, Burbank, CA 91506)

THE MONSTERS - “I See Dead People” CD
The return of LIGHTING BEAT-MAN’s wonderful garage punk band the MONSTERS. I heard about this

coming out a few months ago and have been looking for it ever since. Finally it shows up. It is an amazinw record
even with the unfortunate title. They take the best aspects of the MUMMIES legendary performances and work

I
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them into their sound, letting it all loose on all their recordings. Fourteen perfect songs ranging from bratty love songs to cool instru-

mentals. As a bonus if you have one of these fancy new CD players like MRR does, it displays the titles of each track as it starts

to play. It fun to see ‘Fuck My Brain” come up on the display. (CK)

(Voodoo Rhythm, info@voodoorhythm.com)

MOTl
More

1

mebdic hardcore from Eastern Europe—this time think a heavy Suffer era BAD RELIGION meets earlyYOUTH

BRIGADE influence. Definitely worth tracking down this 13-song CD. (MT)

(Hogar, 1 1 Novoselski Odvojak 5, 10040 Zagreb, CROATIA, zghchogar@hotmail.com)

MY SO CALLED BAND- “Always Something There to Destroy Me” CD
Rock

L

ri roll punk from the South. Sneering vocals and smart lyrics combined with wailing guitars and fast beats make

this an entertaining listen. When you listen to some of these bands from so-called smaller scenes, who put a lot of heart into what

they put out, you can kind of look inside their world, such is the case with MY SO CALLED BAND. I’m here in San Francisco

cooking listening to a band that people in and around Charlotte, North Carolina (and probably very few in between) are most like-

ly very familiar with. That’s cool. (AD)

(Suicide Watch, PO Box 9599, Charlotte, NC 28299)

N.C.C. - ‘To Hell and Back” 10”
, ,

. . .

This is some solid eighties punk rock that whips my head to and fro. These seven tunes make me crank up the volume and

whip out my air guitar. One tune is like LOS OLV1DADOS, another like the LAZY COWGIRLS, and yet another like DOA.

Excellent disc! (HM)

(Punch, Apdo. Correos 60167, 28080 Madrid, SPAIN, punch@ctv.es)

NAILBITER/DESTRUCCION - split LP
, . >

Bear with me on this.NAILBITER are from the UK featuring folks from (I believe) Portugal and South Amenca play-

ing Japanese style hardcore...still with me? Wailing guitar leads, deep guttural vocals and mangled English (and Portugese) lyrics

backed by ripping hardcore make for killer goods. DESTRUCCION from Spain win the “punkest record cover of the year’ award

with a badly sketched drawing of a hand with studded wristband flipping the bird flanked by two anarchy signs...punk! Musically

these folks take their sound from the old raw Scandinavian hardcore bands like BASTARDS and KAAOS (though much more

one dimensional), their side would have fared better as an EP but still worth checking out for sure. (TB)

(La Vida Es Un Mus, BM Active, WCIN 3XX, London, UK)

NECROS- “Maumee + City + Madhouse” 2xLP
.. . , 1OQ0 ,

Well, if you want a quick music lesson on NECROS look no further. All the studio recordings, a live show from 1 982 and

three unreleased tracks from the Sex Drive Denu> (granted two of them are SHAM 69 covers) on a no frills bootleg. The sound

quality is decent even on the live recording and the unreleased “Work Now” is a good song. (CK)

(no address)

NIGHTMARE - “Footprints of the Wind” EP
. .. ™Apn

Rough-edged Japanese hardcore with a touch of rock ‘n’ roll to their sound, much in the vein of JABARA, HJKvVAKD,

PAINTBOX and JUDGEMENT What sets these guys apart from the rest of their raging distortion contemporaries is the dam-

aged action saxophone player—who Mike Thom tells me is already out of the band (as is the piano player [!]). This is some; sen-

ously chaiged hatdcore. This recoid was released in 1999 so I don’t know ifyou can find this or not but you can dy via... (WM)

(Bloodsucker, c/oYousuke Yamauchi, 223 1-17-3 Nishiawaji Higashiyodogawa-ku, Osaka, JAPAN 533-0031)

NORTHERN LIBERTIES - “Erode and Disappear” CD
This has an indescribable old quality to it HICKEY comes to mind at certain points, given the diversity of the airange-

ments and the suireal bent of the lyrics, but it’s nowhere near that brilliant 1 can hear some BUZZCOCKS, which I always enjoy,

but for the most part this band refuses to define itself I’ve always seen that as a good thing, but if you scare easy and don t want

I
your precious punk bands to play anything but GORILLA BISCUITS covers, avoid this. Still, I’m kind of partial to it (MX)

(World Eater, www.woddeaterrecords.com)

OCTOBERALLIED -CD ^ . U11 vv
What a load of crap. Dear Jesus nailed to a cross, put this band out their misery. Throaty vocals, rockabilly licks, yet no

| Sign of anything redeeming on this CD. It’s kinda political and really really boring. Guys, trying to be poliucal and counoy does-

| n’t work (well I guess it does . but just not for you). Fucking stop it Stop it now. (BM)

(Phony)

ODDBALLS’ BAND - “Shit Explosion ‘94-’99” CD
1 don’t know the first thing about the self-proclaimed ODDBALLS’ BAND (can you fault me for that?), except that they

1 existed for at least five years in the late 20th centuiy and hailed from Germany On to the career-spanning retrospective! Poor move

to place the worst gawdawful shit bluegrass tune in the first slot: you’re gonna alienate your potential listeners. I m thinking they

1 wanted to sound like the German HEADCOATS: the tell-tale signs have fallen into place. Choppy punk R&Bnffs, mean sound-

ing tunc. Lyrics about shit-taking instead of shit-talking. Music’s okay, the words aren’t, and the vocals are so-so. ARMITAOt

SHANKS this ain’t. (JH)

(Weird Science, Veigebiigstr. 78, 53119 Bonn, GERMANY, www.weird-saence-records.de)

OHLOSECO- “Os Primeros Dias 1981-1983” CD
, ,

.

The first of two great Brasilian reissues this month. OHLO SECO are fucking hardcore legends down south, and these

I songs culled from demos and studio outtakes show exactly why Blistering stuff; but there are unfortunately no liner notes to speak

of, so 1 guess the music will speak for itself. There’s no address here (sony) but keep your eyes peeled, this one is well worth your

wages. (WN)
(Gravacoes Sem Qualidade)

OLHO SECO - “Fome Nuclear” CD
This official release documents the fury of OLHO SECO with 24 tracks of insane chaotic brutality from

‘85- ‘89 It’s relentless Brazilian hardcore played at breakneck speeds, full of insane wall of noise guitar work. In

a lot of ways, I find this era of OLHO SECO to be much more raw and intense than their earlier recordings. A

great period of a great band. (VH)

(no address)



OMA HANS - 12”

(acmtien, Reeperbahn 63, 20359 Hamburg, GERMANY, www.schiffen.de)

ONE STEP SHIFT - “Chemical Bum” EP
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(Loderbrock, www.loderbrock.com)

OUTFACE - “[PJRevolution” CD
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(Stereo Session, no address, outface@viola.fr)

OUT OF TOUCH - “Grass Roots” EP
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(Blurred, 482-1 Naka Kambra Ihara Shizuoka, 421-3213 JAPAN; blurred.tv)

PEST - “Rock City Baby” EP
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(Bloodsucker, c/o Yousuke Yamauchi, 223 1-17-3 Nishiawaji Higashiyodogawa-ku, Osaka, JAPAN 533-0031)

LES POCHES -’’A.L.F.” 45
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remain,ngsongs talk about French pride and how they refuse io let the USA tell themm kdl innocents in Iraq. Sometimes fantasy is better than reality. (JF)
(Bords De Seine, BP85, 75561 Paris Ck 12, FRANCE)

POP THREAT- “Scum” CD
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(Mook, PO Box 155, Leeks, LS7 2XN, UK, popthreat@hotmail.com)

THE PORTERS — “A Tribute to Arthur Guinness” CD

(Knock Out)
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POTOMAC - LP
1 reviewed a double EP by these guys a few months back and liked it a lot POTOMAC seem to have
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PUNCHLINE - “Rewind” CD
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(Fueled by Ramen, PO Box 12563, Gainesville, FL 32604, www.fueledbyramen.com)

RANCID VAT - “The Cheesesteak Years” CD
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REAGAN NATIONAL CRASH DIET- “Sucktastic!” 2xEP
In a very “whoaaoo ohh ohh ohh ohh ohh,” “this song is about a girl” type of way, this band is reminiscent

Pl
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charactenstlcs of Lookout Records sounding bands. Think SCREECHING WEASEL butN^ithout the edge, like ginger snaps without the ginger or snap (MM)
(Rooster Cow, PO Box 578174, Chicago, IL 60657, www.roostercow.com)



THE REAL MCKENZIES - “Pissed Tae Th’ Gills: a Drunken Live Tribute to Robbie Bums” LP

If you’ve heard any of these guys’ records, this is basically the same songs (and the same joke) played live on

Bums Night 2000. Depending on your point of view or level of inebriation, this is either a joyous celebration of all

things Scottish, or a pathetic parody and the worst example of brigadoonery. What the HANSON BROTHERS are to

Hockey, the REAL MCKENZIES are to Scotland. The Canadian reference is no coincidence either. Having said that,

they are an amazing live experience and this record does manage to capture some of that magic. Not essential, but at

the same time, if you only ever get one of their records, this is probably a decent one to get. (AM)

(Social Bomb, Heckenstr. 35/HH, 47058 Duisburg, GERMANY, www.plastic-bomb.de)

REGRET - “Do You Remember Hardcore?” LP
“Bring Me the Head of Tony Victory”? Wasn’t that a CHARLES BRONSON song? Talking shit on Victory

Records was so seven years ago. Do kids even still listen to Victory Records? Haha. Anyway, REGRET bring you

twelve songs of fast hardcore with gruff vocals and an overall sense of humor. The lyrics are in English, but the other

insert explaining the bands ideas is completely in German with a disclamer that reads Everything written in German

here, because I know that for example you AmeriKKKan fucks are very open minded towards other cultures and in

this way you are also interested in learning foreign languages.” Damn, and I really wanted to read what he had to

say...(CC)

(Crapchord, c/o Hansi Haug, Grabenstr. 1 5, 73262 Reichenbach/Fils, GERMANY)

RELIGIOUS WAR - “Cracked System” 12”

Charging bull drums, pissed-as-fuck vocals (think NEGATIVE APPROACH), buzzsaw guitars—it s nearly

flawless in its execution of raw distort-o-rama hardcore. Bits of GASTUNK filtered through LIP CREAM comes to

mind, though they could pick up the pace a bit. Side A is a total scorcher. (MT)

(Hardcore Holocaust, PO Box 26742, Richmond, VA 23261)

RETARDOS/JED WHITEY - split EP
o .

Two bands, two continents, and four songs. Norway s RETARDOS deliver two truly Scandinavian rock n

roll delights—“Crank it Up” and “Stop Running Around.” Both songs are a catchy and melodic blend of KISS, TUR-

BONEGRO, and the HELLACOPTERS—would you expect them to sound different? Don’t be ridiculous. We all

know 90% of garage rock bands from Scandinavia sound like this. On the flipside, Australia’s JED WHITEY con-

tinues the action party with “One Trick Pony,” a song that sounds so much like the DICTATORS Two Tub Man (I

love the DICTATORS...“who I want to screw I screw”) that it might as well be a cover. Oh well. But hold on, don t

go home yet, cuz their next song is a cover! “Cold Comfort,” by POISON IDEA, another one of my favorite bands.

This record is a keeper. In the words of PEE-WEE HERMAN, “thanks a lot dudes. (AS)

(Out of the Loop, PO Box 222, Tuart Hill, W.A. 6939, AUSTRALIA, www.outofloop.com.au)

ROIDS - “We Were.. ” CD ...
All I can say is thank fuck that its “were” in the title and not “are” as I’d hate to think this band were still ped-

dling this tripe to unsuspecting folk. This band were around Florida in the late 80s playing throwaway thrashy punk—

not unlike a sped up ANTiSEEN (stupid shithead lyrics like that band too). Its all pretty amatuensh and a total waste

of time. Unless you were one of the handful of “fans” this band might have had back in the day I’d steer clear. (TB)

(Calemme Carlo, c/o Scarey, CP 516, 10121 Torino Succ. 76, ITALY)

RUINERS - “How’s That Grab Ya?” CD
.

Horror-movie ooga-booga from an undressed porno novelty.. .all blood, guts and heavily-applied eyeliner.

When in Rome Do As the Vandals with female backing vocals and surf leads: that’s how it grabs me. (JH)

(Disaster, PO Box 7112, Burbank, CA 91510, www.disasterrecords.com)

RYTMIHAIRIO - “Surman Vuodet: the Homicide Years” CD
Uber-raw, distorted late 80s Finnish hardcore with a metallic edge and some of the rawest vocals this side of

the singer of BLOOD SPIT NIGHTS. This is a discography, of sorts, of these raw thrash maniacs comprising their

two EPs and their one LP, plus some unreleased tracks from their first 7” recording session. All that seems to be miss-

ing is their split LP tracks with AMEN from ’92. Seriously, this is some way-fuckin’ -over-the-top raw hardcore, so

intense that even I have a headache after listening to this. A total of 37 songs in 68m 19s. Pure audio violence..

Recommended. (WM)
(Morri, Pekantie 26, FIN - 58500, Punkahaiju, FINLAND, oitkonen@cc.joensuu.fi)

SAVIORS - “Ruby Gloom/Recipe for Disaster”

First off, what the fuck are you cats saving? Your ass cherries? Anyway, the A-side offers a decent power pop-

ish tune with just a little butt rock wank and almost had me batting for their team, but then the B-side’s tough guy

wank wank wank leaves me bored and unimpressed. I can’t say I m in love with this band, but I can t say they are a

whole lot of suck either. What else do you want me to say? (BM)

(Rapid Pulse, www.rapidpulserecords.com)

SAWTOOTH GRIN - “Cuddle Monster” CD
A „ A 0

The SAWTOOTH GRIN play modem art-punk in the vein of LIGHTNING BOLT, CROM-TECH, and ARAB

ON RADAR without completely giving up their ugly hardcore roots. Their music is complex, aggressive, and unbe-

lievably fast. Unlike a lot of their peers, they don’t take it to the point of giving listeners bad headaches that make

them feel like they’re listening to the soundtrack from that calculus class they failed in college. While it is complete-

ly chaotic and insane, it is at times very listenable. They didn’t forget about the beauty of the breakdown. This is fuck-

ing great. (VH)

(TheSawtoothGrin@yahoo.com)

SCROTUM - “Testibumes Et Prostitruies” CD
A French punk band, that sound decidedly, er, French. Not only do they sing in their native tongue, but they

haven’t learned that to be successfully pigeonholed, you have to stick to one style. Rather, they seemed to have glee-

fully plundered the broad church that was punk in the late 70s, and come up with some straightforward ‘77 punkers,

some keyboard infused ska, some early POLICE new wavers, and several in between. And it works. Vive le rock.

(RK)

(Sea, Sex & Cocaine, 80 Avenued Pompidou, 06220 Golfe Juan, FRANCE)
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SEDITION - “End in the Beginning, Beginning in the End” CD
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taCk ^ T" thought_out lyrics Promoting a neo-primitivist anarcho attack on consumerist

society. This disc contains everything except the split with DISAFFECT. Killer stuff. (MT)
(Flat Earth, 145-149 Cardigan Rd, Leeds, LS6 1LJ, UK, www.flatearth.free-online.co.uk)

SEXHEAD - “I Abuse” CD
SEXHEAD are from Montreal and are a cross between the NOBODYS and SLOPPY SECONDS with their

s*°PPy P°P and obsession with girls and sex. This music is very dorky, but also very fun (DP)
(www.sexheadmusic.com)

SHANK - “The Curse of...” CD
Scotland s SHANK present to you everything they’ve ever recorded pre their juggernaut of a LP on 625

^?LPa ‘nt-pee,ing
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mph hardcore that remindeds me a bit of Chicago’s MK-ULTRA on speed. I must saySHANK has some of the best most well thought out lyrics of any band going these days (despite looking like aunch of SOC(
^

er boohgans J reaching far beyond the realm of “war=bad, cops=suck.” Highly recommended. (MT)
(Out of Limits, PO Box 526, Spnngvale, ME 04083)

SHARP TEETH - “Curse of Convenience” CD

np c„0
RrW by Jesse Gander of D.B.S. and OPERATION MAKEOUT fame, SHARP TEETH take the RITESOF SPRING model and incorporate modern hardcore influences (usually on the screamier side) to come up with

a fresh sound while retaining a few healthy scraps of nostalgia. The singer sounds exactly like Guy Picciotto and
holds it down with passion and sincerity. I look forward to the possibility of seeing them live. DIY enthusiasts
take note, if you desire a more epic CD insert for a little less money, do what SHARP TEETH does and includea photocopied fold out poster inside the little four panel booklet. Who woulda thunk it? (MX)

SHIKARI - “Dead Men” EP
This is heavy aS all hell. Completely crushing hardcore from the Netherlands on this little slab of vinyl

courtesy of Level Plane. Nothing too surprising in terms of style—makes me think of URANUS or DRIFT ouite
a bit but man do they do this sound justice! The bass is fully distorted which I think gives SHIKARI an inter-esung twist and adds to their overall heaviness. This will surely blow your eardrums if you play at too high a vol-UmC. (or)

(Level Plane, PO Box 4329, Philadelphia, PA 191 18,www.Ievel-plane.com)

SHOCK TREATMENT/BOOTER - split EP
Wow, a good combination on this split. Italy’s SHOCK TREATMENT play driving jazzeore with treblev

guitars. Imagine if the MINUTEMEN had longer songs. On the flip and coming to us from France, BOOTER’s
tirst song has a melodic bass line and ringing guitars, reminding me of later IGNITION. Their second song is
heavier and less appealing, but on the whole this record is highly recommended. (AM)
(Peste & Cholera, c/o Xavier Barbarit, 23 Rue Des Lices, 49100 Angers, FRANCE, peste.cholera@wanadoo.fr)

SHOE! - “Don’t Shoot Your Firearms in Celebration” CD
Good emo pop punk from the UK. Similar in sound to J CHURCH and TRAVIS CUT This has some good

guitar work and some good tempo changes. The vocals tend to be a little monotone and screaming at times, but Iguess that s why they call it emotional. A good start for a band that has the potential to be great (RL)
(All Gone Wrong c/o The Cavern, 83-84 Queen St., Exeter EX43RP, UK, www.shoe-online.co.uk)

SHOTWELL - “The Devil Has its Day” CD

fill ic ih!
Franc>sco’s SHOTWELL presents to you ten tracks of honest, angry, yet hopeful punk that’s as tune-

'Xhh f“J
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°dfitter yet full of life and hope. They are the perfect soundtrack to wan-denng the neighborhood known as the Mission, from which they are spawned. Great as always. (MT)
($5 ppd: Plan-it-X, 5810 W. Willis Rd, Georgetown, IN 47122-91 17)

SIDECAR - “You’re Killing Me” CD
What? Full paged pictures of each band member looking all cool-and-edgy and yet not threatening-enough-

to-fnghten-your-leenage-daughter-and-therefore-lose-the-chance-of-getting-her-baby-sitting money by getting
her to buy this piece of crap because the poor misguided girl thinks it’s punk and all the cool kids at school arepunk and look like these poseurs called SIDECAR. This pretty much sums up what is bad about a lot of American
punk these days it s unthreatening, disposable, radio-friendly, and thoroughly soulless. It’s bland, it's not even
catchy, I don t like this. These guys are going to be big. (AD)
(Three Mileage)

SIDEKICK - “Amistad” 10”
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gay hardcore from G^any. “Here we are back with a mission/SIDEKICK is back to show all fakes
the vismn/We talk about a united scene/You stupid motherfucker can’t destroy that dream/People like to talk
behind our backs/Speak face to face and I’ll break your fuckin neck/We represent on every fuckin show/Hardcore
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loads of MADBALL worship, except that MADBALL at least plays fast. For the kids who wanted to play foot-
ball, but weren t quite good enough—sorry, that was mean. (WN)
(Jogges Krist, Karl-Schurz-Str. 23, 70190, Stuttgart-Ost, GERMANY)

SIDEKICKS - “This Is Euphoria” CD
This trio manage to take the rather tired punk/pop, indie-rock formula and kick it around enough to make

it sound almost fresh, and a little different. At their best, they inject enough of the slightly off-kilter to make it
sound like the WIPERS, or even GANG OFFOUR had just reformed and decided to makeLn the backpaTpop
circuit. Fortunately these chaps don t seem to be gazing too hard at their sneakers (RK)
(Let’s Go, PO Box 156, Campbell, CA 95009-0156)

SILENT NOISE - “Whatever Happened to Us” LP
Don’t know anything about this band, but from the very little I can glean from the extremely minimalist



packaging (basically, a snippet of a press cutting and the track listing) it looks like they were Norwich

best hope in 1979. If you can imagine a wimpier JAM combined with a 'y™P|!.r
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but with all the catchincss of both those bands, you can picture what SILENT NOISE sounded like. This

is punk without teeth, aimed for the charts (to no avail). The lack of liner notes or an address makes me

think this is being put out without the band’s knowledge or consent, which is a shame. (AM)

(LDK? no address)

SILENT NOISE - “Rudolf the Red Nosed Reindeer/Let’s Twist Again”

what the fuck is this?????? is this some kinda 70s punk re-ish bootleg shit???? ... well it it

is it ain’t very good.. ..they look good though c’mon kids, get out the ol’ punk encyclopedia and look

that one up fill me in !!! The titles of the songs speak for themselves so boring....! could weep

(SW)
(no address)

SIX PACK - “Fabricka Greska” CD
J w . r . „. s

Uber-melodic hardcore from the Croatia that sounds like it could be on Fat Wreck Chords. It s

decent enough, but it doesn’t really grab me like some of the other stuff from the region has in the past.

Lotsa “oohs-n-ahhs" like mid-period BAD RELIGION but without the same punchiness (MT)

(Dirty Old Town, Nezavisni Zvuk D.O.O., Za Trgovinu I Izdavastvo, K. Tvrtka 7, HR-34000 Pozega,

CROATIA, dirtyoldtown@hotmail.com)

SKULLS “Babies” EP
It’s strange, this appears to be a new record by a very old band. I checked to see if it was the same

band—it was, and not only that, but one of these tracks, “Victim,’’ was on the What /s /' c0™P (alo"g

the GERMS and the DILS) from ‘82. The SKULLS (from Los Angeles) play fast UK-influenced punk,

melodic yet tough. I know they’ve been playing around the place recently—go check ‘em out. (AD)

(Blazing Guns, PO Box 40236, Downey, CA 90239)

SNUFF - “S:9F Disposable Income” CD
Are we taking SNUFF for granted? This is an amazing band that has been around for awhile now l

sometimes forget that. This is another great SNUFF full length. Ranging from great pop to rocking punk,

these UK pop punk masters need to make it over here more often. Less varied than more recent releases,

this is almost a return to the more guitar heavy early releases. (RL)

(Union, 78 Rachel St. East, Quebec, H2W 1C6, CANADA, www.snuff.net)
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CL singer from TEXAS IS THE REASON and the last backing lineup of

SAMIAM. Fueled by the always great guitar of Sergie Loobkoff and the strong drumming of Johnny Cruz

(also of LIMP fame), this has a nice mid tempo groove. Since the vocals are less raspy than those ot SAMI-

AM, this has a more pop feel without poppy songs. It’s good to see seasoned vets still putting out strong

stuff. (RL)

(3 Mileage, www.3mileagerecords.com)

SOLEDAD BROTHERS - “Live” LP
, . f

I guess the concept of a live album is lost on me. Usually you have to be a big fan to want one

because the sound usually sucks or else all it does is prove that the band sounds as good live as it does on

record. The latter is the case for SOLEDAD BROTHERS. They are a great live band, they have good songs

and have pretty much perfected the modern day version of the white mans blues. I just don t see that this

album is necessary just yet. Go see their next show instead. (CK)

(Dim Mak, PO Box 348, Hollywood, CA 90078)

SOUNDS FAMILIAR * “Old Friend” CD
. # . ,

To paraphrase High Fidelity's Rob Gordon, SOUNDS FAMILIAR start strong, take it up a notch, and

then cool off so as not to blow their collective wad. Though it never quite picks up again, this CD still

makes for a thoroughly enjoyable seven-song ride. These German (I think) dudes kick out some anthemic

melodic punk a la HOT WATER MUSIC that makes its point and gets the fuck out (a good strategy, if you

ask me). Shockingly enough, the ballads don’t suck, despite the liberal sprinkling of flanger. While it has

its low points and its uninspired moments both lyrical and musical, I dig it. (MX)

(Weird Science, CL & OH, Romerstrasse 55a, 53111 Bonn, GERMANY, www.weird-science-records.de)

THE SPICY RIZZAKS - “Actually, No... This is it!” CD
.

A cute little three song CD features the classic rock oriented “Crack the Whip, the hurried rocker

“Action Slacks,” and the 50s spoofy rocker “Mudflap Girl.” Pretty rockin’, but they need to fatten up the

guitars for a fuller, more classic rock sound. (HM)

(Bwatt!, 97 Clinton St Ste, #1B, NY, NY 10002, www.spicyrizzaks.com)

I’m trying to remember why I know this band... fuck, I m a total blank. In any event, this is the

whole new pop punk V roll thing that’s been going on. Not bad—kinda reminds me of the last two

NOBODYS records. 26 tracks is a whole lot of overkill though. God lord, enough alr®®dy - You re dum ,

you’re snotty, you like boobs and fart jokes! I get it already! This CD says “Guarantee: 100% Rock n Ro

Satisfaction or Your Money Back!!!” My rock ‘n’ roll was not satisfied. Pay me. Pay me now. (BM)

(Amp, 153 Balsam Ave, South Hamilton, Ontario, L8M 3B6 CANADA)

STAL
Does^anybody remember Nardcore? The reissue of this classic LP includes bonus tracks from 1983-

ish. This was part of California’s generic hardcore beginnings. Not generic in a n
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ic in a non-distinctive sense, unlike CIRCLE JERKS or TSOL. Usually lumped with AGRESSION, old

school hardcore/skate fans will like this classic release. (RL)

(Dr. Strange)
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STRAWBERRY MUD PIE! - “You Sing! Me Play!” CD
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Se band Wlth a gal Singer' 7116 Shonen Knife comparisons are inevitable. This ranges fromRAMONES style to amateur pop. A charming fun release. (RL)
(1+2)

SU19B - “False Religion” EP
Japanese doom/grind very similar to countrymen CORRUPTED, only with full-on grind parts. Pretty damn

m nrrcr?
g StUff here ’ thC °nIy minus being the identical copycat nature of the trapped-in-tar slow parts (to COR-RUPTED), but still—not a bad idea to cop. And the blasts on the fast parts are fucking killer. The cover image of

an enormous burnt-out collapsing concrete housing project is a perfect visual analogy for the way this massively
heavy record sounds. (EL) y

(Blurred, 482-1 Naka, Kambara, Ihara, Shizuoka 421-3213, JAPAN)

THE SUBURBAN KID/THE SLINGSHOT IDOL - split EP
The SLINGSHOT IDOL plays technical hardcore for fans of the LOCUST. Snotty, screaming vocals, fast

songs, lots of time changes and played pretty damn well. Lots of distortion and chaos, but still rockin’. I can’t
really say that you can call samples over a Mr. Clean ad music, but maybe I’m just out of touch. The SUBUR-
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ipmS and t0° faSt at 45 (it is 33y Their songs faI1 somewhere along the lines ofBORN AGAINST. The vocals have a deep growling sound. The songs are up-tempo, with pretty basic guitar bar
chord progressions and straightforward drumming. (PA)
(Lilacsky, www.lilacsky.com)

SURVIVORS/A NEW ENEMY - CD
.. ,.

So * 8et thls CD t0 review—a hated split CD no less—and the first thing I notice is that the label War
Machine, has oh so cleverly written “PROMO” all over the insert booklet and even more cleverly on the CD (the
printed art side)—using the wrong kind of marker—a tagging style marker—thusly my CD player won’t play the
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ENEMY Plays melodic hardcore and features members ofTEAR IT UP and LET IT BURN. Both bands have five songs each. Neither band does anything for me and see-mg as how PROMO is written all over it I can’t even sell it, so in the trash it goes. (WM)

(War Machine, PO Box 4285, Trenton, NJ 08610, www.warmachinerecords.com)

SWINGIN’ UTTERS - “Dead Flowers, Bottles, Bluegrass, and Bones” LP
I m a firm believer in the theory that punk bands only have a few really good records in them and this

release tends to support that. There are a few good songs (“Hopeless Vows,” “Sign in a Window,” “Don’t Ask
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a genencSWINGIN' UTTERS formula, and waaay too many ballads. While 1 think that

the SWNGIN UTTERS were and still are an awesome live band, this record lacks the energy and intensity of
their live shows and doesn t live up to what I think is their best record, Streets ofSan Francisco. (DP)
(Fat, PO Box 193690, San Francisco, CA 94119)

TAXI - “Like a Dog” LP
to° bad here’s no info with this record, because I wanna suck all of their dicks!!!! These motherfuck-
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r0cldn ’ no doubt about " !!!!l 1116 sleeve saVs this little gem was recorded inApn1/May 2002 in Roma, so maybe that’s where they’re from.... I dunno!!!! But whatever rock these dudes

crawled out from under really doesn’t matter to me much at the moment.. ..this record is so fucking sonic that I’m
on the second listen !!!! They remind me of a heavy version of the FLYING SPIDERS (a fab old Dutch
punk/pop band from the late 70s on EMI) with a bit of hard butt-sex thrown in for the youth, just for spice...!!!
Half the record is done in broken English and the other half is done in some other fucking language ,n But who
listens to the words when you got such good hooks TEENGENERATE made a career out of it" 'Vim I person-
a y ha

yf,
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heard Punk wntten or Played like th»s in yearsW ! ! Total style, hooks comes off natural and
d°n? T haV£ bands Hke this neXt door???? All we got here in the states is the likes of theSTITCHES and NOFX and other similar dogshit TAXI is my new prison bitch starting nowWW (SW)

(Dead Beat, PO Box 283, Los Angeles, CA)

THE TEARS - “She Ain’t Right” EP
Four young ‘uns who sound like they recorded this into a cassette player about five minutes after picking

up their instruments for the first time. I mean that as a compliment. There’s a raw 60s garage sound here that I

really dig and hope to hear more from the TEARS (as in rip, not as in cry). (DP)
(Bancroft, 816 Bancroft St., Port Huron, MI 48060, www.smashintransistors.homestead.com)

LES TECKELS - “I’m Not So Angry” EP
That splendid oi/street punk combo from Paris, France, the DASCHAUNDS (LES TECKELS) has come

°utM^a
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nlliant record! Very bttle is known about this band of miscreants. Rumor has it that Iwan, from

^ENTS, is partially responsible for this terrible miscarriage of justice. Along with HARD SKIN, LESTECKELS areone of the most sought-after skinhead bands in Europe. This new 45 keeps up the top-notch ’song-
writing LES TECKELS picks up the oi banner where COCKNEY REJECTS left off on Greatest Hits Vol II This
is a fucking amazing record! (BR)
(Guilty, no address)

TELEVISION - “The Blow-Up” 2xLP

, T
ob "** 1 could all day long about TELEVISION, but I won't....however, I will have to mention

that Terry Ork once said that Richard Lloyd and Richard Hell had the most creamy/milky skin of any of the hot
young Junkie studs on the music scene in New York at the time (‘75).. ..god bless you Terry, your words mean a
lo
,
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Strange that I should be reviewing this record now because it’s pretty fucking old, come to think
ot “ ! 1 Even ol^ when you consider it came out as a cassette only thingy way back before most of you read-
ers were bom... or still in the sandbox....on ROIR so now you have it, on wax '. ! ! Two LPs..

.gatefold super far
out!!!!! I know most of you new punk squirts ain’t gonna dig the ol’ TELEVISION too much, too arty, not angry
enough I know, I know,.... I was once young and clueless too.. ..it’s fun to be stoopid but once I had a whiff of
Richard Lloyd’s sweet puckering rosebud, well friends, there was no turning back for this bov I obex televi-
j/0/i!!!!!!(SW) J

(ROIR, 611 Broadway, Ste. 411, New York, NY 10012)
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TERRORNAUTS - “Psyche-Center Blues” CDEP
This kind of music, I guess it’s called psychobilly, just doesn’t quite suck me in. That creepy echo in the

vocals, the obligatory psychosurf tune, one song with psych- in the title, the Rat Fink-style cover art, it all just bugs

me. (DP)

(Tuna for Sushi, 7858 Oxon Court, White Plains, MD 20695, www.tunaforsushirecords.com)

THUNDERCRACK - “The Crack” CD
Misbegotten blues riffs, slapback echo and John Spencer’s “Bellbottoms” played through a Cuisinart set to

“chop”. Rock noise with an ever-so-slight funk twinge hidden between the notes. THUNDERCRACK aren’t

frightfully original yet their product is a damn sight more listenable than mosta the dressed-up Gong Show rejects

that cross my path. “Cheap Cosmetics” kills. (JH)

(Estrusd, PO Box 2125, Bellingham, WA 98227)

TITO’S BOJS - “Electro Istra” CD
Whoa! Hailing from Croatia, these punks present to you fifteen tracks of catchy punk combined with ele-

ments of regional folk music. Bizarre but awesome—maybe think MINUTEMEN meets DEZERTER—but still

does come close. I love crazy shit like this. (MT)

(Humanitanova, Verdan Miniga, V. Ruzdjaka 8, 1000 Zagreb, CROATIA, marko.vukovi@zamir-zg.ztn.apc.org)

TOY DOLLS - CD
When this LP was released in 2000 it was meant to celebrate 20 years of TOY DOLLS. I didn’t realize at

the time is also meant to be their last studio LP. Damn, I thought it just another collection (who can keep track of

all the TOY DOLLS songs?) This is actually a straightforward release with its share of “anthems,” light on the

fancy guitar work. If only all legendary punk bands maintained the TOY DOLLS quality. Has the reunion hap-

pened yet? (RL)

(Captain Oi)

ULSTER - “Ulsterror” CD
What we got here is some live stuff, some demos, and some miscellaneous, all from 1982- ‘83, showing

ULSTER at their raging Brasilian finest. Starting with a live version of “Ulster” and then fucking blazing through

eight more live tunes, you can almost feel the singer’s spit, and it’s easy to imagine people going fucking ballis-

tic. Raw as fuck, everything to 11, and let’s fucking GO! Fucking incredible release. AAARRGGGHHH, this is

perfect'. (WN)
(Rua Salim Mahfoud 644, Parque Terra Nova II, Cep 09820-780, Sac Bernardo - SP, BRASIL,

vladimir@uol.com.br)

UPRIGHT - “Memories Do Last” EP
Four songs of mid-paced hardcore not unlike later OUTSPOKEN material, with a vocalist that sounds sim-

ilar to Andy from KILL YOUR IDOLS. Nothing really jumped out at me and bit me in the ass. According to the

liner notes UPRIGHT existed between 1994 and 2000.
1
guess if you grew up watching this band in Germany, then

this might have some sentimental value. Otherwise it’s nothing really special. (CC)

(Crapchord, c/o Hansi Haug, Grabenstr.15, 73262 Reichenbach/Fils, GERMANY)

VOLT - 12”

I know we all have our dance party-while-stripping-on-the-coffeetable moments, but seriously, what hap-

pened to the rock? I guess synthisizers are cool in a DEPECHE MODE, BERLIN, 80s new wave type of way, but

they’re hard to rock out to. If the FAINT were a Long Island Iced Tea, VOLT would be the same, but without the

vodka. (MM)
(Polly Maggoo, 5 rue Guy Moquet, 75017 Paris, FRANCE, http://voltklub.fre.fr)

WEDNESDAYS - “Mystery” EP
The WEDNESDAYS get live. They are little faster, and a tad more punky than most of the rock ‘n’ roll based

Estrus shit I’ve heard lately. Have no fear, they still retain the fuzzy guitars and lo-fi production you know and love

from Estrus. CLONE DEFECTS, and the BIG BOYS, meets a haggard 7 SECONDS (“oh-ohs” ...from The Crew

era). Good shit. I want this record. (AS)

(Estrus, www.estrus.com)

WHAT THE KIDS WANT - “Inside Jokes Explained” EP
WHAT THE KIDS WANT are from Bloomington, Indiana and features ex-members of the SISSIES and

MISO MILITIA. With a lineage like that need I really tell you that it sounds like simple stripped down pop punk

with heartfelt reflective lyrics. While I like the songs on this record, the levels are all over the place on this 7” and

it makes it a little annoying to listen to. (JF)

($3. ppd: Talking Boy, PO Box 954, Bloomington, IN 47402)

WHERE EAGLES DARE - “In a Thousand Words...” CD
WHERE EAGLES DARE play hardcore in the vein of KID DYNAMITE. These 8 songs, totaling in under

13 minutes, are a non-stop assault of predictable breaks and changes perfect for coordinate your finger-pointing

and stagedives to. No boundaries are being broken. It’s fun, aggressive, straightforward, full of energy, and fuck-

ing loud. (VH)
(Endwell, 19 Stori Rd., Newburgh, NY, 12550, www.endwelletc.com)

WILLOWZ - “That Willowz Feelin’/Think Again”

These guys have an old school punk meets power pop thing going on. One side reminds me of the ANGRY
SAMOANS and the other of a male JOAN JETT. This is okay for what it is. Maybe a full length make it easier to

decide if these guys are special or just another retro band. (RL)

(Posh Boy, PO Box 4474, Palm Desert, CA 92261)

WIPERS - “Box Set” 3xCD
Since the WIPERS were one of the best punk rock bands of all time, they were one of the few whose hard-

to-find records I lusted and thirsted after and paid over 15 (but under 25!) dollars for. I’m not the only one to har-

bor strong feelings about the late 70s/early 80s Portland band, and inevitably, the records were released on CD
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d ge> a» «hree (h This Real, Youth OfAmerica, and

?lZl\J ge)r °ne “ released by Zeno - DIY
’ thou?h ,his is one of those “seminal" back cata-ogues m sure the majors drooled all over themselves for. A few months back we played this game at Maximumhow many bands have released not one, not two, but three perfect records? It’s not so easy-you might come toblows, but eventually you H agree, because there’s only really a handful of names on that list. The WIPERS of

course, is one of them. The WIPERS’ lanky, big-eyed guitarist/singer Greg Sage was singleminded and adventur-
ous, combining haunting surfy guitar with the hollow emotion and punk punch and drive of UK bands like WIRE.
he songs unapoiogetically took their time—Youth OfAmerica was released in 1980, right in the heart of shortand fast and according to the liner notes, the punks didn’t forgive the long songs till about 1986. The WIPERS’

essential contradiction: although themes of alienation, confusion, and escape course through the songs, somehow
their sound is still sentimental and strangely warm. What can I say about songs like “Is this Real?” “Tragedy,” and

bedrocMAC)
aC'“a Y affeCt y°“ physically

’ 1 swear- Ad°red by punk and hardcore kids alike; part of the

(Zeno, PO Box 97281 , Phoenix, AZ 85060)

WITCHHUNT/DEATHBAG - split EP
WITCHHUNT Fuuuuuuuuuuuck... What can a lowly shitbag like me say? Two songs by this trio. FuckWoman/man back and forth, entangled vocals. The boy has the stylings of Ryan Shitlist. The women are every
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Up
,

“d spat out a fuckin ’ punk
’

s p>e-hole. And those lyrics: an animal rights songand a number concerning the role Judeo-Christian religion has played in the repression of women. As the oppres-
sion and use of women by men follows the human-above-animal mindset, these are two very good songs to put

M?QQinwurv rs'
0 ge7“"ts on these son8s^ crazY' Punk ass shit! with some TEM EYOS KI, SUB-MISSION HOLD, and N.W. style shit thrown in. Fuck... So, and we also have DEATHBAG. Whoa’ They fuck-

ing rip too Another crazy-perspectived animal rights song, although calling it that is almost belittling. It is moreof a tune talking about the pain we cause to this planet and everything on it, coming back to haunt us. And we
deserve it. The vox is kinda TRAGEDY. Some of the other vox is sorta RUIDO. The music is complex guitar-driv-en heaviness, which has awesome breakdowns into feedback and beeping and picking. They got three songs on
this split all of them great. This is the shit, muddafucker. If you see them live, I will die of envy then kick mvown ass for being a WITCHHUNT/DEATHBAG-missing poseur. (JA)

V my

(Hemorrhaging Loudness, 10 Beech St, Ilion, NY 13357)

YOUTH AGAINST CONFORMITY/ANTIKORPUS - split LP
ANTIKORPUS continue to crank out quality blasts of Brazilian hardcore with an Anarcho political bentNice counter melodies with the guitarwork versus the vocals keep it interesting. Fans of other modem Brazilian

AGAInItconform^ty y t
°f ABUSO S0N0R0 would do themselves a favor in picking this up. YOUTH

a
e tracks of dual vocaled raw yet me,odic hardcore that has

(Heresia, Alcides C. Da Silva Jr., Cx. Postal 183, Sao Vicente/S P, 1 1201-970, BRASIL, heresia.rcs@hotmail.com)

YOUTH ATTACK - “I Hate Lies” EP
This band is going to get compared a lot to CRIPPLED YOUTH, which is surely what they were going forwhen they put the hockey players from the cover of Join the Fight on their B-side label. Personally, I immediate-

ly thought VIOLENT CHILDREN or REFLEX FROM PAIN before I thought CRIPPLED YOUTH, but since

Ihefr^0
Rnin

be
,

using this comparison, I thought it would be practical to describe how this record’is not like

ture Yoi rra ATFArKHT‘;^?
lde

f’""
**“^ ‘hat Smger S0Unds yOUng and they have a similar son8 Struc-

TY” “is hv i

d
f
fin"ey

'f
ke “more angry, elitist straight edge approach with songs like “BSEMMB-

out (CC)
5 and Y°U LaCk ’ regard ess ’ thelr executl°n is solid and their songs are pretty catchy. Worth checking

(Cadmium Sick, PO Box 35934 Brighton, MA 02135)

Z/28 - “Wrecks from the Highway” CD
.
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y gearhead music Scotland- Their influences are very obviously American and it leaves thewhde thing feeling very ungenuine. Fans of REVEREND HORTON HEAT and SUPERSUCKERS might like it

though. They cover the theme from The Dukes ofHazzard. (AD)
6

(JSNTGM, PO Box 1025, Blackpool, FY3 OFO, UK)

DIE ZORROS - “History of Rock, Vol. 7” CD
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ou re stuck in a boring-ass place like Switzerland? I know one guy who came to theUS so he could spin records in gay discos and watch 50s bad girl movies on TV (a big Beverly Garland fan hewas slightly disappointed in his latter hope). If you’re LIGHTNING BEAT-MAN, on the other hand, you stay putand keep coming up with different bands. We here find him drumming behind a guitarist and organist who per-form Eurolounge versions of Be Bop a Lula," “Stairway to Heaven” (best version ever!), “Blue Moon,” etc as

Six %£SS,«
w N” B“" Mi!“ *“*“'* »"*

(Voodoo Rhythm, Jurastrasse 15, 3013 Bern, SWITZERLAND)

V/A - “Bulb Singles #1” CD
A great collection of early singles from Bulb. It includes the first fantastic single from the MONARCHSwhich features the classic song “Dead Boyfriend” plus their other Bulb single (six great tracks). Disappointingly

there is six minutesof silence at the end of the “Wanted Man” track before it goes into “Dead Boyfriend”. It real"

cl-7k“ ")e ,lou
;
There are two singles from my other favorite Bulb band PREHENSILE MONKEYTAILEDSKINK who perfected a twisted psyche rock comparable only to the greatness of MONOSHOCK, plus their name

is fun to say. Also included are COUCH, CORNELIUS GOMEZ, BULLET IN THE HEAD and SHRIEK Eight
great singles in all. An amazing collection if you only just heard of Bulb or you simply want the convenience of
your favorite songs on one CD. Only 500 copies so don’t snooze. (CK)
(Bulb, 4609 Hunt Rd., Adrian, MI 49221)

V/A - “Clepunk.Comp” CD
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’ these are new’ that
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s currem
- Cleveland-area punk bands on

b hs" ng: HELLVIS
- AFO ’ VERMIN, STANDING 69’S, ALLERGIC TO WHORESCYPHER, PAR FIVE, many, many more. Too many differing styles here to grab an individual’s tastes for the



length of the whole thing, but burly well-produced punk is the dominant ethic. This.. .is Cleveland. (RW)

(Smog Veil, 316 California Ave, #207, Reno, NV, 89509, www.smogveil.com)

V/A - “Dirtnap Across the Northwest” CD
A super strong comp featuring the likes of the EPOXIES, NEW TOWN ANIMALS, the HUNCHES, the

SPITS, and many more. 31 punk and new wave songs that don’t let up. A breath of fresh air in the glut of compi-

lations. (RL)

(Dirtnap, PO Box 21249, Seattle, WA 981 1 1)

V/A - “Drinking About Songs” 2xLP
,

These Very Small compilations are reason enough to go and get a record player (they don t really work on

CD) and the Songs About Drinking compilation of eight or nine (can that be right?) years ago was one of the best

put together comps ever. I’m not exactly sure if this is the first follow up, but it is to me anyway so...here s the

sequel Thirty-three tracks with one common theme—boozin’. Along with a hilarious collection of movie samples

you have contributions from the likes of LOPEZ, BAR FEEDERS, MINOR D IS™RBAI^E FLATUS CIVIC

MINDED 5 YOUR MOTHER, DING DANG, HARD SKIN, GRABASS CHARLESTONS, SUPERCH1N-

CHILLARESCUEMISSION, THE AUTHORITIES (sadly not The Authorities), and SASSHOLE, plus many

more The music’s fine but this is the concept album among Concept albums and it’s the album itself rather than

the bands involved which make it special. Honorable mention for best song titles go to YOUR MOTHER for

“Friends Don’t Let Friends Drink and Talk,” GRABASS CHARLESTONS for “Check Me Out, I’m Stupid and

PELVIS WESLEY for “Head Like a Holy Shit My Head Hurts.” Essential on colored vinyl... Ah, punk and beer,

like ebony and ivory they live together in perfect harmony. (Or is that glue?) (AD)

($1 1
ppd: Very Small, PO Box 622, Mosier, OR 97040 www.verysmallrecords.com)

V/A - “Drum Machine Madness” EP
The intro alone on this one-sided 7” is worth the price of the disc—a hilarious parody of most people s first

attempts at drum programming. To go from that to the full-on grind insanity witnessed on the following tracks is

sheer genius. As you may ascertain from the title, this is an all-too-brief collection of mostly one- or two-man gnnd

outfits exclusively using drum-machines instead of neanderthal drummers, and the results are mind-blowing. You d

need a drummer twice as manic as Witte and the NILE drummer combined to keep up with these tracks. The bands

here are: NEMO, PILGRIM FETUS, ALIEN CRUCIFIXION, WADGE, and of course, AGORAPHOBIC NOSE-

BLEED, the former three being new to me—I’d definitely like to hear more from them. A very cool (and too damn

short!) grind record. (EL)

(Robotic Empire, 12001 Aintree Ln, Reston, VA 20191)

V/A - “Finding a Voice” CD
, f

First and foremost, it should be mentioned that this is a benefit for a group called People hirst trom

Montana. Apparently this group’s purpose is to help people with disabilities educate, organize, and support each

other. With that said, let’s move on to the tunes. This compilation contains some quality bands. The DREAD, LAC-

ERATION, CATHY AMES, USMC, EAST COAST PANIC, HUMPY, SUBINCISION, MISCREANTS, and

many more tear through a variety of thrash and punk, making for a good listen. As with most comps, there are a

few songs here that don’t make the grade, but overall this is worth a listen. (RC)

(Repetitively Futile, PO Box 1311, Missoula, MT 59806-1311, www.mtpunk.com/futile)

V/A - “Question of Tolerance” CD
.

„
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OK, first song into this compilation and I am already not thinking too highly of it. It starts off with a pret-

ty bad metallic screamo song with a mix of screamed and sung vocals. And from there on it doesn t get much bet-

ter. There is quite a variety of styles, with a mix of grind, pop, thrash, punk, and even some more emo bands.

Fortunately, there were a few standouts. ISP from France, LOS PUNCH from Slovenia, and MAN IN SHACK-

LES from Sweden were kicking hard, but not enough to keep this compilation afloat. (RC)

(Frontrock, PO Box 48, 2000 Maribor, SLOVENIA)

V/A - “Stripped Down, Fueled Up” CD ,,

A fourway split with ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN, JED WHITEY, the PUPPIES, and IRONBOSS^ You

can probably guess the general sound of this. I’m a huge fan of the hard and fast Camaro rock genre and I like

ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN and JED WHITEY, but the PUPPIES and IRONBOSS cross into that slower tempo

wanker territory that I don’t like to go. (DP)

(Out of the Loop, PO Box 222, Tuart Hill, W.A. AUSTRALIA 6939, www.outoftheloop.com.au)

V/A - “Will Not Clear Man” CD _

Four Illinois-based bands inhabit this label sampler. Quality aside, this is a welcome approach to a format

dominated by 30-band, 70-minute CDs packed to the fragile plastic rims with all manner of pointless crap. SEEDY

SIDE CONTROVERSY play straightforward melodic punk, BURN ELGIN take a slightly dander, more post-

punk approach, OVER AND OVER bring the metal-tinged, spastic screamo, and MERIDIANS DIVIDED do the

acoustic alternarock thing while sucking less than PEARL JAM. Points for such a mixed bag, but I can t work up

any greater emotional response than a defeated sigh of “meh. (MX)

(Will Not Clear Man, PO Box 911, Elgin, IL 60121, www.wilnotclearman.com)



send all demos

Portland, OR 97207

Please provide a postpaid price ar:d a mailir:g address with your demoi

ASSOGORE is great, energetic and pissed off

midtempo hardcore with equal metal and straightfor-

ward punk rock roots. Good lurching slow parts and

epileptic fit fast parts mix it up. The deep shouting

vocals sometimes growl, but for the most part they

are just pissed. Hell yeah. ($3 ppd. or free on the

interweb: www.asogore.cjb.net. 9 song cassette,

lyrics included. 148 London ST., Peterborough, ON
K9H 2Y5.)

BILLY GROGAN’S PROPHECY have a

singer who croons like the guy who sang “Mexican

Radio”. Musically; they’re midtempo and play stan-

dard rock songs, that average about 3 minutes, and

sound teen angsty to me. Sometimes they pick up the

pace, but not often. ($5 ppd. 13 song CD, lyrics

included. Mark Johnson, Dept, of Psychology,

University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.)

CITY OF LIARS mixes up the blazing

yelling hardcore with slower bits that define screamo.

On the last song they get a groove for a couple min-

utes, and go back to the tough stuff. There may be a

keyboard in there, but those noises might just be odd

guitar sounds. (4 song CD, lyrics included. 1046 N.

Honore St. Apt #1-F, Chicago, IL 60622.)

C TOWN PSYCHOS play a sloppy style of

punk, midtempo and kind of garage, but maybe that’s

just the lo-fi recording style. The vocals are mostly

shouted, with the backup vocals sound like a group of

friends hoisting beers and shouting along. Nothing

fancy going on, but they sound like you couldn’t help

but have fun seeing them live. (10 song CD, no lyrics

included. 8631 Brookstead Dr., Charlotte, NC
28215.)

FUCKED UP KID wear their influences on

their sleeve...basement style mix of CRIMPSHRINE
(the more musical and lyrical influence) and PEG-
BOY (vocal style and song structure). It’s a good

soundtrack for this global warming February morn-

ing. ($2 ppd., or a bunch of stamps or a trade! Tape

trading warms my heart. 6 song cassette, lyrics

included. PO Box 21530, 1850 Commercial Drive,

Vancouver, BC V5N-4A5.)

I ADAPT plays the youth crew sounds of

Iceland! They’ve got more of a hard rock edge mix-

ing it up, than a straight up metal influence. Pretty

tough, no nonsense, played fast and solid. The vocals

are full on shouting guy coming at ya, with a chorus

of yell-along guys. Comes with a hardcore fanzine,

but unfortunately for me it’s in the Icelandic lan-

guage. (8 Euros ppd. 9 song CD, lyrics included. To:

Birkir F. Vidarsson, Hverafold 21, 112 Reykjavik,

Iceland.)

LAST MISSION are catchy, melodic modern

big pants style punk. It’s recorded clean, and the

singing has only a little sore throat edge to them. It’s

pretty tame in general. (7 song CD, lyrics included.

20 Spars Ave., Providence, RI 02908.)

MINDLESS REBELLION are a pretty

straightforward fast punk band, kind of metallic

intros, and fancy guitar work, but mostly solid rock-

ing punk. Ther vocals are the good ranting vocal style,

kind of sing-songy, but tough as hell. ($4 ppd. 6 song

CD, lyrics included. 1727 Dole St. Apt. 3, Honolulu,

HI 96822.)

MORAL HAZARD play midtempo no-non-

sense punk that sounds mean and full, some little gui-

tar leads, but nothing gets in the way of the driving

feeling behind it. The vochls are mostly spoken, with

a little singing in the mix. (14 song CD, lyrics includ-

ed. 32150 Hwy 17, Chalk River, ON Kol Uo,

Canada.)

I apologize to THE NEW CRIME ICONS,
as my CD player doesn’t play those little 3-inch CDs.
I’ll keep trying at friends’ houses around town, but if

you want to tape it for me and send a cassette, remind

me of this note, and I’ll take care of business.

138 is ethereal, more like soundtrack music

than a band you’d go out to see. Lots of layering and

collage stuff going on. It’s not music I’m very famil-

iar with, but I do like the layered music without noise

bits that actually make it harder to hear. (3.8 pounds

in the UK, oversees 4 pounds. I don’t have one of

those cool L’s on the keyboard, damn this America!

3-song CD, lyrics included. Studio 24, 63 Castletown

Road, London, UK)
THE ORIGINAL THREE play stripped

down rockaroll, that’s sort of fast for that genre. Their

singer’s got the shouted but moaning vocal balance

just right! ($5 ppd. 6 song CD, no lyrics included.

3119 Magazine ST. Upper Apt., New Orleans, LA
70115.)

PELVIS WESLEY are back, and we are

happy about it. They sound like a band this time, as

opposed to an apartment full of friends with good
jokes and spare time. But the midtempo straightfor-

ward rocking punk is catchy and the vocals are snot-

ty and sneering. I’m a fan. ($3 ppd. 13 song CD,
lyrics included. 2410 SE Taylor, Portland, OR
97214.)

REACCION is musically in the tradition of

Midwestern hardcore, tough with a titch of melody,

but the pace is midtempo for hardcore these days. The
vocals trade between a sore throat shouting guy and a

more sing-songy girl who also sometimes has the

screaming going on. I think they sing in both English

and Spanish, and the lyric sheet has both languages.

(5 song cassette, lyrics included. PO Box 5027,

Chicago, IL 60680.)

RONA play their punk with hooks on the

faster side of midtempo, like the 80s hardcore before

the “crossover”... with drive and spirit! Good half

sung and half spoken vocals with the gang coming in

for the choruses. ($2-$3 or trade highly encouraged.

3 song CD, lyrics included. Ave. Magdaleno 1102

Apt. D-5 Condo. Condado Center, San Juan, Puerto

Rico 00907.)

RU486 fucking rock! At first, they mostly

sound like FILTH, totally tough and pissed, but then

they sneak up with a catchy sort of NAKED RAY-
GUN sound, and then bring it together to form some--

thing uniquely their own. Yee haw! ($3 ppd. for the

CD, $5 ppd. for the cassette. 10 song CD, lyrics

included. 523 W. South ST. Apt. K, Kalamazoo, MI
49007.)

SHELL SHOCK made my roommate stick

his head in the door and go “MINOR THREAT?”
Then another roommate came in and said “Are you

listening to DEPRIVED?” That pretty much covers it.

(5 song CD, lyrics included. 1 1 Covert St. Montrose,

NY 10548.)

THE SOUTH play the emo hardcore, fla-

vored with melody and some straight forward rocking

parts, but the vocals are always deep down, full lung

screaming style. ($6 ppd. 9 sung CD, lyrics included.

PO Box 5335, St. Augustine, FL 32085.)

THE STOCKHOLM SYNDROME is a cool

post-punk sort of band. The songs are slow to

midtempo, and there’s effect-ish stuff going on to set

a mood, then it gets into sparse and sort of catchy

grooving songs. The feeling is detached and doomed,

but dance your way to oblivion. There’s one vocalist,

but sometimes he layers up. He’s mostly sort of

speaking, but sometimes he croons a little. This is

good! (4 Pounds in England, $7 World, ppd. 9 song

CD, lyrics included. PO Box 45, Mirfield W. Yorks,

WF 14 9YQ, England.)

'

STREET CONFUSION are raw and engag-

ing. Their songs are simple, in the way where you

immediately start dancing, and by the time -the first

chorus shows up, you’re yelling “destroy society”

along with them. Straightforward, with a pace that’s

slow to midtempo, with a ranting vocalist who sings

a little bit. Sometimes the drums sound like a drum
machine (bad), and there’s keyboard bits in parts of

the song, but it’s not a consistent instrument. (6 song

CD, no lyrics included. 1501 E. Grand Ave. #6122,

Escondido, CA 92027.)

TOO MANY SCREAMING CHILDREN
play lurching metallic hardcore for the most part, but

include moments when the spazz button gets pushed

and things get crazy. The vocals are dueling, and of

the high pitched screaming dude kind fighting with

the “how low can you go” guttural satan voice. ( 1

1

song CD, lyrics included. 1503 Pacific St. #2,

Bakersfield, CA 93305.)

TREASON are tough and pissed and play

solid mid-80s hardcore, with some skilled guitar

playing weaving between the bar chords. The vocals

are reminiscent of Chavo, but sometimes a bit more
growly. ($5. song CD, lyrics included. Perdoncin,

760 Brady Ave. Apt. #116, Bronx, NY 10462.)

THE TURN OFFS play the rockaroll slow

and it’s reminiscent of the covers of^arly rock songs

that the English punkers used as filler back in the day.

The vocals have a good moaning quality going on.

They cover “Chinese Rock”. (5 song CD, no lyrics

included. 17760 Corte Erito, San Diego, CA 92128.)

UPX are almost totally straightforward pop

punk, who sound equally influenced by WEEZER
and SCREECHING WEASEL. The singer has an

equal mix of crooning and snottiness in his vocals,

but occasionally a croaking bit comes up. ($5 ppd. 8

song CD, lyrics included. 21 1 Parkway Dr.. Newport

News, VA 23606.)

WAR SQUAD plays classic straight edge

hardcore, fast part mosh part style, with the vocals

coming at you most of the time as spitting and snotty

yelling, and talking vocals show up over the slow

parts. The covers really tell you where they’re com-

ing from: 7 SECONDS, DYS, and SOA. ($2 ppd. 1

1

song cassette, lyrics included. 867 Bridle Lane,

Webster NY 14580.)
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STRANGE

MUSIC
BEYOND DESCRIPTION - “Searching For The
Missing Truth” CDR S6.00

BURY THE LIVING - “Bathed In Blood And
Climbing Over The Dead” EP $3.00

THE DEAD ONES - s/t LP S8.00

GIANT HAYSTACKS -s/tEP $3.50

EATA-s/tEP $3.00

HATE NO.3 - “Crucified” EP S3.00

LAUKAUS - “Mika on Tuolla?" EP $3.00

RUNNAMUCKS - “On The Brink” LP $8.00

SANGRE DE LOS PUERCOS - “They Lie We
Die” EPS3.00
SCRAWL- “Too Short To Ignore” CD $8.00

SUNDAY MORNING EINSTEINS - “Swedish
Hardcore Must Die!”LP $7.00

TEEN CTHULU - Ride The Blade” LP $8.00

BRODY S MILITIA / CRUNKY KIDS split EP
S3.00
BURY THE LIVING / DRAWBLANK split EP
S3.50

CAUSTIC CHRIST / INTENSE YOUTH - split EP
$3.00

DEATHBAG t WITCH HUNT split EP $3.00

GRITOS DE ALERTA / HERESIA- split EPS3.00

KILLTHE MAN WHO QUESTIONS / DELCIELO -

split EP $3.00

RAMBO / CRUCIALUNIT split EP $3.00

SEEIN RED / SHIKARI - split 10" S9.00
V/A“Decide On Change”LP(Baiance Of Terror,

Totalitar, Straight To Hell, Scholastic Deth, etc)

$8.00

V/A “Thrash Ahoy Extra” CD < Power Of Idea,

Unkind, Unholy Grave, Demisor, Lesshaze, etc.)

$9.00 [2 oz]

PRICES ARE NOT POST PAID! 7”s are

2oz, CDs 4oz, and LPs are 8.5 oz. Check the

chart below to add up postage. 16oz = 11b. List

alternates! CA residents add 8.5% sales tax

(multiply by 1.085 ex: $20 x 1.085 = $21.70)

Stores get in touch!

US(pounds)1 -$1.42 2 - $1.84 3 - $2.26

(ounces) Can. Mex. Euro. Pac. Rim
16 $2.70 $4.25 $3.80 $4.05

20 $4.05 S5.15 $4.45 $4.70

24 $4.55 $5.95 $5.10 $5.35

www.somestrangemusic.com or 2 stamps.

Cash, checks or M.O’s payable to Some
Strange Music.

SOME STRANGE MUSIC
PO Box 64666

Los Angeles. CA 90064

FREE JOHN HINCKLEY JR. !!

http://www.punkstuff.com

HANGER 19/PUNKSTUFF
PUNK PINS

HC SHIRTS

hate and desoair on

INSANE SOCIETY
records

MAUGNftNT
TUMOUR
"Dawn of R

Hew fige" CD

So finally first full-lenght after 11

years of existence. 20 songs including

Uncurbed cover. Ancompromising
grind/mince core inspirated by old

Scandinavian crustcore school. You
can take a taste in Ml *3 section of

Insane Society web. Vinyl and tape

version + t-shirt out in summer.

People from US try’ to ask friends

from Sound Idea, Hardcore
Holocaust, Six Weeks...

CD is 10 USD p.p. everywhere.

Labels write for trades.

INSANE SOCIETY REC'S.

IVO. BOX 6

501 01 HRAPEC RRALOVE 2

C ZECH REPUBLIC'
www.imanesociety.net

CmpHttim 1.0

Featuring-

rntuM isttar I «w totumr + RWstti + Mac*Bmp +
St* Sermmfex-Dfitmylsts to Brazil) + Smite] I + ByteB +

CaMhe Bteteite + Uerater Wrisioa + Irvto + MflkmmJ)+
Wo Horn System -f Htisemc (Ex-Smz/BfuetWSaftten Variety)*

late hitefitiaKEx-Bsnmi Airlines) -f Jim Spent OrfMi -f

Betits Serena + Kissing Chmtb-top Unknown) -f

Atteottoilex-m Stereo)

On sate, right about... hWWt

SB post fuM (payable to Jason BriffitH)

P.O.Box 7068 pr «|B
Paducah, KY 42002-7068

fnfo@starecaserecords.com „

vww.stafecaserecofds cornL
rmm

Distributed by www. morvhius.com



OUR FULL MAILORDER CATALOG, WITH OVER 1000 TITLES, INCLUDING PICTURES !

AND DESCRIPTIONS, IS AVAILABLE ONLINE AT: WWW.HARDCOREHOLOCAUST.COM
CONTACT: EMAlLffiHARDCOREHOLOCAUST.COM or PO BOX 26742. RICHMOND VA 23261. USA

also available:

RIISTETERROR
”Taabaj£rd Hardcore" EP
Riistetyt meets Sick Terror

HUMAN WASTE
"Ett 6 pack Folkol & Antipolis" CD
Swedish KANG punk, fast & pissed.

DRILLER KILLER
’And the Winner Is...” LP

Brutal Swedish HC.

BLACK UNIFORMS
"Splatter Punx On Acid" LP

Classic Swedish he horror punk.finally, astounding erectionsl

THE SUCKING OF THE ITlISSIliE COCK
J

post paid prices in the USA:

RELIGIOUS WAR 59 LP, $8 CD, $4 EP.
i o ,or international rates get in

Cracked System LP touch or try overseas d jStros .

PDX he punk attack! Studs, spikes h your local distros don’t carry our
and crushing distortion. releases put them in contact with us.

in collaboration with MIND CONTROL we dea * direct and yes, we TRADE.—— —
“J

MAILORDERS & DISTROS

GET IN TOUCH!
up next-coming soon:

WORLD BURNS
TO DEATH

"the Sucking of the Missile Cock
Human Meat...” CD

WpRLD BURNS TO DEATH
"the Sucking of the Missile Cock" LP
Fucking steamroller HC fury from TX!

a much needed wake up call.

ANATHEMA DEVICE

out now!!

SEVERED HEAD OF STATE
"Anathema Device” LP & CD
DARK, ABSOLUTELY CRUSHING HARDCORE!
AN AMALGAM OF VARIOUS INFLUENCES,

FROM MOOD DRIVEN CRUST, TO MODERN HARDCORE,
TO FULL BLOWN JAPANESE DISTORTION AND
SCANDINAVIAN CRUSTCORE, ALL BLENDED

TO CREATE A VENOMOUS ASSAULT ON THE SENSES.
Their first full length album.

to for?*
IN THE WORKS NOW:

RAJOITUS DISCOGRAPHY CD & NEW ALBUM
WORLD BURNS TO DEATH NEW 7"EP

NAILBITER "ABUSED" ALBUM
& MORE!

VIIMEINEN KOLONNA
"Aistien Juhlaa" CD

A new Finnish HC legend is born,

continuing the tradition of TK.
LP version on AGIPUNK.

FORQA MACABRA
"Caveira Da Forca" LP

Brazilian HC from Finland,

in collaboration with
MIND CONTROL r

OUT NOW CD / LPWU I INV^y V
(

,T is £6 ppd UK)

Milloy / The Leif Ericsson

2 bands, 8 tracks
double slice of British

melodic punk rock

The Wow
MCD/12" 5 track EP

(one side etched, hand screened covers)

ex Spy Versus Spy / Future Adventures

Touch and Go style rockarama

STILL AVAILABLE

Snotty"Short&Quick&Lovg
^ |

t

(one side etched, hand screened covers)

WHOLESALE/MAILORDER DIRECT
OR GET SOME/ALL RELEASES FROM
US: No Idea, Revelation, Asian Han, Six Weeks

UK: Out of Step, Assembly Line

Eur: BCore, Green Hell

airmail postage included

MCD CD
&12" & LP

UK £5 £5
Eur €8 €10
World $ 8 $10
Cheques in UK £ only

to Hermit Records. Get in

touch for trades. Thanks.

HERMIT
PO BOX 309

LEEDS
LS2 7AH
UK

www.hermitrecords.co.uk

soutHCoast Records

38 Gatcombe
Southampton

1 6 trax of raging HC in the vein

of 80’s USHC. (Minor Threat/

Gf/7Seconds)

£6-UK/$10 world ppd
cheques to M Fox

"Ode to My Freaks"
cd

special limited-edition transparent

vinyl 12"

available from

windswept/pretty face records

http://www.BarbaraAnn.tv

http://www.interpunk.com



40060 GBG

SWEDEN

LOOKING FOR AN ANSWER - S/T CD
Distcd63 $13 air ppd “24 tracks of pure

grind punk at its fastest!! Play fast or dont’

STRAIGHT EDGE MV ASS - CD (Distcd64)

“Loaded packed and fuckin done” $13 ppd

Puke swallowing scandi-crust as its worst...”

MURDERED COP - The grinding poverty MCD
Goteborg political crustcore feat. ex. Doom mem-

ber, grind the bastards down.. .$10 air ppd

TOTALT JAVLA MORKER - “Det ofrivilliga lidan-

dets maskineri” (Distcd66) $13 ppd

“We're all part of a big inhuman machinery were

total fucking darkness and time of revenge is in!

Swedish desperate HC/Crust!

SKITSYSTEM - ALLT E SKIT CD $13 USD
Massive 12 page booklet, w/discography

E-Mail: distortion@dolores.se

WWW.DISTOHTION.Sl

ALSO: DESPERATE MEASURES
"IT’S ON YOUR HANDS" MCD/7"

COMING SOON:

FAR FROM BREAKING 7"/CD

MY LUCK 7”/CD

WORN THIN
|

"remnants of what could Have been" 7" EP/CD

7" $4.00, $6.00 WORLD
VOT TO )

CD: $9.00, $1 3.00 WORLD \W£y
MCD: $8.00, $12.00 WORLD YOUNG
WWW.YOUNGBLOOD-RECORDS.COM BLOOD

Asbe*t - Nyt Blod IP [Kick-n-Puneh Records] - $4.00

Asebia Face Of Civilization LP (Kick r> Punch Records] $10.00

Catholic 8©ys - Brainwash Gty 7” (Krytonite Records] - $2.75

Cheeraks - *A T [Yakisakana Records] - $3.$0

Cinch - tn COEP [Dirtnap Records] - $6.50

Dead Stop - sA 7" [Wolfpack Records] - 3.50

Dirt Bike Annie It Aint Easy Bein Single CD [Dirtnap Records] - $B.50

Exploding Hearts - Modern Kicks V [Pel ado Records] - $2.75

Exploding Hearts - Guitar Romantic IP/CD [Scm. AppleAJirtnap] - $10.00/$8.SO

Gloryholes -Want A Divorce LP/CD {Dirtnap Racords] - $7.00/S8.50

Go! - Existence CD (Epistrophy] -510.00

House On Fire - lAV [1 2 3 4 Go! Records] - $2.75

Iconoclast - 1 983 V ifandub] - $5.00

Incontroilados - Hvem Vil Det Gavne? T (Kick-n-Punch Records] - $3.50

Kill-A-Watts - Lets Get High Voltage! 7" [Flying Bomb] - $3.00

Kill-A-Wotts - Then 8 Now 7" [Krytonite Records] - $2.75

Latin Dogs -Warning 7* (fandub] - $3.25

Loads - Bench Banshee 7" [Pelado Records] -$2.75

Lyres - Tear You Up 7" {D.U.I. Records]

Dennis Most - Wire My Jaw CD [Bacchus] - $9.00

No Alternative - Nights in S^.,Vintage Punk 8 Rare Performances CD [Bacchus] - $9
Ripcord - Discography Part 1 LP [Epistrophy] - $10.00

Scat Rag Boosters - Boogie Man 7" [Krytonite Records] - $2.75

Split - Gritos De Alertn /Heresia 7" [UPS Records/Holiand] - $3.25

Split - Larm / Pandemonium LP [fandub] - $1 0.00

Split - Popular Shapes /The Intelligence 7" [Dirtnap Records] - $3.00

Split - The Stuck Ups/Thc High Beams 7" [Dirtnap Records] - $3.00

Stuck - Ups Last Chance 7” [Jonny Cat Records] - $3.00

Subsonics - A Lot To Forget LP/CD [Slovently Records] - S6.00/S7.00

Jack Tragic 8 the Unfortunates - Coming Down Like a Hammer CD [Bacchus] - $9
Triggers - Shoot Your Mouth Off LP/CD (Dirtnap Records] - $7.00/$8.50

Various - Dirtnap Across The Northwest CD [Dirtnap Records] - $8.50

Various - PIA.C.E /WAR 2xCD [New Red Archives] - $10.00

Various -What Records? EP [Bacchus] - $3.00

Young WastenersWe Got Ways LP [Kick-n-Punch Records] - $10.00

Imagine these plus over 1 000 more titles in stock

guaranteed to make you shit your pants.

Shipping US (Over $50 Includes insurance and tracking):

$1 $10 *$3.00

$11-$$0*$S.OO

$51 - $100 * $10.00

$101 $200*$1S.00

$201 and above = $20.00

Payments made out to: Jesse Edelman

Questions? Overseas? Get in touch: jesse ^knowcrap.tom

KNOW CRAP MAILORDER
P.O.BOX 25037

Portland, OR 97298 0037

OUTNOW ^
ON STARDUMB RECORDS

TUB METHADONES
CAREER OBJECTIVE

Dan Schafer (Screeching Weasel,
Riverdales) & the boys are back! With its

aggresive riffs, the excellent songwriting &
great production (by Mass Giorgini) their

new album is one explosive & very catchy

piece of punkrock you don't wanna miss!

THE APERS

THE APERS THE BUZZ ELECTRIC

The uncrowned kings of Dutch underground

rock'n'roll are back with their 2nd album and

they're ready to blow everything away.

This is punkrock’n'roll at its best!

NEW ALBUMS COMING UP SOON BY:

DARLINGTON
GROOM GH0UUCS

DON’T FORGET TO CHECK
WWW.STARDUMBRECORDS.COM
FOR FREE MP3'S, UPDATES AND

^ MORE INFO .

‘ ‘CROSSm J£?cs

f U.S. STORES
PLEASE GET IN

TOUCH WITH OUR
DISTRIBUTOR:

(562)869-9450
WWW.IMUSICD.COM
TODD@IMUSICD.COM

STARDUMB POBOX 21 145 * 3001 AC ROTTERDAM NETHERLANDS

WWW STARDUMBRECORDS COM STEFAN@STARDUMBRECORDS.COM



ZINES
Reviews by: (AC) Arwen Curry, (AR) Aragorn, (JB) Julia Booze, (CB) Chanel Bowman, (BD) Ben Ditch, (MD) Mikel
Delgado, (SD) Sara Double-Ears, (KE) Kara Electric, (JH) Jeff Heermann, (HH) Harald Hartmann, (CJ) Chloe
Jensen, (JM) Jeff Mason, (JL) Jennifer L. Mushnick, (MN) Mimi Nguyen, (CR) Casey Ress, (MT) Mike Thorn, (GZ)
Gordon Zola.

Please send your zine in for review. Write down any information you want included in the review; method of printing

,

number of pages
,
issue number and post paid price. If you want us to include a foreign post paid price, tell us. If you

accept trades, tell us. The only information we will include is what you provide us.

ADIJO PAMET #9 / $3 or trade

11 x 8 - copied - 32 pgs - Croatian
Wow, fun punk rock from southern
Europe! This issue features inter-

views with the Streetwalkin
Cheetahs, the Damn Luckies,
Termiti, and Sounds Of Subterrania!

Records. There are also some cool

record and zine reviews. Plus there is

a listing of Jeff Dahl's discography,
and an homage to Dee Dee.
Great fun punk zine! (HH)
Gunduuceva 12 / 44320 Kntina

/ Croatia

www.adijopamet@yahoo.com

BITE BACK vol. 2, #1, Winter
2003 / donation
8.5 x 11 - printed - 16 pgs
An Animal Liberation Front sup-
port vehicle, this slick quarterly

features Rod Cornado and
Ingrid Newkirk, short bits on
imprisoned activists, contact
lists, how-to's and how-we-did-
it's. Graphically it's pretty pro-

fessional looking, with plenty of

photos of cute rescued critters.

The paper is that crazy plastic-y

kind, like a high-end catalog

would be printed on; I'd have
thought they'd use the money
for criminal defense lawyers
instead. The highlight for me
was "The Good Activist's

Handbook," with advice to

avoid incarceration—this page is

worth a donation for sure. The
story of mink farm raids also

impressed me. Hopefully a $2
donation would let them break
even. (JM)
222 Lakeview Ave / Ste 160-231 /
West Palm Beach, FL 33401

www.directaction.info

BOOTLEG #1/2 stamps
4.5 x 5.5 - copied - 8 pgs
How Much Art Can You Take? for the

j
unior-college-or-junior-high? crowd

.

Unapologetic, morbid half-assedness

I find strangely charming, but really,

I think it's just me. "A few days ago
my 9-year-old brother told me punk
was dead. He said he knew because
no one in his class listened to punk.
He seems to think that his class cov-
ers all of the demographics." (AC)
Andrew Weathers / 104 Harrington
Pt. / Chapel Hill, NC 27516

BRAZEN HUSSY #7 / $2
7 x 8.5 - copied - 36 pgs
This one has a lot of style, not as

much substance. It has that Cometbus
look, with lots of photos, bold graph-
ics, plus a touch of that Gainesville

style. There are lots of travel stories

and a long piece on confronting an

abuser. The rest of it relies on the

strengths of the comics /graphics,
which look good. (MD)
PO Box 13105 / Gainesville, FL 32604

BROADSIDE # 23 / $1 or 3 stamps
7 x 8.5 - copied - 10 pgs
If you love the Pogues, you might
know everything that's in here. If

you're Pogues-curious, or a newbie,
check this out. It details all the

Pogues recordings (including
many boots) and lists a bunch of

websites, and of course a review
of Shane's book. No pictures of

his teeth, though. (MD)
PO Box 6467 / Plymouth, MI
488170
sycabilly@att.net

CRACKS IN THE WALLS # 3 /
$1

8.5

x 5.5 - copied - 20 pgs
Sometimes I have a conversation
with a stranger for a few minutes
before I realize that maybe
they're more than just a little

strange, they're actually insane.

Reading Cracks in the Walls kind
of feels like one of those encoun-
ters. It's less of a zine and more
of a personal diatribe, complete
with lots of words in ALL CAPS.
CITW contains stories regarding

the battle against conformity,

corporate dominance, being
trapped, and the philosophical

roots of the war on terrorism. It's

a bit dry and hard to read. (CR)
Andy / 2 Tinkham Glenn /
Wilbraham, MA 01095

CRUSH KILL DESTROY #1 / free,

send stamp

5.5

x 8.5 - copied - 10 pgs
Choppy, gritty, punk as hell and
yours for the mere cost of a stamp.
Boredom channeled into a produc-
tive result. Show reviews, rec

reviews with a rating scale of 1 to 5,



an interview with pissed young
straight-edgers xFilesx, and a handy
rundown of Dr. Joey Edge's fashion

don'ts ("backpacks in the pit: do you
like having your possessions

smashed? Dumbass"). (JH)

1400 Spruce PI #8 / Minneapolis,

MN 55403
crushkilldestroypunx@hotmail.com

DESTRUYE ZINE! #1 / 3.6 Euros

8 x 12 - printed - 40 pgs
It's a brand new, glossy covered

spiky punk zine from Madrid, called

Destroy! Actually, its full name is

Buscaydestruye, which apparently

was the name of another fanzine in

the 80s. Editor Miguel Destroy

(Destruye)
starts off

with an
interview
with Los
Muertos de

‘

Cristo, who
as best as I

can figure

out, is a

Spanish
shock
punk/ art

band, per-

haps like a

goofy
Feederz?
Other
interviews,

in a pretty

impressive
roster for a

first issue,

include the

Krays, from NY, Spain's Subversion,

Antidote, and Defiance, to name a

few. Concert and record reviews play

second fiddle toward the rear. You'll

find a few old pics and cartoons in

here, but no politics. (AC)
Miguel Destruye / Apdo 1140 /

28800 / Alcala de Flenares / Madrid,

Spain
destruye@terra.es

www.destruye.cjb.net

EQUALIZING DISTORT #3 / free?

8.5

x 11 - copied - 16 pgs

I'm adding this zine onto the ever-

growing "convincing arguments that

Canada rules" list. Apparently an

offshoot of the local weekly under-

ground hardcore radio show, it's

stripped down in a good way.

Interviews with the Tijuana Bibles

and DS-13 are interesting but not too

long-winded. The main focus of this

issue is a sort of year-end record

review of 2002. It's very comprehen-
sive—these Gauze fans know what
they're talking about. If you're into

hardcore, thrash, or whatever the

buzzword is these days, you'd prob-

ably be into Equalizing Distort . What
with this zine and our cowboy presi-

dent, moving to Canada is looking

more and more appealing. (CJ)

91 St. George St / Toronto, ON / M5S
2E8 / Canada
equalizingXdistort@ciut.fm

EXCOMMUNICATION #2 / $1

8.5 x 11 - printed - 48 pgs
Subtitled as "the interview fanzine,"

Excommunication delivers just that:

interviews with
Rich Mackin, Fat

Mike, Common
Rider, Death by
Stereo, The Juliana

Theory, and more.
This zine reminds
me very much of

Verbicide (its glossy-

covered companion
from Scissor Press)

in the sense that

many of the bands
interviewed seem to

be major label

Warped Tour hope-
fuls. The Rich
Mackin interview

was pretty rad, but
the others just

seemed boring and
repetitive—maybe if

I was into the kind
of bands featured

here I would have been interested.

(CJ)

Scissor Press / 32 Alfred St / New
Haven, CT 06512
jackson@scissorpress.com

FREAK TENSION #8 / free?

5.5 x 8.5 - copied - 22 pgs
I laughed, I puked. Well, I felt like I

might, anyway. This zine is 22 pages

of overactive imagination manifested

in the form of record reviews, anec-

dotes, and a short story about a

woman who eats a giant eyeball

which then reproduces inside of her

and bursts out of her stomach
(Aliens-style). There are also tales of

Midwestern debauchery (crashing

parties and setting off bottle rockets

in one's mouth) and getting kicked

out of a Billy Idol show. Reading
Matt's writing kinda makes me feel

like I'm on acid, which could be

either a good or bad thing. You
decide. (CJ)

Matt Johnson / PO Box 22163 /

Green Bay, WI 54305

GO METRIC Winter '02-'03 / $2

This is a great read. First of all, it

includes Maddy from Tight Pants

comparing the Boys to the Dead
Boys, and she's such a good writer

I'd read her high school social stud-

ies papers if I could get my hands on
them. Interviews with Jim Munroe
and the guy who did a documentary
oh tribute bands are exceptional and
should be required reading for all

those people putting out the Same
Boring Interview in every issue of

their zine. Also includes pieces on
Ben Weasel vs. Yes, Godzilla history,

the ten greatest non-US/non-UK
rock bands, MicroCineFest review

and much, much more. All the arti-

cles are well-written. This is definite-

ly worth your $. (GZ)
15A South Bedford Rd / Pound
Ridge, NY 10576
gogometric@yahoo.com

GREEN ANARCHY #11 - $3

22 x 17 - printed - 24 pgs
In this newsprint edition, the anar-

cho-primitivists from Eugene tackle

their hated archnemesis, "science,"

in a distressingly one-note series of

articles about patriarchy, coloniza-

tion, and other evils. The leading

essay, begins reasonably enough with

the sentiment that science is not a

"neutral" pursuit of knowledge, but

quickly descends (as does the rest of

this issue) into a mystification of its

imagined opposite: a "natural"



lifestyle best personified by the much
celebrated "aboriginal" or "indige-
nous" peoples. What is passed off as
"respect" instead becomes a set of
demands, including what anthropol-
ogist Liisa Malkki calls the "spatial
incarceration of the native." The
romantic vision of the indigenous as
necessarily rooted to the earth prob-
lematically essentializes and animal-
izes the indigenous, which repro-
duces colonial attitudes toward the
indigenous. Sure, these anarcho-
primitivists say "native=good," but
in revaluing the so-called native,
they don't challenge the structure of
the binary "native/civilized" at all.

Whatever. Rounding out this issue
is the usual set of updates about
actions, political prisoners, and
poetry. (MN)
Green Anarchy / PO Box 11331 /
Eugene, OR 97440
greenanarchy@tao.ca

GROWING UP DYSFUNCTION-
AL#! / $1.50
4.25 x 5.5 - copied - 14 pgs
This account of familial abuse is a
straightforward chronology of par-
ticularly violent events in the
writer's eighteen years of life. Star
views the zine process as a form of
therapy—making a historical
record, of sorts—and hopes that
readers will also benefit somehow.
Accompanied by stick figures illus-

trating the abuse, the account is just
as minimal and sparse. What is

with the price?! (MN)
Star Morris / 24 Tampa Ave /
Asheville, NC 28806

HOLU U BUIKU #7 / trade or
stamps
8 x 6 - copied - 40 pgs - Russian
Excellent zine, easy to understand,
with cool graphics. The problem is,

it's written in Russian, making it

nearly impossible for me to read.
There are plenty of interviews,
including one with Felix Von Havoc.
There are also lots of interesting
record reviews, commentary, and
scene reports. My suggestion: get the
zine and use if as a resource if you
enjoy Russian punk. It looks hella
cool! (HH)
Dmitrij Ivanov / PO Box 30 / St

Petersburg-9 / 195009 Russia
www.k_and_f.chat.ru

IMAGINE # 5 / donation

5.5

x 8.5 - copied - 68 pgs
I think the photos on the front and

back cover will keep the kids chuck-
ling for a while—they did at my
house. Inside are no advertisements,
but in their place are a long letters

column, many brief bits of news and
analysis, a long debunking of the the-
ories of John Zerzan and the idea that
Jesus was an anarchist, and many
examples of the church and the state
making themselves look bad by say-
ing what makes sense to them. He
poses a few real-life problems (eg.

the neighbor's dog barks incessantly)
and asks readers how they would
solve them in an anarchist manner. I

enjoyed this quite a bit and recom-

this is the kind of zine you could
spend many hours with. Thumbs up!
(MD)
Dan B / PO Box 582514 /
Minneapolis, MN 55458

KOEKRAND #95 / $3
8 x 6 - copied - 28 pgs - Dutch
Great zine with lots of cool record
reviews and graphics. There is a brief
article on Muslim punks and a cou-
ple of columns. Definitely, a good
read! (HH)
Johan van Leeuwen / Laan van
Berlioz 6 / 2151 GR Nieuw Vennep /
Holland

mend sending for a copy—he asks
for $4 if you live in Mexico or Canada
and $5 for the rest of the world out-
side the US. (JM)
PO Box 8145 / Reno, NV 89507

.FULL GALLOP #10 / $2, $4 world

8.5

x 11 - copied - 76 pgs
This immediately reminded me of
Scam zine, the layout style and kind
of sloppy handwriting. Full Gallop is

a collaboration of many individuals,
brought to you in one nifty package.
There are hand-painted pages and
little bits and pieces stapled in here.
The writing is varied—from prose
and personal writing, to letters, self-

healing tips, and moving stories.

There's also lots of art and comics in
here too. Something for everyone

—

THE LITTLE BLACK STAR #24 /
SASE

5.5

x 8.5 - copied - 4 pgs
It's like the MRR news, only they
mail it out every two weeks. This
issue mostly deals with the execu-
tive branch of the US government
and how they ain't good for you or
me or the people of Iraq. They also
print their income and expenses.
For a fundraiser you can get a pin
for $2, or just send whatever cash
you can spare. I love this thing.

(JM)
PO Box 197 / Lewisburg, PA 17837
www.littleblackstar.com

MACHORKA #3 / ?

5.5

x 8.5 - copied - 34 pgs
I appreciate the effort of this guy to
put out an English-as-a-second-
language (Italian is his first) zine
all about the current state of
activist throughout Europe. Basic,
straightforward news. Includes
info about Belgian hunger strikes.

No Border camps, and lots about
political prisoners. (SD)

Battagalia Gianni / Piazza Assietta 9
/ 10050 Sauze D'Oulx / Torino /
Italy

machoorka@email.it

MY PINK SCARF #11 / $2

5.5

x 8.5 - copied - 84 pgs
There is something about these
vague recollections of the weekdays
that charms the hell outta me. My
Pink Scarf had me when I read the
words, "I came home one Friday and
put my hands on my knees, leaning
over boot prints in my three feet by
two feet* spot. The sproutlings I had
been watching were all gone," fol-

lowed by, "I'm sorry if I ever stepped
on anyone's sproutlings." Albeit the
majority of this huge zine is less

engaging, there are moments where I



am touched by the mystical sincerity

of a thought or an observation. (JB)

Brandt Schmitz / PO Box 260 /

Corvallis, OR 97339

NOF-NOF #2 / $2

4.5

x 5.5 - copied - 56 pgs

This issue, charmingly titled, "So

how come it took so long to get

acquainted?" expands on the format

of the first with short reflections

—

written in the first-person in believ-

ably different voices and attributed

to different fictional characters

—

matched with careful line drawings

of unknown persons. Each of these

pieces feels like a transcribed inter-

view with a random stranger,

unvoiced questions leading them to

contemplate the correspondence of

teeth with love, a life lived in a

dream with fingerless gloves, lessons

possibly learned through gaming,

the static moment between crisis and

closure, and more. There are some
startling insights nestled in these

pieces, arising from the contempla-

tion of seemingly ordinary things. A
wonderful, thoughtful exercise.

(MN)
Nof-Nof / 19 Gordon St. /

Providence, RI 02906

OAKSLANDER #1 / $4

8.5

x 7.5 - offset - 40 pgs

Like most San Franciscans without

cars, Oakland and its environs often

remains a mystery to me. It's not a

matter of cultural elitism or any anti-

Jerry Brown sentiment, just that I

don't have the

means . or

wherewithal
to explore its

forgotten cor-

ners and lift

rocks looking

for exciting

things to do
and people tomeet.
Oakslander is a

mag by
Oaklandites
that sings the

praises of their

fair city and
exposes some
of the rusty

charm hidden
by layers of

road ash and
smog; it's got charm, wit, verve, and
fortunately has precious little to do
with wilting mohawks or this week's

#13«i»?£l/$2/E2

Iw
TM* te tfce m** pfey gsfc

latest grind phenomenon. The pre-

miere issue features the Lake Merritt

Monster, Hidden Stairways in and
around the East Bay, East Bay action

figures (of Patty Hearst, Huey
Newton, Bruce Lee, and the Feds),

tags, rags, late-night dining, and
"Afro Futurism." I'm interested in

where and how this mag develops

and what it turns into: there's cer-

tainly enough there there to fill a cou-

ple decades worth of issues. (JH)

PO Box 3635 / Oakland, CA 94609

www.nonchalance.org

OX FANZINE #49 / $7

11 x 8 - printed - 156 pgs - German
Man, has this zine gone through

changes during the punk ages. It

has gone from a newspaper format

into a book format. Nevertheless,

it is still a punk rock zine with tons

of the latest shit spewing from the

worldwide scene. This issue

includes plenty of columns, band
interviews, ads, and record

reviews. Plus, the damn thing

comes with a CD sampler featur-

ing 30 bands. Get this zine and you
will become a punk expert, hur-

rah! (HH)
PO Box 102225 / 42766 Haan /

Germany
www.ox-fanzine.de

PARIAH #4/2 stamps

8.5

x 5.5 - copied - 44 pages

Political high school zine done by
a bunch of punk guys. I found it

endearing, though definitely

geared towards high

school kids. Different writ-

ers deal with the upcoming
war on Iraq, homophobia,
honesty, labels, the arms
race, consumerism, and
much more. Also contains

an amusing straight edge
column ("Straight Edge is a

more political offshoot of

the youth rebellion move-
ment." Oh, really?) that I

could write a whole essay

on if I lost my self-control.

Recommended for other

high school kids. (GZ)

Dan Shea / 201 S Ashland

/ La Grange, IL 60525

Fartz, Disorder, Los Dolares, Weird

System Records, and plenty more.

Also includes lots and lots of ads and
record reviews. It also comes with a

catalog and a CD sampler featuring

26 bands. Definitely a zine to read if

you can relate to the German lanr

guage. Thanks for putting this mon-
ster out. Oh yeah, a Plastic Bomb
reminder—war is for assholes! (HH)
Postfach 100205 / 47002 Duisburg /

Germany
www.plastic-bomb.de

avwi. hash

MKWKV# !H. fc. Mir. C-M'JXX&HU&n PLASTIC BOMB #42 / $7

11 x 8 - printed - 124 pgs -

German
Another one from the "best zines

around" category. This issue includes

interviews with Boys Set Fire, the

SCANNER #13 / $2
5.5 x 8.5 - copied - 88 pgs
Predominately a music based zine.

Scanner has branched out to encom-

pass other creative efforts in the

scene, because as editor Stevie B.

says, "Most band interviews are

bloody boring!" Besides interviews

with Exene's new band Original

Sinners (seems that she's in every

zine these days) and Avail, there are

in-depth (and actually interesting)

interviews with artist Winston Smith,

zinester A1 Quint, and author

Charles Romalotti. Plus, you know,

columns about how fucked our cur-

rent world is, and a slew of reviews.

(SD)

Scanner / 6 Chatsworth Dr /

Rushmere Park / Ipswich, Suffolk /

IP4 5XA UK

SHORT, FAST & LOUD #9 / $3

8.5 x 11 - printed - 96 pgs

An interactive print publication: the



moment my hands made first contact
with Short, Fast & Loud's cover, my
fingers were coated with toner dust,
the whorls of my fingerprints taking
on ghost images of letters to the edi-

tor, scene reports, and photographs
of punksters jumping from stages. It

might have been more efficient to

print in white ink on black paper
(think about it!) given the murk of

this issue: but I digress. This mag's a
thick and weighty divot of some
hardcore and some rock 'n' roll and
some heavy sounds and words on
such matters: features Boxed In, Cold
Sweat, a career-spanning retrospec-
tive of San Joaquin Valley institu-

tions Capitol Punishment,
Pandemonium, and loads of grub
and grime. Good reading provided
by a full cast of characters. . .watch as
the trend toward global hardcoriza-
tion continues unabated. (JH)
225 Lincoln Ave / Cotati, CA 94931
akautsch@aol.com

DER SLAMBANG #5 / free send
stamps
8 x 6 - copied - 4 pgs - German
Well, the zine is in German, except
for a hearty "Fuck off USA!" para-
graph that is written in English. We
stupid Americans deserve every
word of this rant. Oh well, we would
just add postwar Germany to our list

of lands to be bombed, except we
need our BMWs and Mercedes-
Benzs. This small zine is mostly
record reviews and film musical
reviews. Plus there are some jokes at

the end. Interesting zine—I wonder
what it will evolve into? (HH)
Henrik Zenker Ruepper Str 104 /
76137 Karlsruhe / Germany
Hzenker@hotmail.com

SLUG & LETTUCE #74 / postage
14 x 11.5 - printed - 20 pgs
I feel a great happiness knowing that

Slug & Lettuce, a mainstay in the
world of zines, continues to not only
chum out issue after issue, but to

improve with every one. I've always
enjoyed the introduction by
(Chris)tine, and now the columns are
just as good. This issue has the stan-

dard S&L fare: columns and reviews,
all of them actually worth reading.

PO Box 26632 / Richmond, VA
23261-6632

STIFF JAW #1 / $10
7 x 8.5 - copied - 122 pgs
Boy sees girl on bus, boys talks to

girl, girl comes to a show at boy's
punk house, boy gets nervous, then
girl leaves. See, the illustrations in

Stiff Jaw are great: a stylish oozing
depiction of a Portland punk house
complete with traditional puke,
booze, and mohawks. The text, dia-

log, and story is thin, but readable.
But my real beef is the price: ten
bucks, come on! (SD)
Philip Knowles / 12780 E 2200 St /
Atkinson, IL 61235

3RD GENERATION NATION #24
/ $5
11 x 8 - printed - 72 pgs - German
So hot off the presses the ink is not
yet dry! Fabulous punk rock zine
from Germany, this issue dedicated
to Joe Strummer. Included inside are
interviews with the Skulls, Broken
Bottles, Dream Dates, Put-ons,
Revolvers, Napalm Stars, and the
Fuses. There are loads and loads of
gig reviews, plenty of record
reviews, and lots of worthless gossip.
One of the best zines around! (HH)
Ralf Huenebeck / Grenzweg 66 /
47877 Willich / Germany
3rdgenerationnation.de

TIGHT PANTS #9.99 / SNAKE PIT
#27 / $1
8.5 x 5.5 - copied - 24 pgs
I love Tight Pants more than any
other zine. Snake Pit I had never read
before, but now, thanks to Maddy,
I've been introduced to another great
zine. Ahh...a split that actually
works! In case you're unfamiliar
with either zine, both are filled with
incredibly well drawn pictures illus-

trating the perils, pitfalls, and tri-

umphs of punk rock alcohol drinking
and partying. The two writers pres-
ents a short comic strip detailing the
remarkably mundane days of their

lives. It's cute and fun, but not dis-

posable like a lot of comics. Keep 'em
coming! (CR)
Maddy / 296 A Nassau Ave #3L /
Brooklyn, NY 11222
Ben / PO Box 49447 / Austin, TX
78765

TROUBLE IN MIND #4 / $1 and 2
stamps or trade

8.5 x 5.5 - copied - 24 pgs
Erik warns that this issue of the zine
(formerly known as Smash Action) is

about "pain, turmoil, mortality, and
misdirection ...and finding direc-
tion." In a series of thoughtful entries
(many accompanied by terse, tightly-

boxed ink drawings) he addresses
his father's sudden death from heart
failure, "taking down a big inflatable

moonwalk at some kid's party, his

latest in a long string of shit jobs." As
the course of the zine follows the
emotional map ("pain, turmoil...")
through the wake, a roadtrip, letters

to the dead, protests, punk rock, and
politics, Erik provides insight into an
intensely personal journey which
turns outward in a passionate
engagement with the world. It is a
believable and moving progression,
and well worth tracking. The next

issue promises to address the pre-
vailing aesthetics of radical art and
what it means to preach to the con-
verted, so I'll be looking for this in

the future. (MN)
Erik / PO Box 44254 / Detroit, MI
48244
rustriot@yahoo.com



THE TROUBLE WITH NORMAL
#61 / $1 and 3 stamps, or trade

8.5 x 5.5 - copied - 56 pgs

Dear lord, eleven years of publica-

tion! This long-time staple of the zine

world pulls no surprises (or punch-

es) with its usual mix of reviews

(records, live shows, and zines), pho-

tographs, not-too-in-depth band
interviews, and a smattering of

sociopolitical commentary. This issue

includes the Dolomites, Pansy

Division, Mooney Suzuki, Xiu Xiu,

the Plus Ones, and lots more. There

are some heartfelt editorials about

the upcoming elections, the coming

war with Iraq, the an analysis of

the media response to Trent Lott's

Southern segregationist slip. (MN)
PO Box 329 / Columbia, MO
65205-0329

THE TROUBLE WITH NORMAL
#62 / $1

5.5 x 8.5 - copied - 48 pgs
Anything with Exene on the cover

will automatically gamer my inter-

est! This issue interviews her

newest band. Original Sinners, as

well as Tora Tora Torrance, Plan-It-

X Records, and the usual music

reviews and heads up on current

political issues. This time there was
a column pointing out that there is

currently legislation to reinstate the

military draft—news that affects all

of us. The voice of this zine is real-

ly socially conscious, and I appreci-

ate the earnestness behind TTWN; I

always feel like Boone and the

gang are on my side. (JB)

PO Box 329 / Columbia, MO 65205

-0329

ttwn@hotmail.com

UP MAGAZINE #7 / $5

11 x 8 - printed - 52 pgs - Dutch

This issue features interviews with

Biohazard, Social Distortion,

Hellacopters, Ministry, Murphy's
Law, Avail, Knock Out Records,

River City Rebels, and many others.

There are also lots of record reviews,

ads, and the whole damn package

comes with a CD sampler. (HH)
Postbus 4269 / 5604 EG Eindhoven /

Netherlands

WILD HOG RIDE #1 / $2-3 or trade

5.5

x 8.5 - copied - 68 pgs

While trying to find my way back to

MRR sans my trusty SF walking tour

guide Sara, I discovered that I can

read while walking, and that my
navigational abilities are increased

when my nose is buried in a zine. A
mad bonus to the rather mesmeriz-

ing read that WHR provided me.

While I am certain that I disagree

with almost everything in this zine

(especially the attitude), it held my
attention through its sheer ridicu-

lousness. Stories about broken cars,

constant referral to an ex-band's

activities (while still trying to sound
unimpressed), your average record

reviews and band interviews

(Hexxed, No Less My Life,

W.O.R.M., and Madge); all laced

with a sense of "you don't care but

I'm going to tell you anyway." It all

came down to the Irishness of the

editor's voice holding my interest

more than anything else. Is that bad?

(JB) uu ,
418 Doagh Rd / Newtownabbey /

County Antrim / BT36 6AN /

Northern Ireland

Less_than_aaron@hotmail.com

WOMEN'S SELF DEFENSE #2 / $3

7 x 8.5 - copied - 72 pgs

A nice successor to the first issue, this

zine covers a wide spectrum of issues

related to the title: personal experi-

ences with abuse and harassment,

techniques for self defense and sur-

vival tips, and networking informa-

tion. Both depressing and inspiring,

with great layout, it's also excellent

reading. For lack of a better word, it's

empowering, and a must-read.

(MD)
Ariel / PO Box 2433 / Champaign,

IL 61825
mspippilotta@yahoo.com

THE WORLD OUTSIDE #8 / $1 or

trade

News clippings that "missed the

front page," corrections to the bad
grammar and mistakes in pro-litera-

cy press releases, draught tips, exam-

ining unemployment stats, and

thoughts on not having a watch

make up most of this well-written

zine. Of particular note is the article

on putting the Beltway Snipers

(there's a band name waiting to

happen) into perspective. I'm not

saying that I buy the idea that two

weeks of Pennsylvania's deer sea-

son causing more gunshot injuries

makes them equal, but it's worth

reading. (GZ)
2121 19th St N / Arlington, VA
22201
normrat@hotmail.com

X.P.ERIMENTAR #3 & 4 / $1 or

trade

6.5

x 8.75 - printed - 44 pgs each

Punk rock and punk politics from

Ecuador. Xavier, the editor, is not so

worried about presentation, he

says: "El contenido lo es todo..."

But I really like the delivery, too

—

it's efficient but not clinical, with

lots of well-spaced text and enough
graphics to break it up. I really like

the paper, too—a thin newsprint

that apple green in #4. In #3 Xavier

interviews a handful of South

American bands who might not have

showed up on your radar: Distorcion

Social from Ecuador, Generacion

Perdida from Peru, and more, plus

articles/columns on music and

racism, sports, and violence, and

reviews with a special lean toward

South and Central American output.

Issue #4 is heavier on the opinion

pieces, with discussions on

Marxism/Leninism as well as a doc-

ument of a serious battle against

McDonalds. This is pretty great.

Xavier also does a distro of the same

name; you may want to ask him to

include a list and send more than $1

for postage. (AC)
X.P.E.rimentar Distro / Xavier Paz

Egas / casilla 09 01 8975 / Guayaquil

- Ecuador
el_negropaz@hotmail.com



APRIL 13TH - GR007IS
GHOIJLISS, THE APERS

( HOLLAND )M SHORT
ROUND, MALLRAT3, THE

MIND
APRIL 19TH - PLAN 9
LO-PI NIESANS, PIN]
HIM AND KILL HIM,

DOPPLEGANGE
APRIL 25TH - HOL1
MOLAR, EX-MODELS,

SCARE TACTIC, COLD
SHOULDER, CITY TO CITY
APRIL 26TH - REPLICA-

TOR, XIU XIU, EL
GUAPO, THE PAPER

CHASE, YELLOW PRESG
MAY 2ND - POR THE

CROWN (RECORD
RELEASE J ) , PLAYING

ENEMY
MAY 3RD - BORN/DEAD

( TOUR BENEFIT) ,' DEAD
BY DAWN, STOCKHOLM

SYNDROME
MAY 10TH - AGAINST

ME!, PANSY D I71 SION,
5TH HOUR HERO, JASON
WEMBLY, PANTY RAID

MAY 16TH - LUDICRA,
INSIDIOUS, DESOLATION

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
924 GILMAN IS AN ALL

AGES VOLUNTEER RUN
PUNK CLUB SHOWS EVERY

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
TIGHT ® 3PM AND COST

35 PLUS £2 YEARLY MEM-
BERSHIP. NO MOOLAH?

SHOW UP EARLY AND WORK
THE SHOW TO GET IN

FREE. BOOKING TUESDAY
AND WEDNESDAY NIGHTS

ONLY CALL 510-524-3130

Sound Idea Distribution A

PO Box 3204
Brandon, FL 33509-3204
Phone (813) 653-2550 F«x (813) 653-2658

www.soundideadistnbution.com

sndidea@ix.netcom.com

ORDERING INFORMATION
Minimum order is $10 or it will be returned.
U.S. cash, check or money order made payable to Bob Suren
PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE FOR THE U.S. ONLY.
In the US, add $3.85 for first class postage, ifyou want it
Qin and Me* surface mail: add $1 per item
Can and Mex airmail: $3 for first item, SI each additional1 " T w caui auuiuuo
World surface mail: $2 for first item, $1 each additional— — t * ’— — , •e* wuiiwna
WorUf airmail: $4 each for first 2 items, $1 each additional1 T - * J cavil miull
PLEASE list alternatives or you may get a credit slip.

CATALOGS: Send SI US, S2 world.
CREDIT CARDS: We grudgingly accept your yuppie plastic.
Call (813) 653-2550, 12-8 PM EST

Sunday Morning Einsteins "Swedish Hardcore" LP $8.50
lilcerrhoea/Siviilimurba 7" $3.50
V/A "Tribute To Ratius’’ CD $10
Short Fast And Loud zine #9 $3
Dropdead/Totalitar 7" $3.50 (completely insane!)
Scorned "This Mad Endeavor" LP $8.50 (MN crust rockers
Misery "The Early Years" LP $8.50
Misery/Extinction ofMankind LP $8.50
Belching Penguins "Draft Beer... Not Me!" CD $12 (Great!)
Heartwork "S/T” 7” $3.50 (Awesome Japanese HQ
V/A "Revenge OfThe Kamikazi Stegosaurus" LP $8.50
A.V.O. "Solutions" 7" $5 (Australia, 14 songs)
Dead Nation "Painless" 7" $5
DefChoice "S/T" 7" $3.50

Despised "S/T" 7" $5
Disorder "We’re Still Here" CD $13.50
Shotgun "Dawn It" 7” $5
Antichrist/Intensity 7" $5
MDC "Now More Than Ever: 1980-2000" CD $10
Rattus "Demos: 1981-83" CD $12
RunnAmucks "On The Brink" LP $8.50
Widespread Bloodshed 7” $5
XfilesX/Sdf Defense 7" $3.50
V/A "Nardcore: Oxnard Hardcore" CD $12
Blatz "Cheaper Than The Beer" 7" $3.50
Brainoil LP $9

Dystopia ”Human*Garbage” CD $12
Dystopia "Aftermath" LP $9 or CD $12
Fields Of Shit 10" $8.50

E.T.A.E. 7" $3.50 (Japan)
Filth "Live The Chaos" 7" $3.50
Filth/Blatz LP $8.50 or 2xCD $13.50
Grow "S/T" 7" $5 (Japan)
Nigd Peppercock 7" $3.50

R’N’R "IVe Had It/Your Rules” 7" $3.50
Sangre De Los Puercos 7” $3.50 (aka "Blood OfThe Pigs”)
Selfish "Qry For Love, Cry For Death" LP $8.50 (Finland)
Submission Hold "Waiting For The Monkey..." LP $7.50
Submission Hold "The Ostrich Dies On Monday" LP $7.50
This Machine Kills "Death In The Audobon” LP $7.50
Yeti "Things To Come" LP $9
Youth Attack "S/T’ 7" $3.50
Deathbag/Witch Hunt 7” $3.50
Municipal Waste "Waste Em All" LP $8.50 or CD $11
Municipal Waste "Waste Em AH" CD $11
Plan OfAttack 7” $3.50

R-A.M.B.07Crucud Unit 7” $3.50
E-150 "Discografia" CD (Spain, 28 songs, great!)
Straight To Hdl/Balance OfTerror 7" $3.50
Victims "Nevereadinglasting" LP $8.50 (Sweden)
Iron Lung/Lana Dagales LP $8.50
Henry Fiat's Open Sore "Patmos Or Bust" 7" $5
Riisteterror "Taabajara Hardcore" 7" $3.50
World Burns To Death "The Sucking ofthe_" LP $8.50
Severed Head Of State "Discography" CD $7.50
Voorhees "What You See Is What You Get" 7” $3.50
Jezus And The Gospel Fuckers/Agent Orange LP $8.50
Raw Power "Screams From + After Your Brain" CD $12
Raw Power "Wop Hour” 7" $5
Verbal Abuse "Just An American Band” CD $12
Otophobia/Reason Of Insanity 7" $3
Book Your Own Fucking Life #10 (2002 edition) $4

BEER CITY SALE: 50 cent 7"s, $4 CDs - See the web page!
BCT TAPES $4 each — all 27 titles — Check the web page!
Subscribe to MRR thru Sound Idea. Get in touch for info.

STORES: ASK FOR WHOLESALE RATES!
BUY MRR DIRECT FROM SOUND IDEA!

And be sure to visit the Sound Idea Store
1 13-H East Brandon Blvd in beautiful Brandon

Open 7 days - noon til 8 PM
USE THE PO BOX FOR ORDERING:?

THE DUDOOS
Specium Sommer CD
14 songs of crazed melodic punk from Tokyo. Think if the
TOY DOLLS spawned in Japan and your getting much
warmer Killer riffs, some mad keyboards. .. Essential!

UNCURBED
Chords For FreedomCD
8 new songs continuing their onslaught of some of the
most brutal and catchy punk ever created. Packaged in a

1

beautiful digi-pack.

V/A TOMORROW WILL BE WORSE VOL.
3x7" EP/CD

6 bands, 22 songs on 3 split EP’s between U.S. &
Japanese powerhouses. A full on energetic hardcore
onslaught - an orgy of thrash. With FLAG OF DEMOC-
RACY, IDOL PUNCH, VIVISICK, BRODY’S MILITIA

Dynamite Up YourAss LP/CD
21 new songs of blistering thrash brutality, no filler. Ballistic speed with

loads of hooks. First new LP/CD in over 3 years and best in their history

HELLNATION
Thrash Wave CD

‘36 songs in 30 minutes. Full on high speed HC fury from
EP’s and comps from the last 5 years. Includes songs from
split EP w/ MERDA, EPw/SINK, V/A TWBW, Thrash Or Die
EP, At War With Emo 5", and V/A Homeless Benefit EP.

MUKEKA Dl RATO
AcabarCom Voce CD
14 songs of raging Brazilian HC. Energetic speed, catchy
brutality, and great sing alongs.‘Brazil is a hotbed of fire breathing

hardcore bands and MDR may be the most blistering of them all." In Music We Trust

ALLERGIC TO WHORES
The Lipstick Murders CD
1 7 new songs of driving energetic HC with a suprising
amount of melody. Fast HC fornicating with the Misfits.

CD also includes an entire live show!
also available: KRIGSHOT Orebro Mangel LP/CD, UNCURBED
Punks On Parole LP/CD, EXCLAIM Critical Exploder LP/CD V/A
TOMORROW WILL BE WORSE CD, NINE SHOCKS TERROR
Paying Ohmage LP/CD, ALLERGIC TO WHORES Shadows
CD, Y Global Player LP/CD, V/A TOMORROW WILL BE
WORSE Vol. 2 LP/CD, WHN? Stand Fast... LP/CD,
SCALPLOCK On Whose Terms? LP/CD, KRIGSHOT Och Hotet
Kvarstar 7"EP, MEANWHILE Same Shit New Millennium LP/CD,
UNCURBED Keeps The Banner High LP/CD, Y Pseudo Touth..
CD, MEANWHILE Lawless Solidarity CD, lots more...

ISOUND POLLUTION PRICES
,7" EP $3.50 USA, $4 Canada/Mexico, $7 World $5 each additional

\

C
litluit

(12 World $10 neh tddUioMl
1

UP ts USA, tl I Canada/Mexico. (15 World St2 etch tdditiont/

MCB CO. JAPAN RELEASES
WAVES/HELLBOUND split MCD
Waves - Kochi city kamikaze HC attack, Hellhound - dual m/f vocaled crust assault

KNUCKLEHEAD "Gouo" 7" EP
Powerful mix of traditional Japanese HC and blast beats. 5 songs, all excellent*

V/A MIE CITY HARDCORE vol.2 7" EP
With Contrast Attitude, ASve, & Deaeving Society. EP ful of 200% D beat / Agonized Screams / Noise 1 1 1

1

V/A THIS IS THE LIFE VOL. 6 CD
14 bands, 25 songs in this long running series featuring the next wave of kick ass
Japanese HC & punk. Possibly the best in the series!

ALLEGIANCE "Here Today..." CD
West Japan's punks 1st CD from '98, 200% street punk
MCR CO. JAPAN PRICES
7"EP $5 USA, $7 Canada/Mexico, $9 World
MCD $7 USA, $9 Canada/Mexico, $11 World
CD $11 USA, $13 Canada/Mexico, $15 World

no checks! use a meney order payable to: Sound Portion.

Al orders outside the U.S. shipped by AIR mad.

,, . . .
Print catalog free with erdar or sand 1 1.

Check the web site for a complete 1st of ivaiable titles, news, tour

datus, sounds, erdar by credit card, etc."J wwu Clio, ffC.

SOUND POLLUTION
PO. Box 17742 Covington,KY. 41017 US j

www.sound-pollution.CD$



SUPER HIGH QUALfTY

WEATHERPROOF SCREENPRINTED

Custom
Vinyl Stickers
for your band, skate shop, radio station^

or whatever the hell you do.

DIRT asuwas

CHEAP *2022
think youS find better prices? think again, chump
don’t fuck around, contact us today! well send you

FREE PRICELIST
& SAMPLES

PO BOX 204
RENO, NV 89504

(775)358-7865
FAX 358-2453

www.stickerguy.com

info@stickerguy.com

Rats Brains &
Microchips LP

Rotten
Apples

Real-Tuff
Durable Plastic CO

POB 12034 Seattle, Wa 98012
www.emptvRecords.com

JBSr.

STRUCTURE OF LIES/MISERY INDEX CD/12'

MISERY INDEX FORMER MEMBERS OF DYING BWTIE FOR THE MRWWES VOU

pigiiation"devestating life scheme"cdep/7"

powergrindviolence from poiana(iz-uz)

STRUCTURE OF LIES ABACUS

C

Technical death metal mnuencea Dy carcass ,mi we

Gates & Suffocation/hardcore Darts to hook x-unruh

12'7CD(»plff rele»»e/625) (OS/02) hardcore thrash

lisp
12'VCD ON SLAP A HAM)

NITROMINDS I FIRE AND GASOLINE" CD
MRR:GORILLA BISCUITS / old BAD RELIGION

PHOBIA "SERENITY THROUGH PAIN
12" GATEFOLD/POSTER

STUCTURE OF LIES/IRANACH
SPLIT CP AZ/NH GRIND

WALKEN r.02

HIRAX "BLASTED IN BANGKOK" 107CD
PHANTASM "WRECKAGE" 12"CD

HAWGJAW/MANCHURIAN CANDIDATES 7"

HAWGJAW "beLIEve nothing" 12"

IffrEST-LIVEKXLU" 12-

MAN IS THE BASTARD "MANCRUEL" CD
NO COMMENT DISCOGRAPHY LP/CD

HIRAX "EL DIABLO NEGRO" PIC 77CD $5 US/S7 WORLD
P.O. BOX 6911

BURBANK CA.

91510 U.S.A.
IDEEP SIXI

WWW
7" $4/$6 1 0*71 2"/CD $8/$10 cdep $4/$6
next haymaker/fucked up7‘ phobia infest cd

SAME FORMAT AS VOL.l : 4 BANDS, 4 SONGS, 4 HITS’!!

1 SONG FROM EACH BAND. ALL SONGS ARE UNRELEASED.

AFTER A TOUGH BATTLE IN VOL. 1, REIGNING TAG-TEAM

CHAMPIONS THE WORKIN' STIFFS (CA)t THE BODIES (CA)

TEAM UP TO FACE LONG TIME EAST COAST POWER-HOUSES

THE TEMPLARS (N.Y.) AND THE WRETCHED ONES (N.J.)

.

EACH BAND SHOWCASES THEIR UNIQUE SOUND AND SHOWS

WHY THEY STAND ABOVE THE MILLIONS OF BANDS TODAY.

S4 PPD (USA) / $6 (REST OF WORLD!

THE SHRINKS - MI MINDS GONE 7" - $4 (US) /$6 (WORLD)

THE BELTONES - SHITTY IN PINK 7" - $4 (US) /$6 (WORLD)

TRUST ’FUND BABIES - UP TO NO GOOD 7" - $4 (US) /$$ (WORLD)

THE SHIFTERS-SHATTERED CD - $8 (US) /$10 (WORLD)

BOWER WONDERLAND-FORGOTTEN HERDS CD - $8 (US) /$10(NQRIg)

RADIO RECORDS

PO BOX 1452

SONOMA, CA 95476^ r
—

vnni r*om/~radio77 . index . htm



BRAINOUi xp
7 songs of crushing, riff
fanatical sludge brought to you
by Bay Area's evil Wizards of
Hock! Heavy ass production via
Ban Rathbun at Polymorf
studios. LP=Clear vinyl!! CB
version with extra live tracks
and video out later this year.
$8ppd US / ftlOppd world

le SCRAWI
"too short to ignore” CD

1990-1999 Discography.
Straight outta Berlin,

le SCRAWL blast out 66 songs of
unrelenting brainiac grind

mixed with a ton of jazz, ska,
surf, and more. This is indeed

one fucked up cd.

$8ppd US / SlOppd world

TEEN CTHUIiHU
"Ride the Blade” IP
Thirteen mad tracks of blackened
metal tinged fastcore that will
trample you under cloven hoof and
fill your veins with burning
vitriol. Thunderous, relentless
grind and blackmetal accompanied
by keyboards. $8 US / $10ppd world

Plus stuff by ARTIMUS PYLE, ASUNDER, HLATZ, DYSTOPIA,
FIELDS OF SHIT, FILTH, LUDICRA, MEDICATION TIME,
NIGEL PEPPER COCK, TARANTULA HAWK, TOTAL SHUTDOWN, YETL.
write for a free catalog or go to the fucking website!!

FUCK YOU
AND YOUR

DADDY'S WAR

LIFE IS ABUSE
P.O. Box 20524

Oakland, CA. 94620 U$A
www.lifeisabuse.com

email list @ www.

stwkx
i.

BCT Presents:

I
SENZA TREGUA
Granducato Hardcore Lr j ^
Featuring: I REFUSE IT!, PUTRID FEVER,
CHEETAH CHROME MOTHERFUCKERS,
STATO DI POLIZIA (SDP GR), TRAUMATIC,
JUGGERNAUT, and WARDOGS. 40 minutes
of raging Italian Hardcore circa 1983. Also comes
with an insert booklet jammed full of lyrics, logos,

rare photos, etc. Cover art by Mr. Winston Smith
(Dead Kennedy's). This is a one time only pressing

of 1000 LPs, 200 colored available thru mailorder

|

only. The cd version won’t be available until late

fall/winter. from cassette #16' Senza Tregua

.

$12 ppd/ $15 world

BCT Presents:

€OD$TQSP*€ft

Jl

0 Band. 50 Sonfl. 1MI U.S. Hardcore

HARDCORE AMER1KA
the Reagan Years CD
Featuring: LOVE CANAL, EAT
THE RICH, NO RESPONSE, the

UNEXPECTED, PSYCHO, the

ACCELERATORS, DERANGED
DICTION, WHITE FLAG, and
more. 13 bands, 57 songs.

$8 ppd / $ 1 1 world

BCT Presents:
FIRST STRIKE CD
Featuring: CLITBOYS, POISON
CENTER, FUTURE RUINS,
VATICAN COMMANDOS,
SKOUNDRELZ, CULTURAL
BREAKTHROUGH, MR. EPP,
VIOLATION, EAT THE RICH,
and the ACCUSED. 50 songs.

$8 ppd / $11 world

Also still available:

WHITE
CD

LK'e recordings of

GCM, I REFUSE IT!.

a*d TRAUMATIC.
74 minute* of Italian HC!
$8 ppd / $ 1 1 world

GODSTOMPER
HELL’S GRIM TYRANT CD
2 man bass and drum hardaxtygrind,

povwrviolence& distortion wrecking

crew. 22 songs in 20mins. Also inducks

their 10mm live set from 924 Gilman

St 12J1.00

$7ppd/$10 world

©(m&grrypSJoiri)
pobox 884626
san francisco. ca
94188-4626 usa
www.enterruption.com

IRON LUNG
IRON LUNG COMEDY
HOUR LIVE cassette

2 man, guitar and drum, pummetcore
assault Unique structures and a positive

use of fast silence. IRON LUNG think

first before destroying convention and
reinterpreting music. Recorded live at

Burnt Ramen Studios, Richmond CA,
10.2001 . Packaged in a 4.5* x V Txx>k\

| Includes perspectives of medicine tech

printed on vellum and cardstock. ltd 100

Sou\>
OsJT \

GRAVITAR
FREEDOM S JUST
ANOTHER WORD
FOR NEVER GETTING
PAID CD
Five tracks of pummeling, uber-heavy,

brown acid noise-rock from the
legendary Gravitar. Uncompromising
and intense. Surreal Volume Ambient
Destruction Freaks!

$5 ppd / $8 world

IN THE WORKS FOR 2003*

RUINS "March - October 1997* LP

BCT Presents: the USELESS BOYS 7"

BCT Presents: I THRASH... LP

MELT BANANA/EAST WEST BIj\ST TEST split

ZENI GEVA 7"

make checks or money orders payable

to Enterrupdon. money should always
i 1 n

gjgH Up fQr our
erruption.com
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Oar IN LUTE 2002IEARLY 2003:

THE FUTURES - Vinyl Lp

Crazed hardcore punk from Osaka, CD on fitCR.

REAGAN SS - EP

Pissed LA hardcore... . flex your fucking headl

Hiflhscore - 2
nd Lp

Faster and rawer than their debut.

GNATS SUCKER- Ep

Great Sapporo HC from late 80s

V/A - Four Comers Positive HC LP

All DIY pOSi-HC - LIFES HALT, DEAD WDf

HIGHSCORE, POINT OF FEW and RAZLOG ZA

SPITFIRE - Collection CD *

An awesome, yet unknown Sapporo HC act from

the mid- 8 Os . Demo, live, CD-rom footage.

I QUIT! - 2
nd Ep

Raging Swadiah punk lik. DIE KROEZEM on

crack

!

NEVER CONFORM ~ EP

Sapporo HERESY style from the late 80s

DOMESTIK DOKTRIN - Ep
Crazed thrash from Indonesia

V/A - Possessed To Skate Vol II

"with ETA, LIFE SET STRUGGLE, BREAKFAST and

SCHOLASTIC DETH

XSECRET 7x - Ep

11 songs on 1 sidel Singapore fast attack

V/A Barbaric Norcal EP

New bands from Norcal like VOETSEK, SHARP

KNIFE, DYSTROPHY + morel

THEY LIVE ~ LP/CP
25 years -in the making, insane fastcore

from NY. .

SCHOLASTIC DETH - Discography LP/CD

You asked for it. '

~62 5 is distro'd by:

Ebullition
Po Box 680

|
Goleta, CA 93116 USA|

(www.ebullition.com)

YOU

NEED

1 Inch buttons for low prices

B/W Color

50/$ 1 5 50/$ 17 50

1 00/$22 1 00/$27

500/$1 00 500/$ 125

Turn around time is 5 to 7

days but many times faster

Super Pezhead Buttons

P.O.Box 588

Friendswood, TX 77549
buttons@superpezhead . coni

Make all checks and moneyorders out

to Super Pezhead

www.5uperPezhead.com

LPSICDS STILL AVAILABLE BY:

HHH - 2xCD Spanish 80s thrash .

ExTxA- Frantic Swedish HC

YOUTH ENRAGE -Japan fastcore

RAMBO - Infamous moshtrocity

IMMORTAL FATE-9 0s grindcore

REAL REGGAE - Osaka thrashcore.

Murderous Grind Attack-comp

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS - TX HC > -

LIE - Fast Japanese thrash

GORDON SOLIE MOFOS-Clevo HC

DUMBSTRUCK - UK throaty HC LP

HIGHSCORE -"Fast German HC

PLtJTOCRACYV- 90s grindcore

LIFES HALT/W^HXN - lh rules!

WHN- CD Collects the 2
nd year

SPAZZ - CD Collects early stuff

DISCARGA - Fast HC de Brazil

V/A-Barbaric Thrash Vol.

3

DOWN IN FLAMES - New Jersey HC

SHANK - thrash from Scotland

RISE ABOVE - Tokyo DIY grind

| For more detailed info, check out:|

www. 625thrash.com

*EPS STILL AVAILAtk*'

I COMPLAIN - Sapporo HC attack

MAD RATS - Portuguese 80s HC

SCHOLASTIC DETH - 2
nd

3
rd

FREAKS - Tokyo guitar attack

CRUCIAL ATTACK - SXK reno punk

LIE US tour ep

I BREAKFAST - Tokyo skate thrash

QUATTRO STAGIONE - fastcore

I IRON LUNG - 2 man brutality

THE REAL ENEMY - MN axe punk

I FACE OF CHANGE- Sapporo HC
1

JELLYROLL ROCKHEADS-thrash

EDORA - Singaporean fast attack

POINT OF FEW - Dutch HC

rjELLYROLI^ROCraE^S/EXCL^^

625 SHIRTS thru EBULLITION
| RAMBO , HIGHSCORE , (new ) SCHOLASTIC

|

DETH, ExTxA, (new)WxHxN,
PLUTOCRACY,

(new) SPAZZ & (new) 625.

[Ebullition distro's 625_jtoirta as

well. Check either web3 :.te

.

Check the 625 website for other
distributors that carry 625 and

check EBULLITION'S website for older
|

625 titles that they still have
available I

In Europe:
GREENHELL: www.greenhell.de

I
AGIPUNK: http://utenti.tripod.it/agipunkj

SEP : www. scorchedearthpolicy . de

WRENCH RECORDS
PRESENTS’

HENRY FIATS OPEN SORE
THE NEW EP: PATM0S OR BUST

PRICE EXCLUDING POSTAGE: £2.25

(See below for postage rates)

OTHER TITLES ON THE WRENCH RECORDS LABEL
TITLE: PRICE:

LIL BUNNIES BunnieHole T £2.00

LIL BUNNIES Unabunnie T (last few) £2.50
LOUDMOUTHS / HOT ROD HONEYS Split T £2.00
RANCID HELL SPAWN Gastro Boy T (last few) £2.75
RANCID HELL SPAWN Teenage Lard 7" £2.00
RANCID HELL SPAWN Scalpel Party CD £6.95
SAVAGE MALIGNANT Lucky 7 T (last few!!) £2.75
SEXUAL ABOMINATIONS R’n’r Meat Hook T £2.00
SUPERHELICOPTER LTD. Indicted 7" £2.25
TRONICS What’s The Hubub Bub CD £6.95

POSTAGE IS EXTRA! SEE BELOW FOR POSTAGE RATES.
UK: 65p first 7”, 85p first CD, 25p each extra 7", 30p each
extra CD. EUROPE: £1 .40 first 7", £1 .60 first CD, 30p each
extra 7”, 70p each extra CD. USA & REST OF WORLD:
£1 .80 first r, £2.60 first CD, 70p each extra T\ £1 .40 each
extra CD.
UK Customers can by UK Cheque/Postal Order payable to Wrench Records

Credit Card orders accepted by post, fax (-*44 20 7607 9580) or online.

ONLINE ORDERS ACCEPTED AT WEB SITE WWW.WRENCH.ORG

WRENCH RECORDS, BCM BOX 4049,

LONDON WC1N 3XX, ENGLAND
Email: mail@wrench.org Fax: 020 7607 9580

CUSTOM BUTTONS
It’s Easy! Just Send:

your art

•k payment
(check, MO, or cash)

your address
& phone number

NEW 1.5 inch CLASSIC 1 inch

50 for $20

100 for $35

500 for $150

100 for $25

500 for $100

Prices for black ink. Full color, extra. Contact me.

Postage Included. ( USPS 1 st class

)

www.busybeitvor.net
buttongal 11 eaithlink.net
“773.645.3359“”'“ —

H

P.O.Box 87676

Chicago iL 60680



ciassifieisQ
Attention Classified! Readers: When responding to these ads remember that the world of MRR readers is not a punk rock utopiawhere everyone is looking out for everyone else and we're all cool... Be careful what you tell people and be careful who you sendmoney to. There are people out there in punkland who will try to rip you off, exploit you or manipulate you. Really, it's true

STAY ALL OVER THE WORLD FOR
FREE. The World for Free was started by
a touring band to help with accommoda-
tions in people’s houses. Since then it’s

grown to over 250 members. You don’t
have to be in a band! If you like people
more than hotels, find out about THE
WORLD FOR FREE. $20 a year member-
ship. For information write to: THE
WORLD FOR FREE, PO Box 137-M,
Prince Street Station, New York NY
10012, USA. Email:
info@worldforfree.com or via the web:
http://www.worldforfree.com

THE ABORTION ZINE: This is me using
my choice. I am seeking submissions by
women on their abortion stories. This zine
comes out of necessity because we don’t
hear our own voices enough. Deadline:
April 1st, 2003. Send stuff to: Gabriela
Halas, PO Box 21530, 1850 Commercial
Dr, Vancouver, BC V5N 4A5, Canada,
email: spitboy@hotmail.com. Thank you
women. This can’t happen without you.

PLEASE HELP! My copy of “Decline of
the Western Civilization” died a horrible
death! Someone please hook me up! Dubs
are A-ok! Write first. Everyone will get a
reply. Elton Hite/1449 Lincoln Way E/Apt.
#2/ Chambersburg, PA 17201. Thanks.

JACOB DAVID ENTERPRISES, INC./PO
Box 3050/Eureka, California 95502. Need
some punk politics in your zine in this —————
increasingly ineffectual fashion-oriented BULLETPROOF popemobile webzine:
kulturepunk scene/scheme? Free original reviews, interviews, show listings and
articles, columns, and ribald rants for more, www.bulletproofpopemobile com
any and all zine editors who ask!

COCK-A-DOODLE-MOO! RECENT
RELEASES: Reagan National Crash
Diet, “Sucktastic!” 5 song dbl 7” on
white vinyl in gatefold sleeve; The
Clerics

, 4 song 7” EP;
R.N.C.D./Decibators split 7”. Send SASE
for RoosterCow Newsletter, POB 578174,
Chicago, IL 60657. roostercow@hot-
mail.com.

PUNK/HARDCORE/GRIND BANDS:
looking for a place to record that under-
stands your sound? Check out the JAM
ROOM recording studio in Columbia, SC.
This world famous studio has produced
recordings for THE QUEERS, ANTIS-
CHISM, INITIAL STATE, ASSFACTOR
4, IN/HUMANITY, DAMAD, KYLESA
GUYANA PUNCH LINE, FROM SAFE-
TY TO WHERE, STRETCH ARM-
STRONG, DEATHREAT, DROP DEAD,
and LOS CRUDOS. 24 track analog,
ADAT, or 32 track digital recording serv-
ices as well as mastering and protools
editing. For more info: www.jamroom-
studio.com <http://www.jamroomstu-
dio.com/> or 803-787-1144. Ask about
the punk demo special.

LIVE PUNK ROCK PHOTOGRAPHS!
Agnostic Front, Hudson Falcons,
Beltones, Rancid, The Krays, Oxymoron
Flogging Molly, The GC5, Casualties,’
Forgotten, Pressure Point, Bosstones,
Endless Struggle, Toxic Narcotic, NY
Rel-X, APA, Terminus City, Distillers,
Boils, H20, Total Chaos, and more. Send
a dollar for a list and 3 - 4X6 Samples.
Marck Generous, 2105 19th St West,
Bradenton, FL 34205.

WANTED: Suicide? No! Murder fanzine
from UK ‘80s. Have #4; need others. Will
pay or trade. Need any zines from ‘80s
with international hardcore coverage.
English preferred, but any language is

cool. Sweden, Italy, Japan = main inter-
ests. Tell me your haves. Stuart
Schrader Box, 511 Whippany, NJ 07981-
0511. gameofthearseholes@hotmail.com.

31 YEAR OLD, old school punk rocker out
of touch with the punk world for the past
several years looking for others to re-
establish lost ties. Into all punk and hard-
core music, but love 80’s music the most.
Keith Glodfelter, 1600 Walters Mill Rd,
Somerset PA 15510.

GG ALLIN: All new merchandise catalog:
Lots more pics & pages. Many new t-shirt
designs, new concert posters, jabbers
poster, promos, DVD, the book, videos
(many masters), lots of new color covers,
artwork, gg doll, cassettes, cd’s, singles &
murder junkies stuff. This catalog kicks
ass. Don't settle for second best. In busi-
ness over 13 years. $3.00 for pro printed
XL catalog over 20 pages. Merle Allin,
167 Berkeley Avenue, Bloomfield. NJ
07003. (973) 680-9171. $2.00 for xl list.

SMASH THE PRISON INDUSTRIAL
COMPLEX!!! Anarcho-punk serving 102
months for shoplifting socks is seeking
freedom fighters everywhere to support
the quest to educate and inspire our
brothers/sisters of the World Prison
Industrial Complex. Please send literature
direct from publisher, requests for info,
and words of solidarity to: Cassidy
Wheeler, #14282456, 777 Stanton Blvd.,
Ontario, OR 97914-8335 U$A.

VIDEOS: Over 1500 shows. GG, Dwarves.
Nashville Pussy, Misfits, Black Flag, Dead
Kennedys, Social D., Bad Brains,
Dropkick Murphys, Circle Jerks, Donnas
Hole, nofx, Bikini Kill, Fantomas, Rancid.

I

Pistols, Danzig, Mummies, Hellacopters
Casualties, Clash, Dead Boys, Dolls.
Samhain, Ween, NYHC, Metal, Industrial
& much more. Fast reliable service for
over 10 years. Merle Allin, 167 Berkeley
Avenue, Bloomfield, NJ 07003. (973) 680
9171. $!.00 for xl list

CHEAP NEW PUNK CDS copies are $5
ea. The Gee Strings “arrest us” - female
fronted German punk. Blastmat “1984” -

ct. old school hardcore. Cash only. Dagger
Mailorder, PO Box 380152, East Hartford
CT 06138-0152 USA

FRIENDS AND RELATIVES RECORDS
is a diy label that does pop and hardcore
records. CDs are $3. Tapes are $2. Write
Friends and Relatives. PO Box 23,
Bloomington, IN 47402 or email friend-
sandrelativesrecords@yahoo.com for a
catalog.

SEEKING CORRESPONDENCE with
outside world. Stuff:
grind/metal/hc/sxe/oi, conspiracy theo-
ries, native american, heathenism, human
behavior, fetish, tattoos, advice, true
crime, whatever. Anyone welcome to
write. Matt Borowsky #104265, ASPC-
T/Manzanita, POB 24401, Tucson, AZ
85734-4401.

FAST, RAW, OLD STYLE PUNK/IIARD
CORE. Free downloads of 70 songs at
http :// www. mp3 . com/s till b or ns .

Bootlegging is encouraged. 43 song CDRs
and tapes are both $2 postage paid. Send
money orders, checks or cash to Chuck
Martin, PO Box 666, Greensburg, IN
47240-0666.

SELL YOUR BODY THE STRAP-ONS
“Geeking Dream” 25 song CD with songs
like Strap-On Sally for only $9 postage
paid. Send to CNF PO Box 8241, Norfolk,
VA 23503. Bodies in the streets Limbless
Torsos begging to die. www.thestrap-
ons.com

FREE 5 SONG CASSETTE. Just send
your mailing address and get the latest
release, “Pain on Parade” from Skidd
Freeman absolutely free. Send to: Skidd
Freeman, PO Box 4281, East Lansing, MI
48826 OR email.
skiddfreeman@webtv.com.



MAXIMUMROCKNORLL
PO BOX 460760

SAN FRANCISCO, CA
94146-0760

BULK RATE
US POSTAGE PAID

SAN FRANCISCO, CA
PERMIT NO. 728
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